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Note on Gender Inclusive Language

Dr. Custance wrote at a time when words used to describe our
humanity were not confused with our description of gender. In
his writings, how the words ‘man’ or ‘men’ are interpreted
depends on the context. To avoid confusion, the reader should
adhere to the following guidelines:

1) When the word ‘man’ is preceded by a definite or
indefinite article (‘a’, ‘the’) it means a particular
individual.

2) When the word is used without any article, it is used in
the abstract, meaning humanity, mankind in general
(including all genders).

3) When the word is capitalized, Man, it is referring to
God’s original creation, to unfallen humanity.
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We must
not use reason,
or knowledge gained
by scientific means, as a
basis for our Faith, since that
kind of knowledge may prove to
be in error. But we may indeed use
reason and scientific knowledge to explore
what we already believe. The point is important.
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INTRODUCTION

We are great travellers these days. Everyone is "going
somewhere else"—to England, to Europe, to South America, to the
Caribbean. So exciting to most people is the prospect of travel that
the destination itself is scarcely important! The great thing is to be on
the move and to be going "first class" if possible. Probably Americans
are the most mobile people in the world—with the exception of
nomads.

But there is one journey we are reluctant to think about—at least,
we want to postpone it as long as possible. It is the journey out of
time into eternity. Yet we know we shall all, or nearly all, have to
make it in the end, and at a time not altogether of our choosing...

What can it mean to pass out of this world of space and time and
find ourselves in a timeless, spaceless (?) world in which to move
from one "place" to another will neither occupy time nor require
passing through the intervening space between? How "long" will it
take? How does one "go" there?

A propos of the matter of the "time" taken for this journey, I once
presented a paper to a very small Toronto audience on Einstein's
theory of the relativity of time. This was in 1939. Present in the
audience was a Christian man of mature years who also happened
to be a lawyer of some consequence, the legal advisor to one of
Toronto's largest newspapers.

After the lecture, he came up to me and said, "This is all
nonsense! How can you say that where there is no space there is no
time either? Existence without time is inconceivable!" But then he
added, "I'd still like to have a copy of your paper."

So I gave him one. But I hardly felt encouraged by his response
to a truth I had only a little while before perceived as having a
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profound relevance to what happens when we pass out of this world
and go to be forever with the Lord.

Some weeks later, I had a phone call from him. "What did you
mean," he asked, "by the statement . . ." and he read to me a couple
of sentences that were really the crux of the matter. And I could see
that he had been mulling over the subject and was in fact on the
verge of seeing the whole point. Indeed, about three months later he
was explaining it all to his wife and invited me to come over and
help him along! He had gotten the point. And you may imagine how
rewarded I felt.

Anyway, you may very well find yourself wondering, as he did.
I only hope you will stay with it. I believe it provides an answer to
a very profound problem that has been unresolved for centuries but
is now within sight of resolution, and the prospect is indeed an
exciting one.

Someone said that it takes two to tell a truth, one to speak it and
one to hear it spoken. There are truths that we only grasp after we
have given them verbal expression for the benefit of someone else.
We may think we understand a truth, but when we try to share it
with another person we often discover that we only half understand
it ourselves. Then the attempt to communicate it clarifies our
thoughts and the would-be teacher becomes his own pupil and
learns from himself by the effort of telling.

I believe that the reader will profit most from this study if he will
try to share it with a friend with whom rapport has already been
established and will then discuss it so as to clarify its implications.
These implications are profound and far reaching.

There is much to comfort those who have fears about the journey
that is to be taken from time into eternity when we come to crossing
over Jordan. Moreover, some centuries-old questions regarding the
nature of the intermediate state between death and resurrection are
answered in a new way.

Although it seemed necessary to begin with certain aspects of
time upon which recent research has shed an entirely new light, the
perceptive reader will soon begin to recognize the relevance of this
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research to a number of more puzzling passages of Scripture, the
meaning of which has hitherto remained somewhat obscure.

New light may also be shed on the phenomenon of expectancy of
the Lord's soon return, an expectancy that seems so clearly indicated
in the New Testament and has always been dear to the Lord's people
in spite of centuries of "delay." Indeed, so long has this delay
continued that many believe such expectancy is both unreasonable
and improper. This study, however, will help to show that such a
negative conclusion is entirely unwarranted. The Second Coming of
the Lord in glory can indeed be looked for, expectantly, by every
believer.

If you find the going difficult here and there, don't give up. You
will be amply rewarded in the end. Press on, and gradually the
picture will become clearer until suddenly the light will shine and
you will say, "Oh, I see!" and you will rejoice in the Lord.

This is a foray into territory that is not usually explored by the
Christian reader, and it stretches the mind in new directions. It is an
adventure in ideas that may at first seem to be foreign to the things
that matter most to us, the Lord's people. But eventually you will
find that the Word of God has been marvellously illuminated in an
entirely new way as the old Faith becomes doubly reassuring about
one of the greatest mysteries of life, the journey out of time into
eternity.
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PART I

THE NATURE OF TIME

AND ETERNITY
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Chapter 1

TIME: THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ACCOUNT

Time, like an ever-rolling stream,
Bears all its sons away.

So go the opening lines of one stanza of Isaac Watt's well-known
hymn.

It expresses the common sense view of the flow of time, a steady
stream of something in which we live, carrying us along in its
current, flowing always at the same speed and in the same direction,
and passing across the stage of our experience like a tape upon
which events are being indelibly impressed. It comes out of eternity
and passes on into eternity, allowing us an opportunity to act out
our little part in the allotted span.

Time has a reality apart from our consciousness since it
obviously continues to flow by while we sleep. Moreover, it was
unreeling before we were born and continues to unreel after we are
buried. It is as endless as eternity. It is in fact coexistent with eternity
and differs only from it by being a measured stretch of current that
has direction of flow, rather than the immeasurable stillness of
eternity that simply exists everywhere without movement. At least,
so it seems... 

Nothing happens outside of it because it is inconceivable that it
could. There has always been time, and all events are embedded in
it, even creation itself. Before the universe existed, time must have
been passing even in eternity, while God was making his plans.
When the world comes to an end, we have to ask how there can
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1. Revelation 10:6: ”[the angel] sware by him who lives for ever and ever... that there should
be time no longer.”
2. On some research done in this area, see Alton J. DeLong, "Phenomenological Space-Time:
Towards an Experiential Relativity", Science, vol.217, 7 August, 1981, p. 681.

possibly be "no more time" (as Revelation 10:6 seems to say1) since
God and the angels surely continue, and so will we as God's
children. At any rate, such is the common sense view of things.

Yet experience tells us that the flow of time is not always the
same. Sometimes it accelerates. At other times it slows up. Perhaps
it can even stop altogether! Whatever may be the truth of the matter,
experience tells us that our personal measurement of time is highly
variable. Fifteen minutes under the probing of a dentist can be an
age. One hour in front of our favourite TV programme is gone in a
moment. The time that lovers spend together is no time at all! 

The common sense view tells us that time is constant in its flow,
unvarying and unending. But experience challenges this now and
then.2 Let us explore the circumstances under which such challenges
may arise. They seem to depend on some factors that are external to
ourselves and some factors that are within ourselves.

Some of the external factors are such things as the time of day,
environmental temperature, darkness, extended periods of absolute
silence, total deprivation of sense stimulation, and involvement in a
threatening situation or an actual accident. 

Some of the internal factors are age (childhood, maturity, or
senility), body temperature (whether due to fever or to
environmental conditions), hypnosis, the action of drugs or poisons,
potential starvation, and sex (whether male or female).

Other internal factors are extremes of pain or fear, pleasure or
excitement. These, too, effectively distort our awareness of the
passage of time, the former enormously slowing it up and the latter
substantially accelerating it. It has been observed that, in retrospect,
we retain only vague memories of what was happening when time
was dragging, but vivid memories when time was flying. It is as
though our estimate of time is somehow adjusted to the intensity of
our awareness.
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3. For work done by Hudson Hoagland, see Herbert Woodrow, "Time Perception" in Handbook
of Experimental Psychology, edited by S. S. Stevens, New York, Wiley, 1951, p.1231; and also John
Cohen, "Psychological Time", Scientific American, vol.211, no.5, 1964, p.117, 118.

Time sense and body temperature
One of the first investigators to conduct quantifiable experiments

relating to the effect of body temperature on time was Hudson
Hoagland of the Worchester Foundation for Experimental Biology
in the United States.3 When his wife had influenza and was running
a high temperature (104° F), he happened to notice that her ability to
estimate time was significantly disturbed. On an occasion of an
emergency visit to the local drugstore on her behalf which had
occupied not more than twenty minutes by the clock, she was
absolutely certain that he had been gone for at least an hour. There
was such a remarkable discrepancy in her time sense that he decided
to investigate it. To this end he designed a number of experiments,
and these experiments revealed a very clear straight-line relationship
between her temperature and her error in estimate of the time
interval.

He instructed her to count to sixty at what she believed to be one
second intervals. He used a stopwatch and noted precisely what
number she reached in her counting when one minute had lapsed by
the clock. He repeated this a number of times as her temperature
fluctuated, and for each clocked minute he plotted her total count
against her temperature. He found, for example, that when her
temperature registered 97.4° F, she had counted to 60, when in fact
the clock showed only 52 seconds had passed. By the time her
temperature had risen to 103° F, she had counted to 60 when in fact
only 34 seconds had passed. Thus the estimated passage of time had
clearly accelerated for her, flowing through her consciousness at
almost twice the normal speed.

By extrapolation from Hoagland's data one may suppose that
when her temperature reached 104.2° F, time would appear to pass
at twice the speed. The scatter of Hoagland's figures shows
remarkably little variability in count for successive estimates at any
given temperature over the range from 97° F to 103° F, the
relationship being clearly a straight line one. As her temperature
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rose, her sense of the passage of time steadily accelerated and she
reached a count of 60 in less and less time. At the height of her fever,
when he went to the drugstore, her count must have been almost
three times as fast as it should have been, so that his 20 minute
absence seemed to her more like 60 minutes. It is therefore apparent
that psychological time is significantly temperature dependent.

The French have for many years been particularly interested in
this subject. Long before Hoagland's experiments, a French
psychologist, Henri Pieron, suggested that because a subject's
psychological time sense is exaggerated at higher temperatures, the
speed of the operation of the brain itself must have accelerated,
chemical reactions at a higher temperature taking place at a higher
speed.

Hoagland thus concluded that there is some kind of chemical
pacemaker in the brain, a sort of temperature-regulated balance
wheel in our psychological clock that governs our subjective sense
of the rate at which time is passing through the mental recorder. Its
second intervals (like the tick of a clock) are shorter or longer
depending on the temperature of the tissue, and our unconscious
computer that tells us when 60 seconds have passed is out of register
with the time told by a mechanical time piece—unless the time piece
also forms part of our computer's frame of reference.

We measure time by change. But change has to be perceived and
perceiving involves some kind of activity of the mind that is almost
certainly linked to the electro-chemical processes of the brain. So we
now suspect that altered temperatures upset the normal operating
speed of these processes. The higher the temperature, the more
rapidly the "frames" are recorded and the greater the number of
them per time unit: the lower the temperature, the more slowly they
are recorded and the fewer of them per unit of time.

The hibernating animal whose temperature steadily falls until he
finally goes to sleep, probably skips straight from the picture of the
last day of autumn to the first day of spring. There is no experienced
interval in this "skip." The eye of its mind therefore takes only two
photographs in that interval—the first falling snowflake and the last
melting icicle. The intervening winter is by-passed entirely. As a sun
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dial counts only the sunny hours, so the animal's consciousness
perceives only the warm days. On its last wakeful day in the fall, the
sun declines more and more slowly as its own temperature falls and
it loses consciousness even before the sun has actually set. It is
months later that one day in the spring as the warming sun rises
higher in the morning and the environmental temperature allows the
animal to return to a waking state, it opens its eyes to see the sun
already risen. In the interval it has not known that the sun was daily
continuing its circuit across the sky. Kaleidoscoping its last moments
of wakefulness in the fall with its first day of wakefulness in the
spring, it had not actually seen the sun go down at all. The winter
months have simply been eclipsed. There have, in fact, been no
intervening winter sunsets.

What if the only creatures alive were creatures like this? Their
picture of the world would be the only reality they could know and
they might very well assume that it was the reality. We are in much
the same position, except that we depend on mechanical clocks
rather than biological ones, and these mechanical clocks continue to
run even when we are unconscious. Nevertheless, it is we who have
set the speed at which they go, according to the speed at which we
have sensed the sun in its journeys.

A "real" rate of flow of time?
It is true that this is all subjective. Yet the question arises whether

the flow rate of time that is normal to human experience may not
actually be determined by the mean temperature at which our bodies
operate. This temperature is remarkably constant for all men all over
the world—at the equator, in the tropics, in temperate zones, and
even in the Arctic. Thus if body temperature does regulate time
sense in any way, we all agree pretty well on the speed at which
time is passing, i.e., at what speed the sun is making its daily
round...and therefore at what speed to set our mechanical clocks.

But what if we lived on a planet where the normal body
temperature happened to be 104° F (as it is in birds) instead of 98°F?
Of course, the sun would go across the sky at its own fixed rate,
whatever that happens to be, but if we with our new time sense
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perceived it to be going more slowly than it now is and accordingly
set our clocks to match its slower time, how could we ever discover
it? How then can we know what the objective flow rate of time really
is? We naturally assume that there is some such objective flow rate
for the Universe but we cannot tell what it is for sure because it is
locked into our stream of consciousness, and this is determined by
our temperature.

We ourselves as part of the system cannot know whether our
time sense reflects the actual passage of time. Perhaps God observes
the movements of the Universe at twice the speed we do, or only at
half the speed we do. To Him who stands outside of it, uninfluenced
by temperature or any other such factor, time may pass at an entirely
different rate, the "actual" rate one might say. Thus there could be a
general conspiracy to which all objective time markers within the
system are party, and we assess the flow rate of all these markers in
the context of our own consciousness. We set our clocks to keep our
time as determined by the speed at which we observe the passage of
the sun across the sky of our experience. We filter these signals
through our minds and every kind of marker is forced through the
same filtering process, both the clocks we make and the length of the
day by which we set them. Of this filtering process we are unaware.

"Actual time," whatever that is, may be much faster or much
slower than we apprehend it to be. Our time may depend upon the
mean temperature at which our minds operate. If all life on some
other planet operated at a temperature of, say, 70° F or 110° F, the
time frame would be very different. Presumably the order of events
would remain the same but the time intervals between these events,
and therefore the speed at which things happen, would be
experienced very differently. The problem is that we could only
discover it if we, unlike that other planet's inhabitants, wore some
kind of insulated clothing to keep our body temperature precisely
where it now is, while we visited with them.

Such, then, is one of the factors which conceals from us the "real"
rate at which time flows by.
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Time sense: size and life span
Now it is also possible that the size of our bodies relative to the

Universe has a bearing on how we experience the passage of time.
To a tiny insect with a life span of only a few hours, a geological age
would be an eternity. The size of an organism obviously has a
bearing simply because a highly complex creature of large pro-
portions needs more time just to reach adult size, and thus has to
"take longer at meals" in order to get enough food to sustain itself
and to grow up. Cell division and multiplication proceed at a certain
"normal" rate, and obviously the larger the number of cells that have
to multiply to generate the adult organism the longer the time it will
take. Within certain very loose limits a larger animal will have a
longer life. 

The insect that lives for a few hours presumably passes through
all the phases of maturing and the experiences which accompany
them from birth to death in those few hours. Though it is difficult to
conceive of it, it seems likely that such a creature could pass through
a carefree childhood, an anxious adolescence, a bored middle life,
and a disappointed old age. Maybe it looks forward in its childhood
to a lifetime as stretching out before it, or thinks back in the
retrospect of old age upon what is past, in a way which is somewhat
analogous to the human situation.

This may not be true of insects, of course. But it seems likely that
it is partially true of such a creature as a dog whose life span is
nevertheless only about one fifth of ours. So size obviously has a
bearing on experienced time. One Victorian writer, Ambrose Bierce,
wrote:

Magnitude being purely relative, nothing is large and nothing
is small. If everything in the Universe were increased in bulk by
one thousand diameters, nothing would be any larger than it was
before. To an understanding familiar with the relativity of
magnitude and distance, the spaces and masses of the
astronomer would be no more impressive than those of the
microscopist.

For anything we know to the contrary, the visible universe may
be the small part of an atom with its component ions floating in
the life-fluid (luminiferous) of some animal. Possibly the wee
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creatures peopling the corpuscles of our own blood are overcome
with the proper emotion when contemplating the unthinkable
distance from one of these corpuscles to another.4

Malebranche was quite right when he exclaimed after looking
through a microscope for the first time: "This is the end of size."5 He
might with equal justice have said, "This is the end of time." In
neither case would it have been intended that there was no more size
or no more time but only that both were entirely relative. And we
should remember that, when we speak of something as being
relative, we also mean relative experientially.

Man lives three score years and ten. The period is long enough
relative to the life of an insect to make our estimate of time very
different. But if we lived as long as the pre-Flood patriarchs who
survived for almost a thousand years, our perception might be
different. A geological age might strike us as not quite such a long
period, and an historical epoch might seem very brief.

There are among us a small number of unfortunate individuals
suffering from a disease called progeria, which brings about a
frighteningly accelerated rate of aging of the body. Within a period
of ten to fifteen years these people pass through infancy and
childhood, adolescence, middle age, senility, and death. Each stage
is marked by all the symptoms more or less characteristic of a
normally spanned life. By the age of twelve or so, the sufferer is
already an old man, decrepit in physique, hard of hearing, dim of
eye, bald and toothless, shrunken in appearance. All the tell-tale
marks associated with old age are evident, even sometimes to the
hardening of the arteries.

To such individuals, we who survive to the presently allotted
span of life must appear as the pre-Flood patriarchs do to us. A
corollary of this would naturally be that, to the pre-Flood patriarchs,
we who think we are in health would actually appear as pitiful
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progeriacs. And possibly this is the truth of the matter, but because
we have come to accept our present life span as normal, we discount
the records of antiquity as unbelievable.6

While they are reported to have lived to almost a thousand years,
we may live to almost a hundred: and while we live to almost a
hundred years, the progeriac lives to about ten. The proportions are
curiously much the same—ten to one. Who can say what a normal
life span really is, or ought to be? But now, if our life time passes at
a normal rate for us, did the pre-Flood patriarchs live at a much
slower rate? Did time therefore seem to pass much more slowly in
each of their days? Who knows whose biological clocks are actually
telling the right time? We don't know what a short time is or a long
time, and it seems virtually impossible for us ever to find out how
long long is. Their one thousand years may have seemed to them,
experientially, no longer than our mere three score years and ten.
The progeriac, in his "younger" days, perhaps watches those around
him growing slowly into potential Methuselahs, while he himself
experiences the flow of time at a "normal" pace.

Time sense: hypnosis, drugs, darkness, shock
Hypnosis can have an even more dramatic effect on time sense

than changes in body temperature. Experiments were reported in
MD Canada in 1966 in which, under hypnosis, subjects could be
made to experience a thousand discrete "events" in an interval of five
clock seconds.7 L. F. Cooper of the University of Georgetown
suggested to a hypnotized patient that a metronome which was
actually beating once per clock second was beating at a much lower
rate.8 He demonstrated that it was possible for a subject to accept the
suggested time scale and fit it into her dreams. The passage of only
a few minutes was accordingly experienced as an interval of several
hours. In another report, in one dream lasting three seconds as
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measured by brain wave activity, a subject imagined that 4800
seconds had passed during which time she was able to pick and
count 862 bolls of cotton. This meant that in her new time frame she
actually picked and counted one boll of cotton every five seconds,
which would not be unreasonable in a real life situation. But one
cannot consciously count 862 of anything in three seconds under
normal conditions. 

To do this in three seconds of clock time indicates that hypnosis
had an extraordinarily accelerating effect upon her conscious activity
or a decelerating effect upon her consciousness of the passage of
time. Who knows but what we ourselves may wake up some day
and find that our whole life has in effect passed in a moment or two
of real time—as Psalm 103:15 and 16 almost seem to suggest.9

Some drugs have the effect of so slowing up the time at which
things happen that the subject appears to have been provided with
“more time” to examine events that normally occur too rapidly for
comprehension of what is happening. One has to put the words more
time in quote marks because we do not really know whether this is
the way to describe the situation or whether it is the mental
processes that are enormously speeded up instead.

Constance Holden speaks of a pianist who under the influence
of drugs worked out an interpretation of a Bach toccata, condensing
what she considered to be eight hours of practice time in ten minutes
of trance time.10 She also refers to a song writer who during a drug-
induced trance imagined that she walked down a street into a
cabaret, ordered a sandwich and a beer, and then listened to a singer
rendering three songs. All of this took place in a clocked time
interval of only two minutes. Afterwards she was able to sing the
songs, each one of which was new to her. This was done entirely by
normal speed recollection of events which had been imagined under
drugs at a vastly accelerated rate.

Drugs like hashish and marijuana are very potent in this respect.
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Time contraction can be measured in several different ways, the
usual one being the subject's estimate of the number of events
happening during the trial period of time. 

In discussion on certain aspects of consciousness at the 1968
Alpbach Symposium held in Austria under the aegis of Arthur
Koestler, J. R. Smythies commented on the fact that hallucinogenic
drugs enormously distort our sense of time, sometimes elongating
it to such an extent that one second may seem like a hundred years.11

Objects falling to the ground at the usual speed are observed in slow
motion so that they can be examined as they fall, and what happens
at the point of impact can be leisurely studied in ways not possible
in normal life.

Unfortunately, the details of what was observed are not always
clear afterwards. It is as though a moving film of events has been
photographed at a thousand times its normal speed but the picture
is then projected onto the screen of consciousness at a normal speed
so that the time sequences are dramatically retarded. Again,
fortunately or otherwise, if the subject's own actions are involved in
the sequence as something more than mere observer, his or her
actions take part in the decelerated time frame so that nothing gets
out of register.

We must include in any discussion of the effect of drugs some
mention of the effect of reduced oxygen. This may result from
exposure to high altitude, for example. When Major D. Simons made
his remarkable balloon ascent in 1957 to an altitude of 102,000 feet,
his physical condition deteriorated until at one point his speech over
the intercom system had slowed to one quarter of its usual speed.12

He was apparently quite unaware of this change. It is not reported
whether he heard the answering message at a similarly much slower
speed, as seems probable.

Not only is our inner clock disturbed by temperature changes
and hypnosis and drugs, but even darkness can upset it somewhat.
John S. Kafka in 1957 reported that a series of uniformly spaced
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sound signals given to an observer both in the light and in the dark,
were estimated to have been more widely spaced in the dark.13 And
these findings have since been verified by other experiments of a
similar nature.

For some reason a shift in time sense may occur during the shock
of an accident. A professor friend of mine in the University of
Toronto some years ago told us of a personal experience in which
during a car accident he witnessed everything in slow motion
immediately after the moment of impact. The glass windows slowly
shattered and fell out, the door beside him slowly swung open as the
car took a leisurely roll, and he found himself slowly passing out of
the car and floating through the air towards the ditch. Evidently
upon hitting the ground he lost consciousness, for he had no further
recollections. When he came to, his time sense was once again
normal. It was only in retrospect that he was able to recall this
strange process of slowing up. In spite of the opportunity that the
deceleration of events would seem to have provided for evasive
action, he was not able to take advantage of it because his own
movements were correspondingly slow and therefore ineffective.
The temporary reprieve that such a circumstance would appear to
offer was thus cancelled out.

I suppose that there is an element of shock in being rudely
awakened by an alarm clock. At any rate, it is not an uncommon
experience to reach out and sleepily turn it off, noting that one has
a few minutes of grace so that a moment or two in bed is still
allowable. One enjoys the soporific sense of relaxation after the
sudden awakening, and the next thing one is asleep again. Then
suddenly one awakens with an apprehensive start fearing one has
over-slept far beyond the appropriate time, perhaps as much as half
an hour or more. Visions of a wild dash to the office, a breakfast
missed, and the last train or bus caught by a hair's breadth flash
through one's mind. But then a quick glance at the clock brings the
startling realization that one has lapsed into sleep again for only a
minute, or perhaps two at the most. Almost every one has had this
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experience. The amazing thing is how long the lapsed time often
seems to be, when in fact it can often be measured in seconds.

These time sense distortions are, of course, distortions and
nothing else, since the rest of the world continues to experience
contemporary events within a "normal" time frame. They have
nothing to do with Einstein's theory of the relativity of time. They
are psychological and subjective. But in spite of their subjectivity
they are real, and there is some evidence that they can be linked to
such unlikely factors as the age and/or sex of the individual.

Time sense in children, men, women
For example, LeComte du Nouy undertook a number of studies

of the differences in time sense between children, men, and women
and concluded that they were real. He wrote about them at some
length subsequently in a book entitled Biological Time. Here he
observed:

Time does not have the same value in childhood as in later
years. A year is much longer, physiologically and psycho-
logically, for a child than for a man. One year for a child of ten
corresponds to two years for a man of twenty ... The time lapse
between the third and seventh years probably represents a
duration equivalent to fifteen or twenty years for a grown man.14

Du Nouy believed that the capacity to absorb knowledge in a
very young child was correspondingly far greater than in the adult,
including the comparatively effortless learning of several languages
concurrently. Children have more time, more psychological time, but
not more chronological time. He also concluded that there is a real
difference in the time sense of the adult man and the adult woman.

A man's time sense is particulate, fractional, an hours-minutes-
seconds kind of time sense. A man very consciously counts time,
saves it, loses it, wastes it, does many other such things with it as
though it were being parcelled out to him in bits and pieces of a size
convenient to the task which occupies it. Du Nouy believed that the
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male had a kind of inner clock, the ticking of whose mechanism he
was somehow aware of. In England when the Gregorian calendar
was adopted in 1752 and September 3rd suddenly became
September 14th, general rioting resulted on account of the fact that
workmen felt they had been robbed of eleven days of their lives,
eleven whole days of life that personally belonged to them.

A man tends to be more conscious of delay because of this inner
clock. Western man makes clocks with smaller and smaller divisions
until he can now measure a millionth of a second. He assumes that
the measurement of a fraction of a second represents an absolute
measure of some strictly objective reality: a sixteenth of an inch, let
us say, of the tape that has been wound on the spool to the right. 

According to du Nouy, a woman's sense of time is somewhat
different from a man's, and the two divergent senses are cause of not
a little confusion and sometimes friction. Her sense of time is not
fractional or length oriented, but event oriented. He reasoned that
this results from the various cycles which regulate a woman's
experience throughout life, most of which are not experienced by the
male. These cycles are essentially related to child-bearing, puberty,
monthly periods, gestation periods, menopause, and so forth.

The result is that a woman is timing life, not by the even spacing
of the minutes or the hours in the way that a man times his, but in
cycles which are much longer and not nearly so precise. The
intervening time spaces are not attended to in the same way.

When a woman responds to her impatient husband as he waits
to take the family to the theatre, by saying "Coming, dear, right
away," she does not mean this literally. She means only that at that
moment this is the next event she has in mind: to join her husband.
Meanwhile, he makes a mental note of her reply and allows her
forty-five seconds to make the trip from her bedroom to the front
door! Consequently, he is frustrated when, ten minutes later, he is
still pacing up and down the hall...

Neither party seems able to accept the other's sense of time. And
children have the same problem with grownups.
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Flow rate of time: absolute or relative?
It is clear, therefore, that time does not have a fixed spending

value in experience. It does not flow at a uniform rate through the
consciousness of each individual. If we were all drugged alike, the
passage of time might be universally accelerated or decelerated, and
no one would detect it. Our mechanical clocks would be part and
parcel of the conspiracy and their observed rate would simply reflect
our drugged perception and share in the same acceleration or
deceleration. Just as, if we were to double the size of the universe
and everything in it, we would also have doubled the size of our
yardstick, so that the universe would measure exactly what it did
before! The same is true with time. If time passed for all of us at
twice the speed or dragged for all of us at half the rate that it
presently does, we would not be aware of any change.

This variability is entirely subjective of course—or at least we
assume it is. Actually, we have no way of knowing whether there
really is, somewhere, an objective flow rate of time or an actual
yardstick for size. We build our clocks by our consciousness of the
time it takes the earth to complete one revolution about its axis and
our calendar around the time it takes the earth to circle the sun. We
observe the rate of the revolution of the earth and try to make sure
that the rate of the revolution of the clock hands is in agreement; but
in either case it is, after all, by our consciousness of this rate that we
are guided. Some other smaller people on some other larger planet
might be surprised at our assessment of how fast time flies,
especially if what we call a drugged state is the normal state for them
or if their body temperature is running much higher or much lower
than ours.

Thus the rate of time's flow lies in our consciousness. It is
relative, to us. There is no way in which we can say how fast it is
flowing by until we specify whose time we are talking about. Whose
time is right? Moreover, there is no absolute ground for assuming (as
we commonly do) that the flow rate of time is the same everywhere
in the universe. And God's time and our time may be very different
things, not perhaps in the direction in which it flows but in the rate at
which it flows.
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One might argue that the sun determines the rate, not we. So it
does. But it is important to realize that if our inner clocks all ran at
one tenth of their present rate we would simply see the sun moving
correspondingly more slowly across the sky, and we would still see
our clocks keeping time with that movement. It would not be
necessary to re-set our clocks. Our reading of the sun as moving at
a slower rate across the sky would be exactly matched by a similar
reading of the movement of the minute and hour hands of our
clocks, even if they were one of these new types which are claimed
to have such tremendous accuracy.

Pendulum clocks are highly dependable, but they too would be
seen to slow up or to accelerate. The swing of the pendulum back
and forth would be matched to our perception of the speed of the
sun in its circuit, because we would make sure that it did. On the
basis of this swinging pendulum we might make our calculations of
the value of gravity and though they would be adjusted to our time
sense, they would still be correct.

In short, nothing would change. Only some super-natural being
who was not locked in as part of our space/time frame of reference,
who could look on without becoming entangled with our metabolic
acceleration or deceleration, would be able to observe what was
happening to us. We ourselves would not be aware of it if we were
all involved.

Nevertheless, we still feel confident that somewhere there is
indeed a real time rate, and that it is only our sense of time that is
upset—not the time rate itself. We recognize that we are all alike
immersed in a psychological time frame from which we cannot
escape. But we all agree, or did agree until Einstein came along, that
the flow rate of time itself had an absolute quality about it.

What, then, did Einstein really mean when he said that time is
relative? Did he only mean that the sense of time is relative, while
the flow of its current moves on at a speed that is invariable? Did he
mean only that we experience time at different rates but that this
variability is only in the consciousness of the observer? The answer
is, No! This is not what he meant. He meant that time does not have
a fixed flow rate, that its flow rate really is variable, that this
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variability is not dependent on the observer! 
Before we turn to examine the implications of what Einstein

proposed, implications which have since been very widely
confirmed by experiment and observation, it will be well to see that
Western man has often lagged behind people of other cultures in
their understanding of the "real" nature of time. Then we shall be in
a better position to use Einstein’s new understanding as a means of
explaining a number of important passages of Scripture—some of
which have hitherto appeared to be in contradiction with each other
in disconcerting ways.
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Chapter Two

TIME: THE CULTURAL ACCOUNT

Western man is progressively putting more and more emphasis
on the material things of life. This is a sad repudiation of our
Christian heritage, which is pre-eminently spiritual in its ethos. We
have sent missionaries to other people with the intent of converting
them to a more spiritual way of life, but it often became apparent
that these same people to whom we sent our missionaries actually
took a more spiritual view of life than we do ourselves. We assumed
that the basis of this spiritual emphasis was in their case mere
superstition, and undoubtedly this assessment has frequently been
correct. Nevertheless, while we found them poor in this world's
goods, they often turned out to be oddly well-to-do in the non-
material aspects of their culture; and in spite of their poverty they
usually found meaning in life where we seem to have lost it.

Time sense in different World Views
Now, anthropologists have observed that many cultures of non-

Western tradition do not bifurcate their world into two kingdoms:
the material and the spiritual, the natural and the supernatural, the
secular and the sacred. Western man tends to make a clear
distinction in which the material world is taken to be the real world
and the spiritual world is taken to be a fantasy, a creation of our
ignorance. Primitive cultures, and many of the high cultures of
ancient times, on the whole took a very different view of things.
They saw the spirit world as everywhere interpenetrating the
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material world and, in fact, regulating it. It was for this reason that,
in the case of an accident, they customarily asked not "How did it
happen?" but "Who did it?" Events were not analysed intellectually:
they were experienced as personal confrontations. They felt
themselves to be citizens of what to them was a kind of
“commonwealth” of animated beings. Many of them still feel this
way. If what one reads is true, the Hopi pre-eminently view their
relationship to the world as such. 

What we call the inanimate forces of nature (with a small n ), to
them are the animated wills of Nature (with a capital N). Such people
have always been humbler in the presence of elemental forces, less
brash in their attitude towards the world around them, more aware
of the comparative impotence of man when his behaviour is
contrasted with that of animals. The relationship between man and
his world was not, or is not, a me/it relationship (as it is with us) but
a me/thou relationship.

Consider the following illustration: in Egypt where annual
records of the levels of the Nile river were kept from earliest times,
the Pharaoh made gifts to the Nile every year at about the time it
was due to rise. When they cast their sacrifices into the river, they
also threw in a document stating, in the form of a contract, the Nile's
obligations. The important thing was always to be in tune with
Nature rather than on top of it.

The individual felt part and parcel of the universe, in sympathy
with it, able and willing to deal with it on a person-to-person basis.
In this personal relatedness, he had no difficulty in seeing himself as
surviving beyond the grave. Nature survives the apparent death of
winter by spring, why should man not survive burial by
resurrection? It was only when the animate Wills of Nature were
turned into inanimate forces, and when the characters of these wills
were reduced to mere characteristics of things, that man followed suit
and found himself reduced to a mere thing among things. The
responding soul was turned into a reacting thing, nothing but
physics and chemistry. 

Whereas native people animate Nature and so relate to it on a
personal basis, our de-animation of nature destroyed this sense of
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relationship and left man feeling orphaned in a hostile universe. This
sense of alienation has led Western man to seek the recovery of
relatedness by reducing himself to the same inanimate status,
thereby becoming a mere cog in an impersonal machine, but at least
part and parcel of it all once again.

We have, in short, robbed ourselves of any spiritual significance.
We have become bundles of electrochemical reactions instead of
vital, conscious, animated souls capable of active communion with
God and his world. Where other cultures have maintained their
sense of fraternity with their living world of trees, stones, rivers,
mountains, sun and moon and stars, and mother earth, we have
come to treat these things as material objects and then sought
relatedness with them by reducing ourselves to the status of objects.
It may be that either way is unrealistic, but man in these other
cultures has probably done less harm to the dignity of his own being.

Time-conscious vs event-conscious
Now, these two rather different philosophies of life have

produced what might be called an unexpected spin-off which has
not been given sufficient thought. The more deeply embedded we
become in the world of things, the more profoundly conscious we tend to
become of time. One cannot have a pervasive concern with the three
dimensions of space without being equally locked into the fourth
dimension of time. It is not an accident that Western man has
expended so much energy perfecting clocks that parcel out time in
smaller and smaller fragments upon which he places a more and
more precise economic value. We have thus come to quantify almost
the whole of life. Never in human history was man so conscious of
the importance of material possessions and of the necessity of
preserving physical life, while paying less and less attention to its
spiritual values. And never in human history was man so concerned
to keep a precise record of the passing of time.

Other cultures had clocks and, like the Chinese, they gave much
attention to improving their accuracy in many ingenious ways. But
they were not intended to be read as marking fragments of time
(seconds or minutes) for the individual but only for the co-
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ordination of events involving groups of people. Ninety-nine percent
of the people felt no need to possess such devices nor sought to
regulate their lives by them except on occasions of community effort.
The ordinary man had a highly flexible sense of the flow of time, this
flexibility depending entirely on the importance of the task engaged
in. When there was no task that had to be done, there was no
counting of time, and no sense of wasting it either. Time lost did not
mean for them things lost, money lost, progress lost; in short, some
of life lost as though life was parcelled out and ended with death
when time ran out.

There is a real bond between things and time because things
occupy space, and space and time are inextricably bound together.
Those whose philosophy is materialistic are accordingly far more
time conscious. This applies not merely to certain individuals within
a culture, but to the whole culture itself. When the ethos of a culture
is materialistic, that culture is also likely to be strongly time-
conscious. Many cultures throughout history which, unlike
ourselves, have attached far less importance to things, have also
attached far less importance to time. This is true of all primitive
cultures. Such cultures do not even think of themselves as living in
time at all: they actually live in eternity.

People who are absorbed in the material world are absorbed in
a temporal world. Conversely, people who hold things lightly hold
time lightly. People in the first group are unwilling to share their
things, and find it difficult to share their time. For them, time is
money, which is another way of saying time is things. People in the
second group are far less bound to the things of this world, and do
not find it difficult to relinquish them. In such societies, it is
customary to  bury all the treasures and material possessions of the
dead with the deceased. In fact, these people are much closer in
spirit to the child of God whose citizenship is in heaven and who
lives in eternity.

During the early settling of the New World, many white men
discovered that the graves of native people frequently contained
valuables such as gold and silver, and they became chronic grave
robbers. American Natives were often reluctant to move to new
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territories (sometimes even to better ones) because they could not
bear the thought of the desecration of their burial grounds, which
they quickly found out was likely to happen as soon as the white
man moved in.

It might be supposed that such people buried precious metals
with their dead simply because they were not so "precious" in their
sight. There was a reasonable abundance of gold and silver and it
cost them little or nothing to collect it. But we know now that later
on when such precious metals became more scarce, they still buried
items which were not as accessible; for instance, perfectly good
sewing machines were buried with dead women. Such items were
of considerable practical importance once they formed part of their
culture, and they could not be easily replaced. Yet they did not hang
on to them. They buried them, as they had buried precious metals.
Sometimes a perfectly good hunting knife of hardened steel obtained
from a white man would be buried with the dead owner, and one
must conclude that the economics of such "waste" were overridden
even when they were irreplaceable.

There is much evidence from studies made by anthropologists
during the last century that primitive people do not hold the
physical world to have the same paramount importance in their lives
as we do. As a consequence, they do not mark time as we do either,
and, perhaps even more significantly, they have not treasured
physical survival as we have.

Man straddles both worlds—the physical and the spiritual—even
in his fallen state. The physical world is not merely a world of three
dimensional space occupied by things, but a world also marked by
a sense of time. The spiritual world is, inevitably, from this side of
the grave, a projection of our space-time world, only we somehow
conceive of its space as being qualitatively different rather than
quantitatively different, and its time as being something which
might appropriately be called eternal rather than merely extensive.

The Old Testament strongly reflects an awareness of the spiritual
nature of this world. The Hebrew poets did this in the Psalms,
calling upon all nature to worship the Creator in a spiritual way,
inviting the mountains to skip like little children with sudden joy
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and the floods to clap their hands.1 We think of this as fantasy.
Native peoples living close to nature would not. They see a constant
interaction between the visible and the invisible, between nature and
super-nature, between time and eternity, between the animate and
the inanimate. These two worlds do not form two kingdoms but one,
and the more important world in certain respects is the
supernatural—more important because it is more difficult to control
and therefore less predictable. More important because it is constant
while this world is always changing.

Living, as such people do, in daily awareness of this non-
material world, they normally have a different time sense. The idea
of cutting up time into segments of equal length and with more and
more precise and diminutive divisions seems to them pointless. To
get some native peoples to use a watch in order to keep an appoint-
ment more accurately, or to report for work on a regular time basis,
seems unreasonable to them. They are not clock conscious but event
conscious: and for them “event” usually means “community event,”
shared event, and therefore corporate experience. To own a watch is
fine as a prestige symbol, but to be in bondage to it is a form of
slavery no sensible person should allow. The idea of an alarm clock
that wakes a man while his soul is still wandering abroad in his
dreams is the height of folly. The rudely awakened individual will
be in danger of walking around for the rest of the day without any
soul until sleep overtakes him again and his soul can finally catch
up. All day he is a kind of half-there person.

Time sense: its implications for daily life
A native person’s sense of time is thus apt to be very different to

ours, and it is perhaps nearer to the truth. We know now (since
Einstein) that time does not have a fixed flow rate either in the
personally experienced sense or even in the absolute clock-bound
sense. Native people have “known” this for years. For us it is a very
recent re-discovery, based upon the strictest and most rational
interpretation of scientific laws, which are now being experimentally
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verified in remarkable ways.  It is apparent that time does not flow
as a steady current. Our clocks keep time with our time, not our time
with our clocks. Native people have for centuries made time coincide
with events, not events with time. The clock is set by their activities,
not their activities by the clock.

Because events do not happen in time but time is determined by
events, there is a real sense in which future time is simply non-
existent since future events have not yet happened. We are very
future conscious. We live in the future: for this evening, for to-
morrow, for the weekend, for when we grow up, for when we get
old, for the time when our children will take over from us, for when
we are gone. A native person tends to live now, in the present;
indeed, so indifferent to the future is he apt to be that we
characterize him as improvident. We ourselves take out all kinds of
policies to cover future eventualities: sickness insurance,
unemployment insurance, annuities of all kinds for old age and life
insurance for surviving dependents. The future which may never
happen eclipses the present, and we think this is proper and normal.
Other cultures have even refused to speak of the future unless they
are so certain about what will happen that it can be spoken of as
actually happening now.

The Hebrew language of the Old Testament has no future tense
in its verbal system like Latin or French. In Latin "I love" is amo; "I
shall love" is its future tense: amabo. French has its future tense,
English manages it by using the compound form, "I will..." or "I
shall..." and so on. But like the languages of many primitive people,
the future in the Hebrew language is not specifically expressed. If
one wishes to say "I shall kill," one uses a verbal form which really
means "I am killing." The Hebrew people were quite aware of this
and consciously made certain modifications in the rules when
speaking of the activities of God. 

Man's intentions for the future are precarious and he cannot
strictly speak of what he is going to do in the future, so in that sense
he does not need a future tense. God, on the other hand, can speak
with absolute certainty of the future; with such assurance, in fact,
that the future is a fait accompli. Thus God's declared intentions for
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the future are often expressed in Hebrew not in the present tense but
in the past tense. When God speaks of what He will do in the future,
man can refer to it as already done. When man speaks of what he
intends in the future he has to put it the present tense, as though to
say this is his present intention. Many non-Western people do just
this, and it becomes highly disconcerting to the Westerner who
assumes that the speaker is looking at time as he does himself. A
good illustration of the confusion which such ways of thinking can
create is given by Edward Mack, who related the following incident:

A desert traveller went with a missionary friend to visit one of
the 10,000 mud villages in the Valley of the Nile. The night was
not a restful one in a native home. The next morning the traveller
wished to return as soon as possible to the boat on the Nile. The
missionary however, knowing the demands of courtesy, insisted
that they must not go until after breakfast but expressed the hope
that breakfast might be expedited. "Oh," said the host, "breakfast
is just ready." One hour and a half after that time by the
traveller's watch, a match was struck to kindle the fire to cook the
breakfast. And sometime later still, a cow was driven into the
court of the house to be milked to provide the milk to cook the
rice to make the breakfast. 

Was the host untruthful? Not at all; he did not reckon by time,
but by events. He had no way of determining the passage of
time. When he said, "Breakfast is just ready," he meant it was the
next thing in the household economy, that they would do
nothing else until that thing was done, and that everything done
was to that end. That is to say, he reckoned only by events.2

It may be thought that this attitude towards the passage of time
is evidence of a primitive mentality which we have long since
outgrown. But this is not really so. The Greeks themselves never
seem to have entirely abandoned the view that there are really only
two ways of viewing events. An event is either finished or in
process.3 They saw all action as being either imperfect (by which they
meant not yet complete but currently in effect) or perfect (that is,
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complete and finished). In short, there were only two tenses, though
they embroidered them in different ways. Similarly, the Hopi
gardener who intends to hoe his garden sometime in the future is
already hoeing it, and he will tell you he is hoeing it, not that he will
be hoeing it in the future. He does not see the future as having any
strict reality. 

Such people do not really think of the past as an expanse of time
as though it still had a real existence like a length of tape wound on
the reel to the left while the future is a similar length already having
a reality which is merely waiting to be unreeled from the right. They
are aware only that NOW has real existence and that even IT is only
a boundary, not a segment.

Augustine shared this view. He questioned whether it is possible
to talk meaningfully of a period of a hundred years, for example. He
asked, "Is a hundred years a long time? It is a good question! Is it a
long time? Who can ever answer it, since a hundred years never
exists..." Thus Augustine said:

First of all, see whether there can be a hundred present years.
If the first of those years is going on, it is present but ninety-nine
are still in the future and so they do not exist. But if the second
year is going on, one is already gone, another is present, and the
rest are in the future. And this is so no matter which of the
intervening years of this century we take to be the present one.
For that reason there cannot be a hundred present years.4

But Augustine carried his argument one step further. He said:

Now, see whether even the one year that is going on to be itself
present. If the first month in it is going on the rest are future; if
the second is, then the first is now past and the rest do not yet
exist. Therefore, one year which is now going on is not present as
a whole and, if it is not present as a whole, then the year is not
present...

Yet neither is the month which is now going on present, but
only one day.
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And so he continued his argument with relentless logic down to
the hour and the minute, in each of which only the immediate
moment has any reality. "That alone is what we may call the present
and this too flies over from the future into the past so quickly that it
does not extend over the slightest instant. For if it has any extension,
it is again divided into past and future. But the present has no length
at all." It is obvious therefore that we cannot speak of past time or
future time as having any reality. 

The tape, of which we spoke above, which we assume is
unwinding through the vortex of our consciousness, is not doing
anything of the kind, unless we equate time with events, or more
strictly with the succession of events. It does not stand apart as a
thing in which events happen, but is rather created by the events
themselves so that if nothing happened there would be no time. It is
important to get this concept clearly in mind.

Augustine was wise enough to observe that creation was not in
time like a bleep which is written on a tape that is already
unwinding, nor a single exposure on a film which is already running
through the camera. Creation was with time, or better still, time was
created when our universe was created.5 Time is something which
does not exist in its own right. It is not one of the "givens" of reality.
This was known to Augustine and to others as well in those ancient
times.6 It is only recently that it has been rediscovered. Einstein put
it this way: 

If you don't take my words too seriously, I would say this: If
we assume that all matter were to disappear from the world,
then, before relativity, one believed that space and time would
continue existing in an empty world. But according to the Theory
of Relativity, if matter (and its motion) disappeared, there would
no longer be any space or time [my emphasis].7
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The Hopi Natives viewed the matter in precisely the same way.
They did not see how it was possible to speak of ten days! One can
have ten men at one time, but never ten days at one time. And so
they considered the phrase inept and didn't use it.8 They might say,
"after the tenth day..." but they would not speak of a period of ten
days. The past has gone, the future is not yet: only NOW has reality.
To many natives even the past is still present, time does not flow by
at all. To this extent they live in the always-now. 

The Hopi, like many other cultures which have not grown up
within the traditions of the Western world, were far more conscious
of their oneness with nature and were far less absorbed with things
or with time. They are nearer to Luther's concept of eternity as a
reality which is totum simul, a phrase which is perhaps best
represented in English by the words "the whole thing at once."
Eternity is a unique kind of now-ness that persists. The past is not
past: the past is present still.9

Dakota Natives have this kind of time perspective. The world in
which they live is entirely a present one. They would agree with
Augustine when he said,

What is now plain and clear is that neither future nor past
things are in existence and that it is not correct to say there are
three periods of time: past, present, and future. Perhaps it would
be proper to say there are three periods of time: the present of
things past, the present of things present, and the present of things
future.10

In short, only the present has any reality. A few years ago a full-
blooded Dakota Native girl with a Ph.D. wrote to a friend and said,
"You see, we Indians live in eternity."11 She explained that the
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Dakota native was not striving to get somewhere in this world, or
the next; he was already there.

What is said of time is thought about space also. The Australian
aborigines have no difficulty at certain times of the year in believing
they can be in two different places at once, an idea that to us seems
clearly impossible. Two branches of a family with a shared totem
will ceremonially eat this totem animal once a year to re-unite
themselves with their ancestral roots. Though the two branches may
be hundreds of miles apart and have each captured a specimen of
their totem animal and slaughtered it, they will both believe they
have captured and eaten the very same animal, not simply the same
species of animal, but the same particular animal. There is no
contradiction to this in their mind. Both they and the animal can be
in two different places at the same time. 

It reminds one of the statement made by the Lord in which He
speaks of Himself as actually being "in heaven," though also on
earth.12 And in keeping with this elimination of distinction between
the two worlds, the same Lord could speak of Himself as existing at
this very moment "before Abraham was" (John 8:58).13 It is impossible
by our logic to reconcile such conceptions of space and time, but this
is only because we are culturally bound to a view which is only
partially correct.

The native sense of space is not like that of an enormous box
with the top and bottom missing and the sides knocked out, within
which discrete things are separately positioned apart from one
another, and their sense of time is not that of a river flowing by, a
river which is in existence before it reaches us and continues on after
it has passed us. The native creates both his own space and his own
time by his own experience. Evans-Pritchard, who for many years
studied and lived with a Nilotic black people called the Nuer, had to
develop a different time sense in order to enter into their way of
thinking. They do not keep time with their clocks, their clocks keep
time with them. As he put it: 
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The daily tasks of the kraal are the points of reference for each
day, and for longer periods than a day the points are the phases
of other recurrent activity such as weeding or the seasonal
movement of men and their herds. The passage of time is the
succession of activities and their relations to one another. All
sorts of interesting conclusions follow.

Time has not the same value at one season of the year that it
has at another. Since the Nuer have, properly speaking, no
abstract of time reckoning they do not think of time as something
actual which passes, which can be wasted, can be saved, and so
forth; and they do not have to co-ordinate their activities with an
abstract passage of time, because their point of reference is the
activities themselves.

Thus, in a certain month one makes the first fishing dams and
forms the first cattle camps, and since one is doing these things
it must be that month or thereabouts. One does not make fishing
dams because it is November; it is November because one is making
fishing dams.[Emphasis mine].14

Intervals between events are not reckoned as short or long
passages of intervening time. What intervals of time there are, are
"measured" by the importance of the events that bracket the interval.
And as for an event itself, if it is very important it takes up a lot of
time regardless of what the clock may happen to say. Even the order
in which events are remembered and reported will be the order of
their importance, not necessarily the order of their historical
sequence.

A culture's particular sense of time can have some remarkable
repercussions on their methods of handling social problems. If the
past is of no consequence for the present, a crime or a misdemeanour
done long ago has no present significance from a legal standpoint.
It no longer counts. Suppose in a South African gold mine a native
employee is late and is docked so much "time" as a penalty. If the
penalty is not imposed at once, it will strike him as a gross injustice
to penalize him at the end of the week. It requires a basic re-
orientation of time sense for such an employee, freshly introduced
into a clock-conscious world, to accept a delayed penalty as just.
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It is not without parallel in our own culture, as C. S. Lewis
commented:

We have a strange illusion that mere time cancels sin. I have
heard others, and I have heard myself, recounting cruelties and
falsehoods committed in boyhood as if they were no concern of
the present speakers, and even with laughter. But mere time does
nothing either to the fact or to the guilt of the sin. The guilt is not
washed out by time but by repentance and the blood of Christ.15

How much time must elapse until an event which has moral im-
plications becomes an event without moral implications? Can guilt
be cancelled at all by the mere passage of time?

Admittedly as an accommodation to the fact that we are time
bound because we are space bound, it seems that the mere passage
of time must be allowed to have some bearing in the matter; and so
we have the Statute of Limitations as a necessary accommodation. Our
time is limited and will run out so that, as we have less and less of
it remaining to us in this life, it becomes in a sense increasingly
worth more and more to us. Experience shows that to delay the
penalty unduly may impose an unfair hardship because what at the
time might have been a just imposition becomes, as our time begins
to run out, less and less just, simply because what time remains to us
becomes increasingly more valuable. It is a kind of progressive
inflation.

Thus a man earning a high salary could be reasonably expected
to pay a penalty that at the time represented ten percent of his
current income. But if the same penalty is imposed upon him ten
years later when he has retired and his current income is not a
quarter of what it then was, the burden of the same penalty becomes
unbearable. It is commonly agreed as unjust to impose a penalty
after many years have elapsed if during this period of time the
circumstances have changed. It is true that the same delay in some
cases may place the guilty party in a much better position to pay so
that the penalty is reduced in its effect. 
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However, the prime object of the system is really intended to
protect the injured party, but limitations are imposed in an effort to
balance injustice to either party. As Paton and Derham have noted:
"It is unsettling to allow no time limit to legal claims... The small
percentage of cases in which there may be injustice is outweighed by
the legal interests in establishing security."16

Such considerations are relevant only while we remain within
the present space-time framework. In terms of the justice of God in
the light of eternity in which the present does not recede into the
past, such limitations surely do not apply. Here the time factor
becomes irrelevant, for guilt is present not past. In so far as heaven
belongs to a timeless order of things, time lapse is not going to be
relevant in determining the measure of guilt or of innocence.

The Christian: two worlds—two kinds of time?
When a man becomes a child of God he is placed in a position of

living in two different worlds. He cannot yet escape the world of
time and space, and in his horizontal man-to-man relationships he
must accept the consequences of the framework within which his
social life is lived. But in so far as he has been translated into the
Kingdom of God's dear Son and has become a citizen of eternity, to
this extent in his man-to-God vertical relationships he lives within
a different framework. 

There is a sense in which his life becomes timeless; the new man
ceases to grow old even though hopefully he may mature. There is
a sense that he lives in heaven although he does not entirely escape
the bonds of the material world.

The community of the saints is a society of people who share
together this dual sense of time, and it is important that we should
not isolate ourselves from this new society, for membership here is
everlasting: we are only passing through this world. The Lord prayed
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for us, not that we might be taken out of it but kept while we are in
it.17

Is there only a subjective sense of time?
In summary, it can be said that any culture which places a major

emphasis on the accumulation of things will tend to be pre-occupied
with the value of time. It will cut up time, parcel it out, reify it as
quantifiable, give it a measurable existence in its own right which it
probably does not in fact possess. Our culture has done this pre-
eminently. Many other cultures do it scarcely at all.

Thus we have to recognize that a different culture with a
different ethos may have a different perception of time. We also need
to recognize that as Christians, our sense of time has been modified
because Christian culture is different in its ethos and thus also in its
perception of time.

But quite apart from "cultural" influences, we also have to
recognize that it is not merely a modified sense of the passage of
time (which is subjective) that has to be taken into account. It is now
known that time itself does not flow past us at a constant rate, even
when viewed objectively. It is as though the tape running through
the recorder from the future into the past can actually run more
slowly, or more quickly, under certain circumstances and perhaps
even stop altogether! This is not a subjective deceleration or
acceleration, but an objective phenomenon—a phenomenon that is
(as we shall see) quantitatively measurable.

The implications of such a possibility are tremendous.
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Chapter Three

TIME: THE PHILOSOPHICAL ACCOUNT

"Time like an ever-rolling stream bears all its sons away." This is
the common-sense view. Time is a river that sweeps on, whether we
are waking or sleeping, living or dead. It is a stream within which
events happen, as space is a box within which things exist. This seems
so obvious as to be self-evident. Time is uniform in its current,
precisely measurable by clocks set by the sun, and is everywhere the
same throughout the universe in its rate of passage. It starts to the
right of our screen of consciousness, passes dead centre in front of us
as NOW, and is wound up on the left, to be preserved for always.
Thus, we divide time into past, present, and future, each of which
has a reality that is unquestionable.

The passage of time is at a fixed rate, and it becomes our
standard of reference for the speed with which events succeed one
another. Even if events should seem to happen more slowly
sometimes and with bewildering speed at others, nevertheless we
"know" that such fluctuations are apparent only, and that clocks
everywhere in the universe never vary except in so far as they may
be (in our world) mechanically imperfect. There is a real speed at
which events happen, fixed in the mind of God whose time-piece
regulates everything else. We would set our clocks by His if only we
had the means, and then we would be correct in our estimate of the
time taken for everything that has happened since the world began,
and indeed even for events occurring before the sun and moon were
set in the heavens to regulate time on earth. We assume that time
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was kept even before the creation came into being. This again is the
common-sense view. 1

Views of time: ’common sense’ or relative
It is perfectly true that we each have private inner clocks that

reflect our own personal sense of time, and by and large our
personal clocks agree quite accurately when compared with those of
everyone else who shares our framework of reference. But what we
now know is that this only happens so long as we all share the same
segment of space and move through it at the same velocity. Anyone who
happens to live in some other galaxy moving through space at a
different speed with a different rate of acceleration in our
supposedly expanding universe would experience a different rate of
the passage of time. And this difference would not be the result of
imagination: their clocks would actually confirm the difference. This
is where a real problem arises. This is where the common-sense view
breaks down.

As soon as we move we change the flow rate of our time. But
because we and our private clocks move together, the change in rate
is concealed from us. The first recognition of this real change in time
rate was a philosophical one, but we can now verify it as a fact; only
the change is so tiny that we require extraordinary devices to detect
it. But there is little doubt that it is real. 

The particular movement we happen to be involved in through
space has the effect of modifying the rate at which time flows by us.
Thus this flow rate of hours or minutes or seconds proves to be
relative, relative to our speed through space—or more precisely, to
our change of speed through space, our acceleration or deceleration.
In terms of actual experience even our grossest movements (to the
moon and back by space craft, for instance) are so tiny when
compared with the distances involved in traversing the span of the
universe, that we cannot detect the change in the flow of time except
by using special instruments of quite fantastic sensitivity. So we are
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unaware of any change. The changes are far smaller than the normal
inaccuracies characteristic of man-made mechanical devices.

But certain experiments which have been performed in recent
years have fully confirmed what Einstein predicted, namely, that
time is relative to the rate of acceleration of the clock through space.
It doesn't matter how little the change is: from the philosopher's
point of view the classical and common-sense picture of time as an
ever flowing stream with invariant speed of current has been
shattered.

Actual experimental verification of this shattering began with the
experiments of Michelson-Morley (which we shall examine in the
next chapter). Yet the concept itself of the relativity of time goes back
a very long way, far beyond Einstein, to Augustine (354-430 A.D.)
and even before Augustine to Philo (c.20 B.C.—c.40 A.D.) and his
contemporaries.2 

According to the Jewish commentators in the time of our Lord,
God produced ten things on the first day of creation. He produced
the heavens and the earth, light and darkness, (Tohu and Bohu), wind
and water, the duration of the day and the duration of the night.3

The Jewish rabbis believed that the duration of the day and the
duration of the night were actual creations and not merely the result
of the creation of the heavens and the earth. They held specifically
that "time" was created simultaneously with the world. 

Philo Judaeus was a Hellenized Jew who imbibed much of the
spirit of Greek philosophy, and he argued strongly against an older
view held by his contemporary Jewish brethren that the world had
been created in time. He held that until creation, time did not exist.
His contemporaries held that time had just as much reality in its own
right as the world did, though by no means independent of it. 

When Augustine proclaimed that God created the world with
time and not in time, he may conceivably have arrived at the
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conclusion by the exercise of his own profound insight, but it is more
probable that his wide reading had made him thoroughly
acquainted with the arguments that had gone on between Philo and
some of the older Jewish writers, since Philo's work, De Opificio
Mundi ("Concerning the Fabrication of the World"), was quite widely
known at the time. Here are his actual words, as translated from the
Greek of his original:

Then [Moses] says that "in the beginning God made the heaven
and the earth," taking "the beginning" not, as some think, in a
chronological sense, for time there was not before there was a
world. Time began either simultaneously with the world or after
it. For since time is a measured space determined by the world's
movement, and since movement could not be prior to the object
moving, but must of necessity arise either after it or
simultaneously with it, it follows of necessity that time also is
either co-eval with or later born than the world... And since the
word "beginning" is not here taken as the chronological
beginning, it would seem likely that [only] the numerical order is
indicated, so that "in the beginning He made" is equivalent to
"He made the heaven first."[My emphasis throughout.]4

Since Einstein was himself a Jew and undoubtedly acquainted
with the literature of his forebears, it is not perhaps so surprising
that such a thought as the coincidence of the creation of matter and
the creation of time should have been in his mind when he
formulated his special theory of relativity and made time part and
parcel of the physical world.

Time and eternity: linear vs endless
Now Einstein wrestled with the problem of time, with the nature

of time as opposed to eternity, of time as an abstract reality. The
problem arises from the fact that one cannot have a span of time. It
won't stay still long enough for us to measure it. Eternity is not time
stretched to infinity on either side. There is a very significant
difference between eternity and some immense stretch of time, for
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the simple reason that no matter how long this span of time is, we
can always shorten it by chopping some off. Whereas eternity
remains as endless as ever, no matter how much we "cut off” it. 

At least we imagine we could do this, though in actual fact we
don't know how one can reduce the length of something which has
no extended existence. Only NOW exists, and it exists as a point, not
a dimension. It has only location. The past is gone, and the future is
not yet. We are therefore left with nothing to shorten; only with
something which has no length. Ten days never exist at one time,
nor even ten seconds, nor even ten millionths of a second! How then
could we ever speak of reducing them? Time becomes a position in
eternity, nothing more.

Thus while we do seem to reduce time by having spent some of
it, we cannot ever seem to shorten eternity no matter how much we
have spent of it. In the very nature of the case, eternity remains
unaffected by what has already passed. The categories of time and
eternity are clearly not the same. What is appropriately spoken of as
shortening in the one case becomes meaningless in the other. If we
have a very large number and we subtract something from it, what
remains is less than it was. If we have an infinite number and
subtract something from it, we still have infinity remaining. When
something is forever, as much remains no matter how much has
already been subtracted. Thus while we may speak of time which is
passed, there is no such thing as eternity which has passed.
Otherwise we would have to ask the absurd question, Is God older
today than He was yesterday?

One of the earliest symbols for eternity was a circle. We walk
around the circle through so many degrees of arc, but we do not 
actually shorten the distance we yet have to journey to complete the
circle. As much remains of it to walk around as ever. The
circumference persists intact and unchanged. We can go on and on
endlessly, like the marching column of caterpillars whose heads
have been induced to link up with the tails and so they journey on,
each following the leader in front, until at last they starve themselves
to exhaustion.
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Eternity does not flow past us, for if it did some would already
have been used up. The concept of an exhaustible resource can never
be applied to the word eternity. Only if eternity was like a circle
would it then escape this inevitable limitation, but circular
movement imposes a no less undesirable limitation, namely,
repetition. Some ancient philosophers viewed heaven as cyclical, but
even then they saw it as ultimately having an end, as though the
circling movement gradually slowed down and finally stopped.

It is not surprising that cultures which emphasize material things
and reify (make a thing of) time, tend to view history as linear, as a
long line of successive events with a firm beginning and a well
defined ending. As we have already seen, cultures which attach
more importance to the spiritual aspects of life have tended towards
a view of history which has no beginnings or endings in the linear
sense. Things just go on forever. Such is the Hindu view, and so are
all reincarnation views.

But cosmologists of the Western world today are on the horns of
a dilemma. Although it is very generally agreed that the universe is
running down, scientists find it difficult to accept the idea that it will
really come to an end. What can come to an end must have had a
beginning; and this raises the question of who began it. So they
speak about a heat death of the universe which is not a physical "end
of the world" but only an end of it in its present configuration, as
though its corpse would return to dust but the dust would remain.
Yet one still has to ask, Who made the dust? A true beginning is as
inconceivable in terms of physical laws as a true ending would be.

L. Susan Stebbing reported Eddington, one of the most notable
of Britain's astronomer-physicists, as having said:

Philosophically the notion of an abrupt beginning of the
present order of Nature is repugnant to me, as I think it must be
to most; and even those who would welcome a proof of the
intervention of a Creator would probably consider that a single
winding-up at some remote epoch is not really the kind of
relation between God and his world that brings satisfaction to the
mind. But I can see no escape from our dilemma.5
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It is a problem, isn't it? Some years ago when the concept of an
expanding universe first became a topic of popular discussion,  the
physicist Sir Arthur Eddington wrote:

The difficulty of an infinite past is appalling. It is inconceivable
that we are the heirs of an infinite time of preparation; it is no less
inconceivable that there was once a moment with no moment
preceding it.

This dilemma of the beginning of time would worry us more
were it not eclipsed by another overwhelming difficulty lying
between us and the infinite past. We have been studying the
running-down of the universe; if our views are right, somewhere
between the beginning of time and the present day we must
place the winding-up of the universe.

Travelling backwards into the past we find a world with more
and more organization. If there is no barrier to stop us earlier, we
reach a moment when the energy of the world was wholly
organized with none of the random element in it. The
organization we are concerned with is exactly definable, and
there is a point at which it becomes perfect.

There is no doubt that the scheme of physics as it has stood for
the last three-quarters of a century postulates a date at which
either the entities of the universe were created in a state of high
organization or pre-existing entities were endowed with that
organization which they have been squandering ever since.
Moreover, this organization is admittedly the antithesis of
chance. It is something which could not occur fortuitously.

This has long been used as an argument against a too
aggressive materialism. It has been quoted as scientific proof of
the intervention of the Creator at a time not infinitely remote
from today...

It is one of those conclusions from which we can see no logical
escape -- only it suffers from the drawback that it is incredible.6

So there it is: the incredible has to be the only account that is left
to us. No other explanation of reality seems possible.
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Sir Theodore Fox, in the Harverian Oration for 1965 before the
Royal College of Physicians in London under the title, "Purposes of
Medicine," had this to say:

To contemplate the Universe is to stand even more abashed.
For somehow at some time, all that we see and touch and hear
must have emerged from NOTHING. To us this transformation
of nothing into something is contrary to reason; and the creation
of the Universe is a mystery that Man may never be able to
understand. Yet the Universe seems to exist: and we must
beware of making excessive claims for any system of thought
[i.e., scientific materialism] that finds the origin of the universe
impossible.7

Years ago Lord Kelvin, in a popular lecture entitled "The Wave
Theory of Light," reflected upon what would be one's reactions if the
universe is limited in its size. He asked his audience, "What would
you think of a Universe in which you could travel one, ten, or a
thousand miles... and then find it came to an end? Even if you were
to go millions and millions of miles, the idea of coming to an end is
incomprehensible."8 What Lord Kelvin said of coming to an end of
space now has to be asked of coming to an end of time.

We have every reason in the light of present knowledge to
suppose that time and space are integral parts of a single reality so
that the creation of things occupying space means the simultaneous
creation of time when things began to happen. Neither time nor
space existed before creation. Augustine asked a pertinent question
relating to this. He argued thus: If we should wonder how God
occupied Himself before He created the universe, we have to realize
how meaningless such a question really is. The question springs out
of our consciousness of the passage of time. Before the universe there
was no time and therefore it is inappropriate to ask what God was
doing then, "for there was no 'then' when there was no time."9
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Time and eternity: two different realities
Thus we find ourselves face-to-face with some profound

philosophical problems. If we see time as a kind of linear property
of events stretching out on either side of us, part of it already spent
and the rest of it yet to pass by, we cannot conceive of such a tape as
endless. But neither can we think of it as having two ends without
at once wondering what was before it and what will be after it.
Either way, our powers of conception fail us. Yet time is not eternity;
for eternity is not merely an endless chain of fragments of time, since
these fragments of time already past must then necessarily have
shortened eternity, and eternity is thereby being exhausted little by
little. Eternity would simply run out of time.

If it should be asked whether time is "within" eternity, I think the
answer must still be, No. For this would make time merely a
fragment of eternity which then becomes simply an extension of
time at either end of the line. Time and eternity are not such that
there can be this kind of overlap because the two realities are not in
the same category of experience. The only "overlap" is that point of
crossover at which the line representing time (which is horizontal)
crosses the line representing eternity (which is vertical). Since neither
line has any width, the place of intersection is not an area but merely
a point, a point that can only be described as NOW. We can
construct a diagram to illustrate this concept, and since this figure,
when completed, may look a little frightening, let us "build" it in two
stages. 

In Fig. 1a we have a horizontal line which represents the passage
of TIME.

The movement of TIME passes from right to left with respect to
each of us personally. We stand at the point marked "NOW." The
beginning of TIME has already gone by and moved off to our left.
What yet remains to run by is to the right; and since it is limited, it
will continue only until, one day, it comes to an end. Thus the short
vertical line marking its terminus has yet to move past us. When it
finally does, TIME will be no more.10
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We then add a vertical line through the NOW point to indicate
that wherever our NOW happens to be, at that point ETERNITY
impinges upon our consciousness. This is shown in Fig. 1b.

Figure 1a: We exist at the point ‘NOW’. The beginning of time has
passed and the end of time is approaching.

Figure 1b:Wherever we are in the ‘NOW, Eternity impinges upon our
consciousness like vertical lines crossing our horizontal reality. 
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The pattern of two lines thus crossing, one representing the
horizontal passage of TIME and the other the vertical NOW-ness of
ETERNITY, allows us to carry the figure one step further in the
service of setting forth the truth. The horizontal line moving through
history continues to flow by us until, according to Scripture, it will
one day come to an end. Time will then have entirely passed by, and
the vertical line of ETERNITY will no longer intercept it. There will
be no more time because this heaven and earth will pass away.11 At
the beginning—the beginning of time, that is to say—the line started
its journey by intersecting the vertical ETERNITY line.

Thus, we have this kind of analogy. Fig. 2 shows TIME a moment
after "the creation" when only a short segment of it has elapsed.

When this present universe comes to an end, the line of TIME
will have completely moved across the vertical line and passed by
it. Fig. 3 represents analogously that moment when TIME has only
just run out.

Thus this vertical line of ETERNITY which stretches upward and
downward will be the only line remaining. It has no width, but its
depth and height reach to infinity. The horizontal line representing
the passage of TIME will have ceased to exist. Intensity of experience
will replace extensity.

Thus it appears that the only relation we can establish between
time and eternity is at the point of intersection; and when time has
passed by and is no more, we shall not be able to represent it in any
way—except, perhaps, in our memory or by observing its effect
upon the Lord's body in the marks of the nails and the wound in his
side. Everything else relating to time as we now experience it will
have passed away.

The eternal as "now-ness" 
It is necessary to say a further word about the sense of now-ness.

We carry this with us as long as we have consciousness. It always
has to do with conscious being, not with having been in the past or
with hoping to be in the future. It amounts to this almost, that
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Figure 2: Time a moment after the creation when only a short segment
of it has elapsed.

Figure 3: Time has ceased to exist. It should not be shown at all.
All that remains is the ETERNITY line...the “NOW-ness” of the

present.
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eternity is a kind of now-consciousness, an awareness of something
which has no passing, but travels with us. So long as we experience
time, it is like a single point that moves with us along the horizontal
line of our time-frame. When that time-frame comes to an end and
the horizontal line no longer intersects the vertical line to mark the
point we experience as now, now-ness will cease to be a single point.
We shall then experience it along the whole vertical line of eternity
in a way that has nothing to do with time but has everything to do
with depth and intensity.

This is where God is always “present.” We shall in this
experience presumably share something of his eternality. Our new
kind of consciousness will of course be contingent upon his
sustaining us, since it will always be true that "in Him we live and
move and have our being" (Acts 17:28). It is He alone who is the
great "I am," the One who lives in the present, He who "inhabits
eternity."12 The statement is an important one. We dwell in space and
therefore in time, and both impose limitations upon us. God inhabits
eternity, which involves neither time nor space as we experience
them in the present world.

The essential quality of eternal life is depth (not length). The idea
of permanence and enduringness is essential to it, but it is not the
prime quality which the New Testament emphasizes. What the Lord
Himself emphasized was depth in the present rather than extension
into the future: quality not quantity. The Old Testament saint was
promised "long life," whereas the New Testament saint is promised
"life more abundant." 13

To think of length as the essence of eternal life is to suppose that
the reality of it is to be measured by how long it lasts. But a little
thought soon demonstrates that we are pursuing the wrong road to
understanding when we follow this path. Physicists have recently
discovered a particle that has independent existence of about one-
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fifteen billionths of a second!14 Is this long enough to say that this
particle, called an antiomega-minus baryon particle, is a reality?
How long must a thing last to have real existence? Surely the reality
of existence in eternity is not measured by "how long"?

The question is inappropriate because if the same question were
asked of some creature that lived for only a fraction of a second (and
there is no reason why such a creature may not exist somewhere),
that creature would presumably view the even shorter-lived particle
in the same light as we view something which has lived for a few
hours or a tiny fraction of our life span. It is all a matter of viewpoint.
It is tantamount to saying that reality depends upon timed existence;
that is to say, existence over some minimum period. But then we have
to ask, Did God not exist until He had created time in which to exist?

And what of angels? Angels do not have material bodies,
although it seems they can sometimes assume them when fulfilling
divinely appointed tasks such as the rescue of Lot and his wife from
Sodom—"taking them by the hand" to hurry them out of the city.15

But if they do not have material bodies as normal to their existence,
they do not normally occupy space either and therefore do not live
in time as we do.

Moreover, they existed before the creation of the universe, since
they were already present at its inception and rejoiced to see it. 16 Did
they therefore exist before time and thus outside of it? They were,
however, created beings and therefore not "inhabitants of eternity"
as God is. 17 What then was the nature of the framework of their
existence if there was no time until the creation of the physical
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universe which came "later"? 
Can we speak of a before and an after in eternity while as yet there

was no physical world in existence to constitute time in which to set
events “before” and “after”? Is there a sense in which eternity does
witness sequences of events that supply the ground for the terms
before and after even though there is no actual passage of time
involved? Is this the sense in which the Son of God said, "Before
Abraham was, I am,"18  re-asserting the NOW of his eternity by the
words "I am," in spite of his use of the word "before"? 

Is there some kind of proto-time or pseudo-time in which the
angels lived while awaiting the creation of the universe? Or are we
to restate Augustine's insight by saying that time began with the
creation, and read this to mean "with the creation of the spirit
world"—this, then, being the first stage in the creation of the physical
world?

To state this as simply as possible: Did time strictly begin with an
act of creation per se, that is, the creation of the spirit world, this
being only one kind of time? Was a second kind of time then
initiated with the creation of the physical world? When this physical
world comes to an end, will this second kind of time also terminate?
But as to the first kind of time, appropriate to a created order that is
spiritual, will it continue as long as created beings continue to give
it meaning? It may indeed be beyond our comprehension, but it still
bears thinking about...

If we limit the existence of time to the creation of the physical
world, we find ourselves called upon to explain how the creation of
the angels—the bringing of something into being that was not there
before—could occur when there was no time to accommodate this
before. We therefore seem to be forced to conclude that the beginning
of time was marked by creative activity per se, not merely with the
creation of the material world as Augustine saw it. This makes the
angels an essential part of the created universe in a way that we do
not customarily think of them, but it does seem to be in accordance
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with Colossians 1:16 ff.19 Here the creation of principalities and
powers is linked with the creation of the material universe that
constitutes the heavens and the earth, as though in a sense they all
belong together. The creation of the spirit world and the creation of
the physical world are thus lumped together without distinction.

Two kinds of time? Two kinds of creation?
Let me try to clarify what is involved here. Anything that is

created must obviously have a beginning. We therefore have two
kinds of beginnings. We have a beginning for the spirit world of
angels and we have a beginning for the physical world, the visible
universe as we know it. Both came into being de novo. But the
creation of the spirit world preceded by some unknown length of
"time" the creation of the physical world. What kind of "time" was in
this interval between these two "beginnings"? 

The present understanding of the nature of time is that it is
coincident with the creation of space, and since only physical things
occupy space we have to assume that one kind of space and one kind
of time are coincident. Yet prior to the existence of this kind of space
there was a created order of spirit beings who had not always
existed since they clearly had a beginning. This interval must
therefore also involve a kind of "time"-frame. 

Do we not, then, have two kinds of time? The most familiar kind
of time is that which the physicists associate with space occupied by
a physical world. The other kind of "time" preceded the existence of
space in the physical sense, but clearly represents something
analogous to our spatial time. Was it time without space?

One might then perhaps hypothesize that this is the kind of
"time" that will exist when the physical order has disappeared and
when the new order will be composed of a heaven and an earth
which do not grow old, and of creatures who are essentially spirit in
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nature and who also do not grow old. Thus if there is anything that
will correspond to our present sense of the passage of time, it will
involve some kind of "time"-frame such as the angels must have
experienced after their creation, while they awaited the creation of
the physical world. It will be a time that is agreeable to a form of existence
that is completely real but is not spatial in the present sense.

If it is difficult to conceive of the transformation of a physical
reality into a non-physical reality, a physical universe into a non-
physical universe which is nevertheless just as real, one only has to
remember that the Lord's body having been laid in the tomb was, in
the resurrection, transformed into a not-altogether physical body
that was just as real. This transformation in no way destroyed the
recognizable identity of the Lord's body nor its patent tangibleness
to those still living in this present world.

One of our problems may be that we have, without warrant,
separated between the spiritual creation and the physical creation of
things. But the creation of the physical world may not in fact have
been fundamentally different. Both worlds are almost certainly
concentrations of energy in different form. Sir James Jeans suggested
that what we call light is really matter moving at its fastest possible
speed and that to move matter at this speed requires infinite power.
As he pictured it, the moment this infinite energy is reduced and the
speed of matter slows down, it ceases to be light and becomes
"matter." He termed matter "bottled light" and he termed light
"unbottled matter." Instead of bottled, he might have used the word
congealed. For this is his basic meaning. 

Physicists are coming increasingly to the view that all the solid
things about us are really "concentrates" of energy and that matter
itself is basically spiritual in nature. Its solidity is to a large extent an
illusion. The creation of angels was therefore the first step in the
creation of a special form of matter, and accordingly the first step in
the creation of a special form of space, and a special kind of time.
The disappearance of energy in the congealed form which we
experience as matter, will mark the disappearance of what we now
experience as spatial time, i.e., a time frame that demands a spatial
frame also.
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That the material order is by no means as substantial as it seems
has been recognized for many years. In 1931 Sir James Jeans put the
matter thus:

The tendency of modern physics is to resolve the whole
material universe into waves and nothing but waves, which we
call radiation or light. If the annihilation of matter occurs, the
process is merely that of unbottling imprisoned wave-energy and
setting it free to travel through space. These concepts reduce the
whole universe to a world of light, potential or existent.20

Sir Richard Tute in 1946 said, "The modern scientist recognizes
that physical reality is produced by super-physical agencies, which
must be so designated because they can never be observed."21 And
now, much more recently, Carl F. von Weiszacker, at a conference in
1969 in Switzerland, was quoted as having said:

The concept of the particle is in itself just a description of a
connection which exists between phenomena, and if I may jump
from a very cautious and skilled language into strict
metaphysical expression, I see no reason why what we call
matter should not be 'spirit.' If I put it in terms of traditional
metaphysics, matter is spirit. . . .22

In short, as the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews said long ago,
"Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the
Word of God, so that things which are seen were not made of things
which do appear" (Hebrews 11:3). Paul, in writing to the
Corinthians, said, "We look not at the things which are seen, but at
the things which are not seen: for the things which are seen are
temporal, but the things which are not seen are eternal" (2
Corinthians 4:18). In Hebrews 10:34, the writer assures us that we
have "in heaven a better and an enduring substance." In the English
of the King James Version "substance" means “reality,” the kind of
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reality of which the chief quality is its permanence and unchangeable
character. It is the material aspect of the present world that is
wrapped up in its temporality. What is physical is temporal: that is
why space (which physical things must occupy) and time are so
intimately bound together and so impermanent. Time itself is
fleeting... 

We know from Scripture that this present physical order is to
come to an end. Thus in Isaiah 65:17 the Lord said, "Behold, I create
a new heavens and a new earth; and the former shall not be
remembered nor come into mind." In prospect is a new universe and
this new universe will be permanent. Isaiah 66:22 reveals, "The new
heavens and the new earth which I will make shall remain before Me,
says the Lord; so shall your seed and your name remain." Hebrews
1:10-12 seems to provide in more precise language the details of
what is to happen to this present universe: "You, Lord, in the
beginning have laid the foundations of the earth and the heavens are
the works of your hands: they shall perish; but you remain; and they
shall wax old as does a garment and as a vesture shall you fold them
up, and they shall be changed."

That changed order is the subject matter of Revelation 21:1, "I
saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first
earth were passed away." The prospect is not a mere destruction of
what now exists with nothing taking its place, but the creation of a
new heavens and a new earth with at least one fundamental
difference in it: it will never grow old. This qualifying statement is
very important because it implies some kind of timelessness. The
passage of time inevitably means growing old in our experience. 

It may be that in this new order some other kind of "time"
remains which is compatible with the fact of creation. As we shall
have new bodies and live in a new universe, so we may experience
some entirely new order of "time," but it will not be something
which is irreversibly expended as it is in this world in which we
grow old and die. There will be no entropy, no "running down" of
energy and no "running out" of time, no tiredness and no death.
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The continuing dilemma
Eternity, then, is not a mere extension of time. Nor is it to be

confused with it. Time and eternity are clearly in different categories
of experience. They involve two different universes which are
currently co-existent. 

That the child of God should have a sense of "eternity" is only in
keeping with the fact that in his new life he is "not of this world." In
our present life, time and eternity are somehow interdependent,
though it is difficult to see what form this interdependence takes. But
it is reasonably clear that we can no longer merely add stretches of
time together in order to build a concept of eternity. Experience on
the other side of the grave will not be an experience of inexhaustible
time but rather an experience of time-less-ness.

Such is the philosophical account—illuminated by revelation.
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Chapter Four

TIME: THE SCIENTIFIC ACCOUNT

In the history of science it has frequently been observed that
every new theory involving highly abstract ideas has to be discussed
and argued about for some time among the big brains, the egg-heads
and the boys with the bifocals before it can be understood by the
educated public in general. In the ordinary processes of conversation
the words and phrases and analogies essential for its verbalization
have to be generated and re-combined and hammered out in various
ways before the theory can be communicated meaningfully to a
larger audience.

At first the search for terms with which to convey the new idea
is slow and tedious and, for all but a few specialists, quite
inadequate. But in the course of time a form of literary 'natural
selection' operates to eliminate terms that prove inappropriate, and
to refine those that clarify the issues. Modes of expression are
standardized. Specialized vocabularies emerge, and acceptable
analogies find currency. More and more individuals come to attach
the same meanings to phrases that are commandeered as the
particular property of those who possess the new truth. A scientific
jargon grows up that facilitates expression and gives new freedom
not only to the exchange of ideas but even to the creation of them. The
more abstract and removed from common sense the theory is, the
longer it takes for it to percolate down to the lower levels.
Occasionally the process is accelerated by the appearance of some
scientific genius who has a peculiar gift for expressing the abstruse
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in remarkably appropriate common terms, thus bridging the gap
from the specialist to the layman more rapidly. Sir Arthur Eddington
and Sir James Jeans were men of this type.

The Theory of Relativity is a case in point. The difficulty of
making the implications clear was increased by the fact that the
concepts being dealt with were common ones, like space and time.
This had the effect of misleading the public into supposing that
employing the terms themselves is equivalent to grasping the special
meanings now being attached to them. Since relativity is applied to
time, everybody knows what is meant because we all experience
apparent fluctuations—when we are waiting for somebody or when
we are trying not to be late! And as far as space is concerned, it is just
an enormous empty box with no top or bottom, and with the sides
knocked out. All this is plain common sense...

The problem was further complicated by the fact that the novelty
of the idea stirred the imagination of popular science writers who
explained relativity to their readers by the use of analogies which at
first appeared to give immediate insight into the new mysteries but
afterwards proved to be somewhat misleading. Those whose
thinking had taken the wrong road found it difficult to escape from
the insights supposedly gained. In order to achieve the more
profound understanding, they had to undo their thinking and start
again.

This chapter will suffer from both these difficulties: from the fact
that we must use terms which we already assume we understand
and from analogies which are bound to break down if they are
pressed too far. Undoubtedly much discussion and argument will be
required to generate the more precise terms and phrases needed to
crystallize the somewhat new application of the Theory of Relativity
to the biblical meaning of time and eternity and to the experience we
shall all face when we make the passage from the one to the other as
we pass out of this world into the next.

Time: as an epiphenomenon of space
Now one of the basic tenets of Einstein's theory—and one which,

as we have seen, he was by no means the first to enunciate—is that
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Time has no meaning or reality apart from the physical universe,
and it cannot be said to have existed prior to the creation of it. This
in itself is difficult enough to grasp for anyone who has not reflected
upon it before. But there is an equally important corollary: namely,
that in a purely spiritual world (in which matter as presently
constituted has no place) the same situation would exist: there
would be no passage of time as commonly understood. This must
have been true before creation when only God existed. 

When the present order of things is over there will still be a real
enough world but it will be a world transformed in the same way
that our physical bodies are to be transformed, possessing
characteristics and capabilities entirely foreign to our present
experience. The transformation is analogous to that which occurred
to the Lord's body after the resurrection. Clearly his body no longer
occupied space, even though He could at will so materialize it that
they could hold Him by the feet, and Thomas could explore the
wounds with his finger. Such a real world in which things do not
occupy space has to be a world in which there is no time or a world
in which there is an entirely new kind of time.

The Theory of Relativity has brought to light the fact that Time
does not exist in its own right, nor does it have a rate of flow which
is eternally fixed. I do not mean by this merely that time is
experienced by individuals differently while the rest of us continue
to observe its uniform passage at an absolute rate. I mean that even
if there was no one present at all, the flow of time would still be
different in different parts of the universe. It has no universally
sustained flow rate. 

Considered objectively, there is no absolute rate at which time
flows by, or will flow by in the future, or has flown by in the past.
This is where we have to re-think our concept of Time. It is
something which has been experimentally demonstrated in an
entirely objective way, and has nothing whatever to do with the
private world of the individual and his subjective experience of time.

Furthermore, Time turns out to be a kind of epiphenomenon of
space and is therefore eclipsed in the experience of all those who
escape from the confines of the natural world to which the concept
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of space is wedded. The relativity of Time in this sense is now part
and parcel of the philosophy of modern physics, yet it is really only
understood—apprehended, would be a better word—by something
akin to spiritual insight. 

The implications of it are highly complex, particularly with
respect to the experience of the soul's passage from this life into the
next when the journey is made from time into eternity, from a world
confined in space into a world which is not confined in space. The
light which is thrown upon many portions of Scripture in this
connection fully justifies the effort which will be necessary to
perceive the implications of what we are going to talk about in the
rest of this volume—an effort made particularly necessary because
we have first to abandon our common sense views of what Time is.

That scripture explicitly and repeatedly takes into account the
fact that Time is wedded to the material world but not to the
spiritual world is by no means a new discovery. As we have seen,
philosophers like Philo and theologians like Augustine saw it clearly
enough. But a careful exploration of those passages of Scripture
which reflect this wonderful truth reveals much more than has been
hitherto suspected, and the revelation is, to put it quite simply, a
truly wonderful one. 

But before examining these passages it will help somewhat to
review briefly the historical background of the events which led up
to Einstein's formulation of the essential principle of the Theory of
Relativity. It is, however, very important to observe that the
experiments which led to Einstein's formulation of the concept of the
relativity of time are not the basis upon which our understanding of
the New Testament view of time must be built, although they have
provided a stimulus to a more careful study of the implications of
what is said in the New Testament on the matter. Even if the Theory
of Relativity should one day prove wrong, we can still be thankful
that it was formulated because it has led us to a more perceptive
examination of what the New Testament has been saying about the
journey we shall all make out of time into eternity when we pass to
be forever with the Lord.

It will be convenient in this study to consider the matter under
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two headings: first, RELATIVITY of time; and second, its coincidence
with or dependence upon the physical world. In slightly different
terms these might be stated in the form of two questions: How fast
does time really go? and What kind of life shall we live when it is
independent of matter and therefore of space—and so also of time?

The first question involves us in a brief review of the experiments
which led Einstein to his formulation, and the second involves us in
what the Word of God has revealed about the nature of eternity,
which, in the chapters which follow, will carry us away from science
and philosophy into the Scriptures themselves.

Time as measured by the speed of light: the Cosmological Principle
Now it was once thought that light was instantaneous. No

sooner was a lamp or torch brought into a darkened room than the
light hit the walls. The speed of a light beam was infinite. But in the
seventeenth century an astronomer named Ole Roemer (1644-1710)
found that eclipses of the moons of Jupiter occurred sixteen minutes
earlier when Jupiter and the earth were on the same side of the sun
than when on opposite sides. After some reflection, he rightly
concluded that light was taking time to arrive at the earth. Light was
therefore not instantaneous after all. The difference in distance
between the earth and Jupiter in the one case made the light late in
arriving, so that the events at Jupiter were seen later than expected.
His predictions of the timing of the eclipses of its moons thus needed
correction. By measuring the "error" in time and knowing the
distances involved in the two situations, he was able to calculate
how long it took for the light to cross the intervening distance. The
time measured was sixteen minutes and when this was divided into
the number of miles, he found that the speed of light must be
approximately 186,000 miles per second. His discovery was
published posthumously in 1735. Subsequent experiments have
refined his calculations, now showing the speed of light to be nearly
186,283 miles per second.

This discovery was quickly seen to be the possible answer to a
cosmological problem which had been interesting astronomers for
some time. It was supposed that if a light beam from an object in the
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heavens passed the earth at a known speed other than 186,283 miles
per second, the difference would tell us whether that object was
drawing nearer to the earth or away from it, and at what actual
speed. By making measurements of this difference from various
sources of light out there in the universe, we ought to be able to
construct an accurate picture of the relative speeds of any object in
space. We thus would have a meter for determining the true motions
of all other visible objects and could work out what was going where
and, equally importantly, what the relative positions had been in the
past. 

Thus by extrapolating backwards there would finally emerge
a complete picture of the history of the universe, showing the precise
positions of all heavenly bodies at any point as the universe evolved.
All these bodies in space were viewed rather like blobs of material
floating around in some kind of cosmic ocean, the substance of
which had very special properties. It was not exactly like water, for
obvious reasons, but it was very real. It was called ether.

Now it is necessary to say a word or two by way of background
information regarding the concept of a supposed universal ether in
which everything floated and made its circular movements in a
smooth and orderly manner.

A beam of light behaves in a peculiar way. Its behaviour has led
to considerable controversy as to its nature. Sometimes it is best
explained by treating it as corpuscular, in which the beam is
represented by a kind of shotgun explosion of small pellets called
photons (particles of light). These photons are believed to have mass
and therefore to impact any object against which the stream of
photons is fired. Isaac Newton strongly favoured the corpuscular
theory. Sir James Jeans spoke of the gain in weight which results
when a photographic plate is exposed to light, as though some of
these particles had adhered to it. And he spoke of a target that can
be shown to "flinch under the impact of radiation from a bright light,
just as though a bullet had been fired into it."1 Furthermore, a light
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beam is bent in passing an object, the particles which compose it
evidently being influenced by the magnetic field of the near body.
Such findings seemed to justify the concept of some kind of material
substance being involved.

But in the early nineteenth century, the work of Thomas Young
in England and Augustin Fresnel of France demonstrated that a
wave motion of some kind must also be involved since beams of
light which coalesce or cross each other seem to interfere with each
other or combine much as sound waves do. Since all other kinds of
waves, whether sound or water, can only be transmitted through
some physical medium such as air or water, it seemed natural to
postulate that light waves also require a similar medium of
transmission. However, this medium must be tenuous enough that
the earth does not burn up as it races through it in its path around
the sun, yet it must also have substance enough to permit the
transmission of these waves of light. So in 1818 Fresnel revived the
concept of ether, a name which was really only another word for
some kind of medium with unique transmission properties like
nothing hitherto known experimentally.

The virtual impossibility of reconciling the two concepts of the
nature of light—whether corpuscular or a form of wave motion—has
stimulated unending debate, since it is difficult to see how it could
be both. Stanley L. Jaki remarked: 

It is almost amusing to recall how often either one or the other
theory was declared to be definitely and finally destroyed. For
there could be no truce, no compromise, between conflicting
concepts like waves and corpuscles, because it was of the very
essence of mechanism that conceptual explanations must reflect
the unitary mode of existence of the real world, which was taken
to be mechanical.2

Meanwhile, various schemes have been proposed for
establishing the absolute speed of the earth through this "ethereal
ocean." If the earth is moving through an ocean of some kind, it
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ought to be possible to demonstrate it. It is essential to establish the
earth's motion as a basic reference point for all other extra-terrestrial
measurements of movement. If this is once done, it should then be
possible (using the speed of their light past the earth as the tool) to
determine the absolute motion of all other visible bodies in the
universe. 

But the prior question that has to be answered is this: Does the
ocean itself have a current of its own or is it at absolute rest? If this
can be established firmly and the speed of the earth through it, then
on the basis of what is known as the Cosmological Principle the
movements of all other distant galaxies might also be established.
The Cosmological Principle makes the assumption that the earth is
not in any unique place in the universe and therefore that what is
observed of the universe from the earth would also be observed of
the universe from any other galaxy. It assumes that we can safely
extrapolate from our local findings and gain information about what
is going on everywhere else in the universe. The important thing is
to find out what the earth's motion through space really is in order
to interpret the apparent motions of all other galaxies that we can
observe.

The situation is, however, further complicated by the fact that we
appear to be living in an expanding universe. The distance between
other galaxies out in space and our own seems to be increasing as the
perimeter of the universe is enlarged. This increase in distance
between us and them could mean that we are chasing these remote
galaxies but losing the race, like a dog chasing a car. On the other
hand, it could mean that they are really chasing us, while we are
making our escape. A third alternative is that we are all flying apart
like fragments flung out from some prior explosion in an ever
widening circle. In any case, both they and we are moving and the
distance between us seems to be increasing. 

But we don't know which of these three possibilities is really
occurring. If the ether exists and is stationary, we should be able to
discover the precise nature of all these movements by trapping the
light from any given star as it passes the earth or as it impacts upon
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it and comparing its velocity with our own known speed through
the ether.

Such in principle was the prospect up to the time of the second
(and more famous) Michelson-Morley experiment conducted in
Cleveland, Ohio, in 1887. It was a crucial experiment because it
finally disproved the hypothesis of a universal luminiferous (i.e.,
light carrying) ether. And the problems it posed turned out to be the
pabulum for Einstein's theory regarding the relativity of Time. The
background of this experiment is, very briefly, as follows.

If we know that the velocity of a wind is 30 miles per hour and
we run towards it and find out by a wind meter that it has increased
to 36 mph, we know we ourselves are moving towards it at 6 mph.
If we run with the wind and the wind meter shows that it is now
passing us at only 24 mph, we know that we are still moving at 6
mph—but in the opposite direction. If our meter shows 30 mph, we
know we are either stationary or running across its course, neither
into it or away from it.

This is a principle which could be used to determine the speed
of the earth through the ocean of ether, especially if the ether has a
current of its own. If the ether is not stationary, the movement of the
earth through it is analogous to the individual who runs into the
wind or away from the wind or across the wind. All we need is a
metre that will read what our speed is in the three situations. 

It is also a principle that could be used with modifications to find
the relative velocity of the stars, for the velocity of the earth around
the sun could be added to or subtracted from the speed at which a
beam of light from any particular star is coming towards us.
Knowing our own speed around the sun, we could then determine
whether the star was moving towards us or away from us and at
what speed, since we know what the speed of light is. We merely
add or subtract our own speed from that of the beam of light
reaching us from that star. The earth's velocity through space,
detected by either an addition or a subtraction of the speed of the
beam of light, would indeed be very small; but it was believed that
with sufficiently accurate instruments a useful measurement might
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be made. There are other complicating factors, but the only object at
the moment is to demonstrate the basic principle involved.

Time’s movement: Einstein’s Principle of Constancy
Towards the end of the last century two men in particular

became involved in an attempt to settle the question of the earth's
speed of passage through the supposed ether. They were Albert A.
Michelson (1852-1931) and Edward Morley (1838-1923). It is not
necessary to describe here how they went about it; what is important
is to note one unexpected result from their experiments.

Their first experiment was undertaken in 1881. It seemed to
demonstrate that there was no ocean of ether through which the
earth was moving, but the results were challenged on the grounds
that their experimental procedure was faulty due to vibration from
local traffic. In 1887, with improved equipment, a location largely
free from such vibrations, and a sophisticated mounting for the
instrument that dampened any vibrations there might be, they fully
verified their previous findings and convinced the scientific world
that the earth was not moving through any kind of medium such as
the ether was supposed to be.

But they did discover something else. They found that a light
beam trapped in their instrument took the same time to traverse the
course whether the instrument was moving towards, or across, or
away from the source of light. This, of course, is theoretically
impossible! If light has a fixed speed (as was assumed) and we move
towards it at some measurable velocity, the light must impact us at
a velocity equal to the two speeds combined. But although the
instrument in its refined design was fully capable of detecting the
theoretical increment in speed that was predicted, no such increment
was observable. Writing 66 years later in the British science journal
Nature, R. S. Shankland summed up the importance of this
experimental evidence:

The work with this apparatus continued from 1886 until July
1887 and was conducted in buildings on the adjacent Case and
Western Reserve campuses. The definitive null result obtained in
these experiments led to profound changes in the development
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of physics...It is needless to say that the most direct and now
universally accepted explanation for the Michelson-Morley
experiment...is provided by the Special Theory of Relativity given
by Albert Einstein in 1905.3 

In 1938 J. W. N. Sullivan had commented on the significance of
what they had found regarding the uniform speed of light in the
following words:

[The Michelson-Morley Experiment] has been repeated many
times. In principle it is very simple. If the earth is moving
through a stationary ether, it can be shown that two rays of light,
the one moving in the direction of the earth's motion and the
other at right angles to it, should take unequal times to cover the
same distance. But although the experiment has often been
repeated, no difference has ever been found, though in some of
these experiments the apparatus has been so delicate that a
difference a hundred times less than the difference expected
could have been measured…

The dilemma thus created is a very real one and the way out,
which was shown by Einstein in 1907, is an effort of genius of the
highest order..Einstein asserted that the velocity of light is always
the same whether we measure this velocity from a system which is in
motion or a system that is at rest.4

Consider what this implies. If the light beam from a flashlight
travels through the air at 186,283 miles per second, the speed of the
beam of light is not accelerated one iota by switching the flashlight
on when it is in rapid movement in the same direction as the beam.
Were we to shoot the flashlight from a gun with a high muzzle
velocity and switch the flashlight on by remote control in mid-flight
and then measure the speed of the beam of light emerging from it,
we would find it still was travelling at 186,283 miles per second, and
no more. Even more surprising is the finding that if the flashlight
itself is stationary and we fly into the beam as fast as we can possibly
go, we shall still find that the beam of light is coming towards us at
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precisely the speed it does when we are not moving at all, namely,
186,283 miles per second. 

In 1923 William Hudgings had put it this way.

Einstein's declaration is that if two observers are on opposite
sides of the rotating earth, one revolving away from the sun and
the other towards it, the instruments of each observer will
indicate that the rays are travelling past him at exactly the same
speed... regardless of whether he is traveling towards or away
from the sun. This phenomenon has been referred to as Einstein's
Principle of Constancy. It means simply that light impacts an object
at a uniform velocity regardless of whether the object is moving
away from or towards the source of light at any speed less than
the speed of light.5

Let me repeat this once again by using an analogy. If you stand
up in an open car and are driven towards me at 20 miles per hour
and I throw a baseball towards you at 30 mph, the ball will meet
your hands at 50 mph (the sum of the two speeds) and the impact
will be very painful! If you are driven away from me at 20 mph and
I throw a baseball to you at 30 mph, it will strike your hand at only
10 mph (the difference between the two speeds) and you'll feel no
pain at all in catching it. Thus your speed towards or away from the
ball which is thrown towards you always at the same speed makes
a profound difference on the force of the impact with your hand. 

But one of the results of the Michelson-Morley Experiment was
to demonstrate that this is not true with a beam of light. Though it
does have a measurable velocity and does actually impact when it
strikes something, it makes no difference to the force of the
impact—no matter what the speed of the receiver is, whether
travelling towards or away from the source of light. Nor does it
make any difference at what speed the object is moving that emits
the beam of light to begin with.

Einstein offered a deceptively simple explanation. The speed of
anything has to be measured with a clock, and the clock which is
moving towards the source of light is ticking off one kind of
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seconds-interval and the clock which is moving away from the
source of light is ticking off another kind of seconds-interval. Each
clock is actually running at a different rate. In the case of Hudgings'
two observers, one on each side of the globe, one moving towards
and one away from the sun, two clocks were involved and they were
keeping different time. They may have been synchronized when the
two observers met together on one side of the globe before the
experiment, but by the time they had parted company and were
standing on opposite sides of the globe, each travelling at up to a
thousand miles per hour in opposite directions (depending on where
they were positioned), their clocks no longer kept the same time. It
is not that they were operating in a different time zone, it is rather that the
hands of their clocks were moving around at different speeds. Accordingly,
their measurements of the speed of the impact of the light beams
were different.

Taking into account the difference in the rate at which the two
clocks were running, the logical contradiction of any such
experiment can be resolved. Each clock marks the passage of time at
a rate dependent entirely upon its movement through space, and
since the observer travels with it he is quite unaware of this flow rate
of time. Time is not merely subjectively relative in its rate of flow
past the observer, but it is also objectively different for the two
observers.

The question then arises, Which of the two clocks is running at
the proper speed? Einstein's answer is, "Both" and "Neither": there
is no such thing as an absolute speed for the passage of time. The
passage of time is entirely relative and its rate of flow is established
by each observer in each situation for himself. As soon as I take my
clock into his particular situation it promptly keeps his time, but I
am not aware of any speeding up or slowing down that has occurred
because my clock has now changed to his time rate. Since we are
both in the same situation, the clocks synchronize. 

It is therefore impossible to discover the "error" in a clock, if one
can speak of an "error" in such a situation. 
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Time becomes the fourth dimension: the clock paradox
In some way Nature has contrived (sometimes the word

conspired is used) to make it impossible to discover any absolute rate
of the passage of Time. Until we state where the time is to be
measured, in what part of the universe and under what
circumstances, we cannot say with any certainty at what rate it is
flowing. Thus Time is bound up with movement through space, and it
becomes a fourth dimension.

Experiments have since demonstrated that any clock which is
moved through space either at an accelerated rate or in an arc (and
this applies to the clocks held by Hudgings' two observers) will slow
up.6 How much it slows up depends upon the rate of acceleration. It
thus happens that if a man were to be shot into space in a circular arc
which would bring him back to his starting point, and if when he
began his journey he synchronized his watch with his wife's who
stayed at home, when he got home he would find that he was
younger than he ought to be by just the amount that his watch had
been slowed up in his journey. His wife, being stationary, would
have experienced "normal" time, while he would have observed a
slower passage of time and would accordingly have aged less in the
interval. It is believed that all the chemical reactions in his body
would also have been slowed up so that his greater youthfulness
would not merely be the result of the difference in the two clocks.7

This slowing up with the right kind of motion is a real effect and
not merely a theoretical one. It is born out by the fact that certain
radioactive substances (whose normal life is known) have an
increased longevity when they are moved at high rates of
acceleration. In this connection J. Bronowski observed:

For example, we know by observation how long a meson of one
kind survives from the instant of its creation to its disintegration
if it remains at rest. We also know by observation how long the
same kind of meson survives when it is travelling at high speed.
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The travelling meson lives longer, in our time, than the meson at
rest. [my emphasis]8

Now this "clock paradox," as it is called, is not a conundrum
dreamed up to intrigue the public or challenge budding philo-
sophers, but is a clearly predictable and recently demonstrated fact.
The universe really is so constituted that clocks behave in this
baffling way. 

A physicist (Joe C. Hafele of Washington University in St. Louis)
and an astronomer (Richard Keating of the US Naval Observatory)
have verified the reality of the paradox. In October of 1972, using
four extremely precise atomic clocks, they set off on two successive
round-the-world plane trips in opposite directions. On the east-
bound trip they travelled with the earth's rotation and therefore
added their airspeed to the earth's speed of rotation relative to a
"stationary" clock back in Washington University. On the west-
bound trip they subtracted the earth's speed of rotation from their
airspeed. Thus the difference in speed along a circular path would
be magnified between the two planes with respect to the stationary
clock in Washington University. Since the clocks were synchronized
at the start, certain divergencies in time ahead of or behind the
Washington University clock were predicted.9

The results of the experiment bore out the predictions. According
to the theory, the clocks should have lost 40 billionths of a second on
the east-bound trip and gained 275 billionths of a second on the
west-bound. In actual fact the results were only 5% off the predicted
value in the east-bound and 30% in the west-bound.10

Such discrepancies may seem far too small for validation, but it
was evident that there was a real difference in time in each direction,
and in the one case it was remarkably close to expectation.
Moreover, in both cases the divergence was in the predicted
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direction. It may be wondered how such small divergencies could
possibly be measured accurately. 

But it is necessary to bear in mind that the time-keepers were
atomic clocks, governed not by the natural frequency of a balance
wheel with, say, four reversals per second, but a cesium atom which
when electrically excited vibrates precisely with a resonance
frequency of 9,192,631,770 cycles a second. This frequency represents
in effect nine billion ticks per second or 540 billion ticks per minute,
and therefore 32,400 billion ticks per hour. Assuming the planes took
several hours to make the round trip, this could easily involve a total
of half a million billion ticks during the interval. It requires pretty
sensitive monitoring to detect such a tiny departure from expectation
but it is not by any means beyond present competence. Hafele said
afterwards, "The experiment was successful beyond our best
expectations."

So time has no set pace. Under different conditions it travels
more slowly or more quickly. There is no such thing as absolute
time. Moreover, time has no existence at all, independently of
matter, because it has no independent existence apart from motion.

Time: no independent existence apart from motion and space
Consider what would happen if all motion in the universe were

reduced to zero. On this subject Thomson King makes the following
observation:

As the rapidity of movements were everywhere reduced,
events would occur more slowly compared with their present
rate, but not as compared with each other; for I am assuming that all
motions would be reduced at the same rate. A "year" would be
longer than our year, but a clock would tick the same number of
beats as in normal years. Light would travel the same distance in
a second, for seconds would be longer. When all motion was
reduced to zero, time would disappear.

When the galaxies and the molecules ceased to move, when
electrons no longer spun, when radiation (losing both frequency
and velocity) ceased to be energy, nothing could happen; there
would be no change, no events. There could be no flow of time;
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11. King, Thomson, "On Time as a Product of Motion", Scientific  Monthly, October 1948, vol.
67, p.290.
12. Augustine, City of God, Bk. XI. 6.
13. Augustine, City of God, Bk. XI. 21.

everything would be frozen in an eternal present. [my
emphasis]11

In a spiritual world of which space was essentially non-material,
time would be non-extensible in some as yet unrealized way. It
would, in fact, become eternity. Everything would be present. It
would make reality more real, not less real; for we recognize, even
now, that in our world everything is constantly changing, nothing
abides unchanged. 

But in a world in which change per se would no longer be
necessary since everything is perfect, then time can be no more. We
slip out of time into eternity when we pass out of this order of
changing things into a new and perfect order that is as unchanging
in its perfection as God is. With keen insight Augustine in his City of
God  had said: "If eternity and time were rightly distinguished by
this, that time does not exist without some movement and transition,
while in eternity there is no change, who doesn't see … that God, in
whose eternity … is no change at all, is the Creator and Ordainer of
time …"12 A truly remarkable anticipation. 

A little later he wrote with profound insight,

Not in our fashion does He look forward to what is future, nor
at what is present, nor back upon what is past; but in a manner
quite different, and far and profoundly remote from our way of
thinking. For He does not pass from this to that by transition of
thought, but beholds all things with absolute unchange-
ableness...13

We really have no concept of what a changeless world would be
but we can usefully explore some of the consequences of what
timelessness might mean to us when we leave this vale of tears.
 Meanwhile we can answer the first question we asked, “How fast
does time pass?” by saying that time has no absolute rate of passage
and is almost certainly as transient a reality as the physical world in
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14. Revelation 10:6 in the KJV reads, “there should be time no longer” but in the NIV reads
“There will be no more delay.” I do not think it likely that the proposed alternative rendering
of the word time (chronos in Greek) by the word delay is anything more than an attempt to
obviate the difficulty that the average reader has in comprehending a "world without time."
It is only rarely used in classical Greek in this secondary sense. Certainly it is not the primary
meaning for the word and only comes to have this secondary meaning when the
accompanying verb specifically indicates it—as for instance, "begging for time," or deliberately
"causing a delay" to serve one's purposes.

which we live. The real world is the world which is just beyond our
vision, and it is an eternal world. In the present world, as Henri
Bergson said, the only thing that is unchanging is change itself.
Absolutely nothing is permanent. In the world which is to come we
shall discover permanence in a new way and in a new form. 

Once we step outside this present world, the flow of time as we
now experience it will cease to exist for us, even as it had not existed
until God began his creative activities. There will be no conscious
waiting, no "marking" time, no longing for that which is yet future,
no wondering "if" or "when." We shall dwell as God dwells, "in
eternity," where the past or the future can all be experienced in the
present the moment we wish to experience them; for "time" shall be
no more (Revelation 10:6).14

When God became man, the eternal was somehow wedded to
the temporal, and time slipped easily in and out of eternity. In the
next chapter we shall explore one critical occasion upon which this
occurred for the Lord Jesus Christ Himself.
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Chapter Five

WHEN TIME BECAME AN ETERNITY

There are two “schools” of thought, mostly composed of
children, about the best way of eating candy. There are those who
plop a candy into the mouth and let the sweet juices slowly dissolve,
bathing the taste buds gently and for quite a long time. Then there
are those who find this delivery system quite unsatisfactory. They
immediately start breaking up the candy with their molars and the
enhanced flow of sweetness which results from the greatly increased
surface area of the many smaller pieces proves far more rewarding.

For a while the volume of taste is marvellous and absorbs all
their attention. They stare into space wholly occupied with delight,
until suddenly they discover the candy is all gone; the last fragment
has surreptitiously slipped down the throat with almost indecent
haste. All too soon there is nothing left—nothing, that is, except the
resolve next time to suck it more slowly! This resolve is strengthened
as the supply of candies runs out and only becomes firm when they
are all gone.

There are many of the former school, mostly girls I suspect; but
there are perhaps more of the latter, mostly boys I think. I always
resolved to make the candy last and always failed to keep that
resolve, and still do, sixty years later.

Herein is an analogy. Enjoyment may be mild and long or deep
and intense: as it is with pleasure, so it is with pain. Not infrequently
we have a choice, even in the matter of pain. We can stay away from
the house so that mother will not at once send us to that highly paid
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torturer, the dentist. We endure the gnawing ache until it either
becomes unbearable and cannot be concealed or until for some
reason it eases up and finally stops altogether—for a few days at
least. Alternatively, we can go home like a martyr about to be
thrown to the lions, and for a few agonizing moments we can allow
some eager dentist to probe relentlessly. He hits it in order to
identify the offending tooth which must be obvious to anyone. And
then he asks, "Does it hurt?" while he can see we are suffering
agonies even from his mere looking at it. Then all of a sudden he
presents the offending tooth before our eyes, and we are not even
quite sure when he took it out!

So there we have a principle: the alternative of long and mild, or
short and awful. This is a principle of very wide application. We
meet it in our handling of criminals, for instance. We can chop off a
man's head (France still does, I believe), or we can imprison him for
twenty years. We assume, of course, that twenty years of
imprisonment is always to be preferred by the prisoner, but we do
so only because neither he nor we can know what a long, slow,
painful death those twenty years are likely to be unless, of course,
there is hope of a reprieve for "good" behaviour.

Having one's head cut off or being shot by a firing squad is at
least quick, and perhaps hanging is not much more protracted; but
given the choice, men opt for the long and the slow rather than the
quick and the short. At least, most men do. A few very brave or
perhaps strangely misguided (?) individuals prefer the short and the
quick. But most people facing such an alternative naturally choose
the one that allows some small chance of remission. Yet even where
there is no possibility of a reprieve, men still often choose the long
and the slow, hoping against hope.

In our society, we have now confused the issue by supposing life
to be better than death no matter what the conditions are. Even in a
concentration camp only a very small percentage of people
deliberately tried to commit suicide. Only when all hope is gone—all
hope of a foreseeable end and release—that death seems preferable.
If, for some reason, the circumstances are such that death cannot be
embraced as a means of release from the agony of life so that there
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is no hope of escape even by this means, then the penalty becomes
utterly unbearable.

As we shall see, this was the position that the Lord Jesus Christ
was in when He became a sin-offering for us. Only when the
suffering entailed in that sacrifice was paid in full could He then
embrace death and find release. And as we shall also see, those three
hours of darkness must have been an eternity while they were
endured.

Time and punishment: long or short?
Now the point of this preamble, and indeed of all that has been

reviewed in the previous chapters, is that there is some kind of
equation in the scales of justice between punishment which is
extensive and punishment which is intensive; between punishment
that, judged by our relative standards, is long-lasting but sufferable
and punishment that is brief but insufferable.

Moreover, the nature or character of the sufferer has a bearing on
the matter. Consider the penalty of total isolation, for example. Total
isolation would do little for a cow—though being a herding animal,
it would probably get lonely now and then. But total isolation for a
human being has proved to be so severe a punishment that it can
amount to torture if it is sustained; and the nations are near to
agreeing (at least, professedly) that it should be outlawed entirely.
Such international abhorrence will probably not put an end to it, but
at least the confession of abhorrence is itself proof enough of the
severity of isolation as a punishment.

So man suffers more than a cow in certain situations. But it is
also true that some men suffer more than other men. In the same
situation punishment that seems comparatively innocuous for one
may devastate another. Thus the principle of sentencing to so many
years in prison, or to so many lashes, or to a fine of so many dollars,
on a sliding scale fixed for each offense by consent of society, is
essentially unjust because it does not take into consideration the
"sensitivity" of the prisoner. Such sensitivity is, of course, taken into
account sometimes, though in times of public danger these
refinements are abandoned. Yet that it should be done at all
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1. Luke 8:45-46: "Jesus said, Who touched me? When all denied... Jesus said, Somebody has
touched me, for I perceive that virtue has gone out of me."
2. For the account of the raising of Lazarus, see John 11:1-44.

demonstrates another important point: namely, that the capacity of
the prisoner to suffer predetermines to a large extent the severity of the
penalty from his point of view.

A hardened criminal shrugs off a term of two or three years as
merely an inconvenience. These two or three years can even be to his
advantage. After all, he goes to “school” among experts in his craft
and can improve his technique while being supplied with free board
and lodging and some entertainment. The naïve individual who,
though admittedly for selfish reasons, has allowed himself to be
trapped into some skullduggery and to get caught, suffers far more
from the same sentence for a similar crime. The fitting of the
punishment to the crime depends not merely on the nature of the CRIME,
but also on the nature of the criminal.

What, then, of the suffering imposed unjustly upon a Man who
is morally perfect, who is completely innocent, whose imaginative
powers are developed to the highest degree possible for a human
being, who is without spot or blemish in his character, and who has
a capacity for suffering for others infinitely beyond that of the rest of
men? Because of our selfishness most of us have too little capacity
for this kind of suffering, but the capacity of the Lord Jesus for
suffering with and for others was infinite. Every one who touched
Him, expectantly, drew strength out of Him, and He was always
consciously drained by this kind of human contact.1 He wept at the
grave of Lazarus not because Lazarus was dead, for He knew that
within a few moments He would be raising Lazarus to life again.2 He
wept because He shared so totally the grief of Martha and Mary, and
was overwhelmed in his spirit by the sadness of the fact of death in
the midst of life. Because He was God-made-Man, this capacity for
sharing human suffering must have been inexhaustible: yet it was
deeply, deeply felt nevertheless. On the intensive side of the scales,
there was no imaginable limit to what the penalty of our sins could
impose upon Him in agony of soul when He accepted responsibility
for them in our place.
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3. 1 Peter 2:24: ". . .who his own self bore our sins in his own body on the tree." 

How long, then, must He actually suffer in his own body on the
cross  in order to atone for our sins?3 Clearly, the answer lies in the
extent of his capacity. And that capacity was infinite. The depth
dimension in this equation reaches down so far in the infinitude of
his capacity that the length dimension, the length of time He must
suffer when measured in hours, almost ceases to have any
consequence. It is necessary to say almost for reasons which will
become apparent in due time.

It would seem, in fact, that the Lord Jesus could have endured
the curse for us for only one second of time by our clocks and still
have paid in full the moral consequences of our sins, perfectly
satisfying the demands of the law—because of the intensity of that
one second of suffering. The unfathomable depth of his agony of
soul would fully have compensated for the seeming shortness of his
sentence.

Time and punishment: extensive vs. intensive
Now a diagram seems inappropriate in such a context. Yet the

significance of this tremendous truth can be illuminated in some
ways by such a means. Let us assume, for instance, that the length
of a man's three year sentence is represented by a line (AB) as seen
in Figure 4.

If the terms of his imprisonment are only mild, the depth of his
suffering throughout this period could be represented by a shallow
rectangle (Fig. 5) in which the dimension AB is still the length of his
sentence, but the depth BC is the measure of the intensity of his
suffering during that period. Thus the area ABCD stands, visually,
for the total effective weight of his sentence, for the real measure of
his punishment.

Let us take the case of another individual who has committed the
same offense. He ought to have the same penalty imposed upon him,
but in this case, either because he is a first offender, or because of old
age or perhaps frail health, the judge only imposes two years (AB in
Fig. 6). In doing so, the judge is recognizing the greater sensitivity of
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the offender. Over these two years vertical dimension (BC in Fig. 6)
is now deeper than of the vertical dimension in Fig. 5.

The area of this rectangle turns out to be the same as the area of
Fig.5: in fact both sentences are the same in their weighting, though
the second individual has received a significantly shorter sentence
in terms of years. The sensitivity of the victim, the capacity of the
victim to suffer, has been taken into account by shortening the
extensity of the sentence. The total penalty is unaffected.

How far could this shortening go? How short can the line AB
become while strictly forming an equivalent penalty if compensated
by increased depth? Obviously the two rectangles can simply be up-

Figure 4: Length of a man’s three year sentence.

Figure 5: Depth of a man’s suffering if imprisonment is only mild.

Figure 6: Greater sensitivity of offender is represented
by “deeper” blocks.
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ended without in any way altering their total weighting. Thus the
line AB becomes greatly abbreviated and the intensity, BC, is greatly
extended (Fig. 7), and if the proportions of these two lines are
preserved, the total area must remain constant, and the penalty itself
as imposed by the judge remains unchanged.

We may go one step further yet. If this tall thin column were to
be narrowed still further and deepened accordingly, the principle
would remain intact, for the rectangle could be adjusted in depth to
maintain a constant total area. In the end, the AB or horizontal or
time factor line could be almost negligible but the depth factor BC
then becomes all important. Capital punishment represents this kind
of situation: the intensity of the punishment far outweighs its
extensity. Carried to its logical conclusion, if the intensity of the

Figure 7: Length of time (AB) can be shortened and intensity (BC)
extended to keep the degree of punishment the same.
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4. Hebrews 12:2:"[Jesus] who … endured the cross"
5. Frankl, Viktor, Man's Search for Meaning, New York, Simon & Schuster, 1963, pp.112, 115,
171. 

suffering is infinite, the line AB representing the time factor can be
reduced to a point—i.e., theoretically, to no time at all. There is
nothing absurd about this, for as we have seen, there is a reality
which is conceivably time-less.

Time as eternity: during three hours
Thus, had the Lord Jesus Christ been suffering only as God, the

torment of the penalty would have been infinite in its depth and the
time element would have been reduced to zero, since time would
have been eclipsed by eternity. But because the Son was not only
God but also Man, and because He was placed in this position as a
suffering human being, He could not altogether escape from the
bondage of our time frame. He had to remain conscious within time
and, in some sense, of time. It is in this sense that He endured the
cross.4 How long, then, did He endure?

Throughout history man has experienced the terror of physical
torture; and from what has been recorded of it in recent years we
may learn some things about that other kind of torture with which
we are particularly concerned in the present instance, the torture of
the soul. From personal experience Viktor Frankl had a profound
insight into the nature of suffering endured when there is no hope
of an end. Intense suffering of this kind concentrates attention
entirely upon the present moment. There is no looking to the future
in hope. Hope is a powerful sustainer when an end is foreseen but,
as Frankl observes,5 a man who cannot see the end ceases to live for
the future and therefore exists altogether without hope. 

This was precisely the position in which the Lord was confined
when He became a sin-offering for us. For in the absolute
condemnation which this involved, He suffered as One from whom
the termination of his sentence was completely hidden. He
experienced total forsaking not merely by man but by his heavenly
Father whom He had never disobeyed throughout his whole earthly
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6. Three times God declared He was pleased with his Son, the Lord Jesus Christ: in his youth,
"Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God and man" (Luke 2:52); at the
beginning of his ministry at Jesus’  baptism, a voice came from heaven saying, “This is my
beloved Son, in whom I am well-pleased” (Matthew 3:16); and near the end of his ministry on
the Mount of Transfiguration, "a bright cloud overshadowed them and a voice came out of the
cloud which said, ‘This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased" (Matthew 17:5).
7. On eternal punishment see the author's Seed of the Woman, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada,
Doorway Publications, 1980, chap.31, p.396. See www.custance.org

life, nor even displeased.6 Because He had not the slightest inkling
of a foreseeable end, His suffering became, in fact, an eternal
punishment.7

Yet while He thus suffered eternally, the soldiers who guarded
Him continued to live in time, no doubt eagerly awaiting the end of
the day when they would go off duty. Frankl observes that the
prisoners and the guards in the concentration camps lived in entirely
different worlds of time. The prisoners often experienced such agony
of soul that time ceased to have any significance to them whatever,
while their guards continued to live entirely by the clock. 

The man whose suffering is bearable can keep his eye on the
passage of time and, if he knows when the end is to be, he can gain
some comfort by saying to himself, "I'm halfway through" or "It's
nearly over." The existence of hope and the sense of the passage of
time run together, and when intensity of suffering is so great that the
sense of time is lost, hope is lost. Pain is locked into the immediate
present and any comfort in the thought of an end is eclipsed.
Suffering takes on an experienced quality of endlessness. Extreme
agony of soul pins down all consciousness to a point in time,
kaleidoscoping both future and past and effectively converting the
momentary now into endlessness. 

Because we conceive of punishment as being much or little in
terms of duration, we interpret the Scriptures which tell us that it
will be eternal (which is a more correct translation of the original
Greek) to mean everlasting (which is probably a far less correct
translation of the original Greek). It could be that the biblical
meaning of eternal has no direct reference to duration at all. It could
conceivably be a qualitative term rather than a quantitative one,
carrying the idea of intensity or depth rather than extensity of
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8. John 10:10: "I am come that they might have life, and that they might have it more
abundantly."
9. Endless punishment. Some time after completing this chapter, I acquired a copy of A Body
of Divinity by John Gill (1697-1771) and came across, to my delight, the following (I have taken
the liberty of re-phrasing his sentences slightly in order to make his meaning clearer, but
reference to the original will show that I have not betrayed his meaning in any way):  “When
He [Christ] was made sin and a curse. . . it was tantamount to an eternal death, or the suffering
of the wicked in hell. For though the two kinds of suffering differ as to circumstances of time
and place, the persons being different, the one finite and the other infinite, yet as to the essence
of these sufferings, they were the same. Eternal death consists in two things: punishment in the

length—as it almost certainly does in reference to eternal life. Eternal
life is another kind of life, a quality of life, a life of depth, a life more
abundant.8 The question of duration is not denied: it is simply not at
issue. Perhaps eternal punishment really means punishment whose
intensity cannot actually be conveyed to our time-bound minds
except by saying that it will be experienced with an intensity that
will make it effectively interminable while it lasts. 

In some unfathomable way, the Lord Jesus Christ as our
substitute must have experienced eternal punishment. One has to ask
then, How does this quality of eternity relate to the three hours of
darkness on the cross? Was this experienced by the Lord as three
hours, or was this just the time period accounted for by the guards
on duty who had some kind of candle or water clock to keep a
record of their time? Did the supernatural darkness of those hours
actually signify (among other things) that the one agency of God's
economy in the heavens by which our time is regulated had been
"stopped" for that interval? I do not mean to suggest that it was
literally stopped in its passage but effectively stopped because its
movement could no longer be seen. The Lord Himself was thus left
on the cross without a clock. 

Did time then stop for Him? Did He experience such a sense of
timeless-ness that what was already endured did not contribute in
any way towards the reduction of what remained yet to be endured
in order to fulfill the total penalty which must be paid? Was this a
form of endless punishment with no foreseeable termination, though
when it was over it had occupied only three hours by our clocks? Do
we not in fact have here a case of truly eternal torment which had,
nevertheless, been fulfilled in a period of three hours?9
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form of deprivation, and punishment in the form of actual affliction. The former lies in an
eternal separation from God, or a deprivation of his presence forever: and the latter lies in an
everlasting affliction in the everlasting fire of God's wrath. Now Christ endured what was
answerable to both of these. . . . Eternity is not the essence of punishment but it is consequent
of the fact that the sufferer cannot all at once bear the whole -- being finite as sinful man is
finite. And as it cannot be borne all at once it is continued ad infinitum. But Christ, being an
infinite Person, was able to bear the whole at once and the infinity of his Person abundantly
compensates for the eternity of the punishment." [A Complete Body of Doctrinal and Practical
Divinity, vol.1, Grand Rapids, Baker reprint, 1978, p.574.]
10. Scripture seems to go out of its way to make it very clear that Jesus was indeed sinless.
Paul, the intellectual, declared "[God] has made him [Jesus] who knew no sin to be sin for us,"
(2 Corinthians 5:21); Peter, the activist, said "who did no sin" (1 Peter 2:22); and John, the
spiritual one, observed that "in him is no sin" (1 John 3:5) [my emphases].

Can we have even the remotest conception of what it would
mean for One who was morally perfect, pure  in spirit in the absolute
sense, without the slightest taint of guilt in any form and altogether
sinless, to be suddenly held responsible for the appalling record of
crime and injustice and brutality and hatred and insane cruelty that
marks the frightful record of human history from the murder of Abel
to the extermination centres and labour camps of today? What
would it mean to be so accounted guilty that the Father Himself
turned away from his beloved Son as One who now, as the sin-
bearer, was abhorrent in his sight?

In these three hours the Lord Jesus was made a sin-offering; that
is to say He became effectively the doer of this frightfulness not only
in the sight of man, but in the sight of God and the whole host of
heaven. He who was Himself blameless assumed full responsibility
and was to blame. He who was pure was made vile. He who was
holy was made unholy with the leprosy of our sin. He who was the
very expression of love became as hateful as sin itself. He who was
without spot was infected with the cancer of our wickedness. He
who knew no sin was actually made sinful by identification.10 

He descended into hell, into the utter solitude that on the Day of
Atonement was symbolized by the sending forth of the scapegoat
into an uninhabited desert of evil marked by the absence of all other
relationships. It was not for a few hours only that this terrible
penalty was imposed upon Him but—in his experience—for ever: He
could not know in his darkness how long it would take to pay the
price. Nor could He have any anticipation of when the price had
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11. Luke 23:34: “Then said Jesus, “Father, forgive them...”
12. Matthew 27:42: "He saved others: himself he cannot save. If he be the king of Israel, let him
now come down from the cross, and we will believe him." 

been paid in full until, at last, He became aware once more of his
Father's presence. He could not anticipate the end, and with no
anticipation of the end, his suffering became infinite.

He could not cry out, "Father, forgive Me!" He could not cry,
"God, have mercy upon Me!" On what grounds could mercy be
extended to HIM? On no ground, except the completion of his
sacrifice, could any mercy be extended to any one. On what basis
could his reprieve be granted—except all others forfeit the
forgiveness He had come to guarantee them? For on the fullness of
his sacrifice depended all other forgiveness. 

He could atone for the sins of others and pray the Father to
forgive them11but there was no way in which He could save Himself
if He was to save us. They were right who mocked Him thus.12 In
Gethsemane He had hoped for support from his disciples: "Could ye
not watch with Me for one hour?" (Matthew 26:40). But for Himself
He could only cry out in anguish, "My God! My God! Why have You
forsaken Me?" (Matthew 27:46).

Of course, He had known this had to be. But anticipating that a
fearful agony is to be borne, even though He knew in prospect that
it must come to an end since He had told his disciples He would rise
again, such knowledge did not serve to ameliorate it when the
intensity of that agony fell upon Him. I cannot believe He had a fear
of it as He foresaw what was to happen, but He must have had an
awful horror of what it would entail. His prayer in Gethsemane
bears this out. And when the blow fell who can possibly know what
He endured in that eternity in order that our eternity of punishment
might be commuted to total blamelessness because He for an
eternity had borne the penalty for us. 

Because He was God, his capacity for suffering was infinite. And
we must suppose, then, that with this capacity there need have been
no time dimension at all. But because He was Man, the time factor
could not altogether be dispensed with, and by our clocks that
moment of time was stretched into hours. Justice must not only be
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13. John 19:30  "When Jesus therefore had received the vinegar, he said, ‘It is finished’ [tetalestai
in the Greek] and he bowed his head, and gave up the ghost." 
14. See J. H. Moulton and G. Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, Grand Rapids,
Eerdman's, 1972, p. 630 under (teleo). 
15. “In a moment of time” see Luke 4:5: "The devil, taking him up into an high mountain,
showed unto him all the kingdoms of the world in a moment of time." 

done: it must also be seen to be done. Had the Lord fulfilled the
requirements of the penalty in such depth as to make its duration in
time a matter only of moments, we should never have been fully
persuaded that He really did suffer sufficiently so that we may write
"paid in full" across our debt. His triumphant cry, "It is finished!"
(tetelestai)13 is now known to have been, in Greek and Roman times,
what was officially stamped as an acknowledgment of receipt on all
bills: "PAID IN FULL!"14  

In point of fact, the hours of which we have a record bear
virtually no relevance to his sacrifice as a sin-offering for our sins. It
seems clear to me that all that was accomplished on the cross could
indeed have been fulfilled in a moment of our time. Did not Satan
show Him all the glories of the world's kingdoms in "a moment of
time"?15  Then, having fulfilled his role as the Lamb of God, He
might in a few moments or even instantly have dismissed his life
and terminated the whole ordeal in triumph. But to us, constituted
as we are, there would have been an apparent falling short of justice.

Perhaps it was extended chiefly to satisfy our sense of justice; but
it was also because He suffered as Man that the time element had to
be introduced as it was, and set on record as it has been. The three
hours of our clocks were an eternity to his soul. It was an eclipse of
time, time-less-ness within time. 

Did the Father also suffer?
There remains one final thought. Did the Father also suffer for an

eternity in the loss of his Son? It seems that this could have been so.
The Father could foresee the end of his Son's exile and rejoice in
anticipation of his return to his Bosom, even as the Son must have
done so in prospect and given his disciples assurance accordingly.
But I think that something of the agony of soul which the Lord Jesus
suffered as our sin-offering must have been shared in some way by
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16. When God "gave" his only-begotten Son He did so in the most literal sense. He lost Him,
in those hours of darkness, even as He had lost his first created son in the Garden of Eden after
the Fall when He called out to Adam "Where are you?" (Genesis 3:9). The rupture between the
Father and the Son was a rupture of an eternal fellowship. It was, of necessity, an eternal
rupture, a rupture for eternity — while it lasted. It was experienced as unending in some real
sense by both parties. For man, who lives in time, all parting has some hope of an end. For God
who 'inhabits eternity' (Isaiah 57:15) the situation was awesomely different.

the Father in heaven, when his Son ceased to be an object of joy and
became a thing abhorrent, contaminated with our sin. The sacrifice
which the Father made was thus as great an exhibition of love for
mankind as the sacrifice which the Son made. It is not merely that
the Son lost the Father: the Father lost the Son. The sacrifice of
separation must have been felt both ways. Otherwise could it be
truly said that God gave his Son as a proof of his love?

For God not only "gave his only begotten Son" (John 3:16 ) but
He "laid on Him the iniquity of us all" (Isaiah 53:6) so that the Lord
was literally "smitten of God" (Isaiah 53:4). In this sense the Son was
punished by the Father, and that the Father should do this to his
beloved Son—sparing nothing of the punishment which sin
deserved—must surely have been an agony for Himself also?16  

Thus was the love of God—Father and Son alike—made
manifesttowards us. "Herein is love; not that we loved God, but that
He loved us, and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins" (l
John 4:10).

But how impossible it is to write worthily of such an event as
this...
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PART II

THE NATURE OF MAN:

INCARNATE SPIRIT
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Nothing in the plan of Redemption
as set forth in the scripture is in
any way incidental to it—nothing.
It is all of a piece and stands
wholly essential in all its elements.

Yet, an established fact is as
sacred as a revealed truth.
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.....CONNECTIONS.....

It may be asked, Why all this concern about the meaning and
nature of time? Does it really matter? After all, we are not going to
worry about time in heaven, anyway.

True. The only trouble is that although Scripture reveals that we
shall pass immediately into the Lord's presence when we die, we
evidently do so without our bodies. The resurrection of the body is
a still distant event belonging to the end times. Paul himself, who
expected to be present with the Lord at once, is nevertheless still
without his body.

Unless we say that the body doesn't really matter in heaven, we
have to imagine this interval of disembodied "nakedness" as a period
of something less than a totally fulfilling condition of existence. This
would seem an odd situation in which to be, in the presence of the
gloriously embodied Lord.

If we say that embodiment makes no difference, that we can be
completely whole in this "naked" condition, then the great emphasis
placed on the resurrection of the body in Scripture seems rather
meaningless. If we can be perfectly identifiable without our bodies,
both subjectively to ourselves and objectively to others, why bother
about bodily resurrection? It seems redundant.

Now, man was not created to be pure spirit, such as angels are,
but incarnated spirit. We and our bodies belong together and the
thought of death, in so far as it disrupts this union, is normally an
abhorrent one. We have a longing for a real new heaven and a real
new earth, and such a setting seems to require some kind of
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appropriately real bodily existence. The thing we long for is freedom
from present ills, not freedom from present objects. 

What was God's purpose in making man MAN rather than angel
— i.e., in making him an embodied spirit, not just an ethereal one?
What role does the body actually play in establishing our personal
identity and to what extent does the spirit depend upon the body to
function effectively within the framework of the physical world in
which we live? What precisely is the relationship between spirit and
body (from the biblical perspective) and, alternatively, mind and brain
(from the neurophysiological perspective)? It is a fascinating subject,
and the evidence suggests that the separation of the two components
of the human constitution effectively "extinguishes" the individual,
thus demonstrating the need for the resurrection of the body.

When, therefore, the spirit deserts the body in death, how can it
function while it awaits the new body that is promised at the end?
Perhaps there is no waiting? The answer to this question is the subject
matter of the rest of the volume and hinges upon what has been said
in Part I.

We therefore need to examine two things:
(1) the vital relationship between spirit and body, a union which

appears to characterize the true personhood of man (for otherwise
why the Incarnation of the Lord Jesus Christ?); and

(2) whether there is a form of "interval" between death and
resurrection that would not have the effect of extinguishing
conscious personal identity even for a moment.

Part II addresses the first: Part III addresses the second.
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Chapter Six

ABSENT FROM THE BODY

To be "absent from the body" is to be "present with the Lord" (2
Corinthians 5:8). This is the clearest of truths in the mind of Paul,
and one of the most comforting assurances for the child of God.
Death for the Christian is not so much an exit out of life as it is an
entry into the Lord's presence in a very personal sense. 

Yet it presents a problem that has never really been resolved sat-
isfactorily. The problem arises from the fact that Scripture seems to
place the resurrection of the body not at the time of our departure
from this life but much later: indeed, not until the Lord's return.
There appears to be an interval between these two events. For those
who, like Adam, Abel, Shem, Abraham, and other Old Testament
saints, have already been in the Lord's presence for thousands of
years, this period of waiting for the resurrection of the body would
seem to be long indeed. In fact, it is apparent that for the great
majority of those who have died in Christ throughout human history
the interval between the two events must be very extended. What
precisely is their "constitution" during this long intermediate period?
Are they only "half-persons" meanwhile? What would be the nature
of a half-person? Or doesn't the body really matter? Do we actually
need it at all? 

A “bodiless” spirit after death?
So the problem is, In what form does the disembodied spirit

present itself when robbed of the vehicle by which it has expressed
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1. Luther, Martin, quoted by Paul Althaus, The Theology of Martin Luther, translated by Robert
C. Schultz, Philadelphia, Fortress Press, 1975, p.417.
2. 1 Corinthians 15:35-38: “But some man will say, How are the dead raised up? And with what
body do they come? Fool, that which you sow is not quickened [made alive] except it die, and
that which you sow you sow not the body which shall be but a bare grain...But God gives it a
body as it has pleased him, and to every seed his own body.” 

its character and established its personal identity throughout the
whole of life? Does it exist as a mere ghost, a shadow of its former
self? Is it in any sense a real entity, fully conscious and wholly
representative of a human person while it thus awaits reunion with
its body? If it is an entire and real entity, why does it still need
reunion with its body?

Suppose we respond to this by saying, "No, we don't really need
the body any more. We can be perfectly happy and content as a mere
ghost of our former selves. As a disembodied spirit we can be fully
conscious and well able to identify ourselves to others, and clearly
recognizable to all who knew us as we were in this life." Then, this
being so, why do we wait for some addendum that will make little
if any difference to us when we finally acquire it? Why should we
even now "groan within ourselves," awaiting the "redemption of our
body" (Romans 8:23) if, when that redemption is accomplished, it
really makes so little (if any) difference? Innumerable departed
saints have already managed without a body for thousands of years.
As Martin Luther said, "It would take a foolish soul to desire its body
when it is already in heaven.”1 

In what way will the recovery of a body enhance our joy in the
Lord and our sense of fulfilment as individuals if, for so long a time,
a child of God can manage perfectly well without it? How will this
final step in the plan of redemption of the whole man, enhance the
wonder and delight we shall already be experiencing in the presence
of the Lord Jesus? Why does Paul place so much emphasis upon, and
go into such specific detail about, the resurrection of the body (and
not just any body but our own body) as he does?2 Why does he insist
that if there is no resurrection of the body "we are of all men most
miserable" (1 Corinthians 15:13, 19), despite the fact that we
apparently enter into the unalloyed joy of our Lord without it?
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3. By contrast the Chinese Taoists hold to the material immortality of the body: “The Taoists
in their search for longevity, conceived it not as a spiritual but as a material immortality...The
Graeco-Roman world early adopted the habit of setting spirit and matter in opposition to one
another. But the Chinese never separated spirit and matter...hence ‘soul’ never took up this
antithetical character in relation to matter...It was only by the perpetuation of the body, in some
form or another, that one could conceive of a continuation of the living personality as a whole.”
(H. Maspero, “Le Taosim,” quoted by Joseph Needham and Wang Ling, editors, Science and
Civilization in China, Cambridge University Press (Eng.), 1956, vol.2, p.153, 154.)
4. In 1 John 4:1-3 the Apostle John taught: “Beloved, believe not every spirit but try [test] the
spirits...Every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God; and every
spirit that confesses not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God.” 
5. Galatians 4:4: “but when the fullness of time was come, God sent forth his Son, made of a
woman, made under the law.” 

In contrast with this emphasis on the resurrection of the body, the
Greek philosophers were so impressed with the vitality of the
human spirit and the limitations imposed by the body which served
only to imprison it, that they saw the death of the body as a great
liberation.3  The idea of being re-joined to it made no sense whatever.
Indeed, the Gnostics at one point in the early development of
Christian thought argued that the body was so great a hindrance to
spiritual aspirations that it was a positive evil. They even denied that
the Lord Himself could ever really have been "made flesh" because
this would have been a defilement of his spirit. His flesh was
therefore only a "seeming" flesh, and his sufferings and death on the
cross could not possibly have been any more than apparent only. He
did not really have a body at all! 

Towards the end of the first century A.D., the Apostle John had
to combat this heresy vigorously, as indicated by his remarks in I
John 4:1-3.4 It was this misapprehension that almost destroyed the
Church from within. Both John and Paul assured his readers that
Jesus did come "in the flesh," his death on Calvary was terribly real.
He really was born of Mary's body.5 

Human nature vs. angelic nature
Evidently a great deal hinges upon embodiment. We are not

wholly human if we are merely disembodied spirits. We were
designed for embodiment. It is no accident that we are born and
grow and develop within a personal body that becomes an essential
part of our conscious being. I may identify myself to someone else
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6. Augustine’s words were: “Without any delusive representation of images and phantasms,
I am most certain that I am, and that I know and delight in this. In respect of these truths, I am
not afraid of the arguments of the Academicians who say, “What if you are deceived?” For if
I am deceived, I am. For he who is not, cannot be deceived, and if I am deceived, by this same
token, I am.” [City of God, 11:26]. Descartes, some one thousand years later, reduced this to the
axiom, Cogito ergo sum (“I think therefore I am”).

by my voice when I make a phone call. But I can only do so because
I have the organs and the capacity for speech—both of which are
functions of the body: the first of my tongue, and the latter of my
brain. Part of my own self-awareness arises from my body, i.e., from
hearing my own voice, and from seeing and feeling my own
members.

It sounds as though we ought to be able to identify ourselves in
the guise of a pure disembodied spirit but a little reflection soon
reveals that if anyone should return from the dead and seek to
identify himself to us with absolute certainty, that person could
never succeed convincingly except by assuming at least a semblance
of his own bodily form again—even if only momentarily. At the very
least he or she must be heard by my ear or seen by my eye. The Lord
acceded to Thomas' request for confirmation, even to confirmation
by the sense of touch. A ghost could not "prove" his identity by some
ethereal representation that floated in space. We would never be
persuaded that we had not merely created the vision in our own
mind, something that might well have been a hallucination.

Clearly, to avoid this very possibility, the only One who has with
absolute certainty returned to identify Himself as alive indeed, did
so bodily. The Lord Jesus said, "Handle me and see, a ghost has not
flesh and bone as you see me have"(Luke 24:39). He was no ghost, He
was the One whom they had learned to love and to worship—in
very Person. To establish his identity with certainty, He depended
upon a resurrected body, not a mere ghostly intangible shapeless,
voiceless essence.

We have self-conscious identity and it is so real, so
"undoubtable," as Descartes said (and as Augustine had said,6 long
anticipating Descartes) that we assume this inner consciousness of
our own existence is independent of the body altogether. We
imagine we can lay the body aside and carry on as usual. "John
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7. Acts 17:32: “When they heard of the resurrection of the dead, some mocked; and others said,
we will hear you again on this matter.” 
8. 2 Corinthians 5:1-4: “We know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved we
have a building of God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. In this [body] we
groan earnestly desiring to be clothed upon with our house which is in heaven, and being [so]
clothed we shall not be found naked.”
9. For more about the constitution of angels, see Arthur Custance, Two Men Called Adam,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, Doorway Publications, 1983, chapter 2. p.22f. See
www.custance.org

Brown's body lies amouldering in the grave but his soul goes
marching on." It all seems so obvious. But is it true? 

Paul preached the resurrection of the body to the Greeks, and
they were incredulous.7 To them it seemed absurd. Who wants re-
embodiment? Why not set the spirit free to roam without hindrance
in the Elysian fields of a purely spiritual world? Although Paul
risked losing his audience, he stuck faithfully to his thesis: an
essential part of the Christian hope is that we shall recover our own
body. We are to have a truly corporeal existence in heaven: not in the
old body (praise the Lord!) but in a real body nevertheless—indeed,
in a body that will be identifiably our own.

The soul is wedded to its body, and dissolution of this bond is
abhorrent to any man or woman in normal health. And though we
do not want to be imprisoned in this present body which is so
defiled, we do not wish to go naked and bodiless either.8 

Now, while angels make their presence known to us and
communicate with us by an assumed bodily form of some sort, they
can certainly exist as pure spirits without embodiment because that
is what they are by design. They were so created; their nature is so
constituted that they can be fully conscious in a purely ethereal
state.9 They are so made that they are not in need of organs of speech
in order to be "heard," or eyes to see with and to be "seen" and thus
identified by their fellows, or a bodily shape in order to establish
their position in space and therefore their "reality." But man is not an
angel and was never designed to exist as one. Man is an incarnated
spirit, an embodied soul. Angels are never even spoken of as souls. It
was by a deliberate act of God that we have bodies through which
to give expression to our spirits. "He who has wrought [made] us for
this very thing is God" (2 Corinthians 5:5).
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10. The new heavens and the new earth: see James Gall who over a century ago observed:
“Christianity is the only religion that indicates the dignity of the material universe, by
connecting it with man’s future existence in the resurrection from the dead. All heathen
religions deal not only in worlds of ghosts but in ghosts of worlds.” (Primeval Man Unveiled,
London, Adams, 1871, p.99).
11. Matthew 26:41: ”Watch and pray that you enter not into temptation; the spirit indeed is
willing, but the flesh is weak.” 
12. Romans 7:18-23: “I know that in me (that is, in my flesh) dwells no good thing; for to will
is present with me but how to perform that which is good, I find not. For the good that I
would, I do not; but the evil which I would not, that I do. Now if I do that which I would not,
it is no more I that do it, but sin that dwells in me. I find then a law, that, when I would do
good, evil is present with me. For I delight in the law of God after the inward man: but I see
another law in my members, warring against the law of my mind, and bringing me into
captivity to the law of sin which is my members.” 

Our identity is therefore as much the result of the possession of
a body as it is the possession of a spirit. We have never known any
other kind of total identity. We cannot make ourselves known to one
another except through the agency of touch or sight or sound—
bodily things, all of them. Angels by their very nature are exempt
from the circumscriptions of space and time such as we experience,
but man seems to be designed for such circumscription. Even in the
world to come the "new heaven" has also a "new earth."10 Were this
not the case, the emphasis upon, and the promise of, bodily
resurrection would be unaccountable. Man knows deeply within his
being that his body matters dearly to him, even in his self-image as
a human person. Although he groans in it as it begins to fail with
age, no man in normal health ever yet truly "hated" his own body
(Ephesians 5:29). He may pretend that he does sometimes: but it is
not embodiment per se that he hates, only embodiment in such a
poor vehicle of self-expression. The aspirations of his spirit are so
often defeated by the counter-demands of his body.11 Paul longed to
be freed from his body because it opposed his spiritual yearnings,
not because embodiment was a "mistake" as it were, but because the
effects of the Fall had ruined it.12 Unlike the Greeks, Paul did not
want to be unclothed, that is, disembodied: he longed to exchange
it for a new one.

The classical Greek and the later Gnostic attitude towards
embodiment as a curse was the result of a "vain philosophy"
(Colossians 2:8) that did not reflect the promise of bodily re-
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13. Demons certainly seek embodiment in order to give expression to their evil nature and they
appear to be largely impotent without it. They speak only through man’s tongue, and possibly
make use of man’s brain in order to exercise their will upon the physical world through man’s
hands. But they were not, and are not, creatures of God’s design but of Satan’s, and their
unnatural desires seem to result from their unnatural origin. The Book of Jubilees (4:15, 22 and
5:1) speaks of sexual intercourse between the angels and the daughters of men, and ascribes
the origin of evil to the demons who were descendants of these sinful unions.  The Book of
Baruch (66:11-15) reflects the same view.  In the Testament of Reuben (5:6) the offspring of this
union were giants. When the Flood wiped them out, they were disembodied and their evil
spirits went about in search of re-embodiment. The fallen angels themselves, who had sired
these unnatural spirits were put in chains, but their offspring are apparently still free to roam
the earth.
14. Jude 6: “The angels who kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, he has
reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of that great day.” 
15. Tartarus: 2 Peter 2:4: “If God spared not the angels that sinned but cast them down to hell
(Greek: tartarus), and delivered them into chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment...“

surrection so clearly intimated in the Old Testament and so
unequivocally spelled out in the New. Such a divine promise is
sufficient evidence that a body is necessary for our proper identity
as individuals even in the world to come.

Can one really imagine how a disembodied human ghostly
presence would communicate with other disembodied human
ghostly presences? What would such a community of human ghosts
be like? Is this the prospect of our new "citizenship" in heaven
(Philippians 3:20)? Is this what we desire more earnestly than the
fellowship of the saints that we now experience in the flesh, despite
all its disappointments?  Yet Paul assures us that we should desire it
rather: and indeed we do desire this future prospect more than the
present painful reality.

No doubt demons and angels do communicate with each other
by some means other than those we have learned to use, some
unearthly form of telepathy. We don't really know.13 Angels were
never intended to be embodied as a way of life, but some of them
sought embodiment in a way that was a departure from the design
of God and in due time they were punished for presuming to desert
their proper estate.14 By a kind of poetic justice, the "imprisonment"
they sought by embodiment was rewarded by a spiritual im-
prisonment they had not sought, in a place called Tartarus.15 

So we cannot appeal to the hosts of angels as examples of the
reality of a purely spiritual existence that is personal yet without
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16. Angels with differing opinions: Daniel 10:21: an angle came to Daniel to “show you that
which is noted in the scripture of truth; and there is none that holds with me in these things,
but Michael...” Angels with personal names: Michael (Daniel 10:13) and Gabriel (Luke 1:19).
17. Angels created : as Thomas Aquinas was acute enough to perceive, each angel, being an
individual creation, is a species in itself. (See H. O. Taylor, The Medieval Mind, London,
Macmillan, 1911, vol.2, p.458).
18. Angels temporally embodied: see Genesis 19:15, 16: “... the angels hastened Lot…And while
he lingered, the men laid hold upon his hand…and brought him fort…”

need for embodiment. They do seem to have personal "identity,"
since even "opinion" among them is divided (Daniel 10:21) and they
are distinguished individually by personal names.16 Yet they are
clearly pure spirit, each one a separate creation. They were created
this way, not generated by multiplication of a single seed, as man
is.17 They do not propagate and evidently were never designed for
dependence upon a body. They only assume some kind of body in
order to communicate with man upon occasion.18 

The reality of Jesus’ resurrected body
For this reason and in demonstration of the fact that a human

being is an embodied spirit, the Lord Jesus, even in his resurrection
appearances, still presented Himself to his disciples for identification
as an embodied spirit, not a disembodied ghost.

In the resurrection scenes, the disciples met with and conversed
with the Lord in the most natural ways imaginable: walking with
Him, sharing meals with Him, talking with Him, doing many of the
things that we do with one another as real people, and above all
"renewing acquaintance" by clearly establishing physical reality. To
doubting Thomas He had done so, and Thomas joyfully identified
Him with the words, “my Lord and my God!” (John 20:28). The
important point is that this intercommunication was always done
through a very real embodiment, although the Lord's body was a
transformed one as to its potential. Jesus deliberately set out to
demonstrate unequivocally that He was not a ghost but an embodied
human being. 

For Mary, the Lord's identity was established by the sound of his
voice—the inflection, the timbre, by the very way He spoke her
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19. Recognition by voice: John 20:15, 16: “Jesus said to her [Mary], ‘Woman why do you weep?
Whom do you seek?’ She, supposing him to be the gardener said  ‘Tell me where you have
borne [taken] him’ … Jesus said to her, ‘Mary.’ She turned and said to him, ‘Rabboni’!” 
20. Recognition by touch: Luke 24:39: “Jesus said to them [the disciples] ‘Behold, my hands and
my feet, that it is I myself; handle me and see; for a spirit does not have flesh and bones as you
see me have.”
21. Resurrected body real or a ghost? John 20:19  “At evening when the doors were shut where
the disciples were assembled ... came Jesus and stood in the midst, and said, ‘Peace be unto
you.’”

name.19 She heard HIS voice, not merely a voice. Thomas was
assured of the Lord's identity because he was invited (and able) to
handle Him and see for himself.20 It was identifiably HIS body that he
was able to touch, a body so manifestly real that it is doubtful if he
even needed to verify it by actual contact. It was visibly a three
dimensional body. The eye quickly distinguishes the real thing in
three dimensions from a mere two dimensional visual image such as
is projected on a screen. The free-standing quality of his real
presence must have been undeniable. The disciples as a group were
absolutely convinced when He asked for food and ate it before their
very eyes, assuring them thereby that even though He could appear
and disappear at will and could pass easily through walls or bolted
doors, He was by no means a ghost as they must at first have
supposed Him to be.21

It is true that his body was a glorified body, but it was a body
nevertheless, and it had (and has) all the capabilities that our bodies
have—and far more. Moreover, it was his body that guaranteed
unequivocally the reality of his continuing manhood on the other side
of the grave! "The Lord is risen indeed! Allelujah!" They had not seen
a pure spirit. They had seen the Man, Christ Jesus.

Some of the details of the resurrection scenes contain little bits of
information that reinforce this fact in extraordinary ways. Evidently
the Lord had a body that was in a real sense physically congruous
even with this world. Consider one such appearance recorded so
artlessly by John in his Gospel (John 21:3-11), the third time Jesus
had appeared to his disciples after his resurrection (verse 14).

The disciples had fished all night but had caught nothing (verse
5). As they approached the shore empty-handed, they were hailed
by a “stranger,” asking if they had caught anything. They could only
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22. Perhaps it would therefore be quite proper to suppose that the same Lord in a pre-incarnate
incarnation had similarly assumed bodily form, when He stooped down and fashioned
Adam’s body before breathing life into it. Was this, therefore, how He fashioned it in his own
image, in a body like that which He had assumed in order to manipulate the materials of the
earth and to breathe into Adam’s nostrils the breath of life by a process akin to artificial
respiration?
23. This was no mere anthropomorphism as in the Old Testament. Such anthropomorphisms
were necessary because we, as embodied creatures, cannot imagine how expression can be
given without it. James Muilenburg put it this way: “The parts of the body are associated with
psychical states: psychical states have a physical basis. This explains in part the numerous
anthropomorphism of the Old Testament. To be a person is to possess a body, but a body is
more than a physical organism. The functioning of its organs is in fact the sole means of
expressing not only the divine activity but also the intention which motivates the activity...
Thus the ways of the living God are understood realistically in relation to man’s
psychophysical life.” (The Way of Israel, New York, Harper Torchbooks, 1961, p.17). In contrast
to anthropomorphism which was temporary, God has now objectified Himself permanently
to humankind (who were made in His image) by becoming Man. As Karl Barth observed,
“there is humanity in God.” (The Humanity of God, Richmond, Virginia, Knox Press, 1972, p. 49-
52). God is like light. Light can be broken up into colours. One of the colours is part and parcel
of that light—just as the humanity of God is part and parcel of His image. The ‘filter’ which

answer ver simply “no.” Then the stranger called back, “Cast the net
on the right side of the ship and you shall find.” And they obeyed,
literally, casting one net overboard exactly as instructed. They now
found their net so filled with fish that they simply could not draw it
in. When they did draw the net int shore, they found that although
it was filled with a great many big fish (153 of them!), yet “the net
was not broken” (verse 11), a fact that greatly amazed Peter. They
found the Lord tending a fire of coals with fish already being
prepared for their anticipated coming. Her invited them to bring
some of their fish, too, for breakfast. They must have wondered and
yet been overjoyed to be in their Master’s real presence again.

How did He obtain these fishes, and how did He collect the
wood and build a fire which He then somehow lit, placing the fish
into position that they might be properly cooked? The simplest
answer is that He had a body of some sort, sufficiently real to the
task of handling things...which is miracle enough.22 Must we not also
assume He had even prepared the fish by cleaning them first? What
questions must have been in the disciples' minds as they picnicked
there around the campfire! Here was no ghost of his former self, but
identifiably the same wholly caring and foreseeing and Sufficient
Person who was indeed their Lord and their God.23 How they must
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makes that humanity apparent without destroying it or demeaning it in any way was the
body—that is, the incarnation of the Lord Jesus Christ.
24. Friend of God: “[Abraham] was called the friend of God” (James 2:23. See also chapter 18
of Genesis); in the New Testament, Jesus said to his disciples: “I call you not servants, because
the servant does not know what his lord does, but I have called you friends; for all things that
I have heard of my Father I have made known unto you” (John 15:15).
25. Zechariah 14:4: “...his feet shall stand in that day on the Mount of Olives...“ 

have studied his actions!
As Abraham, the Lord’s “friend” had once entertained Him, now

the risen Lord reversed the situation and entertained his "friends."24

Surely no ghost from the other world ever entered so completely into
the life of this world as did the risen Lord during those forty
wonderful days.

When, at the end of the forty days of unparalleled fellowship, He
ascended up into heaven, He ascended up bodily. As they watched
Him go, the angel who stood by assured them that He would return
in exactly the same real and recognizable form and, indeed, at the
very same spot.25 It was as though to reinforce the fact that, in
leaving them, He was in no sense about to be transformed into some
other kind of being. "This same Jesus" (and Jesus was his name as to
his humanity) "shall so come in like manner as you have seen Him go
into heaven" (Acts 1:11). He had not gradually faded away like a
ghost: He had departed as a person, and as the same Person He
would return. No wonder they went back to Jerusalem "with great
joy" (Luke 24:52).

Jesus: man on earth and in heaven
There is, then, a real world on the other side of Jordan, to which

He has now gone for a season and from which He will yet return
again. He went as our forerunner: a real human person, spirit and
body reunited. His humanness is clearly bound to his incarnation,
and that humanness was designed to last not for a mere thirty-three
years, but forever. He has become what He had not been, yet without
ceasing to be what He was before. He has become Man without
ceasing to be God and so will He always remain: two natures in one
Person, deity embodied as Man, without confusion and without
separation.
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In his famous letter to Flavia, dated June 13, 449 A.D., we find
Leo the Great (Bishop of Rome from 440 to 461) speaking of the two
natures of the Lord Jesus:

Each nature performs its proper functions in communion with
the other; the divine Word performs what pertains to the Word,
the human flesh what pertains to the flesh. The one resplendent
with miracles, the other submits to insults. The Word withdraws
not from his equality with the Father's glory; the flesh does not
desert the nature of our kind. . . . And so it does not belong to the
same nature to say 'I and the Father are one' (John 10:30), and
'The Father is greater than I.' (John 14:28).

Thus Leo reconciled a seeming contradiction. How wonderful!
Man and God, human and divine:  for ever to remain what He
was—divine—but for ever to remain what He has now
become—human. A human being as an embodied spirit in heaven.
He was truly a mediator between man and God; He was the bridge
between spirit and matter.

How can we be sure that He will henceforth remain a human
Person? In the Prayer Book of the Church of England formulated by
Bishop Cranmer under instructions from King Edward VI are the
following words to which the common people subscribed at
Evensong by reciting as a kind of credal response. Part of this
response is reproduced here in the old English spelling of the
original:

Perfecte God and perfecte man: of a resonable soule,
and humayne fleshe subsisting.

Equall to the father as touchyng his Godhead: and
inferior to the father as touchyng his manhoode.

Here, then, is the secret of his two apparently contradictory
relationships to the Father: equal in terms of his deity, inferior in
terms of his manhood; equal as to his spiritual being, inferior as to
his embodiment. In the final act of biblical drama He, as to his
manhood, will become subject to the Father in order that God may
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26. When God is all in all: “Then comes the end when He [the Son] shall have delivered up the
kingdom to God, even the Father... When all things shall be subdued unto him, then shall the
Son also himself be subject unto him [the Father] that put all things under Him... that God may
be all in all” (1 Corinthians 15:24, 28).
27. Expectation of the saints: “I will come again and receive you unto myself that where I am,
there you may be also” (John.14:3); “ [Jesus] shall change our vile body, that it may be
fashioned like unto his glorious body.” (Philippians 3:21); and that “you might be partakers
of the divine nature “ (2 Peter 1:4).
28. Luke 24:30:  “as he [Jesus] sat at meat with them [the two from Emmaus], he took bread,
and blessed it, and broke it, and gave to them. And their eyes were opened and they knew
him.”

ultimately be all in all.26 He will retain his manhood by retaining his
embodiment. It can hardly be doubted that we too shall remain
human by recovering ours.

He promised his disciples that if He lived, they should live
also— not as some ghostly shadows of their former selves in a world
of ghosts, but as real people in a real world. And in due time He
would return and would then receive them unto Himself to share his
glory, to be like Him as to his body, and to partake of his divine
spiritual nature.27 Our spirits will be made perfect and rejoined to
our own bodies made glorious like His.

What an amazing prospect. This will be heaven indeed!

No body = nobody
It is apparent, therefore, that we shall identify ourselves and be

recognized for whom we are by the same means by which He
deliberately established His identity—not merely by displaying his
own unique personality, but by the possession of a palpable body
that allowed Him to speak in a familiar voice, to do characteristic
things, and to demonstrate unmistakably that his body was
verifiably his own.28 Surely this is to be the pattern of our future also.

It thus seems clear from Scripture that we have a positive answer
to the basic question: Is the possession of a body really essential for
achievement of human identity in heaven? The answer is, Yes,
indeed it is! It mattered for Him, and it must therefore matter for us,
since we are to be conformed to his image and become like Him. For
three days and three nights He ceased to be man, but with the
resurrection of his human body He re-assumed his human identity,
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an identity which He will henceforth retain for ever because He will
remain forever embodied. No person is a whole person as a
disembodied spirit: for man, the union of spirit and body is
fundamental to the establishment of personal identity.

Let us now turn to an examination of the experimental evidence
bearing on the constitution of man. Much new data has in recent
years begun to emerge from the researches of the neurophysiologists
into the relationship between soul and body—or as they would put it
more precisely, between MIND and BRAIN. How do spirit and body
interact? How does our mind command our body so effectively and
with such immediacy? In what way are they really interdependent?

Is man truly constituted of two elements, one spiritual and one
physical, each with an independent origin? Or is he, as we have been
told in recent years by the strict behaviourists, merely an
electrochemical machine which, upon the dissolution of the body in
death, simply disintegrates as though it had never been? Can a soul
exist without a body? We assume it can, of course. But what do we
really know? Does the experimental evidence suggest anything—one
way or the other? 
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1. For  more discussion on this, see Arthur Custance, Two Men Called Adam, especially chapter 7, p.80
ff. (Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, Doorway Publications, 1983). See www.custance.org
2. On the dualistic constitution of man, James Barr has this comment: “In Greek thought man
is seen as a duality with an immortal soul imprisoned or confined in a mortal body; the two
are only temporarily or accidentally related. In Hebrew thought the soul is the living person
in his flesh.” (Hebrew Thought Compared with Greek, London, SCM Press, 1960, p.18).

Chapter Seven

MAN: A HYPHENATE BEING OF SPIRIT AND BODY

The strictly biblical view of the constitution of man is a
hyphenate being composed of a body derived by procreation from
parents and a spirit derived by creation from God. According to this
view, man has a body and has a spirit, and by fusion of the two
becomes a soul.1 Such is the picture which is indicated generally in the
Old Testament and formulated precisely in the New.

For centuries, this dualistic view of the human constitution as to
its components, and this monistic view of the person as a whole,
supplied a very satisfying picture of man's nature.2 At death the two
components, spirit and body, parted company; and the soul which
their fusion had generated was presumed to continue a somewhat
shadowy existence until the body was raised again to reconstitute
the individual in his wholeness. Personal identity was preserved (a)
because the spirit was in God's keeping and (b) because the body
was to be resurrected in truly identifiable form.

Since the Fall, however, man has never been able to preserve the
proper balance in the relationship between the two components of
his being. Throughout human history there has been a tendency to
over-emphasize either his "spirituality" or his corporeality. I have
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3. The relation of body and spirit, Galatians 5:17: “For the flesh lusts against the spirit, and the
spirit against the flesh; and these are contrary the one to the other, so that you cannot do the
things that you would.” 
4. Harmony of body and spirit in Jesus’ life: In his greatest hour of personal need, in that last
terrible evening in Gethsemane, the Lord cried out for help, help for his spirit and help for his
body. “Father, if you are willing, remove this cup from me, nevertheless not my will but yours
be done. And there appeared an angel unto him from heaven, strengthening Him” (Luke 22:42,
43). Surely no angel strengthened his spirit: this was a strengthening of the body so that He
might go through the coming physical ordeal. But in spirit, too, He had need of encouraging.
“Now is my soul troubled: and what shall I say, ‘Father, save me from this hour? But for this
cause came I unto this place. Father, glorify your name.’ Then came a voice from heaven, saying,
‘I have both glorified it, and will glorify it again’.” (John 12:27, 28). This was his spiritual
encouragement as he faced the ordeal.

put the word spirituality in quotation marks because I do not suggest
that fallen man is a spiritual creature in the strictly Christian sense
but only in the sense that the non-material side of his being has at
certain times and in certain areas of the world been cultivated at the
expense of the well-being of his body. At other times, the well-being
of his body has virtually eclipsed concern for his spirit.

Man has thus constantly swung between a cerebral idealism that
neglected the needs of the flesh and an athleticism that neglected the
importance of the spirit. Throughout Church history mind or body,
rather than mind and body, has been the pattern.

Spirit and body: balanced emphasis needed
Sin has divided what God had designed to be a functioning

partnership. The spirit was intended to give unity to all the drives of
the body and to give meaning and direction to its enormous
potential for creative activity. But the spirit is too weak to give that
direction. At the same time, sin has disrupted the functioning of the
body itself, so that it no longer provides the spirit with the means to
express itself effectively in fulfilling its calling in the material world.

As a result, the body and the spirit—each originally designed to
benefit the other—have come to be in opposition.3 So serious is this
conflict that man's headship of the natural order has been largely
neutralized. In the original constitution of man, spirit and matter
were to be in complete harmony.4 But the Fall has divided man into
two halves that are constantly in a state of warfare, a warfare about
which Paul speaks so eloquently in chapter 7 of Romans.
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5. Romans 12:1: ”I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that you present your
bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God.” 

Paul's answer to this conflict is a call to "present" our bodies to
the Lord, not just our spirits.5 It was characteristic of one period of
early Church history in the Middle East that the body was no longer
"presented" but deliberately "sacrificed," no longer offered in the
service of the spirit but virtually denied as of any value whatever.
Today, as the result of a movement in European history that began
in the seventeenth century, there has emerged an ever increasing
pre-occupation with the welfare of the body, while the things of the
spirit have gradually been eclipsed. This movement has progressed
so far that the soul of man is now effectively denied any significance
whatever. As a consequence, in order to preserve the spiritual worth
of man, the Christian has swung to the other extreme and has tended
to neglect the body. The result is that neither secular society nor the
Church has nurtured the whole man.

Whereas the total spiritualization of man (as witnessed in the
early Church among the ascetics) had effectively annihilated man by
destroying his wholeness, so today the total materialization of man
(as witnessed in Behaviourism for example) would effectively
annihilate man by its swing in the opposite direction. It seems that
we can never preserve the balance, nor successfully cultivate man in
his wholeness. The equal partnership of spirit and body which God
intended is constantly being disregarded, and as a result the
potential of the individual as a complete human being is seldom
exhibited.

The unremitting conflict between soul and body, between spirit
and flesh, or whatever terms seem most appropriate, has provided
the drive for many movements in human history (not the least of
which was monasticism). Out of it have come some of the most
extraordinary feats of human endurance in physical achievement,
and out of it have come some of the most extraordinary examples of
heroic dedication to ideals, both spiritual and intellectual. Men can
readily be found who will gladly sacrifice spiritual development in
order to cultivate bodily excellence (witness the Olympics); and
others who will gladly sacrifice almost any physical comforts to
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6. Marie and Pierre Curie discovered radium (c. 1896-1903), leading to the development of
radiography.
7. A striking verse, recognizing man’s constitution: “We ourselves also, which have the
firstfruits of the spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption, that
is, the redemption of our body” [emphasis mine] Romans 8:23.

preserve an ideal (for example, fighting for freedom) or to pursue an
idea (witness the Curies6). The conflict between the two seems so
often to require the sacrifice of one or the other. This has led many
philosophers to view man not as a unitary being (as God intended
him to be) but as an irreconcilable duality. For the same reason,
Christians have often been strongly influenced not only to cultivate
the spirit to the neglect of the body but, more importantly in the
present context, to suppose that in heaven the body will play very
little or no part at all in personal fulfilment. In either case, the
constitution of man is fatally fragmented and redemption is seen as
largely a purely spiritual matter, in spite of Romans 8:23.7 

Spirit ignored: Descartes’ influence
The modern tendency to reduce man from the status of a

responding person to a mere reacting thing, accountable entirely in
terms of physics and chemistry and without transcendental value,
may be said to have begun with René Descartes (1596-1650). It is
doubtful if he initially had any intention of sponsoring such a
reductionist view. But the tendency towards reductionism was
already present in many areas of thought and the very clarity of his
reasoning helped to crystallize this tendency and harden it into a
basic scientific principle.

Mechanistic explanation increasingly replaced the spiritual
world view of Mediaeval times which the Renaissance had already
undermined. The new sense of freedom from the constraints of
theology, and the excitement of unrestricted intellectual inquiry
which could be pursued without reference to the supernatural, was
bound to work itself out to its logical conclusion. What was first
merely ignored was soon to be entirely denied.

There really is no half-way station which can accommodate the
natural and the supernatural or the physical and the metaphysical.
Once the Christian position is abandoned—and philosophy firmly
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rejects revelation as an acceptable ingredient in the cake of truth—
the slide into the grossest forms of mechanism and materialism is
inevitable.

Descartes was deeply concerned with the problem of the precise
relationship between mind and body. He recognized that the
constitution of man was dualistic, and it involved two very different
orders of reality: something which was clearly material—
measurable, quantifiable—and something which was none of these
things.

It was clear, to him, that the soul of man could command
movement in the physical body, but the question which absorbed his
attention at first was how this interaction was achieved. If one can
move one's hands at will merely by an act of thought, why can one
not move the hands of the clock at will? What is the precise nature
of the connection between the mind and the brain? What kind of a
bridge could there be between what was purely physical and what
was purely non-physical?

He quickly came to recognize that while the body could be
treated as a machine, the soul could never be. The behaviour of the
body was predictable to a remarkable extent; the behaviour of the
spirit was virtually unpredictable. Since the criterion of all scientific
understanding was predictability, and since this could be applied to
the body but clearly not to the spirit, Descartes was forced to
conclude that the method of science could be applied to physiology
but not to psychology. Effectively, this meant that the spirit must
simply be ignored as irrelevant to scientific enquiry. Descartes,
therefore, proposed that the proper study of man must be limited to
the study of his body, and that the body could be treated as nothing
but an electrochemical heat engine whose operation was strictly
accountable in terms of physics and chemistry.

The enormous success which resulted from the application
(despite the limitation) of the scientific method to the study of the
machinery of the body seemed to justify fully the disregard of the
soul altogether. Thus arose the attitude vis-à-vis the nature of man
which came to view him as a machine and nothing but a machine. The
concept of reductionism simply means that everything must be
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accounted for, i.e., reduced to, in the terms of physics and chemistry.
It was a concept which until very recently coloured virtually all areas
of thought almost as totally as the Christian Faith had once coloured
all areas of thought in Medieval times.

Descartes thus established a pattern of thinking for those who
followed in his steps. Man came to be treated as a soul-less machine;
and the concept proved a remarkably fruitful step in the develop-
ment of physiology. This success naturally reinforced and confirmed
the basic assumption that had inspired it.

In so far as there appeared to be some substance to the idea that
man had a soul, a centre of self-consciousness by which he at least
was aware of his own identity and uniqueness, to this extent it
became necessary to account for consciousness in the same terms.
Behaviourism was the natural result of following out this principle
with consistency. Consciousness or mindedness was merely a spin-
off from the machinery of the body, a kind of static noise from the
operation of the central nervous system, something that inevitably
arises when matter reaches a certain level of organization.

So long as the psychologists claimed any measure of autonomy
for the soul, they did not succeed in establishing a place for
themselves within the scientific community. It was the desire to
attain this standing that led to the development of physiological
psychology, which occupied itself almost entirely with the study of
the reflexes and the organs of sense (the eye, the ear, the nose, the
taste buds, and all the tactile senses). It is still true that handbooks of
experimental psychology are chiefly concerned with those aspects of
human behaviour which tend to be quantifiable, clearly indicating
the desire of the psychologists to be part and parcel of the
reductionist conspiracy. 

Strictly speaking, psychology, in spite of the fact that the very
word signifies "study of the soul," has lost sight of the soul
altogether; but for all that, it has not even yet been admitted as a
science in the strict sense by the scientific community itself.
Meanwhile, the identity of man as a person has been lost in the
process.
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8. Bernard, Claude, An Introduction to the Study of Experimental Medicine, translated by H. C.
Greene, New York, Schuman, 1949; quoted by Seymour S. Kety, “A Biologist Examines the
Mind and Behaviour,” Science, vol.132, 1960, p.1863.

Body only: reductionism of science
Only a century after Descartes, Julien de Lamettrie (1709-1751)

was boldly declaring that the soul was nothing more than a secretion
of the brain and was therefore to be understood as merely part of the
machinery of the body. A hundred years later Claude Bernard (1813-
1878), another compatriot of Descartes and one of the most
remarkable physiologists of his time, came to the conclusion that
man must be treated entirely as a machine and that only thus would
human nature ever be properly understood. He wrote: 

In living bodies as in inorganic bodies, laws are immutable and
the phenomena governed by these laws are bound to the
conditions on which they exist by a necessary and absolute
determinism. If [physiologists] are thoroughly imbued with the
truth of this principle, they will exclude all supernatural
intervention from their explanations; they will have unshaken
faith in the idea that fixed laws govern biological science...
Determinism thus becomes the foundation of all scientific
progress and criticism.8 

In short, medical research and practice were both alike to be
viewed no longer as arts with certain freedoms of assumption
regarding the transcendent worth of the individual, but effectively
as technologies operating on purely mechanistic principles. Man was
a machine whose behaviour was predetermined entirely by the
electrochemistry of his body. Only his functions had any importance;
his destiny was irrelevant to any understanding of his nature.

Inspired by just such a mechanistic philosophy, physiological
research made tremendous progress along certain lines—along just
those lines which were amenable to this guiding principle. In due
course, a kind of Manifesto which was intended to steer all aspiring
physiologists thenceforth was issued by three leading scientists of
the mid-nineteenth century. These were Carl Ludwig (1816-1895),
who taught most of the great physiologists of the world active at that
time; Emile du-Bois Reymand (1818-1896) who was the founder of
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9. The Manifesto, as reported by Chauncey D. Leake, “Perspectives in Adaptation: Historical
Background” in Handbook of Physiology, Section 4, Adaptation to the Environment, Washington,
D. C., American Physiology Society, 1964, p.5, 6.
10. Ernst Haeckel: quoted by Stanley L. Jaki, The Relevance of Physics, Chicago University Press,
1966, p.310.
11. Huxley, T. H., “On the Physical Basis of Life” in his Lay Sermons, London, 1870, p.152.
12. Huxley, T. H., “Mr.. Darwin ‘s Critics,” Contemporary Review, London, Nov., 1871, p.464.
13. Huxley, T. H., “Descartes” in his Lay Sermons, London, 1870, p.371.
14. On the destiny of spirit see Ecclesiastes 3:21: “Who knows the spirit of man that goes
upward, and the spirit of the beast that goes downward to the earth?” See also later, in
speaking of man’s death: “Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was and the spirit shall

electrochemistry; and Hermann von Helmholtz (1812-1894) who
scarcely needs introduction. Here in a nutshell is what they agreed
upon: 

All the activities of living material, including consciousness, are
ultimately to be explained in terms of physics and chemistry.
[emphasis mine]9

Ernst H. Haeckel (1834-1919) the German physiologist, encour-
aged by the progress which had resulted from this principle of
inquiry, boldly informed the German Association (in 1877) that once
all the chemical components of a cell (carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,
and sulfur) are properly united, "they produce the soul and the body
of the animated world and, suitably nursed, become man."10 

This, of course, effectively makes soul or spirit or consciousness
an epiphenomenon of the body, a mere spin-off from an organism
as soon as it has reached a stage of adequate complexity. This
position was repeatedly affirmed by Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-
1895) in London. He observed, "Thoughts are the expression of
molecular changes in that material of life which is the source of our
other vital phenomena.”11  And again, "Mind is a function of matter
when that matter has attained a certain degree of organization."12

And once more, "Thought is as much a function of matter as motion
is."13 In short, man is wholly accountable in terms of molecules.
When he dies, he returns to the dust, and there is in man no such
thing as an independent soul or spirit which survives the
disintegration of the body. The vital distinction between man and
animal, which according to the Bible14 is displayed in the divergent
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return unto God who gave it” Ecclesiastes 12:7.
15. Bertrand Russell: quoted by J. W. N. Sullivan, Limitations of Science, Harmondsworth,
Pelican Books, 1938, p.175.

destinies of their spirits, is entirely undermined by this line of
reasoning. 

Such is the inevitable result of pursuing a course of research
which encourages the thought that one can study man's body
without making any allowance for an independent soul of which it
is both housing and servant. Man, like all other living things (it is
concluded), is simply a machine accountable in terms of "sticks and
strings." He is an accidental byproduct of a mindless process that
certainly did not have him in view. In due course, when all available
energy in the universe has been exhausted, man will have vanished
entirely as though he had never existed. He thus has no
transcendental worth nor the slightest significance in the light of this
meaningless drama. Increasing numbers of serious people were soon
left without any firm basis for a sense of moral responsibility and
certainly without the slightest prospect of a future life in which the
inequities of this life would be balanced out with justice.
Accordingly, there was no need whatever to fear a judgment to
come, and morals were reduced to mores as right and wrong became
matters entirely of social expedient.

Bertrand Russell (1872-1970) was spokesman for this dismal
philosophy when he boldly asserted: 

That man is the product of causes which had no pre-vision of
the end they were achieving: that his origin, his growth, his
hopes and fears, his loves and beliefs, are but the outcome of
accidental collocations of atoms: that no fire, no heroism, no
intensity of thought or feeling, can preserve an individual life
beyond the grave: that all the labours of the ages, all the
devotion, all the aspirations, all the noonday brightness of
human genius, are destined to extinction in the vast death of the
solar system, and that the whole temple of Man's achievement
must inevitably be buried beneath the debris of a universe in
ruins—all these things, if not quite beyond dispute, are yet so
nearly certain, that no philosophy which rejects them can hope
to stand.15
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16. For Sherrington’s admission, see Wilder Penfield, The Second Career, Toronto, Little, Brown
& Company, 1963, p.74, 75.
17. This was said to Eccles on Feb.24, 1952. See Sir John Eccles, Facing Reality: Philosophical
Adventures of a Brain Scientist, New York, Springer-Verlag, 1975, p.174.

But this enormous pessimism had within itself the seeds of its
own destruction, and a shift in direction ultimately became
inevitable.

The pendulum swings
One of the greatest of all physiologists who came out of this en-

vironment was Sir Charles Sherrington (1857-1952). He began his
intensive research into the functioning of the central nervous system
quite convinced that the phenomenon of consciousness is merely the
"static" of brain cell activity. Consciousness would end with the
disintegration of the brain and any idea of persistence of the soul
through death had to be abandoned.

But over a very long life of extremely fruitful experimental
research which made him a legend in his own time, he slowly and
cautiously began to admit to himself that the purely mechanistic
view of man's nature did not entirely account for the evidence. At
first he merely ignored the soul; but later towards the end of his life
he wrote his classic "swan song" which he titled Man On His Nature,
and here he very guardedly admitted the existence and autonomy
of soul, though he did not publicly broach the idea.16

Just before he died, his thinking had clearly begun to crystallize
in a new direction. Only five days before he went to his reward, he
made a confession privately to one of his pupils, Sir John C. Eccles
who was himself by now a Nobel Laureate in neurophysiology.
Sherrington admitted to him, "For me, now, the only reality is the
human soul."17 

What a profound change this represents! For perhaps a hundred
years physiologists with few exceptions had been agreeing that the
only reality was the human body. Now the acknowledged prince of
neurophysiologists had finally come to precisely the opposite
conclusion. It is really the soul that counts. The body is not the
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18. To be precise, the word soul here (and subsequently) should be spirit; for ‘soul’ refers not
just to the spirit but to both spirit and body, the whole person. Soul is what results from the
fusion of body and spirit, which thus constitutes the person.
19. This is how Thomas Aquinas expressed it: “Though the soul’s intrinsic existence does not
depend on the body, this union appears most necessary for the sake of its proper activity,
which is to understand. Were it of the soul’s nature to receive ideas from the bodiless
principles and not to acquire them through the senses, there would be no need of the body; for
the soul to be united to the body would serve no purpose.” (Saint Thomas Aquinas: Philosophical
Texts, edited and translated by Thomas Gilby, Oxford University Press, 1967, p. 233, at entry
#630).

generator of the soul but the soul's vehicle of development and
expression.

The soul is co-ordinator of all bodily activities and the agent of
all its purposeful behaviour. Soul, in short, accounts quite as truly for
the meaningful functioning of the body as the body does for the
effective functioning of the soul.18 If any precedence exists for the
one or the other, it must finally go to the soul.19 The body must be
servant, not master—or as the Latin would have it, ministerium, non
magisterium.

Whichever way the pendulum has swung, either towards a
purely spiritual view of man to the neglect of the body (which is
often the Christian tendency) or towards a mechanistic view of man
to the denial of any spiritual reality (which is certainly the scientific
tendency), the end result has been the same. In this life man is
fragmented and largely cancelled out. And in the life to come, either
an anomalous scenario for the period between death and
resurrection has had to be invented with ambivalent feelings
regarding the importance of the body and only a shadowy interim
existence for the soul, OR outright denial of any kind of life after
death whatsoever.

But as we shall see in the next chapter, there is a beginning of a
decided shift in certain quarters regarding the true nature of man's
constitution, a shift which resulted from a succession of recent
experimental findings which were certainly not anticipated.
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1. Needham, Joseph: quoted by Savory, Theodore H., Mechanistic Biology and Animal Behaviour,
London, Watts, 1936, p.20.

Chapter Eight

SOUL RE-EMERGES IN THE LABORATORY

One of the problems blocking the way to any attempt to
demonstrate the existence of the soul as an autonomous reality was
the fact that an early commitment to a purely physicalist view of the
nature of man had led to an almost total concentration on the
development of scientific instruments capable of dealing only with
physical things. The scientific method depends on measurement, and
measurement means that the object under review must be
quantifiable. If it cannot be quantified, it has no place in the
laboratory. "Soul-stuff" falls into this verboten category.

Soul: search for method to study psychology
This approach to science was recognized in the 1930's. Joseph

Needham, one of the leading embryologists in his day, stated the
matter very clearly when he said:

Mechanism is the backbone of scientific thought in biology,
since in science we have to act as if the mechanistic theory of life
were true, but we are in no way committed to it as a
metaphysically valid statement. Scientific progress, however, can
be made only by those who experiment as if mechanism is true.1

It is seemingly impossible to quantify human behaviour. Thus
psychology is doomed to remain an art of uncertain value so long as
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it depends upon introspection and observation only. There are no
instruments yet designed to quantify the almost infinite variety and
complexity of response of which the human psyche is capable. While
the behaviour of the body is often highly predictable (and so
encourages "mechanistic" interpretations), the response of the
human soul very seldom is...which suggests it is not operating as a
mechanism and therefore almost certainly does not arise as an
outgrowth of pure mechanism in the first place.

But as Paul Weiss rightly observed, the trouble may be that we
have not yet designed the right kind of research tools or methods: 

Maybe our concept of our nervous system is equally
inadequate and insufficient, because so long as you use only
electrical instruments, you get only electrical answers; if you use
chemical detectors, you get chemical answers; and if you
determine numerical and geometric values, you get numerical
and geometrical answers. So perhaps we have not yet found the
particular kind of instrument that tells us the next unknown.2

Obviously, we shall never even attempt to design such
instruments if the zeitgeist of our time convinces us that there is
nothing there to measure.

So psychology, finding its chief object of investigation was
hopelessly unpredictable, turned to the only measurable thing that
seemed even loosely related to conscious behaviour: namely, reflex
activity. It was really Pierre J. G. Cabanis (1757-1808), the eighteenth
century physiologist who appears to have initiated this trend, having
become curious as to the significance of the spontaneous movements
of bodies that had been guillotined! At any rate, the end result has
been that psychology has tended to become little more than a branch
of physiology. Indeed, John Broadus Watson (1878-1958) who was
the “founder” of Behaviourism, declared flatly: 

[Psychology's] sole task is the prediction and control of
behavior, and introspection forms no essential part of its
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method... The time seems to have come when psychology must
discard all reference to consciousness.3

By this bold proposal, Watson seems to have hoped to re-
establish the status of psychology as a bona fide science. 

But soul may simply not be a subject of enquiry amenable to the
scientific method. Requiring so much subjective introspection, it
seems to involve methods which are entirely foreign to the ideally
objective stance claimed by the scientist. However, there is no reason
to suppose that the "scientific" method of enquiry is the only route
to understanding just because it has proved so successful elsewhere.
It has not proved successful in matters of the spirit, and that is all
that has been demonstrated—not that the matters of the spirit are of
no account! But does this mean that we should frankly abandon the
concept of soul altogether?

It has been said—and rightly, I believe—that with Descartes,
psychology lost its soul and found its mind; with the British
Empiricists, soul lost its mind and found its consciousness; with
Watson and the Behaviourists, soul lost its consciousness and found
its reflexes. Thus, we have reduced man to a mere machine: we have
annihilated the dignity and worth of man entirely. So an old man
becomes an old machine, which is simply scrapped as worthless. Is
this what the scientific method requires us to do with human
personality?

Soul and body: divisible (dualism) vs. fused (dichotomy)
Now, it is important to bear in mind the difference between

Descartes' concept of dualism and the Christian concept of dichotomy.
In the strictest sense the dualist splits man's constitution in two and
makes it possible to study each component separately and then to
add the two together for a complete understanding. We accept the
principle here that one and one makes two, but we entirely overlook
the true meaning of the little word and. The dualist merely adds:
God fuses. When one and one are fused, they make ONE! 
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Thus the dichotomist views man as a single whole resulting not
so much from the mere co-operation of two separate realities as from
the complete fusion of them. James 2:26 states that the body "without
the spirit is dead," and Thomistic psychology carried this further and
said that the body without the spirit is not even a body—it is merely
a corpse, a collection of molecules. But Descartes had unwittingly
encouraged the view that the body was the whole man, a view
reflected in our habit of using such terms as "some-body," "every-
body," "no-body," etc., meaning "some man," "every man," "no man."
It was, in fact, the annihilation of man as such.

Yet, as the course of psychology has tended towards matters
purely physiological, the course of physiology is now tending in the
opposite direction. Taking man's body as a machine, the rediscovery
of the "ghost in the machine" has been the work of students of the
machine, not students of the ghost. And these "students" have been
largely pupils of Sherrington—in particular, such men as Wilder
Penfield of the Montreal Neurological Institute in Canada, who died
in 1976, and Sir John C. Eccles, now retired after a lifetime as a
neurophysiologist in England, Australia, and the United States and
a Nobel Laureate presently living in Switzerland. (Eccles died in
1997)

Let us therefore consider, very briefly, the extraordinary work of
Wilder Penfield.

This neurosurgeon performed an operation on more than a
thousand epileptic patients that is probably more dramatic in its
nature and outcome than even a heart transplant and almost
certainly more remarkable in the permanence of its effectiveness. 

The operation involved exposing part of the brain by turning
back a rather large flap of skin on the scalp, cutting a segment of
bone away to permit full view of a substantial area of the brain
surface. An electrode gently probed the brain, searching for the
location of the point of irritation of the neuron which triggered an
epileptic seizure. The tissue was excised, the open wound was closed
and in due course healed. The hair grew back in, and the patient
normally recovered without any ill effects. If it was done adequately,
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the seizures thereafter were greatly reduced in frequency or ceased
altogether. 

The most critical part of this delicate procedure had to be
performed under local anaesthesia which permitted a continuous
exchange of communication between surgeon and subject.  Success
depended on the patient being able to tell the surgeon what his
conscious experience was as the surgeon explored the exposed brain
tissue with the electrode. Fortunately, no pain was felt by such
probing.

Penfield himself observed that there is probably no operation
that a surgeon ever undertakes which involved greater need for
absolute trust on the part of the patient in the doctor and for the
closest possible rapport between the two. It required superb skill to
perform such an operation on a subject who is fully conscious, as
well as courage of a very high order on the part of both patient and
surgeon. Penfield had the ability to inspire the necessary confidence
to make each patient feel at ease, and thus both willing and able to
discuss freely what was being experienced during the operation.
What can only be described as an awesome penetration of the
individual's private world became a joint adventure into an area of
research by an entirely unexpected route; and the excitement was
clearly shared by both patient and surgeon alike.

Penfield soon began to make what can only be termed
extraordinary discoveries regarding memory recall. As he gently
stimulated the surface of the brain with an electrode charged with a
very small electric current, the subject would suddenly find himself
or herself remembering long forgotten events of the past in such
detail that it scarcely seemed possible that it was only a memory.
Detail was so complete, so connected, so like a re-run of a film with
colours, sounds, distances, and even odours, instantly re-
experienced not as a vision or a dream but as a present reality. It was
always highly specific and repeatable at will. Contact with one spot
on one occasion was repeated over sixty times and produced the
same scenario each time.

It was quite by accident that Penfield and his co-workers
discovered the extraordinary specificity of area stimulation and
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memory recall.  He observed a kind of "double consciousness." Even
in the midst of recall and re-living of the most dramatic scenes, the
subject fully retained his or her awareness of all that was actually
going on in the operating room at the same time! This remarkable
fact suggested that there was both an immediate and directly
autonomous consciousness or mindedness, but also a "recalled
consciousness" engineered by deliberate manipulation of the brain
by purely mechanical means that was not autonomous.

Penfield pointed out that his training in the tradition established
by Descartes and his own determination to treat the body as a
machine, profoundly influenced his earlier years under Sherrington.
What he was soon to discover in the course of treating epileptic
patients therefore came as a total surprise.  What he expected to find
was that the brain was a computer-like machine of the most refined
sort. What he actually found was not merely a computer: he found
an independent mind that was the user of the computer as well as
being the initial programmer of it in a highly personalized way. There
was “somebody” present who was able to manipulate the computer
and to recognize and discuss what the computer was doing when it
was appropriately activated. The programmer stood apart from his
own computer-like brain, and excitedly talked about the signals it
was displaying on its “screen.”

And so, in due course, Penfield slowly changed his position,
forced by the testimony of his own subjects and the repeatable
evidence of his own experiments to acknowledge that man was more
than a mere electrochemical machine.  He thus concluded,

Throughout my scientific career, I, like other scientists, have
struggled to prove that the brain [i.e., the physical organ itself]
accounts for the mind. But now, perhaps, the time has come
when we may profitably consider the evidence as it stands, and
ask the question: Do brain-mechanisms account for the mind
[emphasis his]?. Can the mind be explained by what is now
known about the brain [emphasis mine]? If not, which is the more
reasonable of the two hypotheses: that man's being is based on
one element, or on two?4 
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The kind of evidence he repeatedly found as he developed his
unique and highly successful method of relieving a large number of
epileptic patients of their disease, is well attested in the following. It
proved to be a kind of classic case that, when it was first reported,
shook to its very foundations the current mechanistic view of the
nature of human behaviour. He thus describes this particular
incident in some detail because it marked a turning point for him: 

When the neurosurgeon applies an electrode to the motor area
of one side of the patient's cerebral cortex causing the opposite
hand to move, and when he asks the patient why he moved the
hand, the response is: 'I didn't do it. You made me do it...'  It may
be said that the patient thinks of himself as having an existence
separate from his body.

Once when I warned a patient of my intention to stimulate the
motor area of the cortex, and challenged him to keep his hand
from moving when the electrode was applied, he seized it with
the other hand and struggled to hold it still. Thus one hand,
under the control of the right hemisphere driven by an electrode,
and the other hand, which he controlled through the left
hemisphere, were caused to struggle against each other. Behind
the 'brain action' of one hemisphere was the patient's mind.
Behind the action of the other hemisphere was the electrode.5

One hemisphere was acting as an autonomous mechanism
triggered by an electric current; the other hemisphere was clearly
being controlled by the "resident manager," the subject's own mind
or will or soul—whatever term seems most appropriate. Clearly, the
movements of the two hands were differently initiated even though
the same brain was being used as a medium in both cases. One activity
showed the brain to be a "mere machine"; the other activity which
opposed it bore witness to the "ghost" in the machine.

Penfield concluded his report of this particular incident by
saying:
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during recovery, a man who wills to clench his fist may find himself unable to do so. But then,
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will, to his complete surprise, suddenly discover that he has clenched his fist. In this instance,
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There are, as you see, many demonstrable mechanisms (in the
brain). They work for the purposes of the mind automatically
when called upon....But what agency is it that calls upon those
mechanisms, choosing one rather than another? Is it another
mechanism, or is there in the mind something of different
essence? To declare that these two are one does not make them
so. But it does block the progress of research. [emphasis mine]

Something else "finds its dwelling place between the sensory
complex and the motor mechanisms...There is a switchboard operator
as well as a switchboard" [again, the emphasis is mine]. Certainly the
brain is in effect a computer, but no computer works without a
programmer even if the original designer deliberately builds the
programme into it so that it needs no further supervision. It cannot
build itself and supply its own programme from scratch. The self
uses the brain: the self is, as Viktor Frankl said, "conditioned" by the
brain since it has no other means of operating its body, preserving
its own memories, or even thinking about its own thoughts. But
conditioning is a very different thing from causing.6 As Penfield
expressed it, it is proper to say that man has a computer but not
proper to say that man is a computer. Man is more than a computer
because he is more than an electrochemical machine. 

Soul and body: the mind/brain problem
In 1973, H. H. Kornhuber extended the evidence of the

dominance of the mind over the brain by an elegant series of
experiments.7 He discovered that willing an action leads to a wide-
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ranging negative potential over the top of the brain, which builds up
over an interval of as much as one second, until it eventually
concentrates on the pyramidal cells that are appropriate for the
willed action.

When an action is willed, the action is not instantly performed.
Evidence shows that the self-conscious mind or soul works upon the
neuronal machinery of the brain to generate the necessary impulse
patterns and to organize them.  Eventually the patterned neuronal
operation homes in on the correct pyramidal cells in the motor cortex
in order to bring about the desired action. On average (depending
presumably on the complexity of the movement and perhaps also its
familiarity), the whole preparatory process takes about 0.8 seconds,
and this long delay (long, considering that nerve impulses move
along the nerve fibres at the speed of light) indicates something of
the incredible complexity of the events taking place.8 

Clearly we have here evidence of an active influence of the self-
conscious mind upon the neuronal machinery which is the brain.
The soul uses the body to effect its will within the framework of the
physical world. Mind orchestrates brain. This is a far cry from
making the brain the generator of mindedness! The body has a
"mind of its own" even as the mind has a brain of its own. Each
appears to be suited to the other. Each has a measure of autonomy:
the mind is free to initiate, and the brain, once programmed, is
capable of sustained "unattended" activity.9 

This line of thinking was carried on by Sir John Eccles. After a
lifetime of research in the field of neurophysiology, Eccles collabo-
rated with the well-known philosopher of science, Sir Karl Popper,
in the writing of a book originally titled The Mind and the Brain which
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was later changed to The Mind and Its Brain.10 The change is small
enough in respect to typesetting, but its significance should not be
lost in respect to the implications.

This volume is somewhat unique in its structure, being in the
form of a dialogue. Both authors conclude that man is a duality of
something that is spirit and something that is body, although they
differ on the origin of the spiritual component. Popper thinks that
evolution could account for it, though he leaves it an open question.
Eccles, whose knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the
brain is both firsthand and very extensive, does not believe the mind
can have emerged in this way. He is convinced that it has somehow
been introduced from outside.

At the end of the volume is what amounts to a transcript of one
of their daily discussions. Eccles has this to say: 

So I am constrained to believe that there is what we might call
a supernatural origin of my unique self-conscious mind or my
unique self-hood or soul; and that gives rise of course to a whole
new set of problems. How does my soul come to be in liaison
with my brain that has an evolutionary origin? By this idea of a
supernatural creation (of the soul) I escape from the incredible
improbability that the uniqueness of my own self is genetically
determined. There is no problem about the genetic uniqueness of
my brain. It is the uniqueness of the experienced self that requires
this hypothesis of an individual origin of the self or soul, which
is then associated with a brain that thus becomes my brain
[emphasis mine]. That is how the self comes to act as a self-
conscious mind, working with the brain in all the ways that we
have been discussing, receiving (from it) and giving (to it), and
doing a marvellous integrating and driving and controlling job
on the neural machinery of the brain.11

There is physiological evidence, therefore, that man is a
dichotomy of body and spirit, each independent in origin but
interdependent in function. The brain appears to be essential for the
soul to give expression to itself and to act upon the world of matter.
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The soul appears to be essential for the body to function pur-
posefully and so to direct its actions meaningfully.

Soul and body, or mind and brain (if one prefers), are somehow
uniquely wedded and this "wedding" constitutes the individual.
How each acts upon the other remains a mystery, but the fact is
experimentally demonstrable and has a great deal of significance.
Western man's medicine is discovering what other cultures have
long been aware of: namely, that a distressed spirit can mean a sick
body and a healthy body can contribute to the well-being of the
spirit. As Proverbs 17:22 put it long ago, "A merry heart does good
like a medicine." 

Science cannot, of course, do any more than speculate about
what happens to the soul when the body dies. But Eccles believes
that the very existence in the body of a guiding and ordering spirit which
is not of bodily origin suggests the continuance of the spirit after the body
ceases to function. Yet it is important also to note that there is good
reason to believe from what evidence we now have that consciousness is
somehow dependent on brain to express itself. The question is not,
therefore, whether the disembodied spirit can persist but whether
it can persist in a state of consciousness. As he says (quoting A.
Fessard), "There is much neurophysiological evidence that a
conscious experience arises only when there is a specific spatio-
temporal pathway of neuronal activity in the brain.”12 There is, then,
no evidence of consciousness when there is no evidence of any
electrical activity in the brain, a condition which is termed cerebral
silence.

Eccles expresses the view that when death destroys the brain, the
self-conscious mind "now finds that the brain that it has scanned and
probed and controlled so efficiently and effectively through a long
life is no longer giving any message at all. What happens then is the
ultimate question." This does not signify the annihilation of the mind
or spirit—the "ghost in the machine." It merely suggests that it is
effectively silenced. It has no vehicle of expression, no modus
operandi. The only answer must be a resurrected body, if the self-
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conscious mind or soul is to recover its appointed mode of
expressing itself identifiably.13 

Thus, having "no brain" (through the destruction of the body)
could be necessarily equated with a "no consciousness" situation.
This situation would require the resurrection of the body in order to
provide the individual with a self-conscious state of being.

But it would be a mistake to suppose that the disintegration of
the brain means the annihilation of the mind or soul. It may indeed
leave the mind or soul without means of self-expression, but if it is
re-united with some form of resurrected body it would, once again,
be capable of giving fully conscious expression to itself and of
recovering its own personal identity. By implication, it would seem
to require also that the resurrection of the body must be a
resurrection specifically of our own body—and therefore also of our
own brain.

However, bodily resurrection is surely a matter of revelation, not
of the logic of scientific evidence, a fact clearly demonstrating the
limitations of the scientific method. This method has gone a long
way towards filling out the picture, but theology which is based
firmly on the revelation of Scripture is needed to make the picture
complete.

Spirit reality: a "ghost" in the machine?
Two facts of importance in the present context have emerged as

a result of this experimental evidence.
The first fact is that man is no longer to be considered as merely

an electrochemical machine. Something variously identified as a
"ghost" in the machine, or a self-conscious mind, or a soul, has been
clearly demonstrated to exist as a reality in its own right. "Mind" is
capable of acting upon the body by using the brain in order to give
expression to its own will, and makes use of its body as a means of
manipulating the physical world. Though of independent origin,
mind or soul is evidently designed to act upon the world through
the agency of the body.
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The second fact is that there is an on-going interaction between
this soul and its body, and this on-going interaction unifies the total
activity of the person as an organism and gives its functioning both
purpose and meaning and (in health) a certain "fit" which
encourages the harmony of coordination between body type and
temperament.

Edward McCrady states the case very effectively: 

I, for instance, certainly have a stream of consciousness which
I, as a whole, experience: and yet I include within myself millions
of white blood cells which give impressive evidence of
experiencing their own individual streams of consciousness of
which I am not directly aware. It is both entertaining and
instructive to watch living leukocytes crawling about within the
transparent tissues of a living tadpole's tail. They give every
indication of choosing their paths, experiencing uncertainty,
making decisions, changing their minds, feeling contacts, etc.,
that we observe in larger individuals...

So I feel compelled to accept the conclusion that I am a
community of individuals who have somehow become
integrated into a higher order of individuality endowed with a
higher order of mind which somehow coordinates and
harmonizes the activities of the lesser individuals within me.14

The multiplicity of freely moving components, each of which is
designed to contribute to the whole, is somehow "unified" by the
presence of the soul. When the soul departs, this unity is lost and the
body begins to become disorganized almost at once. Eccles holds
that the unity of our consciousness is actively imposed upon the body
by the self-conscious mind as it surveys the constant stream of
incoming signals and integrates the output.15 

These two components of man's constitution together fulfill the
purposes for which each is evidently intended and form the
"identifiable individual person." At the present time, the evidence
clearly suggests that there is no conscious existence that is not
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accompanied by cerebral activity of some kind. This seems to
indicate that the soul can only express itself and identify itself
through the agency of its brain, a circumstance which further
suggests the necessity of a resurrected body in some form analogous
to the present one if that identity is to reflect the individual's
personality.

If the soul cannot be derived from the body as some kind of
evolutionary emergent, we have to suppose its origin lies outside the
natural order. This in turn invites the conclusion that it may have a
future continuance that also lies outside the natural order, yet will
function in some kind of vehicle of expression compatible with the
form of its expressive functioning as developed in this present
world.

The scientific view admittedly stops here. It has no further data
save what may be supposed by logical extrapolation. Such
extrapolations form at best the basis of a hope, but they do not bring
the strong convictions which come to the Christian as the result of a
faith engendered in the heart and mind by the Holy Spirit through
the reading of the Word of God. 

We are fortunate to be able to learn about and reflect upon what
the scientist believes in this respect, but it is a pity that attempts to
persuade such men to learn about and reflect upon what the
Christian believes about these things are almost always doomed to
failure, not for lack of knowledge or intelligence but for lack of faith.
The spiritual rebirth of the soul involves also a spiritual renewing of
the mind, an experience initiated by God through his Holy Spirit, not
by man through logical argument. When the mind has once been
renewed, the situation is wonderfully changed and a whole new
world of understanding is opened up to the believer. This new
understanding is not at all unreasonable, granting its premises: it
merely goes beyond the kind of reason that is based on currently
accepted presuppositions.
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Chapter Nine

MAN: INTERDEPENDENT SPIRIT/BODY BEING

THE BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL VIEW

If God is Sovereign and has appointed to each of his redeemed
children a specific life work, and if each of us is a fusion of body and
spirit, then it follows of necessity that both the genetic endowment
of the body and the life experiences that mold the spirit must equally
have been divinely ordained. Task and talent have to match if the
plan is to work out.1 God never calls us individually to a lifework for
which He has not also equipped us both physically and spiritually.

Body and spirit: chosen and ordained by God
In John 15:16, the Lord said to his disciples, "You have not chosen

me, but I have chosen you and ordained you that you should bring
forth fruit and that your fruit should remain." When we add to this
Ephesians 2:10, "We are his workmanship created in Christ Jesus
unto good works which God has before ordained that we should
walk in them," we have to assume that the prerequisite endowment
must in every way form part of that ordination.2

Thus we find in Scripture the sovereign action of God displayed:
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(a) in choosing the individual, 
(b) to fulfill an appointed task, 
(c) for which he has been providentially prepared in advance, both

by physical constitution and by foreordained experience.

Of course, it might be argued that this means only that our
constitution and our circumstances of life are taken as they come and
merely made use of in the fulfilling of a call adjusted to fit them—God
is only an "opportunist," as it were. But David, in Psalm 139:13-17,
seems to have in mind a genetic endowment that is not merely made
use of but is specifically planned for. Thus he wrote:

13 For you created my inmost being; 
you knit me together in my mother's womb. 

14 I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; 
your works are wonderful, 
I know that full well. 

15 My frame was not hidden from you 
when I was made in the secret place. 
When I was woven together in the depths of the earth,3 

16 your eyes saw my unformed body. 
All the days ordained for me 
were written in your book 
before one of them came to be [emphasis mine].

17 How precious to [b] me are your thoughts, O God! 
How vast is the sum of them! 

We might even see the same thought expressed succinctly in
Psalm 47:4, "He shall choose our inheritance for us." In the context of
the rest of the passage, this could indeed be taken to mean even our
antecedents. And why not? Is any thing too hard for the Lord? We
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began...”; Revelation 17:8b: “they that dwell upon the earth shall wonder, whose names were
not written in the book of life from the foundation of the world.”
5. Equipped with a gift, see 1 Peter 4:10: “As every man has received a (so the Greek -- not the)
gift, even so minister to one another...” 
6. Angels: see Hebrews 1:14: “Are they [angels] not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister
for them who shall be heirs of salvation?” 

are not merely redeemed spirits in an inconsequential body that we
shall be glad to be rid of, but whole persons with a potential in both
spirit and body to play an appointed role in God's plan for the
Universe.

But what a wonderful assurance this should provide to the
humblest child of God, that he was the object of the Father's special
concern from the moment of his conception; indeed, long before that.
For we were chosen in Him before the foundation of the world4 and
foreordained to a unique role in the unfolding plan of  redemption,
a role for which each of us has been equipped with a gift (so the
Greek, not the gift, as the King James Version has it5).

The very angels are sent to minister to those who shall be heirs of
salvation,6 a fact to which every saint who reflects upon the
circumstances of his or her pre-Christian experience can bear
witness. In retrospect, have we not all been aware of the hand of God
moulding our circumstances long before we became members of his
blameless family? It is a testimony to the truth of Exodus 19:4, "I bare
you on eagle's wings, and brought you unto myself."

How blessed it is to know what we are here for! No wonder that
Paul should lay such emphasis upon both body and mind when we
seek to find the Lord's will for our life: 

I beseech you, therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that
you present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto
God, which is your reasonable service. And be not conformed to
this world: but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, that
you may prove what is that good and acceptable and perfect will
of God [emphasis mine].

(Romans 12:1, 2)
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7. Leviticus 16:5: “[Aaron] shall take... two kids of the goats for a sin-offering.” (A single
sacrifice but in two parts: signifying, perhaps, that each person needed only one sacrifice but
that it would apply to both his body and his spirit, for both parts need redemption but in
different ways. Thus in Scripture the words SIN and SINS have particular meaning which
Custance has spelled out in Doorway Paper # 58, “The Compelling Logic of the Plan of
Salvation” (in Man in Adam and in Christ, Part 7, vol.3 of The Doorway Papers Series, Grand
Rapids, Zondervan, 1975, pp.283-313).
8. Leviticus 16:9: “Aaron shall bring the goat upon which the Lord’s lot fell, and offer him for
a sin offering”; Leviticus 16:21, 22: “Aaron shall lay both hands upon the head of the live goat,
and confess over him all the iniquities of the children of Israel... putting them upon the head
of the goat, and shall send him away by the hand of a fit man into the wilderness; and the goat
shall bear upon him all their iniquities into a land not inhabited.” 
9. Leviticus 16:8: “Aaron shall cast lots upon the two goats; one for the Lord, and the other lot
for the scapegoat.”

Since God is sovereign, how could it be otherwise than that his
chosen vessels will not only be kept through all the vicissitudes of
life by his providential care but will also have been prepared in body
and spirit for the part they are to play in the unfolding drama. When
that part is fulfilled, and when we shall ourselves have been brought
to maturity by the very performing of it, why should we not be
ready to go home? So then, as Augustine rightly observed, "a man is
immortal until his work is done."

Thus the biblical picture of our constitution means that not only in the
matter of physical endowment and spiritual gift, but even the circumstances
and “schooling” of life, there will be a matching 'fit' that is perfect because
it is divinely ordained.

Even the ritual on the Day of Atonement attests to this twofold
nature of man's constitution, for both body and spirit are equally
represented. On that day, two goats were appointed to be offered as
a single sacrifice.7 One goat was an offering for SIN to make
atonement for the body, the other an offering for SINS to make an
atonement for the spirit.8 Since they stood for a sacrifice to be made
on our behalf by one Person, the Lord Jesus Christ, it was important
that the choice of which goat was to serve in which role must be
entirely out of man's hands lest he be tempted to attach more
importance to the spirit than the body or to the body than to the
spirit. Thus the decision was to be made by lot.9
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10. Luke 10:18: “I [Jesus] beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven.” 
11. Angels: Ezekiel 28:15: “You [an angelic being?] were perfect in your ways from the day that you
were created.” 

By this means, God seems to have desired to ensure that the
whole sacrifice should be perceived in such a way as to demonstrate
that equal importance is to be attached to both components of the
human constitution. We are not to set the importance of the spirit
above the body or of the body above the spirit.

Interaction of spirit and body unbalanced and detrimental
It seems to me that this matching of body and spirit has not been

sufficiently recognized. We talk much of our spiritual growth, but
forget that the body is an essential part of our identity and therefore
involved in this spiritual development. No man is spirit only: not
even, be it noted, in the world to come.

If man were a purely spirit being like the angels, the situation
would be quite otherwise. Angels are not propagated by birth, they
are not born as helpless infants: they do not "grow up." They are
created "adult." And although they can fall suddenly—like
"lightning" as it were10 —they do not seem to experience a slow
maturing process such as man experiences, since this involves time
and is hardly conceivable apart from a physical reality. So man is
born and slowly grows up, and his character is developed as he
matures. This maturing process takes time and is accomplished
within the framework of the physical world. The perfection of the
angels seems to be a created perfection, not an acquired one.11 There
appears to have been no time-consuming process involved. Angelic
"cherubs" are artistic creations, not adult angels-in-the-making.
There is no counterpart of the physical babyhood that man
experiences. 

In man, body and spirit or soul develop together, and the
interaction is manifest from the beginning. The natural impulses of
the body are "educated" by the spirit, and the spirit matures in the
process. No such slow maturing seems possible for a purely spirit
creature like an angel to whom birth and growth are unknown.
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12. Romans 8:3: “For what the law could not do in that it [the spirit] was weak through the
flesh, God sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh and for sin, condemned sin in the
flesh.” 

This interaction between body and spirit is coincident with life
itself. The "traffic" is, however, unfortunately heavily weighted in
one direction, from body to spirit rather than spirit to body; to the
detriment of them both. The reason that a fallen body has such an
advantage over the developing spirit is that it has such a head start.
Almost all conscious needs in early infancy are physical needs, such
as food, warmth, comfort, even cleansing. Since these are pampered
in the newborn, it is natural that the body gets the upper hand from
the very beginning, long before the self has had opportunity to be
taught to exercise restraint of bodily impulses—almost all of which
are inherently degraded by the effects of the Fall.

The failure of the "ought" of life to become the "is" of life begins,
therefore, very early because of the weakness or the strength
(depending upon how one looks at it) of the flesh.12 Just when the
soul (the person) reaches the age of accountability, instead of passing
from a state of innocence into a state of virtue as God intended, the
spirit passes from a state of innocence into a state of guilt because it
is most challenged when it is least able to meet the challenge. The
demands of the flesh which assail it have already been too strongly
confirmed.

The appetites of the flesh are thus developed in the direction of
selfish interest before aspirations towards spiritual growth have had
a chance to assert themselves. As a result the spirit is corrupted by
the flesh. This view is deeply rooted in the early theologies of the
Reformers. But because of the dangers of asceticism, the relationship
between the appetites of the body and the spiritual longings of the
soul has for too long been largely ignored.

We lay stress upon the need for spiritual discipline but fail to
discipline the appetites of the body and thus greatly hinder the
Lord's work in our lives. We forget that we are body/spirit entities
and cultivate only one half of our being, neglecting the body half in
the mistaken belief that it does not matter. As a consequence, the
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13. Body and spirit: 1 Corinthians 6:20: “You are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in
you body and in your spirit, which are God’s.” 
14. Hugo, St. Victor, De Sacramentis Chrstianae Fidei, Book 1, prologue, chapter 3.
15. Man the measure: Dryden, Hugh, “The Scientist in Contemporary Life,” Science, vol.120,
1954, p.1054.
16. In Genesis 1:28 God said to Adam and Eve “Be fruitful and multiply, replenish the earth,
subdue it and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over
every living thing that moves upon the earth.”

resurrection of the body seems remote and unimportant to the life of
the spirit.

But should we not in fact be concerning ourselves more than we
do with the well-being of both essential constituents of our being?
After all, we are called upon to glorify God not only in our spirit but
in our body also since both belong to God because they are both of
God's ordaining.13

This does not mean that the needs of the body are to be either
pampered or suppressed. It means they are to be brought into
subjection. Hugo St. Victor (1096-1141) tells how this subjection
relates to man's calling: 

To understand the spiritual state of man, the creation and
constitution of the whole world must be taken into consideration.
For the world was made on account of man; the spirit for God's
sake, the body for the spirit's sake, and the world for the body's
sake: that the spirit might be subject to God, the body to the
spirit, and the world to the body.14

Thus by making man the bridge (through his embodiment)
between the spiritual order and the material order, man becomes a
mediator between two different worlds. To see man in eternity as
merely a ghost without bodily existence is to reduce him to
something that is not man at all and to destroy his unique position
in the economy of God. And this in turn is to throw away the key to
the true meaning of the natural order, and indeed of the universe,
because, as Hugh Dryden rightly observed, man is the measure of all
things.15 Indeed, man was actually designed to exercise dominion
over the world.16

From the earliest times Christian writers have held that the
corruption of the pure spirit, which God creates and infuses into the
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17. Augustine: quoted by F. W. Farrar, The Life and Works of St. Paul, London, Cassell, Petter,
Galpin & Co., 1879, vol.2, p.216.
18. Augustine’s words are: “The question now before us does not concern the nature of human
seed [i.e., at creation] but its corruption. Now the nature had God for its author; it is from its
corruption that original sin is derived.” (On Marriage and Concupiscence, in Nicene and Post-
Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church, Buffalo, USA, Christian Literature Co., 1886, vol.5, Book
2, chapter 20, p.290). Luther was more specific still. He wrote: “Through the fall of Adam sin
entered into the world and all men have as a result sinned. For the paternal sperm conveys the
corruption from generation to generation” (Luther’s Writings, Erlangen edition, as quoted by J. L
Neve, History of Christian Thought, Philadelphia, Mulhenberg Press, 1946, vol.2, p.230).
19. See the following: Francis Turretin (1625-1687) wrote, "There are many other weighty
reasons rendering it necessary that all should die: such as, that the remains of sin may be
destroyed" (On the Atonement of Christ, translated by J. R. Willsin, New York, Board of
Publications of Reformed Protestant Dutch Church, 1859, p.81); Anselm of Canterbury (1033-
1109) wrote of the soul being "weakened from the corruption of the body" and "the corruptible
body being a burden to the soul." (“Conception and Original Sin” (Treatise V., chapter 2) in
Scholastic Miscellany, edited by E. R. Fairweather, Philadelphia, Westminster Press, Library of
Christian Classics, 1956, vol.10, p.185); Stephen Langton (d. 1228) put it thus: "The soul is
infused into an unclean and corrupt body. . . . From the corrupt and unclean vessel into which it
is infused it contracts an inclination to sin which is called a foment” (in “A Question of Original
Sin,” ibid, p.353);  Martin Chemnitz (1522-1586) commented on the development of this
doctrine: "Some [Medieval] writers argue that original sin is merely a deficiency...Others argue
that the tinder of sin inheres as an unwholesome quality of the flesh only, which inclines the
sensitive appetite, and through its mediation also inclines the will downward" (Examination
of the Council of Trent, Part I, translated by Fred Kramer, St. Louis, Missouri, Concordia
Publishing House, 1971, p.315); in 1576, Peter Martyr wrote, "If it be asked, what is the seat of

newborn, results directly from the close union which this infusion
brings about. Augustine (354-430), following Paul's line of reasoning
and using his usual genius for succinct expression, proposed that in
Adam "a person corrupted nature, now nature corrupts the person,"
or, in the original Latin,  Persona corrupit naturam, natura corrumpit
personam.17 It is clear from many of his observations that he
attributed this initial corruption to the body. In one of his letters, for
example, he wrote: "It is only by the flesh that original sin is
transmitted from Adam" [# 164, chap. vii. 19]. Indeed, he even
ascribed this transmission to impure seed or male semen.18 It was
just such a view that led to the thesis that the body must be
destroyed by death, not only as a penalty for man's disobedience but
as a necessary step towards undoing the effects of the Fall. 

The idea that the soul in its perfection as it comes from the hand
of God is corrupted by its infusion into and union with the body is
therefore an ancient one and one widely held by theologians of the
Reformation movement.19 Although the body was considered the
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[original sin] we answer that it has its place in the flesh as its root and principle: thereafter from
that source it also seizes the soul and so spreads through the whole man" He believed it very
probable that "a soul is not created with sin but immediately contracts [a sinful nature] the
moment it is joined to a body derived from Adam" (as quoted by Heinrich Heppe, Reformed
Dogmatics, translated from German by G. T. Thomson, Grand Rapids reprint, 1978, p.341);
Zachariae Ursinus (1534-1583) stated that the God-created soul is rendered corrupt by the
perished body into which God pours it (quoted by Heinrich Heppe, ibid, p.343); Benedictus
Aretius, addressing the same question, wrote in 1589, "The received opinion is that [souls] are
created daily by infusion and infused by creation but in purity; yet they contract defilement
by union and intercourse with the body" (quoted by Heinrich Heppe, ibid, p.343); and in 1626
Johannes Wollebius wrote, "Although man's soul is breathed directly into him by God, it is
nevertheless by its union with the body... infected by the original defilement" (quoted by
Heinrich Heppe, ibid, p.333). 
20. Rashdall, Hastings, The Idea of the Atonement in Christian Theology, London, MacMillan, 1921,
p.88, 89.

point of entrance of the corrupting influence, they did not make the
mistake of repudiating the body as something evil—as the Greek
philosophers and Gnostics had done.

Although Hastings Rashdall held somewhat liberal views on
some essential matters of faith, he was a profound scholar and his
study of the Atonement (1921) is a classic in its way. He takes the
position that Paul attributes the initial corruption of the spirit to the
fallen state of the body. He wrote, "All Paul's thought about the
matter is that the flesh is the source of moral evil (Romans 7: 14, 17-
18; 8: 3, 7, 10; 1 Corinthians 15: 44-50), man is necessarily sinful
because he has a body, which creates evil impulses and weighs
down the higher part of his nature."20 Rashdall speaks of this as a
view "powerfully suggested by the obvious facts of experience." Yet
he does not suggest that man would be better off without a body.

Body and spirit suited to each other: equals personhood
The body, it was believed, was essential to man's being. Indeed,

it was as divinely appointed in each case as the soul which animated
it. In fact, in due course theologians laid emphasis on the "fit"
between body and soul, and the importance of this "fitness" of the
one for the other has been underscored for centuries. So it is a little
surprising that Evangelicals have so largely ignored the issue in
recent years.
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21. Kuyper, Abraham: quoted by G. C. Berkouwer, Man: The Image of God, Grand Rapids,
Eerdmans, 1975, p.290.
22. In modern times, W. H. Sheldon, without the least interest in the theological implications
of the matter, became convinced that body type and personality type were related. He
examined some 50,000 individuals and grouped them into three personality types. He then
measured the same population with respect to 21 standardized body dimensions and
accordingly divided them into three body types (or somatotypes, as he called them). He found
a series of remarkable high correlations between the three categories, all of which were in the
neighbourhood of 80%. In his view, such a high level of correlation is highly significant, and
suggests that there is indeed a physique/temperament relation that is to a remarkable degree
predictable. In fact, Sheldon found that if he were supplied with these 21 dimensions for a
given individual, he could predict, within narrow limits, what kind of temperament that
individual would have, and vice versa (Varieties of Human Physique, New York, Harper, 1940,
and Varieties of Human Temperament, New York, Harper, 1942).
23. Thomas Aquinas: see Robert Brennan, Thomistic Psychology, New York, Macmillan, 1941, p.326.

Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920) held that the soul or spirit is
specifically created to match the body which it animates. And
conversely, the body is specifically designed for the soul which is to
be assigned to it. Each belongs to the other. He wrote: 

The soul is indeed directly and instantly created of God, but
this does not happen arbitrarily but rather so that the soul is
created in this man, at this time, in this country, in this family,
with characteristics which are suitable. [emphasis mine]21 

In elaborating this view, Kuyper explained that "the soul takes
on characteristic traits from contact with the body, so that the
parents give to the child the outline of the soul, the portrait of the 'I'."
Perhaps the word "frame" would have been even more appropriate
than "outline," but Kuyper's meaning is clear enough. Whether for
cultural reasons or genetic reasons (or both), it often seems possible
to match body type and temperament.22 

Thomas Aquinas (1226—1274) long ago had observed: 

The human soul like every cosmic form, is individuated by
matter: not any matter, but matter earmarked... This soul is
adapted to this body, that soul to that body, as we have seen; and
such co-adaptation remains in the soul even after death.
[emphasis mine]23
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24. Resurrection vs. reincarnation: Reincarnationists propose that when the spirit leaves the
body at death, it must suffer a succession of re-entries into the world by re-embodiment
appropriate to its state of development at each cycle, until it is perfected as a pure spirit and
can be wholly absorbed in a form of “fulfillment” which effectively terminates further
embodiment and individualized existence. 
      By contrast, what the New Testament tells us is that the spirit will indeed be reincarnated
but not at all with the view to the termination of either personal identity or fulfillment. The
Christian view is that the resurrection of the body marks the beginning, not the end, of a fully
satisfying existence in which personal identity is preserved intact. Five things are therefore
revealed in Scripture about life after death for the redeemed soul. (1) Reincarnation occurs but
once. (2) Reincarnation occurs by reunion with one’s own body, resurrected in a perfect form
by an act of God and freed from all possible ills, including death itself. (3) The spirit which
animates it will be our own spirit, but also brought by the grace of God to a state of perfect
maturity. (4) Personal identity is thus fully maintained in spirit and body and will never have
any further need of amendment. (5) This glorified state of personal existence will continue forever.
25. Bavinck, Herman, Our Reasonable Faith, Grand Rapids, Baker reprint, 1956, p.213.

It is possible that Kuyper was influenced in his thinking by this
statement. If what Aquinas says is true, then resurrection is not the
resurrection of just any kind of body so long as it is human, but
rather of the particular body that belongs to a particular soul.24

Many have in recent years discussed the nature of this
body/spirit interaction. Herman Bavinck (1854-1921) came to a
conclusion which brings out a nice distinction with intriguing
implications:

The body, although it is not the cause of all these activities of
the spirit, is the instrument of them. It is not the ear which hears
but the spirit of man which hears through the ears... To the
extent, therefore, that the body serves as a tool and instrument of
the spirit, it exhibits a certain resemblance to and gives us some
notion of the way in which God is busy in the world.25

That there is interaction between mind and brain can hardly be
doubted, and there is every reason to assume that we can, and do by
an act of will, move our bodily members purposefully. Yet the mode
of this interaction is still a mystery. How does my will to lift my
hand act upon the brain to send the necessary signals to the arm that
result in the movement I willed to perform? It seems the answer
should be obvious, but we still don't really know, any more than
Descartes did when he effectively abandoned the search.
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26. Frankl, Viktor, in discussion of a paper by J. R. Smythies, “Some Aspects of Consciousness”
in Beyond Reductionism, edited by A. Koestler and J. R. Smythies, London, Hutchinson, 1969,
p.254.
27. Though the word personhood has not yet found its way into any dictionary of my
acquaintance, it is a useful creation and has appeared in several scientific journals of
impeccable character. See Leon Kass, “Death as an Event: Commentary on Robert Morison,”
Science, vol.173, 20 Aug., 1971, p.200; also see Barbara Colleton, “Manslaughter: the Charge
Against Edlin of Boston City Hospital,” Science, vol.186, 25 Oct., 1974, p.328.

We are, today, confident that the critical organ of mediation
between will and movement is certainly the brain, but is this
computer-like organ actually the "causal agent" of both the will to
movement and the corresponding action? Or is the functioning brain
merely the "condition" that determines how speedily or how
efficiently the response will be made? Here we may recall an
observation made by Viktor Frankl, the Viennese psychiatrist who
survived a Nazi concentration camp: "My contention is that the
physiological basis [i.e., the brain] does not cause anything mental,
but it does condition it and there is a great difference between causing
and conditioning."26

If the brain conditions the capacity and character of the mind or
soul, how then could the soul be truer to itself than in a body which
even in its fallen-ness has nevertheless been the instrument of its
self-expression and development throughout life? A soul is best
housed in its own appointed vehicle. It is very difficult to conceive of
oneself as a ghost, a pure disembodied abstraction, without some
form of bodily representation that is recognizably ''me''; and what
better body can I desire to be re-clothed in than my own body, albeit
perfected? If on the other side of the grave, one half of our being is
missing, even if for only a little while—it matters little which half,
the body or the spirit, the brain or the mind—the other half becomes
a non-person, a non-entity. Half a person is no person at all. The
corpse is not the person, and the risen Lord assured us that He was
not just a ghost. So a ghost is not a person either. There is no more
reason for believing that a disembodied spirit is really a person than
there is for believing that an un-animated body is really a person. 

Thus the existence of a functioning brain appears to be essential
for the establishment of "personhood,"27 and the possession of a
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28. Shedd, W. G. T., Dogmatic Theology, Grand Rapids, Zondervan reprint (no date), vol.2,
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29. Liddon, H. P., The Divinity of Our Lord, London, Rivington, 1871, p.260.
30. Augustine: Confessions, Book VIII, chapter 9, section 21.

brain means possession of a body. Near the end of the last century W.
G. T. Shedd said that the soul, taken by itself, "is a particular
intelligent substance, yet not a person because it is an incomplete
part of a greater whole. It requires to be joined to a body before there can
be an individual man" [emphasis mine].28

Similarly, and about the same time, H. P. Liddon observed,
"When divorced from the personal principle which governs and
inspires it, the body is a lump of lifeless clay. The body. . . supplies
the personal soul with an instrument, it introduces it to a sphere of
action; it is the obedient slave, the plastic ductile form of the personal
soul which tenants it."29

This may be a rather idealistic view of the "obedience" of the
flesh to the spirit, but his meaning is clear enough. Yet it is by no
means always certain which of the two constituents is master and
which is servant—which is magister and which is minister. Augustine,
speaking of Paul's sense of impotence as expressed in Romans 7 and
clearly recognizing the problem in his own life, stated the matter
thus:

Whence is this monstrous thing? And why is it? The mind
commands the body and it obeys forthwith: the mind commands
itself and is resisted. The mind commands the hand to be moved,
and such readiness is there that the command is scarce to be
distinguished from the obedience. The mind commands the mind
to command the will, and yet though it be itself, it obeyeth not.
Whence this monstrous thing? It commands itself to will and
would not give the command unless it willed, yet is not done that
which it commandeth. But it willeth not entirely; therefore it
commandeth not entirely. [emphasis mine]30

Kornhuber's experimental work (see chapter 8) fully supports
Augustine's careful observation that "the command is scarce to be
distinguished from the obedience." A delay does exist between will
to action and the action willed, but it indeed requires highly refined
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scientific instrumentation to demonstrate it. Yet Augustine perceived
it merely by reflecting upon it—and beautifully stated it. And he was
just as perceptive as to the reasons why the will is sometimes so
"reluctant to obey." 

John Taylor sought to underscore this dual nature of man's
person and the need for the child of God not to downgrade the
significance of the body. He wrote: 

It is important that we should not confuse these two dimen-
sions of duality, nor suggest that body belongs more to the
animal pole and soul to the spiritual pole of man's personality.
Body and soul are parallel and interpenetrating along the whole
range of man's being; his soul is involved in his animal nature no
less than his body, the body shares in his spiritual experience as
well as the soul.31

Herman Bavinck summed up his view of the relationship by
saying simply, "The soul is a spirit designed for physical life" [emphasis
mine].32 Augustine put the relationship thus: "Each man is a soul
using a body" (anima utens corpore).33 

Robert E. Brennan stated the Roman Catholic position by saying,
"The soul of man is designed by nature to be united with matter
which it needs in order to accomplish its perfection."34 The role of the
body in the maturing and the perfecting of the soul was long ago
stated by Anselm of Laon (d.1117) when, in a fragment of a treatise
on original sin, he wrote:

[God] created rational spirits and set them in bodies so that, by
ruling the body and subjecting  it to itself in obedience to God,
the soul itself might in due time be made blessed with the body
in God.

Furthermore, such a union brings with it a great kinship
between the two, so that... one thing is wonderfully made from
two, and the soul naturally possesses such a great love for the
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body that it is frightened beyond measure at the thought of
separation from it. [emphasis mine]35

The "fit" is extremely close, and this fact was never entirely lost
sight of, though often neglected, by the general Christian public.
Now, it seems, modern science has also begun to recognize this
truth. 

Christian people have paid remarkably little attention to the
importance of the body in the maintenance of spiritual health and,
indeed, all too frequently have well-nigh neutralized their testimony
by over-indulgence and pampering the flesh. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the crucial importance of the resurrection of the body
for the completion of personhood in the world to come should
similarly have been sadly neglected.

Incarnated spirit/animated body equals manhood
One of the most vocal and articulate writers of the last century

on the duality of man's constitution was James Orr (1844-1913). He,
too, believed that the aborrence we have at the thought of
disembodiment and the deep feelings of repugnance in the presence
of a corpse (especially one unburied and uncared for) stems from the
natural attachment of soul for body in every healthy individual. The
promise of bodily resurrection is probably far more crucial to our
spiritual well-being and peace of mind than we commonly realize.
We give little thought to the possibility that in the future state the
body will be just as important to our identity as the spirit will be.
James Orr put the issue thus:

The true biblical doctrine of immortality, I think, includes the
following points: (1) Man is a compound being (not, like God and
the angels -- pure spirit—but an embodied spirit), a being made
up of body and soul... (2) It was no part... of the Creator's design
for man in his ideal constitution that body and soul ever be
separated. The immortality man was to enjoy was an immortality
in which the body was to have its share... (3) The soul, in
separation from the body is in a state of imperfection and
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mutilation... and deprivation... (4) True immortality is through
Redemption, and this Redemption embraces the Resurrection of
the body.36

Then, in another place, he rightly observed,

The Bible... knows  nothing of an abstract immortality of the
soul... nor is its Redemption a Redemption of the soul only, but
of the body as well. It is a Redemption of man in his whole
complex personality—body and soul together. It was in the body
that Christ arose from the dead; in the body that He ascended
into heaven; in the body that He lives and reigns there forever
more. It is His promise that, if He lives, we shall live also [John
14:19]; and this promise includes a pledge of the resurrection of
the body.37

We cannot retain our true manhood, as God designed it, in the
defective vehicle in which we now find ourselves clothed, since the
result of Adam's Fall is communicated to us by natural generation
and we are reduced to a form of manhood quite other than what
God intended. Perfect manhood for us lies only on the other side of
the grave, in a resurrected body animated by a spirit redeemed and
made perfect. James Orr was emphatic about this:

It is a false view of the constitution of human nature to regard
the body as a mere appendage to the soul, or to suppose that the
human being can be equally complete whether he has his body
or is deprived of it. This is not the biblical view, nor, I venture to
say, is it the view to which the facts of modern psychology and
physiology point. If anything is evident, it is that soul and body
are made for each other, that the perfect life for man is a
corporeal one.38

In recent times, the most comprehensive study of the human
constitution from the biblical point of view is probably that of Robert
H. Gundry. In his discussion of Judaic beliefs, Gundry observes that
when we turn to Jewish literature of the Inter-testament and New
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Testament period, God is seen as making the body to suit the spirit
which it contains "just as the potter suits a vessel to its intended
contents." Thus in the Testament of Naphtali (2:2-4), we find the
following observation:

As the potter knows the vessel, how much it is to contain, and
brings clay accordingly, so also does the Lord make the body in
accordance with the spirit and according to the capacity of the
body does He implant the spirit... And as the potter knows the
use of each vessel, what it is meet to be used for, so also does the
Lord know how far it is capable.

Gundry observes that the soul was held to be unable to lead a
normal life without the body, and that, contrary to the Greek view,
the divestiture of the body by the soul was regarded as entirely
undesirable.39 He suggests that "Man is an animated body rather
than an incarnated soul... Man does not have a body; he is a body—a
psychophysical unity. The body is the soul in its outward form...
Death is not cessation, but a separation in which each part
suffers..."40 The consequence of this is that "the designations
'animated body' and 'incarnated soul' no longer oppose each other,
for because of their inter-penetration the soul is the animation of the
body and the body is the incarnation of the soul. The soul has a body
and the body has a soul and man as a whole is both, a psychological
unity—but a unity, not a monad."41 

Since man was designed for life on earth and appointed as its
"manager,"42 he naturally was equipped with a physical means of
interaction with the material world. But this physical means must in
turn have its manager. So the will must be able to act upon an
instrument that can, in response, effectively manipulate and act
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upon the physical order. God acts upon the spirit, the spirit upon the
body, and the body upon the world.

While the Greeks saw the body as fundamentally a handicap to
the spirit, the biblical view is quite otherwise. Thus Gundry writes
of Paul's position: 

Barring the effects of sin (which touch the spirit as well as the
body), the body as such does not shackle the spirit. It provides the
spirit with an organ of expression and action, just as the spirit
provides the body with animation and direction. By total
separation, then, body and spirit die together. The whole man
dies.43

Because the spirit was designed to act through a body, and
because the body without the spirit soon loses its inner structure and
organic unity and purposeful character, both spirit and body are
effectively destroyed when they are separated. Gundry therefore
concludes:

The biblical touchstone for truly human life is not mere
consciousness of the spirit, let alone the material being of a
physical object such as the body. Rather, man is fully himself in
the unity of his body and spirit, in order that the body may be
animated and the spirit may express itself in obedience to God.
Both parts of the human constitution share in the dignity of the
divine image. That dignity lies in man's service to God as
representative caretaker over the material creation. For such a
task man needs a physical medium of action as much as an
incorporeal source for the conscious willing of action. [emphasis
mine]

Thus the soul or spirit provides the body with an ordered
economy and unifies its multitude of parts. In its turn the body
guarantees the soul a means of expressing its individuality and
establishing its identity. This truth led Martin Chemnitz to observe:
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The soul has its own body, to which it has been personally
united to constitute human nature, which is neither body alone
nor soul alone but a composite nature... 

The soul, not by itself or of itself but through the organs of the
body, manifests and exercises its powers and activities, and the
organs of the body use these powers of the soul to grow, feel, and
live...

We must note that in man neither the soul nor the body by itself has
the condition of a person, and the union takes place in order that the
person of man may be constituted. [emphasis mine]44

A body/spirit existence after death?
How, then, one may ask, can the "person" exist at all as a

disembodied ghost? Without its proper vessel it has no means of
self-expression, unless we depart radically from the implications of
a truly biblical psychology. 

When the soul is first given to the earthly body, that body will
certainly have genetically determined endowments or pre-formed
characteristics (i. e., gifts). But it is largely empty of content in so far as
any actual character is concerned. The vessel has its "structure" and
shape, but it awaits for the events of life to supply the "content" that
will be poured into it and will then reflect its shape. 

When in due course the spirit or soul is once again "given" to the
resurrected body, both structure and content have already matured
with realized fulfilment. Neither soul nor body require a fresh
beginning. The whole person is thus made perfect by a single act, the
reunion of body and spirit.

As a result of living in the body, the soul has taken the shape of
the vessel and to that extent acquired its destined character. When,
at death, it returns to God to await the body's resurrection, that
which was of God in Christ of this developed character is preserved
in its perfected state. Thus the 'making alive' of the saints is, as J. N.
Sevenster put it, "a unique total event."45 It is a total fulfilment of the
total potential of the spirit and its body, rejoined forever. 
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In some way, therefore, the soul is preserved as to its identity
even as the body is preserved as to its identity. While the body
"waits" in the earth, the spirit "waits" with God in heaven, each
needing reunion with the other. And it seems highly unlikely that
there can be conscious personal identity until this reunion has taken
place—a reunion that hinges upon the resurrection of the body and
its re-animation.

It is a remarkable thing that for all our multiplication of the
"tools" of biblical study, some of the older Bible Dictionaries seem to
have enjoyed far more freedom in discussing such matters than the
later ones have. Daniel R. Goodwin, who contributed the article on
resurrection in Smith's four volume Dictionary of the Bible (the
American edition is dated 1870) has this to say on the present
subject:

Inasmuch as all we have ever experienced, and all we thus
positively know of [the soul's] action and development, has been
in connection with and by means of a bodily organization, by
what sort of philosophy are we to conclude that of course and of
a certainty, it will have no need of its bodily organization, either
for its continued existence or even for its full action, progress,
and enjoyment in a future state?

How do we know that the human soul is not, in its very nature,
so constituted as to need a bodily organization for the complete
play and exercise of its powers in every stage of its existence? So
that it would, perhaps, be inconsistent with the wisdom of its
Creator to preserve it in an imperfect and mutilated state, a mere
wreck and relic of itself and its noble functions, to all eternity?
And thus, if the soul is to be continued in immortal life, is it not
certainly in the end to be reunited to the body?

The redemption of the body is constantly set forth as the
highest and ultimate goal of Christian hope...

In saying, therefore, that if the body be not raised there is no
Scriptural hope of a future life for the soul, we do not exalt the
flesh above the spirit, or the resurrection of the body above the
immortality of the soul. We only designate the condition on which
alone the Scriptures assure us of spiritual immortality, the evidence
by which alone it is proved...Christ brought life and...
immortality to light, not by authoritatively asserting the dogma
of the immortality of the soul, but by his own bodily resurrection
from the dead... The New Testament doctrine of immortality is,
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then, its doctrine of the resurrection...The New Testament
doctrine of the resurrection is the doctrine of the resurrection of
the body.  [emphasis mine]

We must therefore assume that some circumstance which has
hitherto been given insufficient attention guarantees that in
departing this life we do not enter into the Lord's presence bodiless.
In leaving this body, our now perfected spirit is at once united with
a glorified body so that the believer will literally "never taste of
death" at all:46 somehow the expected "interim" will never be
experienced.

I am persuaded that to speak of the conscious experience of a
creature of God who throughout the whole of life has no such
conscious experience save through the agency of a body designed
specifically to serve that very function, is to fly in the face of all the
evidence. We not only have every assurance that a body is essential
and is promised unequivocally, but we also have every assurance
that to be absent from this body is to be consciously present with the
Lord in a condition which is not less fulfilling but "far better" than
our present one.

How such a thing can be possible is the subject of Part III.



PART III

THE NATURE OF THE INTERVAL

BETWEEN DEATH AND RESURRECTION
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THE GATHERING OF THE SAINTS

The "last day" in the life of each believer becomes, like the last day of
every other believer, the Last Day which marks the coming of the Lord to
receive us unto Himself.

Thus these "last days" are all kaleidoscoped into a single event as each
one of us passes out of Time into Eternity, together marking that one and
the same Great Day of the Lord.

It is the great gathering which makes death for the departing saint not
a separation but a re-union—a re-union with his resurrected body and a
reunion with all the other saints, past, present, and future!
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1). Here, and subsequently, the author chose not to be theologically precise in his use of the
words soul and spirit, since the authors of quotations used in this chapter did not do so – even
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person, body and spirit, but only the spirit, that invisible component of the human constitution.

Chapter Ten

THE INHERENT IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL?

It must occur to every thoughtful reader that if the soul or spirit1

is immortal even though the body (the visible component) is not, the
soul (the invisible component) is quite capable of continuance while
the body awaits the resurrection. And by continuance what else could
be understood than conscious continuance?

Now, conscious continuance can only be viewed as either
requiring a body, or not requiring a body. These are the only two
possibilities. If the body is necessary, then clearly conscious
continuance requires that the body must be reunited with the soul
at once—without any interval of disruption whatever. If the body is
not necessary, then the resurrection of the body seems pointless.
What purpose could it serve?

In a nutshell, this is the dilemma that has always been faced by
those who address themselves to the nature of a supposed
intermediate state based on the immortality of the soul and its self-
sufficiency. But the dilemma in this case exists only so long as we
assume that immortality of the soul also means its uninterrupted
consciousness.

But it is clear that uninterrupted consciousness is not essential to
continued existence, since we sleep at night and wake in the
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morning without any interruption of our existence. Our identity
remains intact. Coma can last for months, with little or no
disturbance of personal identity when consciousness is regained.

It may further be observed that, surprisingly, the Word of God
says nothing explicitly about the inherent immortality of the soul in
the commonly accepted sense. The idea is, in fact, not a biblical but
a pagan one, imported into early Christian theology from the Greeks;
and this, be it noted, in direct opposition to categorical denials by
some of the earliest Church Fathers. They never denied that God
guarantees the soul's continuance, but they did deny that the soul is
by its very nature inherently indestructible.

Views held on the soul's state in this interim: conscious or asleep?
In case this should seem an entirely novel and unwarranted

assertion, consider a few such statements as the following. Let us
begin with the Jewish view based entirely on the Old Testament. The
Jewish people equated heaven with the re-possession of Israel's
promised kingdom on earth, and for this they recognized not merely
the survival of the soul, but that bodily existence was also necessary.
On this point, B. S. Easton observed: 

Resurrection of the body was the form immortality took, in
accord with the religious premises. As the saint was to find his
happiness in the nation, he must be restored to the nation; and
the older views did not point toward pure [i.e., abstract] soul-
immortality. The 'shades' led a wretched existence at the best;
and St. Paul himself shudders at the thought of "nakedness" (2
Corinthians 5:3)…Where direct Greek influence, however, can be
predicated, pure soul immortality is found. [Parenthesis and
emphasis mine]2

It is important to recognize this conflicting stream of Jewish and
Greek tradition because the Christian hope is based on an entirely
different principle from that which underlies all other religious
faiths. Belief in the world to come is by no means uniquely Christian,
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but belief in a world to come in which a resurrection of one's own
body is as essential to personal identity as a spirit made alive again,
is indeed uniquely Christian. Much of the visionary literature of
Christendom regarding the bliss of the saints in a disembodied state
between death and resurrection is little more than a baptized
reflection of the pagan view of the matter.

Justin Martyr (c. 100-165), born only a few years after the death
of the Apostle John and therefore representing a near-apostolic
tradition, disputed the Greek concept of the inherent immortality of
the soul. In his Dialogue with Trypho, The Jew, in a section titled, "The
Soul is not in its own nature immortal," he wrote that the soul
participates in life "so far as God wills it to live."3 

Tatian (c.110-172) who was his contemporary, seems to have
been concerned that Greek influence was becoming too strong in the
process of formulating the theology of the early Church. He wrote
a treatise known as his Address to the Greeks. It is usually dated about
160 A. D. In this he says plainly, "The soul is not itself immortal, O
Greeks, but mortal."4

Irenaeus (d.195) held that there is no natural immortality of the
soul. All depends upon the pleasure of God. As the soul's coming
into existence depended upon the will of God, so does its
continuance.5

It was not, in fact, until after the Renaissance, when the works of
the Greek philosophers began their humanistic leaven of Christian
theology, that the concept of the inherent immortality of the soul
became part of the common faith of Christendom. Till then, the
Church seems to have been content to limit its pronouncements to
the fact of the reality of eternal life and the resurrection of the body.
In the 20th century, Berkouwer spoke of this "noteworthy caution on
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the part of the doctrinal authority of the Catholic Church which
taught that the spirituality of the soul could be proved but not its
immortality.”6

According to Basil F. C. Atkinson, Martin Luther listed as the last
of five cardinal errors of the papal Church the immortality of the
soul. In his Assertion of All the Articles Wrongly Condemned in the
Roman Bull of 29 November, 1520, he rejected this Roman Catholic
doctrine, calling such an idea a "monstrous opinion" out of the
"Roman dunghill of decretals"!7

In 1548, John Calvin published his commentary on Paul's first
letter to Timothy. He observed (at 1 Timothy 6:168) that the soul's
coming into existence and its continuance depend entirely on God,
so that "properly speaking, it does not have an immortal nature;"
and in support of this he cited Acts 17:28.9 

The English reformer and Bible translator, William Tyndale
(1494?-1536) who was burned at the stake “for heresy” held to this
same view.

In 1893 James Orr wrote at some length on this matter and
concluded that the "Bible knows nothing of an abstract immortality
of the soul, as the [Medieval] schools speak of it."10 He insisted that
only when the soul was reunited with the body as a whole person is
there immortality; and this only because it will be forever sustained
by God Himself.

In 1901, Herman Bavinck argued cogently that Scripture adopts
a position which, to use his own words, "at first sight cannot but
astonish us." Even though the importance of the doctrine of the
immortality of the soul seems paramount for the Christian, yet
Bavinck holds that Scripture never treats of it specifically, never
announces it as a revealed truth, never places it in the foreground,
and never makes any attempt to maintain its truth against
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opponents. Yet Bavinck himself does not deny it. It is only that,
objectively, he denies it to be a strictly biblical doctrine. Later on, he
observes that "Scripture does not deny but neither does it specifically
teach the immortality of the soul: and it surely does not intend, as
deism held, to make this immortality known to us as one of the more
important truths of religion."11

Thomas B. Strong in his Manual of Theology wrote in 1903, "The
doctrine of the immortality of the soul is precarious and obscure in
a very high degree."12

Immortality defined: as used in Scripture
In 1915, when James Orr contributed the article on immortality

in the International Standard Bible Encyclopedia (vol.3, p.1459), he had
not changed his earlier views:

In hardly any subject is it more necessary to be careful in the
definition of terms and clear distinction of ideas, especially
where the Biblical doctrine is concerned, than in this matter of
"immortality."

By "immortality" is frequently meant simply the survival of the
soul or spiritual part of man, after bodily death. It is the assertion
of the fact that death does not end all. The soul survives. This is
commonly what is meant when we speak of "a future life," "a
future state," "a hereafter".... 

[Among the heathen] it is a state peculiar to "death"; in most
cases shadowy, inert, feeble, dependent, joyless; a state to be
dreaded and shrunk from, not one to be hoped for....Among the
[more advanced] heathen [philosophers perhaps?] it is conceived
as, for some, a state of happiness—the clog of the body being
shaken off—and this yields the idea, which has passed into so
much of our modern thinking of an "immortality of the soul," an
imperishableness of the spiritual part…an inherent indestruc-
tibility.

It will be seen as we advance, that the Biblical view is different
from all of these… For the Bible, "immortality" is not merely the
survival of the soul... The "immortality" that the Bible
contemplates is an immortality of the whole person—body and soul
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together. It is not a condition simply of further existence,
however prolonged, but a state of blessedness, due to
redemption and to the possession of the "eternal life" in the soul;
it includes resurrection and perfected life in both soul and body…

One use which the Greeks made of the metaphysical argument
was to prove the indestructibility of the soul—its immortality in
the sense of having no beginning and no end. This is not the
Christian doctrine. The soul has no such indestructibility.

As Orr observed, the soul is entirely dependent on God for its
creation, "and for its continued existence as everything else is. Did
He withdraw his sustaining power it would cease to exist. . .. The
contrast between the biblical view of immortality, and that of
heathenism and of the [philosophers] will now be obvious. It is not
mere future existence; not a bare abstract immortality of the soul; it
is the result of redemption and of renewal by God's spirit; it
embraces the whole personality, soul and body" [emphasis mine].13

Similarly, in 1962, G. C. Berkouwer does not find "natural"
immortality or "indestructibility of the soul" in Scripture. The soul is
a creation of God and remains dependent upon his good pleasure.
The opposite view, he notes, is a heritage of Greek philosophy,
primarily through Platonism: "The Christian outlook is resurrection,
not the immortality of the soul."14

David Kerr, in 1960, in an article on immortality in Baker's
Dictionary of Theology, observed:

It may be said that immortality in the biblical sense is a
condition in which the individual is not subject to death or to any
influence which might lead to death. God is uniquely immortal
in that He is without beginning or end...Man, on the other hand,
is immortal only by derivation and when his mortal body has
been replaced by one which is immortal…

The biblical idea of immortality thus differs from all others in
certain important respects. One of these is that in non-biblical
teaching man is inherently immortal. Another is that it is the
spiritual aspect of human nature only which is thought to be
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immortal…In biblical thought man is not inherently immortal: it
is the whole man, body and soul, that is immortal even though
the body must undergo a transformation in order to achieve
immortality. [emphasis mine]15

We thus see from the evidence of Scripture that it is the whole
man who is to achieve immortality, and THIS ONLY BY REASON
OF THE RESURRECTION OF THE BODY. In this process the body
also undergoes transformation, even as by rebirth the spirit has
likewise been transformed.

As Kerr observed, "In the Old Testament as well as in the New,
man is a complete being only as his body and spirit are in union. He
is then a living soul or person (Genesis 2:716)...Immortality, for the
Christian involves the resurrection and may be fully attained only
after it."

Franz Delitzsch underscores the fact that the body and the soul
or spirit live or die together.

Where Scripture speaks of death as a sentence (krima) common
to man (Ecclus.41:4), it is everywhere the whole man who suffers
it. Death is a breaking up of the divinely ordained substance of
a living being… Body and spirit fall away from one another, and
the spirit… finds itself, in so far as it is disembodied, in the
condition of death. Even of the spirits of the just made perfect
this is the case… The resurrection is a restoration of the personal
condition that is dissolved by death.17

Delitzsch is concerned to emphasize that death is not merely
death of the body. The spirit suffers too. Yet for all that, the insult to
the spirit by which it is robbed of its medium of expression does not
terminate its existence. It only effectively silences it. For, as he says,
"death and annihilation are by no means coincident ideas. Actual
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continuance of being and self-conscious continuance of being are far
from necessarily related"[emphasis mine].18

The point is a very important one. The soul may have
continuance after death but this does not necessitate conscious
continuance. The absence of consciousness is not to be taken as
evidence of annihilation. When a patient recovers from the total
unconsciousness of deep anesthesia in the operating room, he gives
every indication that he was by no means non-existent during the
interval, nor has he surrendered his identity, whether as viewed
introspectively or as known to his friends. It is not known how long
such a condition might be sustained without serious disturbance of
personal identity, but certainly the mere fact of the interjection of a
period of unconsciousness is by no means to be equated with the
automatic annihilation of personal identity.

The same is true of the body which is to "sleep in the dust."
(Daniel 12:2). Its identity will surely be recovered as was the identity
of Lazarus' body in spite of its incipient disintegration. God can
restore it recognizably; or, as we are assured He will at the last Day,
He can recreate it anew—recognizably, despite its disintegration. 

Unconscious existence is still real existence if God wills it. The
spirit that returns to God does not need to have consciousness in the
interim between death and resurrection of the body in order for its
identity to be preserved. God preserves both its identity and the
identity of the body; and it is within His power and purpose to raise
both into a far more glorious continuance of that identity. If there is
a period of unconsciousness as the soul or spirit awaits the body, it
cannot be known to the individual; there is no such thing as a
conscious state of unconsciousness! So experientially, the interim is
unknown because there could never be a consciousness of it so long
as body and spirit are separated. Personally, I am persuaded that
there will not be any such interval of waiting.
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24. In John 10:28: Jesus said “I will give them eternal life, and they shall never perish, neither
shall any man pluck them out of my hand.”
25. The immortality of the whole man, spirit and body, was the whole import of the Lord’s
assurance to Mary and Martha with respect to Lazarus. It was with the promise of his being
resurrected at the last day that He tried to comfort them, but at that moment their grief could
only be satisfied with his immediate restoration: “[Jesus said] ‘Your brother will rise again.’
Martha said to him, ‘I know that he shall rise again in the resurrection at the last day.’ Jesus
said to her, ‘I am the resurrection, and the life: he that believes in me, though he were dead, yet
shall he live: and whosoever lives and believes in me shall never die’.” (John 11:23-26).
26. 1 Corinthians 15:21, 22: “For since by man came death, by man came also the resurrection
of the dead. For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive.” 

A resolution proposed: the problem in the light of time and eternity
Let me try to state this even more explicitly. We know that the

spirit returns to God when the body returns to the dust.19 The Lord
Jesus commended his spirit to the Father's keeping, even as Stephen
commended his spirit to the Lord Jesus. 20

There, in God's keeping, the human spirit is preserved in a
condition which Scripture designates as "sleep"—as undoubtedly
even the Lord's human spirit was also preserved till He Himself
raised his own body (“this temple”21), thereby reconstituting his
humanity. As each redeemed spirit is taken into God's care, these
"spirits of just men22 are freed of all imperfections, imperfections
which are instantly left behind in departing from this world. Their
spirits thus made perfect await a like glorification of the body.23 The
ultimate immortality of the redeemed spirit is guaranteed by the
promise of never again perishing24  once the body has been re-united
with it.25 This reunion is the "making alive,"26 a term meaning to place
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27. It is in this sense that Christ, as a man, was the “firstfruits” (1 Corinthians 15:23)—the first
man to be lifted from the “not needing to die” category into this “impossible to die” category.
The Lord was by no means the first one to be raised from the dead, but He was the first to be
placed beyond the power of death.

beyond the power of death. 27 It is therefore unconditional because
God's promise is unconditional. 

But as we shall see, this "sleep" which seems to intervene does
not actually involve the slightest delay in the experience of the
departing saint with respect to his entering joyously and consciously
into his Lord's presence. For he is at once united with his own
glorified and resurrected body and so made truly a whole person
instantly. There is no waiting, for there is no passage of time on that
side of Jordan. It is only as an accommodation to our present time-
bound consciousness that this interim is spoken of as "sleep." How
else could Scripture have revealed what happens in the transition
out of time into eternity?

I am convinced that this is the prospect for the believer. There is
no loss of consciousness because the spirit is never left without its
appropriate body, and our mortal state is, as soon as we depart this
life, exchanged at once for an unconditional immortality. As we shall
see, not merely the simple logic by which a number of apparently
contradictory statements in Scripture can be beautifully reconciled,
but the nature of eternity as distinct from time guarantees that the
spirit is not actually introduced "unclothed" into the Lord's presence,
but clothed in its own body now made like His. For each departing
saint, this departure from the earthly body means immediate union
with his heavenly body.

The death of the saint thus signals for him the return of the Lord,
that point in experience when He promised He would come again to
receive us unto Himself. It marks, in fact, "that last day" for the
departing believer; and I think it must also mark the last (but fearful)
day for the unbeliever as well. The death of the believer carries that
happy soul instantly forward with all other saints to the Great Day
of his coming to earth in triumph. 

If this seems a difficult concept, I agree! But as we shall see
in the final three chapters, it can be approached by more gradual
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steps in such a way as to be entirely conceivable and wonderfully
agreeable to many passages of Scripture which appear in an entirely
new light.

The resurrection and transformation of the body into a state of
perfection appropriate to the perfected spirit is the climax of the Plan
of Redemption. Regeneration of the spirit in this life is only the
beginning of that process.

Let us now test this hypothesis by examining the data supplied
by Scripture on this subject. 
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Chapter Eleven

THE LORD’S SECOND COMING
THE BIBLICAL DATA

The following are the passages of Scripture upon which my
thesis depends. There are probably other passages which bear on the
matter, but after many years of studying the Bible in the original
languages and testing my ideas on my friends and on small
audiences, I do not think I have missed very many.

Every hypothesis is tentative by its very nature, and mine is no
exception. It can certainly be refined, but it at least forms a starting
point and it may be that by opening up fresh avenues of approach,
other minds of greater precision will be enabled to hit upon the exact
truth.

Some of these passages are expressions of hope (from the Psalms,
for example), others seem almost chance observations (“asides,” as
it were), some are promises made by the Lord Himself (chiefly in the
Gospels), while others are theological in character and categorical in
tone (for the most part from the Epistles).

Finding and analysing this biblical data
I accept without hesitation the position that all Scripture is

inspired and is therefore profitable as source material, sometimes in
unexpected ways. One should keep a constant look-out for further
passages that bear on the issue, which have not hitherto been
recognized as doing so. In my view, “inspiration” can have a range
of meanings. Broadly, I take it to signify that material is, by
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1. Examples of revealed conversations: Genesis 3:4, 5 where the serpent in the Garden of Eden
speaking to Eve, said: “You shall not surely die; for God knows that in the day you eat thereof,
then you eyes shall be opened, and you shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.” In Job 1:6-11
we are told of a scene in the courts of heaven: “Now there was a day when the sons of God
came to present themselves before the Lord, and Satan came also among them... The Lord said
to Satan, ‘Have you considered my servant Job that there is one like him?...Then Satan
answered, “Does Job fear God for nothing? Have you not made a hedge around him… But put
forth your hand now and touch all that he has and he will curse you to your face.” 

inspiration, included within the pages of Holy Writ by God's express
intention, whether it is from some secular source such as existing
records, or is new information resulting directly by revelation, or
appears as a chance observation during the course of a normal
conversation, or even involves the untruthful words of man or Satan
himself.1 Thus statements are included in the Bible either by divine
instruction, or by divine permission, or by revelation.

I am convinced, moreover, that in a great many places, the very
wording is overruled in order to ensure that the message is precisely
conveyed and not merely the general sense given. In expressing
human emotion this may or may not be so important in the ordinary
course of events, but where revealed truth in the abstract is involved,
it seems to me that it would be virtually impossible for ideas or
factual data to be conveyed without the aid of verbal inspiration.
Man often chooses words poorly and consequently misleads his
hearers. It does not seem to me that God would ever do this. But
only rarely can ideas be conveyed by mere images save in
mathematical terms. It is words that are crucial as a rule. To claim
that meaning is inspired but not the wording often seems to me to be
an evasion.

I would also argue that all Scripture has equal value and
authority for whatever reason it came to be included. Any passage
may form part and parcel of the resource material at our disposal.
Obviously not all passages do, but any passage may. The words of
the Lord himself do not, in my view, carry more weight than the
words of Paul or John or James—even though the Lord's words may
have been printed in red ink, as they are in some editions of the
Bible. The whole of Scripture, if it is divinely inspired, has equal
importance, since the One who inspired it is the same Lord
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throughout, whether He was the actual speaker or not.
Thus I make no apology for my literalism but rather tend

towards the view that it is probably the only way in which to
unravel the apparent contradictions that seem clearly to exist
between certain key statements that relate to the things we shall
experience as we make the journey "across Jordan" into the “forever”
world of eternity. 

Here, then is a list of some of the passages to be examined in this
chapter, a list which at first reading seems to give contradictory data
but which we hope to reconcile in the final chapter.

Psalm 17:15 1 Corinthians 15:35-57
Isaiah 26:19 2 Corinthians 4:14
Daniel 12:2 2 Corinthians 5:1-8
Luke 23:42, 43 Philippians 1:23
John 3:13 Philippians 3:21
John 14: 2,3 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18
Acts 2:34 1 John 3:2

Some problem passages, about which there is little if any
agreement as to their meaning or relevance to this issue, will be
found in Appendix I, including these New Testament passages:

Matthew 12:29; 16:18; 27:51-532 Peter 2:4. 5
Ephesians 4:8-10 Jude 6
1 Peter 3:18-20; 4:6 Revelation 1:18; 20:2, 7, 13, 14

I do not propose that these passages should be examined in the
order in which they appear in Scripture, as though God had so
arranged that each succeeding author should add the next piece of
required information before laying down his pen. The Word of God
is not like other books in this respect. In the end, one usually finds
that one has to gather all the available data on any biblical theme
and then reflect upon it before the proper ordering of the data
becomes clear. The synthesis is likely to require that the data then be
re-arranged again and again until, suddenly, like the pieces of a
jigsaw puzzle when correctly assembled, the whole picture emerges
at last. It means that the deeper truths of God are hidden from the
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2. Davidson, A. B., The Theology of the Old Testament, Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1911, p.514.

dilettante, from the casual reader or the idly curious: understanding
is the reward only of diligent search.

Life is like this. We do not discover the meaning of life in an
orderly way by the mere accumulation of facts. Lessons usually
come to us in random order, and it is doubtful if it can ever be fully
understood until it is nearly completed and it comes time to die…

In the laboratory, the same seemingly haphazard accumulation
of data is characteristic of scientific research. Many discoveries are
made in spite of, rather than because of, the available data. The
popular view of the scientist steadily gathering facts, day by day
adding just the right piece of information next required to complete
the picture to date, is far from the truth. Often the next piece of
information actually contradicts the last piece! Time and again one
has to abandon a hypothesis in its current state or modify it quite
radically, until one day a single insight, often coming quite
unsought, provides the missing key. The accumulated data is then
re-assembled, perhaps into a set of entirely new relationships, and
there it is: the meaning of it all at last, the resolution that reconciles
the contradictions! The thrill this gives to the research worker, only
a research worker can know…

A. B. Davidson, in his Theology of the Old Testament makes a very
a propos statement in this regard with respect to biblical research: 

One thing that characterizes Scripture in distinction from
modern literature [wherever authorship is multiple] is that its
deliverances on any subject are consistent throughout. There is
no such violent antithesis of opinion [on its subject matter] as
occurs in modern literature. From beginning to end of the Bible
the view taken of death, for example, and sin, is self-consistent.

But the full view is nowhere presented at once; and hence, in
order to pass a just judgment as to the Scripture's teaching on
such a subject, we have to familiarize ourselves with the whole of
Scripture. The acquiring of this familiarity is not an easy thing. It
takes, I might say, the labour and experience of a life time.2

The study of Scripture is not essentially different from the study
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of Nature. In both, what is hidden from the casual student is often
revealed to the dedicated one, and the discovery of new truths
becomes the most exciting experience imaginable!

This is not to say that novelty has a virtue in itself or that we
should ignore what others before us have mined from the Word of
God. But it is a fact that every branch of organized knowledge,
including theology, has a constant tendency towards crystallization
into a closed system which resists further elaboration or refinement.
Yet it does not do to make such elaborations or refinements too
freely or too quickly. And it is no less unhealthy to be reluctant to
entertain "second thoughts."

Now I have laid some emphasis on the importance of the actual
wording of any text under scrutiny. In the present analysis of the
passages listed above, I may be accused of an unwarranted
dependence upon "jots and tittles." Admittedly I am taking the
wording very seriously and seeking to extract out of the data every
ounce of meaning that can be mined. I believe it is safer to err on this
side than to treat the words casually as though their precise meaning
is a matter of relative indifference so long as we note their broader
implications. At any rate, it is surprising how rewarding such
attention to detail can be—and my own professional life, spent in a
research laboratory, has taught me that it can make all the difference
in the world to what will be discovered.

SECTION 1

The Timing of His Coming

The contradiction: now or later
The first example of two apparently irreconcilable statements to

which I wish to draw attention, will be found in John 14:2-3 and
Luke 23:43. Remember, I am paying strict attention to the actual
wording.

The first is a promise made by the Lord to his disciples, which
has brought enormous comfort and assurance to God's people in
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times of stress. Yet the implications of it, if we take it to mean
precisely what it says, are almost always overlooked and seldom if
ever commented upon from the pulpit. Jesus said (John 14:2, 3),

In my Father's house are many mansions: if it were not so, I
would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you. And if I go
and prepare a place for you, I will come again and receive you
unto myself; that where I am there you may be also.

When is this return? Surely, at the end of the present age and
therefore already nearly 2000 years in the future when the promise
was made. But the Lord made a similar promise to the penitent thief
which implied no such delay in fulfilment. To him, He said: "Verily
I say unto you, Today you shall be with me in paradise" (Luke
23:43). 

Now whatever the word paradise may signify, it is clear that the
thief was to be with the Lord that very day. It seems equally clear
that the disciples were going to be with the Lord only after He returns
the second time. This appears to signify a long wait for the disciples
but an immediate entry for the thief. For the thief, reception was to
be that very day: for the disciples, reception was only to be at the
end of the age. How do we reconcile these two statements?

It is very difficult to re-interpret the promise to the dying thief in
any other way than to take the Lord's words quite literally. And we
seem to have little alternative but to do the same with the Lord's
words (in John 14:3) to the disciples. Yet there appears clearly to be
a contradiction involved.

In short, both promises guarantee a joyful reunion with the Lord,
but it looks as though the thief was to be with the Lord thousands of
years before the Lord's own disciples were to be. They must wait till
He returns...

However, the prospects of the Lord's disciples, when judged by
the statements made in John 14:2 and 3, seem very different from
what Paul anticipates for himself and his readers (as stated in 2
Corinthians 5:1-8):
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For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were
dissolved, we have a building of God, an house not made with
hands, eternal in the heavens. For in this we groan, earnestly
desiring to be clothed upon with our house which is from
heaven: if so be that being clothed we shall not be found naked.

For we that are in this tabernacle do groan, being burdened: not
that we would be unclothed, but clothed upon, that mortality
might be swallowed up by life. Now he who has wrought [made]
us for the self-same thing is God, who has also given unto us the
earnest of the Spirit.

Therefore we are always confident, knowing that whilst we are
at home in the body, we are absent from the Lord: (for we walk
by faith, not by sight).  We are confident, I say, and willing rather
to be absent from the body, and to be present with the Lord.

Now it is true that we don't at all desire to be without
embodiment. What we really desire is a perfect one, such a body as
would cause us no shame whatever in heaven and in the presence of
the Lord who is now clothed in his glorious body. And we are
confident that God has constituted us for this very thing.

Furthermore, we have to believe that the change will be
somehow accomplished instantly, since it is evident that to be absent
from this body is to be present with the Lord, and to be present with
the Lord means to have been “received” by Him, a reception which
is only to occur when He returns. Since it is when He returns that
our bodies are to be resurrected, these things must somehow all
happen at one time.

Paul underscores the immediacy of our entry into his presence
when he says (in Philippians 1:21-23),

For me to live is Christ and to die is gain. But if I live in the
flesh, this is the fruit of my labour, yet what I shall choose, I
know not. For I am in a strait betwixt, having a desire to depart
and be with Christ, which is far better. Nevertheless to abide in the
flesh is more needful for you.

So there really is no reconciliation possible between John 14:3
(which promises a delay) and Luke 23:43 (which, in agreement with
2 Corinthians 5:6-8 and Philippians 1:23, assures us there is no delay)
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3. An equally specific expression of hope for the resurrection of the body is to be found in
Isaiah 26:19, “Your dead shall live, together with my dead body shall they arise. Awake and
sing, you who dwell in the dust … the earth shall cast out the dead.
4. The death of any individual is spoken of as a “sleep” in which they join their ancestors who
have died already.  See the usual phrase, “So Ahab slept with his fathers...“ (1 Kings 22:40).

unless we assume that the thief's Today is just another way of expressing
the promise to the disciples When I come again. Thus that particular
"Today" of the thief was (or is) coincident with that "When I come
again."

Old Testament view
Now David's expressed wishes bear out the same seemingly con-

tradictory circumstance. In Psalm 17:15 he says, “As for me, I will
behold your face in righteousness [i.e., when I have been made
perfect]:  I shall be satisfied when I awake with your likeness.”

There is no question that to "awake" means to be resurrected.3
This is true whether the context refers to the saved or the unsaved,
as Daniel 12:2 makes clear: “Many of them that sleep in the dust of
the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life and some to shame
and everlasting contempt.” 

In a similar manner the word “sleep” means death. In the New
Testament 'sleep' seems to be reserved for the saints, no mention
being made of the unsaved. In the Old Testament, the death of any
individual is spoken of as a “sleep” in which they join their ancestors
who have already died.4 Daniel 12:2 makes it clear that the unsaved
do indeed sleep in death and thus are asleep at this moment, since
the resurrection to Judgment has not yet taken place for them. Thus
there is clearly an interval of some length in the light of the
Scriptures, separating the time of dying and the time of awakening
for the saved and the unsaved alike.

But certainly David closely associates two events he is eager to
experience: (1) his acquisition of “likeness” to the Lord, and (2) his
awakening from the dead. Both of these events, we know from other
passages, belong to the time of the Lord's return. Of the first
experience we have precise confirmation in 1 John 3:2 which reads,
"Beloved, we are even now the sons of God, and it does not yet
appear what we shall be: but we know that when He shall appear,
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5. Acts 13:22: “I [God] have found David, the son of Jesse, a man after my own heart, who shall
fulfill all my will.” 

we shall be like Him: for we shall see Him as He is." Thus David's
expectation was the same as ours: to see the Lord when He comes
again and at once to be made like Him.

But with respect to the second experience, we know that David
did not at once pass into the Lord's presence, since years after
David's death, the Lord Himself told his listeners that no one had yet
ascended into heaven (John 3:13). It is true that this was spoken
before the Lord had died and risen again, but we find Peter re-
affirming the fact (Acts 2:34), making particular mention of David.
He said, "For David is not yet ascended into the heavens."

Thus we have to ask again, How does the immediacy of which
Paul speaks come about? And how do we understand the Lord's
words to the thief if even David, a man after God's own heart5 has
not yet entered into the Lord's presence? How do we understand
Paul's assurance if, according to the Lord Himself, no man at all has
yet ascended into heaven?

Is reconciliation possible?
It seems to me that we have been settling for a very imprecise

picture of events which will transpire between death and the
resurrection of the body, in spite of the fact that we have at the same
time been comforting ourselves in the persuasion that we are quite
sure about what is to happen. This seems very unsatisfactory, and it
is strange that the difficulty has not been faced up to long before this.
Of course, it has been wrestled with by a few, but the tendency has
been to gloss over the problems created by such passages and to
assure ourselves that there is no delay really in our entry into the
Lord's presence, and that the delay in respect to our new bodies is of
little importance. We really do not need these bodies.

Personally, I am convinced we shall be at once with the Lord, but
I am equally convinced we do need our bodies. I am also convinced
there will be no delay in receiving the latter, but that nevertheless
there will be an interval. It is possible to reconcile these apparent
contradictions. Let us therefore pursue the subject a little further by
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examining carefully one of the most precise statements that Paul has
made about the events which accompany the Lord's return.

SECTION 2

The Order of Joining Him at His Coming

The precedence of the dead over the living
One of the most elaborate and precisely worded portions of

Scripture dealing with the events surrounding the passage of the
saints into the presence of the Lord is to be found in 1 Thessalonians
4:13-18. It is also one of the most difficult to deal with successfully
because the implications of it are highly complex in view of the fact
that it is a time of re-union not only of departed spirits with their
resurrected bodies but also of saints who are still living at the time of
the Lord's return with their transformed bodies.

The passage deserves (and requires) very careful analysis. It
reads as follows (1 Thessalonians 4:13-18):

I would not have you to be ignorant, brethren, concerning them
which are asleep, that you sorrow not, even as others who have
no hope. For if we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so
them also which sleep in Jesus will God bring with Him. (verses
13 and 14)

For this we say unto you by the Word of the Lord [i.e., by
inspiration] that we which are alive and remain unto the coming
of the Lord shall not precede them which are asleep. (verse 15)

For the Lord Himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with
the voice of the archangel and with the trump of God: and the
dead in Christ shall rise first: then we which are alive and remain
shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord
in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord. (verses 16, 17)

Wherefore comfort one another with these words. (verse 18)

There are several rather special things about these verses. In the
first place, Paul makes it clear that he views what he is about to say
as particularly important. He says, by way of preface, "I don't want
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6. Paul speaks of the order of events at His Second Coming: “The Lord himself shall descend
from heaven with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and with the trump of God: and the
dead in Christ [i.e., Christians who have departed this scene] shall rise first: then we which are
alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the
air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord” (1 Thessalonians 4:16, 17). That is, not simply “the
bodies of the dead” but “the dead” -- those persons who have died—“will rise to meet the Lord
in the air.” What else can this possibly signify than that those who have departed have not yet
met the Lord, but will do so when He descends from heaven?

you to be ignorant, brethren—what I am about to say to you is
intended above all to be a comfort and a reassurance. And for this
reason I also want you to know that I have received this detailed
information as from the Lord! I speak as a prophet of God: 'Thus
says the Lord'."

What is he actually telling us?

When will the dead in Christ be raised?
The environment, in which the Thessalonian Christians had

grown up was a far from reassuring one when it came to current
beliefs about the fate of the dead. Many probably shared the very
nebulous “hope” of the Greek philosophers who followed Plato in
the belief that no certainty was possible, though logic seemed in
favour of some kind of shadowy existence that might not be too bad.
According to Plato, Socrates did believe that there were probably
gods in that after-world, and he expressed the pious hope that they
would be good, not evil. Socrates was not even certain that any
human beings would be there, though he himself seems to have felt
reasonably confident of being present—which was a fine piece of
conceit! There was, of course, no concern for re-embodiment: that
was considered undesirable. 

But Paul wants God's people to know with absolute certainty
that when the Lord returns, He will first raise those who have died
in the faith and then will He call up to be with Himself those of his
people who at that moment are still alive.6 So shall we all—the
departed saints and the still living alike—join together, transformed
and made perfect in spirit and body, to be thereafter forever with the
Lord. The living will not go first to join Him, but those who have
already departed this life in the faith. Their bodies will be raised
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from the dust, and they will be instantly reconstituted as whole
persons. Then will the still living join their brethren in the Lord in
the most marvellous assembly that the mind can conceive. It seems
clear that these events follow one another in rapid succession.

In what form do the dead exist
Let us now try to imagine exactly what it is that God will have

the Lord "bring" with Him (verse 14) when He returns. The language
is very specific.

Since the spirit returns to God at death and is there presumably
preserved in God's keeping until it is to be reunited with its body
again, and since there is reason to believe that the spirit without the
body is not a conscious entity but only one component of personal
identity, we have to try to visualize in what form these spirits are
brought back by Jesus to the earth.

Clearly they are brought back specifically for the purpose of
completion by union with their resurrected bodies, which thus
reconstitutes them as whole persons. To view them as mere
"essences" of soul-stuff rather than conscious beings is difficult
admittedly. It may therefore help to consider a parallel situation
which must surely occur at the ensoulment of every newborn child.
The situation is, therefore, by no means without precedent.

In the generation of every one of us, our parents supply the
body, but it is God who forms the spirit and infuses it into the body
when that body is ready to receive it. What precisely is it that God
infuses? It is surely not a finished, fully formed personality, though
it may indeed have the potential structure necessary for the
personality which God intends shall develop. Evidently, what God
infuses is a potential, some essence, or some "substance," as Thomas
Aquinas would have used the word. It is not a physical substance but
spiritual; not substance in the concrete sense but substantial in the
sense that it is a reality, albeit a spiritual one. 

Perhaps the nearest approximation we might have is that of an
angelic being immediately after his creation. By this I do not mean
we are embodied angels, but that what God creates is not simply a
cloud with no defined boundaries. It is something sufficiently
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7. Chapter 12 of Ecclesiastes carries this implication, describing the loss of function and
deterioration of the human body: “then shall the dust return to the earth as it was: and the
spirit shall return unto God who gave it.”
8. Luke 8:41, 42, 49-55: “A man named Jairus … begged him [Jesus] to come to his house. For
he had an only daughter, about twelve years of age, and she lay dying. But as he [Jesus] went
… one came [from Jairus’ house] saying, ‘Your daughter is dead: trouble not the Master.’ But
when Jesus heard it he said, ‘Fear not, only believe, and she shall be made whole.’ When he
came to the house... all were weeping and bewailing her, and he said, ‘Weep not, she is not
dead, but sleeps’ They laughed him to scorn, knowing that she was dead. He put them all out.
He took her by the hand, and called, saying, ‘Maid, arise.’ And her spirit came again, and she
arose immediately.”
9. See for example Job 34:14, 15: “If he [God] set his heart upon a man, if he gather unto himself
his [man’s] spirit and breath, all flesh shall perish together, and man shall turn again unto
dust.” The Psalmist said, “Into your hand I commit my spirit: you have redeemed me, O Lord
God of truth” (Psalm 31:5). And “they stoned Stephen as he was calling upon God, and saying,
Lord Jesus, receive my spirit” (Acts 7:59).
10. But does the spirit pass back and forth? Is it not a “one way street?” Where was Lazarus’
spirit in those four days? There seem to be three situations possible:  a) in death, the spirit
leaves the body; b) in resuscitation, the spirit returns to the body; and c) in resurrection, the
body is reunited with the spirit.  The difference in the latter two is that in resuscitation both the
body and the spirit are unchanged whereas in resurrection it is a new body re-united with a
perfected spirit. Death occurs when the body no longer permits expression of the spirit
whereas in resuscitation the body is brought, by external means, to a condition which permits,
once again, expression of the spirit. Whether the spirit had really left the body in such a case
is a moot point. In “out-of-body experiences (OBEs) where people recount experiences of
“having gone to heaven” (or otherwise), it is doubtful that death has actually occurred, since
it is not possible for a memory to be engrammed if the “machinery” is not operating. The author, on
November 27, 1983, suffered within two hours four cardiac arrests, yet had no memory of events for
almost twelve hours, even though in that period he carried on normal conversations with nurses and
friends. So even when a person is clinically pronounced dead by doctors, it appears that OBEs are really
evidence, not of death, but of life
11. On what constitutes a person, see Martin Chemnitz, The Two Natures of Christ, translated by J. A.
O. Preuss, St. Louis, Missouri, Concordia Press, 1971, pp.92, 94, 100.

identifiable that it can be spoken of as taken back again by God unto
Himself when the body is no longer able to house it appropriately.7

The accounts we have of persons brought back to life, like the
daughter of Jairus, for example,8 indicate something of this sort
where it is said that her spirit returned again. From whence does it
return, if not from God, since it returned to God in death?9 Evidently
the spirit has two places of rest: in the body or in God's keeping, and
it passes back and forth between the two.10 

What is it that thus comes and goes, passing back and forth
between its body and its Creator? We assume it is a person, but such
an assumption poses some problems which seem insoluble11—
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12. Paul says, “Our citizenship is in heaven, from whence we look for the Saviour, the Lord
Jesus Christ, who will change our vile body that it may be fashioned like his glorious body”
(Philippians 3:20). This transformation is evidently a passport to heavenly citizenship.
13. Ezekiel 37:1-10: “The hand of the Lord was upon me [Ezekiel], and…set me down in the
midst of a valley which was full of bones…and lo, they were very dry. He said to me, ‘Son of
man, can these bones live?’ And I answered, ‘O Lord GOD, you know.’ Again he said unto me,
‘Prophesy upon these bones, and say unto them, O you dry bones, hear the word of the LORD.
Thus says the Lord GOD unto these bones: Behold, I will cause breath to enter into you, and
you shall live: and I will lay sinews upon you, and will bring up flesh upon you, and cover you
with skin, and put breath in you, and you shall live: and you shall know that I am the Lord.’
So I prophesied as I was commanded…there was a noise, and behold a shaking, and the bones

problems which relate to the part played in the acquisition of
conscious identity by its re-union with the resurrected body. 

It cannot really be doubted that we need a body for conscious
existence in this world. Nor can it be doubted that we need a body
in the next world; otherwise, the Lord would not bring the spirits of
the departed saints with Him when He returns in order expressly to
re-unite them with their bodies.12 And why are those “who are alive
and remain at his coming” first clothed in a transformed body before
being admitted to that happy throng? For we are told clearly that
there is at that moment to be a change.

To the last question, the only answer must be that those who
remain alive at his coming are not to be joined with the dead in
Christ by being converted into ghosts, but rather the spirits of those
who have already died in the Lord are to be embodied again and so
made like the transformed living. We have here presumptive
evidence that the union of the living saints with the departed saints is
possible only by embodiment of the departed saints to match the living, not
by disembodiment of the living saints to correspond with the dead.

If this were not the case, we would have to ask why those alive
at his coming do not merely shed their bodies and rise like birds out
of an imprisoning cage. In short, it must be because, as the body
without the spirit is inert, so the SPIRIT WITHOUT THE BODY IS
INERT, ALSO. Neither one is a person without the other.

Perhaps these dead bodies do not arise to meet their spirits in the
air but arise because these spirits are first infused into them in the
earth so that they everywhere stand up whole and perfected as
people, like the dry bones in Ezekiel's valley.13 
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came together, bone to his bone. And when I beheld, lo, the sinew and flesh came up upon
them, and the skin covered them above, but there was no breath in them. Then said he unto
me, ‘Prophesy unto the wind … say to the wind, Thus says the Lord GOD: Come from the four
winds, O breath, and breathe upon these slain, that they may live.’ So I prophesied as he
commanded me, and the breath came into them and they lived, and stood up upon their feet,
an exceeding great army.” 
14. The “immediacy” as promised to the thief (“Today you shall be with me in paradise:” Luke
23:43) and expected by Paul (“to be absent from the body and to be present with the Lord:” 2
Corinthians 5:8), and the implied delay to the disciples “I will come again and receive you unto
myself that where I am, there you may be also:” John 14:3).
15. In fact, the problem is rather complicated. The thief on the cross was promised, “Today you
shall be with me in paradise” (Luke 23:43). Was the Lord (as God) in Paradise while Jesus (the
man) was actually in the grave? Surely he was, as to his manhood, in the grave.  And it must,
I think, be assumed that it is as a man that He said (to the thief) “You shall be with ME.” For it
is as MAN that he is to come again that we may be with Him (“where I am,” as He told the
disciples, John 14:3). Thus it cannot be argued that the thief received a promise that “on that
very day” he would be accompanying the Lord as God (i.e., in his divine person) as He went
to announce his victory over death to the spirits in prison (1 Peter 3:19). While his body lay in
the tomb, Jesus existed as God: but not as MAN. So the thief, a man, could in no way have been
with Him who was God only. Thus the promise could not in fact have meant “Today” in the
temporal sense but only in the experiential sense. 

These resurrected saints, made alive and reconstituted by the
awakening of their bodies out of their long sleep, rise up to meet the
Lord first. Only then are we "who are alive and remain caught up
together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air: and so
shall we ever be with the Lord." Thus we are all brought together
into the Lord's presence at the same instant—the instant of his
coming again. Those asleep in Jesus precede us by a mere moment.

Problem of delay still unresolved
Yet, while we may have pointed up the problem of reconciling

such promises of immediacy with the foreseen delay,14 we have not
resolved it.15 

Even in this “pointing up” of the problem I shall no doubt be
accused of speculation and “going beyond the evidence.“
Speculating I am certainly doing; going beyond the evidence is a
matter of opinion—though all rethinking is viewed as this by those
who prefer established confusion to novel truth.

But speculation which may be anathema to the cautious
theologian is the very life-blood of the scientist, though called by
another name: hypothesizing. No one would deny that in science it
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has proved a most fruitful exercise in advancing understanding of
natural law.

If, as many would think, theology is also to be viewed as a
"science," may it not be time to set ourselves free from the stigma
attached to speculation and attempt to exercise our God-given
imaginative skills in the interests of extending our understanding of
the Word of God just as the scientific community has extended its
understanding of the works of God? I speak as a scientist by training
and profession, but also as a dedicated Bible student by inclination.

How else than by asking bold questions shall we advance our
grasp of the meaning of Scripture in some areas which hitherto, by
our more timid and conservative methods, have remained so poorly
elucidated that there are almost as many conflicting explanations and
interpretations as there are students? It is clear that we need a new
key and a fresh look. This is particularly so in view of Paul's opening
remark, "I would not have you to be ignorant," and in view of his
insistence that he had received what he wrote very specifically as "by
the word of the Lord." We must surely apply ourselves very
seriously to any passage so singled out by its author as this one is.

It may seem an absurd thing that God should preserve some
essence of spiritual identity that represents the individual, a mere
"essence" having no consciousness. But is this more difficult for God
than to preserve some form of physical identity that represents each
individual's body which can be called into being at his will though it
has long since returned to the dust or been effectively annihilated in
an atomic explosion? With God all things are possible.

Perhaps it is sufficient that God should preserve our spirits as a
kind of memory in the divine mind to be later re-created at will,
something after the order of what the neurophysiologist would call
an engram in the brain, a construct easily recovered when the
operator "presses the right button." After all, nothing existed until
God had created it. Out of what did the forms of animals, trees,
rocks, metals, anything in fact, arise into being save that each was
first a thought in the mind of God? Until He spoke, it was not done.
Surely He did not speak without first having a thought to express.
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16. 1 Thessalonians 5:9-11: “For God has not appointed us to wrath but to obtain salvation by
our Lord Jesus Christ who died for us that, whether we wake or sleep, we should live together
with him. Wherefore, comfort yourselves together.”

Such thoughts in the mind of God were realities in the strictest sense
though not yet physical ones.

So, then, it will not be any more difficult for God to reconstitute
the dead in Christ, body and spirit alike, when the time comes for
the Lord's return. This is in fact what it means to "raise up" in many
cases; as Paul says, "Knowing this that He who raised up the Lord
Jesus shall raise up us also by Jesus, and shall present us with you"
(2 Corinthians 4:14). Wonderful, is this! God will “present us,” and
the Lord will “receive us!” We are none of us to appear single and
alone; we are all to be presented together, "us with you," Paul
affirms. We go into his presence as a family.

But if we all go into the Lord's presence together, does this
include the penitent thief? Since our reception is future, how then
did he enter into the presence of the Lord that very day? Either the
thief’s passage has been delayed or ours is somehow to be advanced.
Who adjusts to whom? All that seems certain at the moment is that
we shall all go to meet the Lord together. It is this which underlies
Paul’s exhortation to comfort one another."16

SECTION 3

The Nature of our Resurrected Body at His Coming

The timing and nature of the resurrected body
But it is natural that we should also want to know what kind of

a body we shall have when we join the great assembly of the Lord's
people and make the journey out of time. Paul spells out for us, in 1
Corinthians 15:35-57, how a spiritual body is possible and what kind
of relationship it bears to our present one. This passage, illuminated
by many others in Scripture, forms a kind of base on which to make
some predictions. Several key points can be affirmed with a fair
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17. So the Greek: “After [the resurrection] he [Jesus] appeared in another form (en hetera
morphe)” Mark 16:12.

degree of assurance. I have broken up this passage into three
segments, each followed by a comment.

Transformed, yet the same

But some man will say, How are the dead raised up? and, With
what body do they come?

You fool, that which you sow is not quickened, except it die;
and that which you sow, you sow not that body that shall be, but
bare grain, it may chance of wheat, or of some other grain. But
God gives it a body as it has pleased him, to every seed its own body.

All flesh is not the same flesh: but there is one kind of flesh of
men, another flesh of beasts, another of fishes, and another of
birds. There are also celestial bodies, and bodies terrestrial; but
the glory of the celestial is one, and the glory of the terrestrial is
another. There is one glory of  the sun, and another glory of the
moon, and another glory of the stars; for one star differs from
another star in glory.

So also is the resurrection of the dead. It is sown in corruption,
it is raised in incorruption. It is sown in dishonour, it is raised in
glory. It is sown in weakness, it is raised in power. It is sown a
natural body, it is raised a spiritual body. There is a natural body,
and there is a spiritual body.

(1 Corinthians 15:35-44)

Comment
It pleased God to establish in nature a principle of correspon-

dence for every form of life which reproduces itself by being planted
in the earth. What springs up is recognizably a derivative: the second
generation is like the parent form, and yet has a new individuality
of its own—the same species of seeds are harvested but not the same
actual seeds. Even the Lord's body "planted in the earth" emerged in
a different form (en hetero morphe,17) though still identifiably his very
own. There is in each “planting” a genuine continuity between what
is sown and what is reaped. This is true in nature and it is true also
as to the supernatural harvest of which Paul is speaking. What is to
be raised will retain that much of the character of the original to
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18. The substantiality of his body: “… when the doors were shut where the disciples were
assembled . . . Jesus came and stood in the midst and said, Peace be unto you. When he had so
said he showed them his hands and his side” (John 20:19), and “Behold my hands and my feet,
that it is I myself; handle me, and see, for a ghost has not flesh and bones as you see I have”
(Luke 24:39).“While [the disciples] yet believed not for joy, and wondered, he [Jesus] said,
‘Have you here any meat?’ And they gave him  a piece of a broiled fish, and of an honeycomb,
and he took it, and did eat before them.” Luke 24:41-43. It seems clear that he did this on more
than one occasion -- perhaps on many occasions, in fact. Peter tells us that chosen witnesses
“did eat and drink with him after he rose from the dead” (Acts 10:41). What proof of the reality
of his glorified body could be more convincing? In another connection, we have already
referred to one of the post-resurrection scenes in which the Lord had prepared a breakfast for
his disciples. Here we seem to have a highly physical manipulation of coals of fire, of fish, and
of bread. One only has to ask oneself how He lit the fire, and where He obtained the fish and
the loaves, to realize how completely the Lord was able to enter into the physical environment
of the disciples even while He was able at the same time to be completely independent of it.
19. Luke 24:31: “… as he [Jesus] sat at meat with them, he took bread, and blessed it, and brake,
and gave to them.  And their eyes were opened, and they knew him: and he vanished out of
their sight.”

establish unequivocal identity. The important point is that a true
correspondence will be preserved: "to every seed its own body."

Even Job rested secure in the hope that he, too, would see the
Lord for himself. As he put it, "I know that my redeemer lives and
that he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth: and although
after [worms have destroyed] my skin, worms [shall also] destroy
my body, yet in my flesh shall I see God: whom I shall see for myself,
and my own eyes shall behold: [I myself] and no other" (Job 19:25-27).

The relevance for us of what is implied by the phrase en hetero
morphe (as applied to the Lord's body ) is to found in Paul's
statement in which he says that the Lord Jesus Christ will change
this abject body of ours in order that it may be refashioned “like unto
his glorious body” (Philippians 3:21). 

Consider, then, what his resurrected and glorified body was
capable of. He could pass at will through solid walls or locked doors
and yet, if He so desired, He could be touched and handled as
though his body were as materially solid as the hands or fingers that
reached out to touch Him. He could prove the substantiality of his
flesh by taking food and eating it before their eyes and yet a few
moments later vanish—and the food ingested was so absorbed by
his body that it vanished with him!18 At the home of his two friends
in Emmaus, He sat at supper and took bread and broke it,19 thereby
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20. Some thoughts on the reality of an invisible spiritual body: God is so pure as a substance
(i.e., like a perfect sheet of glass) that our earthly eyes could look right through him and never
detect his presence. The Lord Jesus in his resurrection body can likewise be present with us
and yet be wholly invisible. But He can “open” our eyes, and then, our “converted” vision
made momentarily concordant with his reality, we shall suddenly be able to see Him perfectly.
When we have a body like his glorified body, our present means of response will be concordant
with his means of communicating his presence… Suddenly, “we shall see him as He is, because
we shall be like Him” (1 John 3:2)! Undoubtedly He can in like manner “open” our ears so that
we can hear his voice—not it objectively. Similarly, we shall be able to reach out and make
objective contact with Him, “handle Him” and prove the objective reality of his immediate
presence. In short, as He was (and is) in His glorified boy, so shall we be in ours and what He
could do with that body we shall do with ours. The dream of simply soaring freely through
space by a mere act of will, or breaking through barriers, or total freedom of passage anywhere
and everywhere will be ours. Time and space as limitations will be no more, they will both be
open sesames to achievement beyond our wildest dreams. In due course, the New Heaven and
the New Earth will be designed to enhance the potential of this new achievement to the full.
21. Acts 1:11: “This same Jesus who is taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like
manner as you have seen him go into heaven”; Zechariah 14:4, 5: “his feet shall stand in that
day upon the Mount of Olives … and the LORD my God shall come, and all the saints with
you”; John 14:3: “I will come again and receive you unto myself.”
22. 1 John 3:2:  “We know that when he shall appear, we shall be like him, for we shall see him
as he is.” 

proving (as did almost every act during this wonderful forty-day
resurrection period) that the spiritual quality of his body which
allowed Him to appear and disappear at will, in no way prevented
him from penetrating the old familiar environment of his earthly
residence nor from acting physically upon the materials that were
natural to that environment.20

How clearly this shows that the transformed bodies we are to
have will not be barred from the familiar things of this earth even
though we shall transcend their limitations. Nor will such
participation be denied us when we return with Him to share his
glory during the Millennium.

We shall share the kind of "materialization" He was able to
assume during those forty days because when He returns we are
always to be in his company and shall surely have some part to play.
Our spiritual bodies will be capable of doing these simple and
beautiful things that His spiritual body was capable of doing. The
Lord is to return exactly as He went and to return with all his saints,
with us, no less!21 We have every assurance that we shall be like
Him.22 This likeness is so specifically stated that it must mean that
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23. Revelation 21:4: “God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes and there shall be no more
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain: for the former things
are passed away.”

during the Millennium we shall enjoy the same unique experience
of repenetration of this earthly environment as He will.

Although, with respect to our bodies, that which is raised up is
the same "species" of body, it will not be the same body. It will be
metamorphosed. In our case (though not in the Lord's), what is
defective will be healed, what has been mortalized by sin will
become immortal, what is corrupted will be incorruptible, what is
feeble is to be full of power, what is now vulnerable to a thousand
kinds of injury will be totally invulnerable. Here the important point
is that while identity will have been preserved, it will be a body
endowed with entirely new potential. There will be no more thirst, no
more hunger, no more pain or hurt or tears, no more aging or death,
and no more limitations of time and space.23

Transformed, but with a different energy source

And so it is written, The first man Adam was made a living
soul; the last Adam a  quickening spirit. Howbeit that was not
first which is spiritual, but that which is natural; and afterward
that which is spiritual. 

The first man is of the earth, earthy: the second man is the Lord
from heaven. As is the earthy, such are they also that are earthy:
and as is the heavenly, such are they also that are heavenly. And
as we have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear the
image of the heavenly. 

Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of God; neither does corruption inherit incorruption. 

(1 Corinthians 15:45-50)

Comment
Our present body is dependent upon food and oxygen as the

source of its physical energy. In that world the source of energy will be
of a different kind, a kind that will free us from all the circumspections
of matter and space (and therefore of time also), and so of any
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24. For an example of the phrase “flesh and blood” see Matthew 16:17: where Jesus, speaking
to Peter said, “flesh and blood has not revealed it to you”; John 1:13: “...who were born not of
blood, nor of the will of the flesh”; 1 Corinthians 15:50:  “flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of God”;  and Hebrews 2:14: “as the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he
[Jesus] likewise took part of the same.” 
25. For the phrase “flesh and bone” see Ephesians 5:30: “for we are members of his body, of his
flesh and of his bones.” 
26. Ezekiel 37:7: “…there was a noise…and a shaking, and the bones came together, bone to
his bone.”

dependence upon the present world order—"first that which is
natural, and afterwards that which is spiritual," as Paul puts it.

As to the source of energy of this spiritual body, we really know
nothing for certain. We may conceivably have a clue, however, in
Luke 24:39, when the Lord chose his words carefully in saying,
"Handle me, and see; for a spirit has not flesh and bones as you see
me have."

The phrase "flesh and bones" is not a normal one, the more
familiar words being rather "flesh and blood." I cannot believe that
this change in wording was accidental. The usual form is common
enough,24 but when Paul speaks of our new relationship to the Lord,
he too avoids the phrase "flesh and blood," calling us rather
members of "his flesh and of his bones."25 This surely is not
accidental either.

It is striking that what remains in the grave longer than the rest
of the body is the skeleton, the bones. The Lord took from his tomb
all that might have left any doubt as to the identity of his person,
even retaining the evidence of his wounds. Perhaps our bones will
be gathered together, too, no matter what has happened to them,
and then re-assembled as they were reassembled in Ezekiel's
valley.26 

I believe firmly that when the Lord returns, it is to assume
kingship over this present world, to rule in righteousness for a
period of time which we refer to as the Millennium. It is at this time
that, as co-workers with Him, we shall need to be able to move back
and forth between two worlds, a heavenly one and an earthly one,
even as He was able to do with complete freedom and with no
incongruity during those forty post-resurrection days. Once this old
world is done away with and we live entirely in a new heaven and
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27. The Lord’s return: “…and the Lord my God shall come and all the saints with thee”
(Zechariah 14:5);  and “Enoch, the seventh from Adam, prophesied…the Lord comes with ten
thousands of his saints” (Jude 14)
28. The following verse give details of this new kingdom: “The desert shall rejoice and blossom
like the rose…the ransomed of the Lord shall return with songs…joy and gladness, and sorrow
and sighing shall flee away” (Isaiah 35:1, 10); “In the days of these kings shall the God of
heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed, and the kingdom shall not be left to
other people…it shall stand forever” (Daniel 2:44).
29. Harmony in nature: “The wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down
with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and fatling together  and a little child shall lead
them. The cow and the bear shall feed; their young ones shall lie down together, and the lion
shall eat straw like the ox…they shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain, for the
earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea” (Isaiah 11:6, 7, 9).
30. Agelessness: Isaiah 65:20: “There shall be no more thence an infant of days, nor an old man
that has not filled his days, for the child shall die an hundred years old.” 

a new earth, it seems likely that no such dual form of existence will
be needed since our transformed bodies will be completely
concordant with the new kind of universe: no back-and-forth
movement will be needed. 

When the Lord returns, we are going to be part of his entourage27

and His return is specifically to rule a Kingdom upon earth in which
righteousness will triumph over wickedness.28 Many details of this
Kingdom are provided in Scripture. It is to be an idyllic Kingdom,
where nature and man will be at peace, where the wolf and the lamb
will live together and the lion shall eat straw like the ox, and where
there will be neither hurt nor harm in any part of his Kingdom.29 The
primal youthfulness of man will be restored and a pre-Flood
longevity will be recovered but without its violence or evil
consequences.30 In this government, the saints are surely to play a
part, moving freely in  and out of time and effortlessly crossing the
line between the physical world and the spiritual world. For us, this
will be a situation comparable to that of the Lord before his
ascension. It is a circumstance which belongs only to the period of
the Lord's kingship upon this present earth.

I am well aware that the details of these events as they are to be
witnessed on earth are not interpreted by all students of the Bible in
the same way. But I am convinced that there are some certainties
stated here in such unequivocal terms that they can hardly be
questioned. The Lord's return will be as personal and as real an
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31. The Lord’s return: Acts 1:11: “This same Jesus who is taken up from you into heaven, shall
so come in like manner as you have seen him go into heaven.” 

event as His ascension was. He will so come in like manner.31 He is
coming to establish a Kingdom in righteousness, a Kingdom upon
earth, a Kingdom which takes cognizance of nature as well as of man.
This earthly Kingdom will be worldwide but it will come to an end;
and when it does, it will mark the end of the present physical order.
The new heaven and the new earth will replace it and it will be a
universe which does not experience any "running down."

The saints in this world are bound to its natural order. In the
righteous Kingdom which the Lord is to establish when He returns,
the saints in their transformed bodies will be free to move from one
world to the other. In the end, when the new heaven and the new
earth are established, such back-and-forth movement will no longer
be necessary since heaven and earth will once again form a true
universe in which the secular and the spiritual are completely fused.
 There may be disagreement as to how these events succeed one
another in their ordering, but anyone who accepts the Scriptures as
the touchstone of truth can hardly question that the reality of these
events was clearly assumed by the writers themselves.

Transformed, instantly and permanently

Behold, I show you a mystery. We shall not all sleep, but we
shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at
the last trump: for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be
raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed. For this
corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put
on immortality.

So when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and
this mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought
to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in
victory.

O death, where is your sting? 0 grave, where is your victory?
The sting of death is sin; and the strength of sin is the law. But
thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ." 

(1 Corinthians 15:51-57)
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32. Isaiah 66:22: “For the new heavens and the new earth which I will make … shall remain
before me…”
33. Matthew 24:42-44: “If the goodman of the house had known in what watch the thief would
come, he would have watched and would not have suffered his house to be broken up.
Therefore be also ready; for in such an hour as you think not, the Son of Man will come.” 
34. Scripture is quite unequivocal about the certainty of death: “It is appointed unto men once
to die” (Hebrews 9:27); “in Adam all die” (1 Corinthians 15:22); “… death passed upon all men“
(Romans 5:12). Yet Paul also says, does he not, that we shall not all die because those who
survive to the Second Coming will be caught up into the air without tasting death (1
Corinthians 15:51). However, he does not say that not all shall die but rather that not all shall

Comment
So we shall experience a change by which our bodies will be

fitted for life on a far higher plane in an entirely new environment
with a different principle of operation. The change will be
instantaneous, "in the twinkling of an eye"—not like the change of
a chrysalis into a butterfly, which takes time.

Because we are designed to live in a new heaven and a new
earth, a unique feature of which will be that they will remain
forever,32 so our bodies will accordingly never again be subject to
senile decay or wearing out either. Thus the form of the human
body, made inconceivably beautiful by its re-creation in perfection,
will never spoil with age. I do not doubt that each body will have a
beauty that is unique to its possessor and wholly reflective of the
personality which animates it. No human society on earth will ever
have witnessed such "beautiful people."

The suddenness of this departure to be with the Lord is often
spoken of in Scripture as to its selective nature. Compare, for
example, how one is to be taken and one is to be left, where a couple
may be working together in the field or even when they have
[perhaps] retired for the night. As for the unexpectedness of it, the
Lord warned that He would come as a thief in the night.33 

The change will be permanent since the energy source will be
inexhaustible. Scientists will recognize this as a universe free from
the law of entropy. When man was created he was in such a position
that he could die but was under no necessity of doing so: i.e., death
was a possibility only. After man was fallen, the situation radically
changed. He was now destined to die: death has become a
certainty.34 In the new universe the situation will once more be
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sleep—which is an entirely different thing. On this problem of translation “without tasting of
death,” see Appendix III, Elijah and Enoch
35. While teaching his disciples, Jesus said, “Every scribe who is instructed into [concerning]
the kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that is an householder, who brings forth out of his
treasure things new and old” (Matthew 13:52).

radically changed and death, being abolished, will be an impossibility.

The quest continues
Such, then, are the basic data which underlie the perceived

problems surrounding the nature of the intermediate state. And such
are the basic data which any acceptable resolution must accom-
modate successfully. It is, in my view, an exciting quest and full of
promise.

The redemption that is in Christ Jesus by no means finds its goal
in the present order of things. The universe as it now exists (within
which our existence is framed) is only a stage in a process of
preparation for the glory which is yet to be revealed for all who are
in Christ.

As we shall see from the brief survey in the next chapter of how
commentators in the past have sought to resolve these problems, the
problems themselves, though clarified, have unfortunately remained
unresolved.

One possible way out of the dilemma—and an exciting way out,
though one which requires a certain perceptiveness and genuinely
challenges the mind—is the subject of the final chapter of this
volume. Perhaps one of its most rewarding features is the manner in
which it freshly illuminates passages of Scripture hitherto largely
ignored in discussions of this subject. It does indeed bring new
treasures out of old.35
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Chapter Twelve

SURVEY OF THOUGHT
REGARDING THE INTERMEDIATE STATE

The problem of the soul's state during the interval between death
and the resurrection of the body has been recognized, of course, ever
since the closing of the New Testament canon. The idea of a period
of waiting has always tempted more creative minds to fill the space
with imaginative happenings. The tendency to moralize about these
happenings and turn them into some kind of purgatorial scenario
has been natural enough. Once begun, the process invited
elaboration and such works as Dante's Divine Comedy were the
almost inevitable outcome.

By the time of the Reformation, such scenarios had acquired so
gross a quality that the whole idea of purgatory was vehemently
repudiated in Protestant theology. Yet the circumstances which had
inspired the concept remained. How was the soul engaged in that
interval?

Our minds are so constituted that we find it disturbing to have to admit
that the future beyond the grave holds some rather critical unknowns. This
is particularly so when we seem to have such clear and reassuring promises
about the situation relating to either end of the interval. Even so, to this day
the nature of this interim period continues to be a matter of dispute.

Soul’s state in the interval: either conscious or unconscious
Only two "solutions" have found wide acceptance among Christian

people. The first is not really a solution at all but merely a more candid
statement of the problem itself: we shall experience a tentatively happy,
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half-complete, "sort of” personal, existence. And the second is rather
unsatisfactory because it entirely disengages the soul from the situation
during that interim: we simply sleep through the problem.

So we end up either with a disembodied spirit fully aware of a certain
"incompleteness" and burdened with a genuine sense of uncertainty. Or we
end up in the total unconsciousness of a deep sleep until we are awakened
to rejoin our bodies. The phrase "present with the Lord" merely describes
where we sleep.

The genuine "uncertainty" of which I speak results from the fact
that we shall be in the presence of the very One who is to be our
Judge.  But not until that Last Day when He comes again will He
assess the worth of our life's work. That such a judgment is in store
for us is quite clear from 1 Corinthians 3:13-15:

Every man's work shall be made manifest: for the day shall
declare it, because it shall be revealed by fire; and the fire shall
try every man's work of what sort it is. If any man's work abide
which he has built thereupon, he shall receive a reward. If any
man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss: but he himself
shall be saved; yet so as by fire.

How, then, shall we be at ease in his presence knowing that it
will be his task after a while to pronounce judgment on our lives?
Paul is very explicit about this coming event; and though the soul's
salvation is not in jeopardy at all, our spiritual stature certainly is
while we await the Judge's decision—a situation hardly conducive
to unalloyed joy in the interim.

As for those who hold to a deep sleep, they do have a number of
Scriptures which seem to support their position. Yet, as an
alternative, it seems equally disturbing. It implies a kind of non-
existence for an unknown period of time in which we are quite
helpless.
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1. Scriptures implying soul sleep: Deuteronomy 31:16: “The Lord said to Moses, Behold you
shall sleep with your fathers”; Job 7:21: “I [Job] shall sleep in the dust”; Psalm 17:15: “I [David]
shall be satisfied, when I awake, with thy likeness”; Daniel 12:2: “Many of them that sleep in
the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life and some to shame and everlasting
contempt”; John 11:11: “Our friend Lazarus sleeps; but I [Jesus] go that I may awake him out
of sleep”; Acts 7:59, 60: “They stoned Stephen…he fell asleep”; 1 Corinthians 11:30: “Many are
weak and sickly among you, and many sleep”; 1 Corinthians 15:6: “[Jesus] was seen of above
five hundred brethren at once, of whom... some are fallen asleep”; 1 Corinthians 15:18: “If
Christ be not raised, your faith is vain...then they also which are fallen asleep in Christ are
perished”; 1 Corinthians 15:20: “[Christ is] become the firstfruits of them that slept”; 1
Thessalonians 4:14: “Those which sleep in Jesus will God bring with him”; 1 Thessalonians
5:10: “Our Lord Jesus Christ, who died for us that, whether we wake or sleep, we should live
together with him.” 
2. Tatian: Address to the Greeks, chapter 15 in Ante-Nicene Fathers, New York, Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1913, vol.2, p.71.

Is your Soul asleep during the interval?
It is certainly true that the concept of soul-sleeping is implied in

many places.1 Yet it is a view which has been widely condemned by
Christian writers in recent years.

This is partly because the idea became associated with certain
distortions of Scripture which have led to highly questionable
theologies (such as modern Seventh Day Adventism). The
commonly applied principle of guilt by association has discouraged
more than one promising line of enquiry in recent years, preventing
any open-minded appraisal of its worth. No one wants to be accused
of heresy. Yet the association is often quite coincidental. No doubt
Arius, for example, believed that two and two makes four. But this
does not mean that every seminary student who has learned this
basic mathematical truth is automatically suspect as a potential
Arian heretic!

The concept of soul-sleeping is certainly intimated in the works
of some of the very earliest Church Fathers, so it is by no means
merely a recent development.

Tatian (c.110-172) in his Address to the Greeks, wrote, "The human
soul consists of many parts, and is not simple: it is composite, so as
to manifest itself through the body; neither could it ever appear without
the body; nor does the flesh rise again without the soul" [emphasis
mine].2 This absolute interdependence of body and soul seems to
preclude a state of disembodied consciousness until their reunion.
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3. Eusebius: see footnote re Arabian Christian sects in his Church History, chapter 6, section 32,
in Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, Oxford, Parker & Co., Second Series, 1890, vol.1, p.279.

How else could this be better described, therefore, than as a "sleep"?
However, the question of what happens to the soul in this

interim of unconsciousness was not crystallized into a doctrine of
actual soul-sleeping until somewhat later, particularly among certain
Arabian and Armenian sects, though traces of the view constantly
appear in the writings of the Church Fathers. In his Church History,
Eusebius (c.265-339) speaks of the Arabian Christian sects which
were apparently influenced by Origen (c.185-254), who adopted this
view. They, however, went beyond soul-sleep. The soul had no
conscious existence and perhaps in fact no existence at all in the absence
of the body.3 It is today believed that there was a strong Jewish
influence in these Arabian communities which was partly
responsible for this trend of thought.

Petrus Pomponatius (d.1525), who openly espoused the view
that the soul without the body was as dead as the body without the
soul and therefore quite unconscious, was roundly condemned by
a papal bull dated 1513. The view had already been condemned by
various councils (Lyons, 1274; Ferrara, 1438; Florence, 1439; Trent,
1545-63), even though it had actually been advocated by Pope John
XXII (d.1304).

It is not unlikely that Pomponatius was influenced by the fact
that he had studied both philosophy and medicine at Padua. He also
possessed an independent turn of mind which brought him into
confrontation with the ecclesiastical authorities. But his family being
of noble rank, he was merely censured and escaped further penalty
by saying he was only speaking philosophically! In the light of
certain modern trends in neurophysiology  it is at least interesting to
see that a man with a not altogether dissimilar educational
background as that of Eccles (at a far less sophisticated level of
course) should have tended towards the same opinion: namely, that
consciousness or mindedness is effectively suspended as such as
soon as the brain ceases to function and begins to disintegrate.

I suppose it must normally be a disturbing thought to many
people that there should be a period between death and resurrection
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4. Psalm 115:17: “The dead praise not the Lord, neither any that go down into silence.” 
5. Dabney, R. L., Discussions: Evangelical and Theological, London, Banner of Truth Trust, 1967
(reprint of 1890), vol.1, p.43.

of complete "silence" as it were (a descriptive word used in Psalm
115:174), especially since certain Scriptures clearly promise the
believer immediate passage into the Lord's—which suggests a very
different prospect.

I may say that this is not my position, as will be apparent in the
next chapter. But if all that is meant is that the soul is as unconscious
as any man is when asleep, then the term (as used in Scripture) is
surely very appropriate, to say the least.

Is your Soul awake during the interval?
The alternative to a state of unconsciousness is a state of

consciousness. Commentaries and theologies which deal with the
intermediate state of the soul are tempted to speak in one breath as
though the soul can be perfectly happy though disembodied while
in the next breath noting that the body is essential to the soul's
completion. The important thing is to avoid any admission that
between death and resurrection there might in fact be an "interval"
in which the spirit is without a body since its resurrection is a “late”
event. Thus Robert L. Dabney, in a paper on the theology of R. J.
Breckinridge (1800-1871), wrote in his usual rather brusque manner:

[Breckinridge] very properly repeats, and in animated,
eloquent language, the familiar old truth, that our whole interest
in a future existence depends on the continuance of our proper
and conscious identity. But he then most preposterously asserts
that the united immortal existence of body as well as soul is
essential to a proper conscious personal identity. [emphasis
mine]5

While admitting that bodily resurrection is essential and assured,
it is, according to Dabney, quite preposterous to make this an
absolute requirement of personal conscious identity. The less
rational the argument, the greater the need for dramatic
emphasis—in this case by the use of somewhat abusive language.
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6. Ursinus: quoted by Franz Delitzsch, A System of Biblical Psychology, translated by Robert E.
Wallis (2nd edition, 1899), Grand Rapids, Baker reprint, 1966, Appendix, p.528.

The defence of a fully conscious intermediate state unfortunately is
often, if not always, presented in a highly emotional way. Only by
pounding the desk (or pulpit) can one carry any conviction to an
audience likely to observe that the argument itself is faulty in its
reasoning.

This same problem was recognized by an older theologian,
Johann Heinrich Ursinus (1534-1583), whom Franz Delitzsch (a
contemporary of Dabney) has quoted as having written,

It is impossible that the [disembodied] soul should continue in
an unnatural state forever, into which it has fallen … by means
of sin, and for which God did not create it. For although after
death, souls live and praise the Highest, yet they are not the entire
man, but only an essential piece of man…

On this account, in order that God might not have created man
in vain —which is contrary to his wisdom—man must, although by
death perchance he has ceased to be a man, nevertheless, by
resurrection of his body again become a man and remain one for
ever. [emphasis mine]6

So here we have the problem merely restated once more. No
resolution is offered. According to Ursinus, the soul is not truly
human apart from the body, so one has to ask, What kind of a ghost
is it that "lives and praises the Highest" while it exists in a condition
which can only be described as "in vain" meanwhile?

While W. G. T. Shedd acknowledged the problem, his attempt to
resolve it was to make it seem of no consequence. He wrote, 

Between death and the resurrection, when the human body and
soul are separated, although there is self-consciousness in the
disembodied spirit and so the most important element in
personality, yet there is an incomplete human personality until
the resurrection of the body restores the original union between
soul and body…

Soul taken by itself is a particular intelligent substance yet not a
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7. Shedd, W. G. T., Dogmatic Theology, Grand Rapids, Zondervan reprint (of 1888), vol.2, p.270,
278.
8. Article on the Intermediate State contributed by R. K. Harrison in Zondervan Pictorial
Encyclopedia of the Bible, edited by Merrill C. Tenney, Grand Rapids, Zondervan, 1975, vol.3,
p.296, column b.
9. Strong, A. H., Systematic Theology, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, Judson Press, 1906, (1974
reprint of 3 volumes in 1), p.998.

person because it is an incomplete part of a greater whole. It requires
to be joined to a body before there can be an individual man…
[my emphasis]7

It is hard to conceive of a more unsatisfactory resolution of a
problem that is clearly a very real one. What kind of an impersonal,
incomplete abstraction of intelligent substance, un-individuated and
disembodied, is here in view praising God and rejoicing in the Lord
during this interim while awaiting the resurrected body?

The problem is still with us. In the Zondervan Pictorial
Encyclopedia of the Bible, the article on the Intermediate State con-
cluded that "even for the righteous, the intermediate state would
seem to be one of imperfection, partly because the spirit is without
bodily manifestation and partly because the joys of heaven are not
forthcoming for the saints until after the Second Coming and the final
Judgment."8 Can one honestly say that a state of conscious
imperfection is what we hope for as we long to be with the Lord? In
what sense does such a state fulfill the promise that when we see
Him we “shall be like Him” (1 John 3:2)?  But there is no logical
alternative except a state of unconsciousness (a "sleep in Jesus”)
which at least has the advantage of eliminating all sense of time, of
waiting—if there is any time to be passed.

A.H. Strong in his Systematic Theology addressed the same
question of the state of the soul between death and the judgment at
the Lord’s Second Coming, but he cut the Gordian Knot by merely
ignoring the matter of time: "The Scriptures affirm the conscious
existence of both the righteous and the wicked after death and prior
to resurrection. In the intermediate state the soul is without a body,
yet this state is for the righteous a state of conscious joy, and for the
wicked a state of conscious suffering."9

I find it difficult to think of any single statement or passage of
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10. On the Intermediate State see a parable in Luke 16:19-26: “There was a certain rich man,
who was clothed in purple and fine linen and fared sumptuously every day; and there was a
certain beggar named Lazarus, who was laid at his gate, full of sores and desiring to be fed
with the crumbs which fell from the rich man’s table…the beggar died and was carried by the
angels into Abraham’s bosom: the rich man also died…in hell he lifted up his eyes, being in
torments, and sees Abraham afar off and Lazarus in his bosom. He cried and said, Father
Abraham, have mercy on me and send Lazarus that he may dip the tip of his finger in water
and cool my tongue…But Abraham said, Son, remember that you in your lifetime received
your good things, and likewise Lazarus evil things: but now he is comforted and you are
tormented. Beside all this, between us and you there is a great gulf fixed so that they which
would pass from here to you cannot, neither can they pass to us that would come from there.”
11. It is important to point out, contrary to what is sometimes held, that the use of the phrase
“a certain rich man” to introduce the story does not mean that it is certainly to be taken as
history rather than a mere parable.  Luke 12:16 employs a similar opening, but states clearly
that what follows is a parable (“He spoke a parable unto them, saying, The ground of a certain
rich man…” See also Luke 13:6; 19:11,12; and 20:10—all open with the words “a certain…”
though each is statedly a parable.

Scripture which actually supports the view that such consciousness
is experienced prior to the resurrection of the body. If the story of
Dives and Lazarus is taken literally, it is instructive.10 Dives has a
tongue, Lazarus has a finger, and Abraham has a bosom. Can this,
then, really indicate a preview of the state of the soul before the
general resurrection, seeing tongue and finger and bosom belong to
a body? And if it cannot be taken literally, then the usual inter-
pretation loses much of its force. 

It is not at all certain, however, that this story of Dives and
Lazarus was designed to teach what it is commonly made to teach.
In its context it seems rather to be a warning to those entrusted with
wealth not to forget they also have a very serious duty towards the
poor, and that they will be called to an accounting. Privilege and
responsibility must never be divorced. To make his point, the Lord
seems to have simply adopted an imagery commonly accepted by
the Jews and therefore more readily understood. But to provide a
picture of the state of the saved and unsaved between death and
resurrection was almost certainly not the purpose for which the Lord
Himself intended it. It is hardly a sufficient basis for anything more
than this.11

Ambrose, the spiritual father of Augustine, taught that the soul,
so long as it is separated from the body, is suspended in a kind of
ambiguous condition (ambiguo suspenditur). In commenting on this,
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12. Shedd, W. G. T., Dogmatic Theology, Grand Rapids, Zondervan reprint (of 1888), vol.2, p.593.
Yet Shedd observed that while the doctrine of the Intermediate State has had considerable
variety of construction, owing to the mixing of mythological elements within the biblical, the
presentation which Christ gives in the parable of Dives and Lazarus has largely furnished the
basis of the doctrine of an intermediate place as it later developed (Dogmatic Theology, vol.2,
p.59).
13. Since the unsaved also face the same situation, it could, for them, be termed “a slightly
reduced version of ultimate retribution,” as James T. Addison put it in his Life After Death in
the Beliefs of Mankind, Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1932, p.202.

Shedd observed that there was a wide divergence of opinion within
the declarations of any writer of that period of doctrinal
development (i.e., during the third and fourth centuries in
particular). He added, "One thing is certain, that the nearer we
approach the days of the Apostles, the less do we hear about an
underworld or of Christ's descent into it."12

The necessity of a resurrected body
It has been widely held that the body is only raised in order to

enhance the happiness of the saints. It must logically follow that the
bodies of the unsaved are only raised to enhance their misery. The
idea of the first seems innocent enough, but the logical consequence
of the second seems most repugnant.

If "enhancement" is the sole purpose of the resurrection of the
body and if the soul can get along well enough without it anyway,
then the resurrection of the body seems to leave us on the horns of
a dilemma. The enhancement of the pleasure of the saints is achieved
only by a process that inevitably "enhances" the misery of the lost.13

I have to ask myself, then, whether this is really an acceptable
idea. If it involves someone dear to me whose misery is to be
magnified as a direct consequence of a programme (the resurrection
of the body) which is really designed solely for the enhancement of
my pleasure, can I honestly view this as a happy prospect? The idea
was suggested in Medieval times, for it seemed a logical necessity if
the body is not really necessary for the conscious existence of the
redeemed.

Moreover, such a concept of the intermediate state has the odd
effect of converting it into a kind of pre-trial provisional reward (or
punishment) before the Judge gets around to pronouncing his
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14. In an article concerning time of the Judgment contributed by Robert G. Rayburn in Wycliffe
Bible Encyclopedia, Chicago, Moody Bible Institute Press, edited by Charles F. Pfeiffer, et al.,
1975, vol.1, p.850, column b.
15. Fausset, A. R., Bible Cyclopedia, New York, Funk & Wagnalls, undated (c.1880), p.604.
16. See Matthew 25:31, 32: “[the Son of Man shall] sit upon the throne of his glory and before
him shall be gathered all nations; and he shall separate them one from another as a shepherd
divides his sheep from the goats.” 

judgment as to the actual reward (or punishment) to be awarded.
In the Wycliffe Encyclopedia it is observed,

Since all Bible-believing Christians believe in the resurrection
of the body and the future judgment, it follows that all believe in
an intermediate state between death and resurrection. Not all
Christians, however, agree as to the condition of the dead during
this interval. All recognize that it is different from the condition
of those living on earth, and some believe that it is at least in
certain details quite different from what it will be, subsequent to
the resurrection.

The problem in the doctrine of the intermediate state, then, is
the nature of the existence of the righteous and the wicked dead
prior to the resurrection.14

In A. R. Fausset's Bible Cyclopedia, under Resurrection, the author
observes: "Essentially the same body wherewith the unbeliever
sinned shall be the object of punishment, in order that every one
may receive the things done by the instrumentality of (Greek dia) the
body.”15 This usefully adds an additional reason for the emphasis on
the body. Since the Lord Jesus is to judge all men and not just the
unsaved (the sheep and the goats),16 it would seem that this
resurrection of the body could only be awaited in fear and trembling
by saint and sinner alike if the intermediate state is a fully conscious
one. For even though the saints will undoubtedly be happy indeed
to see the dross purged away in the flame of the final judgment, it is
still difficult to think of being in the Lord's presence for centuries or
even for millennia waiting and wondering how much will be left to
commend after the flame has done its work.

I am not here thinking of anything even vaguely approaching a
purgatory. I am thinking only of the fact that the fire will try every
man's work of what sort it has been, and many of us may well
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17. On the test by fire, see 1 Corinthians 3:15: “If any man’s work shall be burned, he shall
suffer loss, but he himself shall be saved, yet so as by fire.” 
18. Berkhof, Louis, Systematic Theology, Grand Rapids, 1939, p.681. Berkhof had previously
observed that “sheol … is certainly represented as a state of more or less conscious existence,
though not one of bliss” (p.675). One wonders what a “more or less conscious” state would
signify. A stupor?

discover that there is little left to commend, even though we
ourselves shall indeed be saved.17 Motive is the moral test of action,
and who knows his own heart?  How many, or should we really say
how few, of our good deeds had a pure motive behind them? Who
can stand such a fire?

As to the concept of purgatory, it was in the Alexandrian School
of Theology that the idea of the intermediate state passed into that
of a period of gradual purification of the souls of the saints—to
prepare them for entry into the direct presence of God. This in the
course of time opened the way for the Roman Catholic doctrine of
purgatory with all the embroideries such as one finds in Dante's
Divine Comedy. It is a trait of the human mind that when we find
ourselves with a blank space of time to fill, imagination—like a little
child—is always eager to supply a scenario.

Unfortunately, this of course still left entirely unanswered the
vexing problem of why the body should at some subsequent time be
raised and reunited with the soul. In itself, the statement does not
address this problem of timing at all: it merely rejects (and quite
properly) an existing but abortive attempt to deal with a possible
purpose for an "interim."

The Reformers rejected this doctrine of purgatory unequivocally
and, according to Louis Berkhof, they also rejected  "the whole idea
of a real [his emphasis] intermediate state which carried with it the
idea of an intermediate place [emphasis mine]. They held that those
who died in the Lord at once entered into the bliss of heaven, while
those who died in their sins at once descended into hell."18

G. C. Berkouwer frankly acknowledged the mystery which
hangs on the substantive reality of a soul disembodied during this
period of waiting. He wrote, "Scripture itself gives us no help in a
search for an analyzable anthropological solution." He asked, "When
the 'soul' is separated from the body, what activity is it still able to
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19. Berkouwer, G. C., Man: The Image of God, Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 1975, p.255, 256.

carry out?" And, quoting H. Dooyeweerd, he states, "The unqualified
answer is obviously ‘nothing'."19 Which is at least forthright, but still
needs further elucidation.

John Calvin at first strongly opposed the concept of soul-sleeping
and wrote a tract entitled Psychopannychia in which he condemned
it. As he matured, he seems to have felt that the issue was not really
made clear in Scripture, and he came to view the matter as one of
those "non-fundamental" doctrines about which there could be
considerable room for disagreement without loss of fellowship. In a
later edition of the Institutes, he wrote (IV.i.12),

Why should there be a division on this point, if one church be
of opinion that souls, at their departure from their bodies, are
immediately removed to heaven; and another church ventures to
determine nothing respecting their local situation, but is
nevertheless firmly convinced that they live unto the Lord; and
if this diversity of sentiment on both sides be free from all
fondness for contention and obstinacy of assertion?

A diversity of opinion respecting these non-essential points
ought not to be a cause of discord among Christians.

A somewhat similar shift of opinion, back and forth, was evident
also in England at that time. In 1552, there was a Fortieth Article
attached to the Thirty-Nine Articles of the Church of England, which
reads as follows:

The souls of them that depart this life do neither die with their
bodies nor sleep idly. They which say that the souls of such as
depart hence do sleep, being without sense, feeling, or
perceiving, until the day of judgment, or who affirm that the soul
dies with the body, and at the last day shall be raised up with the
same, do utterly dissent from the right view declared unto us in
Holy Scripture.

But seven years later this article was deleted by Archbishop
Parker and does not form any part of the articles of belief as finally
subscribed to by the clergy in 1562. The Church of England
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abstained from any definite censure of those who held a contrary
view.

Thus the problems involved in an interim between the death and
resurrection of the body have clearly remained unresolved
throughout the centuries and one must accept the fact that there is
still room for reconsideration of the issue.

Is a solution possible?
The argument that the soul can be happy and personally

identifiable without the body inevitably makes the resurrection of
the body quite unnecessary and therefore challenges the many
explicit passages of Scripture (especially in Paul's epistles) that lay
emphasis upon it.

The proposal that the righteous are at ease in the Lord's presence
even though still awaiting his assessment of their past life while the
wicked spend these same centuries or millennia in a state of partial
penalty until the resurrection of the body heralds the final reward
and the final punishment, strikes one as a most unbelievable
circumstance in either case. A tentative expectation of reward yet to
be clarified, and a mild form of penalty yet to be applied in full,
seems much more like a period of probation for the righteous and of
pre-trial imprisonment for the wicked. 

This scarcely bears the stamp of the justice or the mercy of the
One who is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Nor does
it seem a sufficient basis for Paul's excitement at the prospect of
leaving this present world and passing on to be with the Lord.

Attempts to construct a behind-the-scenes scenario for the
departed have led to absurdities when an interval of conscious
waiting is introduced, and the simple law of parsimony certainly
suggests, by the very complexity of the problems thus created, that
such re-creations are pointing in the wrong direction. Some of the
scenarios portrayed in Appendix I, Section B, are absurd in the
extreme. It is true that we seem to find points of coincidence
cropping up between these stories and certain passages in the New
Testament which at least appear to reflect some details of them (see
Appendix I). These passages have caused such endless discussion
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and argument that it seems unlikely I can contribute usefully to the
debate over their precise meaning. 

But in the immediate subject matter of this volume, it appears to
me that we have a sufficiently new understanding of the true nature
of time, as opposed to eternity, that a resolution may now be within
our reach.

It is a useful operating principle in the solution of many
problems to assume, first of all, that the root of the problem itself is
sometimes to be found in what everyone agrees upon. In this issue, the
problem would therefore seem to be rooted in the general agreement
that the intermediate state is a conscious one, which might thus be
the basic error. Until we abandon this fundamental assumption, it
may be we shall never find a solution to the problem it creates.

An interval of conscious waiting tested
It may be helpful to test what a conscious interval for the already

departed would mean by a little exercise using "sanctified ima-
gination."

Let us assume for the moment that we really do continue in some
kind of ghostly form while awaiting our bodies—the saints in a
conscious state of joyful anticipation in the Lord's presence, and the
lost in a state of fearful anticipation of a terrible prospect in the
future. On the basis of this scenario, let us consider very briefly the
seemingly necessary course of events pertaining to a few
representative biblical characters about whom we have sufficient
information to make it reasonable to attempt a reconstruction of
what would actually have to happen in their particular cases. It will
then be seen that there are some" difficult questions" indeed yet to
be answered.

I have chosen (1) Adam, (2) Cain, (3) Lazarus of Bethany, and (4)
Paul, each of whose "destinies" can be pretty well taken for granted.
Adam surely died a redeemed soul; Cain almost certainly did not.
Lazarus made an advance journey and returned at a unique period
in history in which the Lord was present on the earth (which He was
not, in the same sense, either before His Incarnation or after His
Ascension). As to Paul, we have the advantage of knowing from his
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own inspired writings some very important clues as to his precise
expectations.

For each of these, let us exercise a little freedom and try to
visualize the possible course of events following their respective
deaths, assuming they experienced an interim state in possession of
full consciousness while awaiting the Last Day and the resurrection
of their bodies.

(1) I have chosen Adam because (a) he has obviously the longest
to wait, and (b) he has perhaps the most reason to feel the burden of
responsibility as the father of a race which, but for him, might have
peopled the world with joy and gladness rather than pain and
tragedy, and (c) he alone (with Eve) once experienced the reality of
a perfect world and the unalloyed joy of living in it, and therefore
would have reason to feel the greatest sense of loss.  Adam and Eve,
unlike the rest of us who are born in sin and raised in trouble, were
created perfect and enjoyed the pleasure of a garden paradise idyllic
in its setting.

So, according to present views of this interim between death and
resurrection, for thousands of years Adam would presumably be
witness to the constant arrival in this interim "place" of millions of
his descendants who come to share his temporary disembodied
condition, all of whom have experienced in life sorrow and shame
and vexation of spirit for which he himself was in a sense
responsible. Until the final trial and Judgment (which is yet to come
after the resurrection of the body), he could not know whether
anything at all would be left to comfort him or whether the whole of
his almost one thousand years of life would prove to have produced
only perishable results. His salvation would not be in question, but
the nature of his crown would be.

Can one really imagine his being at ease in the Lord's presence
with such an uncertain future ahead, waiting to hear the final
assessment yet to be pronounced on his life? We may argue that
when he left this world, the past fell away to be forgotten so that no
such sad thoughts would plague his waiting. But the Judgment he
would have to wait for is clearly a real judgment (for good and bad),
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20. Romans 14:10: “we shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ” and also 2
Corinthians 5:10: “We must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that every one may
receive the things done in his body.” 
21. 1 Corinthians 4:5: “Then shall every man have praise of God.” 
22. 1 John 3:12, 15: “...we should love one another. Not as Cain who was of that wicked one and
slew his brother…Whosoever hates his brother is a murderer, and you know that no murderer
has eternal life abiding in him.” 
23. Genesis 4: 10, 11: ”[God said to Cain] The voice of your brother’s blood cries unto me from
the ground. And now you are cursed from the earth.” 
24. Lazarus was legally dead, since he had passed the probationary period of entombment for
three days and nights without evidence of revival, a period which, in those days, was required
by law to certify death.

of whatever "sort" it is,20 even if when it is over he will rejoice and
have praise of God, as every one of us is to do.21 The problem is this
waiting in the presence of the Judge for at least 6000 years until the
verdict is rendered.

(2) Cain "hated his brother" and was therefore a "murderer"  and
we know that "no murderer has eternal life."22 He seems clearly to
have died unrepentant and "cursed from the earth.”23

Assuming, as seems likely, that Cain being "of that wicked one"
died unsaved, we have the situation of a condemned prisoner who
nevertheless awaits 6000 years for the official confirmation of his
guilt, a kind of pre-trial custody until judgment is handed down by
the Judge. Multiplied by the millions who must find themselves in
the same unhappy position, this taxes one's imagination. It seems
contrary to our sense of justice that for different lengths of time
(depending on how long ago they lived) the unsaved are to suffer
varying degrees of punishment before actually standing in the
presence of the Judge to be sentenced. The assignment to such an
interim state is itself a penalty.

(3) I have identified Lazarus as the Lazarus of Bethany because
I have in mind the beloved brother of Martha and Mary rather than
the afflicted soul who sat and begged at the rich man's table.

Lazarus presents us with an instance of a man who was
unequivocally dead (since his body was already disintegrating24 and
yet was resuscitated and returned to his former condition of life, only
to die later.

His case illustrates two facets of the present issue. First, we have
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25. On “out-of-body experiences (OBEs): But does the spirit pass back and forth? Is it not a
“one way street”? There seem to be three situations possible: (a) in death, the spirit leaves the
body; (b) in resuscitation, the spirit returns to the body; and (c) in resurrection, the body is re-
united with the spirit.  The difference in the latter two is that in resuscitation both the body and
the spirit are unchanged, whereas in resurrection it is a new body re-united with a perfected
spirit. Death occurs when the body no longer permits expression of the spirit, where in
resuscitation the body is brought, by external means, to a condition which permits, once again,
expression of the spirit. Whether the spirit had really left the body in such a case is a moot
point. In “out-of-body” experiences (OBEs) where people recount experiences of “having gone
to heaven” (or otherwise), it is doubtful that death has actually occurred since it is not possible
for a memory to be engrammed if the “machinery” is not operating. The author, on November
27, 1983, suffered within two hours four cardiac arrests, but had no memory of events for
almost twelve hours, even though in that period he carried on normal conversations with
nurses and friends. So even when a person is clinically pronounced dead by doctors, it appears
that OBEs are really evidence, not of death, but of life.
26. John 11:45: “Many of the Jews which came to Mary and had seen the things which Jesus
did, believed on him.” See also John 12:17-19: “The people that were with him [Jesus] when he
called Lazarus out of the grave and raised him from the dead, bare record. For this cause the
people also met him [on the day of the triumphal entry into Jerusalem], for they heard that he
had done this miracle. The Pharisees therefore said…the whole world is gone after him!” 

not the slightest intimation of any recollection (after his recovery) of
conscious experience on the other side of the grave.25 This is indeed
an argument from silence, but it seems almost certain that the very
notoriety attached to his resuscitation at the time would have
guaranteed the survival of at least some such stories beyond the
mere fact of his recovery if he had had any such stories to tell.26 Clearly,
he was well known locally and the number of people who were
curious about him was evidently very considerable. The news must
have spread far and wide because Jerusalem was crowded with
visitors from many parts of the world, it being Passover time. One
would certainly expect at least some record of subsequent
conversations with friends on such a fundamentally important and
fascinating subject. We do not even have a "Gospel of Lazarus"
among the many spurious "testaments" or "gospels" like those
attributed to Mary, Nicodemus, and other well known persons who
figure prominently in the New Testament.

But we see another facet of the whole matter brought into focus
by considering what would have to happen to the departed spirit of
Lazarus while the Lord was still in the flesh. This is, of course, true
of any of those raised by the Lord during those thirty-three years,
but especially true of Lazarus, for his contemporaries must certainly
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27. It must be remembered, of course, that this was an exceptional instance, for the resurrected
body was the old body, not the new one which Lazarus will, one day, be clothed in.

have assumed his spirit had departed to a nether world, since it was
a view widely held. They would be particularly curious in this
instance—even if the case of Jairus' daughter or the widow of Nain's
son did not stir them in this regard, probably because these two were
not yet certifiably dead.

Lazarus had died: if he then became a fully conscious ghost for
the few intervening days while his body was resting in the tomb,
and if as a ghost he was present with the Lord during that period,
must he not then have walked across the garden where the tomb
was, in ghostly company with Him as they approached his own
tomb? Did he then pass on into the tomb through the stone closure,
there to wait in the darkness, as it were, until he received orders to
come forth, once more united with a reconstituted body? Moreover,
if we assume that his soul passed into the Lord's presence, would it
not be a purified soul made perfect—since, when we see Him we
shall be like Him? Then did that purified soul return to the still
mortal and therefore far from perfect body, only to be mortal, and
therefore, contaminated again? 

Does this kind of scenario make any sense whatever? Yet if we
assume that Lazarus remained fully conscious while his body lay in
the grave, some such scenario seems to be needed in order to give us
any kind of "picture" of events with respect to the activities of his
spirit until the time of his temporary reprieve. The whole situation
in this instance, as in all such cases of resuscitation, is wrapped in
imponderables.

Suppose, however, one accepts the idea that after death the spirit
remains unconscious in God's keeping until He sends it with Jesus
to be re-united with a glorified body, then the problem is resolved:
for Lazarus never had any consciousness whatever in the
interim—he was, as Jesus said, "asleep." God sent his spirit back to
rejoin the resurrected body as Jesus called him forth from the tomb.27

(4) The position of Paul presents certain interesting anomalies
because of his own clearly stated expectations.

First, he declares joyfully that to be absent from this earthly body
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28. 2 Corinthians 5:8: “We are confident, I say, and willing rather to  be absent from the body
and to be present with the Lord.” 
29. 2 Corinthians 5:4: “We that are in this tabernacle do groan, being burdened, not that we
would be unclothed but clothed upon…” 
30. 1 Corinthians 15:13, 18: “If there is no resurrection of the dead, then is Christ not risen …
then they also who are fallen asleep in Christ are perished.” Either they have already perished
(since they have yet no body) or they have a body already (because they have been resurrected).
31. 1 Thessalonians 4:16: “For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with
the voice of the archangel and with the trump of God.” 
32. James 1:13: “Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted of God: for God cannot be
tempted with evil.” 

is to be present with the Lord.28 He says he is quite confident of
this—and may I interject, so am I! But he by no means wishes to be
in the presence of the Lord "unclothed."29 This is not what he wants.
So he clearly looks forward to being "clothed" in the Lord's presence,
i.e., embodied in a new body. This embodiment, he tells us, is to be
realized when the Lord comes again. He is most explicit on this
point.

The fact is that there must be a resurrection of the dead or else,
as Paul points out, those who have fallen asleep in Christ are
perished!30 This is quite clear. Without resurrection, those asleep in
Christ must be written off. They are "lost" (Greek apolumi). They are
not half-saved: they are perished entirely, as though they had never
been. Everything hinges on resurrection. What can this mean except
resurrection of their bodies? A certain number who are still alive
when the Lord does return will obviously not fall asleep at all. But
these, too, will undergo a transformation of body "in the twinkling
of an eye" and at the last trump. The sound of the "trumpet of God"
is the very signal which marks the end of this present age.31

Thus everything, including even the salvation of the spirit or
soul, clearly depends upon the reunion of the perfected spirit with
the resurrected perfected body. Then shall a corrupted body put on
incorruption and a mortal spirit put on immortality. This will place
the whole man not merely in the position of being capable of not
sinning and so capable of not dying, but in the position of being in-
capable of doing either—ever again. Sin and death will be
constitutionally beyond us, as temptation is constitutionally beyond
God Himself.32 
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It is impossible to suppose that Paul looked eagerly forward to
an interim of "undress" simply because he groaned in his present
body. Burdened as his present body indeed was, he still did not
prefer to be disembodied in spite of the relief this might seem to
afford. His sinful body was still to be preferred to no body at all. The
idea of a ghostly half-existence was not by any means what he
wished for. "We do not want to be unclothed," he said. Unlike the
Greek philosophers, Christians have never seen disembodiment as
something to be preferred. A naked soul is not a happy prospect for
man. Paul wanted to be absent from this body and present with the
Lord, but not without embodiment.  He wanted to be whole as he
stood in the presence of his Lord. Only so could he be like Him when
he was to meet Him face to face and see Him as He is—a Man in a
glorified body.

Does any of this suggest for a moment that he was anticipating
with joy an interim of unknown duration, an interim of shadowy
existence in a state of imperfection? Did he really expect to have to
wait in uncertainty as to how his life would be assessed, and to do
this meanwhile as a mere ghost of his former self? And would he be
incognito as he awaited reunion with his body? After all, even the
Lord needed his body to establish his identity. Would not Paul need
his for the same purpose?

Of Paul we therefore at least know this: a ghostly existence was
not at all the prospect he eagerly hoped for. Yet according to the
Apostle John Jesus Himself said this wonderful climax is to come
"when He shall appear"—and not before. 

Somehow, we have to reconcile this delay with Paul’s confidence
that to be absent from the earthly body (i.e., dead) is to be in His
presence in his resurrected body (i.e., alive) immediately. For both
promises are surely equally true.

Resolution in view
This assuredly sums up the nature of the problem, but it

contributes nothing towards a possible resolution. What is taken for
granted is that there is a conscious state during the interval between
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death and resurrection of the body, since this is really why there is
a problem to begin with. 

The idea of a kind of half-existence, of almost "impersonal"
identity, in the interim between death and resurrection is hardly a
meaningful solution since to be alive requires both body and spirit.

The idea of soul-sleeping is rejected because of the fear that any
state of unconsciousness is to be equated with virtual non-existence,
with annihilation. Yet this is entirely unfounded since we know from
daily observation in this life that there is no necessary connection
whatever between unconsciousness and non-existence. In terms of
vital processes, we are just as alive while we are asleep as we are
while awake. Surely this could be just as true for the spirit as for it
is for the body—if necessary.

So then we are left with two alternatives about this interval: a) no
loss of identity because of a deep sleep, OR b) a fully conscious state
because of immediate reunion with the new body. The first assumes that
a time interval really exists but is not experienced. The second
assumes that there is no interval whatever—because there is NO
TIME FOR IT!

Both solutions recognize that conscious identity and
participation depend on the necessary union of body and spirit. In
the first solution it is assumed that the sleep is temporary, that we
“awake” to consciousness at the “last trump” heralding the Lord’s
return when the resurrected body joins its spirit. But a question
remains. In ordinary sleep identity is not lost because body and
spirit are still joined, whereas at death there is a definite separation.

In the second solution death and resurrection are seen as a single
event, as happening simultaneously.  Did not Jesus say to Martha
that “he who believes in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live;
and whosoever believes in me shall never die” (John 11:25, 26)?

How this can be depends on what we have learned about the
nature of time and of eternity as well as what we have learned about
the nature of a human being.  This is the subject matter of the next
chapter.
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33. Butler, Joseph, Analogy of Religion, as quoted by J. B. Heard, The Tripartite Nature of Man,
Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1868, p.280.

It need not surprise us that new light should come "so late in the
day," as it were. I cannot help quoting here in this connection a
statement made by Bishop Joseph Butler (1692-1752), who said, 

Hindrances in the way of acquiring natural and supernatural
light and knowledge have been of the same kind. It is admitted
that the whole scheme of Scripture is not yet understood: so if it
ever comes to be understood before the restitution of all things
and without miraculous interpositions, it must be in the same
way that natural knowledge is arrived at, by the continuance and
progress of learning and liberty, and by particular persons
attending to, comparing, and pursuing intimations scattered up
and down it which have been overlooked and disregarded by the
generality of the world.

For this is the way all improvements are made, by thoughtful
men tracing out obscure hints, as it were dropped for us by
nature accidentally, or which seem to come into our minds by
chance. Nor is it at all incredible that a book which has been so long in
the possession of mankind should contain many truths as yet
undiscovered. [emphasis mine]33

And so, at last, we come to the "resolution" so long promised in
the preceding pages… 
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1. Jude 23, 24: "Now unto him that is able to keep you from falling, and to present you faultless
before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy, to the only wise God our Saviour, be glory
and majesty, dominion and power, both now and ever. Amen."

Chapter Thirteen

RESOLUTION

The most important "time-marker" to which history now moves
forward is the day of the Lord's return. That day marks, for the
Lord's people, a focal point. For it is the day of their reception into
his presence, faultless and with exceeding joy!1 

This reception is not only said to be an event firmly anchored to
his Second Coming, but it is also said to be an event just as equally
firmly anchored to our departure from this body. Thus we are driven
by what is clearly revealed in Scripture to conclude that these two
events—his Second Coming and our departure—are in fact a single
event, both occurring at one and the same instant.

Two events become one: what are the implications?
If this is as true for Adam and for Abel as it is for Paul and for

you and for me, then clearly the Lord's coming again occurs
simultaneously with the death of Adam and the death of Abel and
the death of Paul and your death, and my death. When viewed by
the record of history, these five deaths are spaced over an immense
period of time, yet from the perspective of eternity, these five deaths
all occur at the same moment—the moment of his return.

When Adam died, let us say in 3074 B.C., he stepped out of time
and passed at once to meet the returning Lord. And when Paul died,
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2.  John 12:48:"He who rejects me, and receives not my words, has one who judges him: the
word that I have spoken, the same shall judge him in the last day."
3. 1 Peter 1:5:"[the believers] who are kept by the power of God through faith unto salvation
ready to be revealed in the last time." 

let us say in 67 A.D. over 3000 years later, he, too, stepped at once
into the presence of the same returning Lord. Since for both men the
return of the Lord marks for them their journey out of time, both men make
that journey simultaneously, and therefore together, in company with one
another.

Where there is no time, there can be no greater or lesser delay in
being received by the Lord, no longer or shorter period of that
waiting depends upon the historical setting of the death of the
individual. That historical setting is relevant while we are still
dwelling in time and death is still future, but not when we once
come to make the journey out of time. At the moment of death, each
of us instantly moves forward to the same point in eternity and pass
over together to meet the Lord on the other side.

It is clear that since time is eclipsed when we begin this journey,
the death of each saint must mark, for him, the end of time. The last
day of this life is, for him, not merely his last day but the "Last Day"
of which the Lord spoke as the climax of the present age. Moreover,
it was then that the Lord said He would raise us up: "I will raise him
up at the last day" (John 6:40). This is therefore tantamount to saying,
"I will raise him up on his last day."

But more than this: the last day of the believer and the last day
of the unbeliever alike becomes also the Day of Judgment.2 The
Lord's people are assured of being kept by the power of God
through faith unto salvation, a salvation that (as Peter puts it) is
"ready to be revealed in the last time."3

Part of our problem has been that we have interposed a space of
time between departure from this life and the last day when our
bodies are to be resurrected, where in fact there is no "time" for such
a space to exist in. We have done this because we have confused
time and eternity, making eternity not so much an entirely different
order of experience but merely an extension of time and time merely
a fragment of eternity.
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4. Delitzsch, Franz, A System of Biblical Psychology, Grand Rapids, Baker, 1966 reprint, p.535. It
was a view, however, held by Philo Judaeus. Commenting on Genesis 2:17, he said, "The death
of man is the separation of the soul from the body, but the death of the soul is the decay of
virtue... Whenever Moses speaks of 'dying the death', he means the penalty of death, not that
which takes place in the course of nature. That one is in the course of nature in which the soul
is parted from the body, but the death-penalty takes place when the soul dies to a life of virtue,
and is alive only to that of wickedness...When we are living, the soul is dead and has been
entombed in the body as a sepulcher; whereas, when we die, the soul lives forthwith its own
proper life, and is released from the body". [See his Account of the World's Creation Given by
Moses, Loeb Classical Library, translated by F. H. Colson and G. H. Whitaker, Harvard
University Press, 1971, p.217, 219]. Then physical death is tantamount to the resurrection of the
whole person. 
5. Edith Buxton (daughter of C. T. Studd, famous wealthy English cricketeer who became a
missionary) expressed it this way: "Everything that has happened to me seems to point to there
being no death. There is always the beyond—new life, new hope. The corn of wheat falls into
the ground and apparently dies, but the day comes when the fresh green of new life appears.
We waste our emotions in dread of death, who is really a friend of whom few of us are worthy.
The end of this life is no stopping place but a translation of our poor lives into a new
dimension of activity in eternity" (Reluctant Missionary, London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1968,
p.190). 
6. Ginzberg, Louis, Legends of the Jews, Philadelphia, Jewish Publication Society of America,
1955, vol. 5, p.129. The Rabbis referred to a peaceful death as "a kiss of the Almighty".

Delitzsch noted that if the laying aside of the body in the grave
is really coincident with the liberating of the spirit into glory, then
death itself becomes synonymous with resurrection. But he feels that
death is never referred to as a resurrection of any kind.4 Yet death
and resurrection may indeed be coincident. They are not synonymous,
but they do occur together in the sense that they form a single
experience. It is not that the interval between them is shortened
almost to the vanishing point, as time is apt to be in a deep sleep:
time is actually eclipsed altogether. Death becomes an immediate
"graduation" into a higher life.5 Indeed, this was how the rabbinical
commentators supposed Adam and Eve would have departed this
life had they not sinned: by a process akin to a graduation which
involves no dying at all but rather marks "a joyful incident in man's
career."6

Consider now the actual circumstances surrounding the crossing
of Jordan by the Israelites as they are about to enter the Promised
Land, a picture of the saint about to cross the "Jordan of death" into
heaven. What happened? This is how the Lord told Joshua what
would happen:
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And it shall come to pass, as soon as the soles of the feet of the
priests that bear the ark of the Lord, the Lord of all the earth,
shall rest in the waters of Jordan, that the waters of Jordan shall
be cut off from the waters that come down from above....

And as they that bare the ark were come unto Jordan, and the
feet of the priests that bare the ark were dipped into the brim of
the river (for Jordan overflows all its banks at the time of
harvest), that the waters which came down from above stood and
rose up [i.e., were backed up]... and were cut off....

And the priests that bare the ark of the covenant of the Lord
stood firm on dry ground in the midst of Jordan, and all the
Israelites passed over on dry ground until  all the people were
passed clean over Jordan.

Joshua 3:13, 15—17

Jordan: a paradigm of death
What a remarkable paradigm this is of the arrival of the child of

God face-to-face with the river of death, a river which, when that
time comes seems so often to be "overflowing all its banks." I live
beside the St. Lawrence River, a mighty stream with a substantial
current because it narrows from five miles wide to one and a half
miles rather quickly. Every so often it rises with surprising
suddenness, not over its banks, it is true (due to their height), but by
several feet. It swirls around the dock submerging it entirely, making
everything tremble. The river is a very large moving mass of water
and it is mysterious and ominous. Even though it has never actually
caused any harm where I live, it is frightening to observe. Such must
have been the appearance of the river Jordan when it was
overflowing all its banks. Death must seem like this sometimes, even
for the departing saint. In anticipation, it may nearly always seem so.

But what happened to the Jordan at Israel's crossing? As soon as
the feet of those who were about to cross it stepped into the river, the river
simply ceased to exist as such! They went over dryshod. The waters of
Jordan never touched them, once they had touched Jordan. Jesus said, "If
any man keep my saying he shall never taste of death" (John 8:52).
When Jesus also said, "whosoever lives and believes shall never die"
(John 11:26), all that Martha could read into this was the promise of
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7. John 11:21-27."Martha said to Jesus, Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have
died. But I know, that even now, whatsoever you will ask of God, God will give it to you. Jesus
said to her, Your brother shall rise again. Martha said to him, I know that he shall rise again
in the resurrection at the last day. Jesus said to her, I am the resurrection, and the life: he that
believes in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live: and whosoever lives and believes in me
shall never die. Do you believe this? She said to him, Yes, Lord: I believe that you are the
Christ, the Son of God, who should come into the world."
8. As J. S. Whale observed, death and God are the two most absorbing and challenging subjects
with which the human mind can occupy itself. "Death", he said, "is the one inescapable fact
which compels men to choose between despair and faith". He also noted that "Making sense
of life means ultimately, and always, making sense of death". Further, "Death cannot be a
purely natural fact for one who is not a purely natural being, but a [redeemable] person, made
in God's image". See his Christian Doctrine, London, Fontana Books, 1957 (first published in
1941, Cambridge University Press), p.170, 164—66.
9. 2 Timothy 1:10: "But [God's grace] is now made manifest by the appearing of our Saviour
Jesus Christ, who has abolished death and brought life and immortality to light."
10. The Roman philosophers, rejecting annihilation, concluded (in the word of the poet Titus
Lucretius (99-55 B.C.): mors est aut exitus aut interitus ("Death is either an exit or an entry"): as
quoted by J. B. Heard in his The Tripartite Nature of Man, Edinburgh, Clark, 1868, p.134. 

resurrection. However verses 23 to 257 may indicate that the Lord
was hinting at something far more wonderful. It seems to me that
Martha was unable to follow, and the Lord pursued it no further.8 

Now I suggest that this is a reflection of the events which
terminate the life of the child of God in this world. When the
moment of death arrives, we never experience it consciously as death.
Just as the priests that bore the ark of the covenant found that the
river disappeared when they stepped into it, in the same way the
saint, once he or she arrives on the threshold of death, will find that
the Jordan of death no longer exists. As Paul says, death has been (not
will be) abolished for the child of God, and life and immortality have
been brought to light.9 I do not mean abolished for those who
mourn, but abolished for the one who is mourned. Death is not an
enemy for the departing saint, but only for the bereaved.

When we reach that threshold, we shall leave the world behind
as the children of Israel finally left Egypt behind when they crossed
over into the Promised Land. Stepping out of the world of space
means stepping out of the world of time; stepping out of time means
stepping into eternity. Depending on how one views it, it is either an
exit out of time or an entry into eternity.10 Physical death marks the
experienced transition in this journey out of Time into Eternity.
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11. Revelation 10:6: "[The angel] sware by him that lives for ever and ever,... , that there should
be time no longer." 

When the dying soul leaves the world of time, then that which
for those who remain in the world is still future becomes for him an
immediate present. Those who "dip their feet into Jordan" discover
that the Lord's return, hitherto a future event, is upon them NOW.
It is not momentarily now as in a vision which will fade, but NOW
in a reality which is forever. Death is not a temporary lapse into
unconsciousness from which we shall later recover: it can only be
called a "falling asleep" when viewed from the position of those who
remain locked in time. For those who depart, there is no period of
sleeping from which they will awaken in due time.

When Stephen's feet touched the waters of his "Jordan" he saw
the Lord standing to receive him. Surely we are not to suppose that
this was merely a pre-vision. Undoubtedly the Lord really did
receive Stephen unto Himself. But since the Lord will not receive any
of us until He returns for us, then for Stephen both events—his
dying and his reception by his Lord—must have occurred at one and
the same moment. No one, in dying, has to wait for the coming of the
Lord. We cannot speak of waiting when time is no more.11 Only
those who are still bound in this space-time world have to wait. As
each saint leaves this world, there is, instantly, a moving forward to
that end point—the Lord's return to receive him unto Himself.

When time becomes eternity
And so, as we, one by one, touch the waters of Jordan with our

feet, we pass at once into the presence of the Lord whom we rise to
meet in the air as He returns, and our new bodies rise with us,
making us complete in our identity as individual persons. But then
we shall discover that those whose feet touched Jordan before us
have also that instant joined with us, while those who (in the process
of history) are yet to die in the Lord before He comes, are also joining
us as we make the journey. For we shall experience the telescoping
of past, present, and future—that future which, from the point of
view of the living, intervenes between our being laid in the grave
and the Lord's return. But we who have gone to be with the Lord
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12. A similar situation is implicit in 1 Peter 1:7: "that the trial of faith, being much more
precious than of gold that perishes, though it be tried with fire, might be found unto praise and
honour and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ". Here Peter encourages the saints to
persevere in spite of severe persecution in order that we might in the end "be found unto praise
and honour and glory". When is this praise and glory to be manifest? Is it not when we go to
be forever with the Lord? Yes, surely; but this is not precisely what Peter says. He says "at the
appearing of Jesus Christ". When Paul speaks of an "instant audience" when we die, Peter
speaks of instant praise and glory upon his returning. This is, by my thesis, precisely the same
thing! They are one event. Even John seems to have this in mind: "Little children, abide in Him;
that, when He shall appear, we may have confidence and not be ashamed before Him at his
coming." (1 John 2:28). When we go into his presence at our departure from this life it will
coincide with his appearing, because our departure and his return ("his coming") ARE one and
the same event—whenever our departure may be.
13. "[Jesus said] the hour is coming, and now is, when the dead shall hear the voice of the Son
of God and they that hear shall live." John 5:25.

will not experience "the delay" which is yet to be experienced by
those left behind who must still complete their pilgrimage in time.
Yet for us, our pilgrimage and their pilgrimage will have been
completed at the same moment. Imagine our surprise to discover
when we arrive at our destination that those who came to see us off
are also on the train and have made the journey with us!

Thus the "enemy," death, has no power to separate us from the
Lord but only to separate us from our loved ones, a separation which
(if what I have said is true) occurs for the living but not for the
departing. The loss is theirs, for they remain when we are gone. The loss
is not ours because in our experience they make the journey with us,
time and delay being things which belong to the life of this world, not to
that world. That is why so much care was taken to deal with the
question of the nature of Time in the first part of this volume.

As the child of God makes this passage over Jordan, the river
ceases to be a river, but every event in God's scheduled programme
for the future as revealed in Scripture which must come to pass
between now and the Lord's return, is instantly observed to have
been fulfilled already. There is no waiting since the Lord's return is
immediate. Within the framework of time and space, the bodily
resurrection of the dead at the Lord's coming is yet future, but to the
dying Christian it is in the immediate present.12 In the reality of that
other world, there is no difference between "is coming" (which looks
to the future) and "now is" (which lies in the immediate present).13
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14. Is Jesus hinting at this when he says: "Many that are first shall be last; and the last shall be
first" (Matthew 19:30) and "So the last shall be first and the first shall be last" (Matthew 20:16)?
15. 1 Corinthians 15:22-24. "For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive. But
every man in his own order: Christ the firstfruits; afterward they that are Christ's at his coming.
Then comes the end when he shall have delivered up the Kingdom to God, even the Father,
when he shall have put down all rule and all authority and power."

The dying child of God does not experience any discontinuity
imposed by death.

The joyful destiny of each saint in dying is to be received at once
by the Lord as He returns to the earth. His own death is the Lord's
return, and the more imminent that death is, the more imminent is
the Second Coming of the Lord. Nor shall we, once in His presence,
wonder about what is happening to the saints we have left behind.
They will not, in our experience in eternity, have been left behind!

Such being the case, the same experience must necessarily be
shared by all the saints alike, all who have departed this life. For
each and every one of them, all history and all intervening time
between that death and the Lord's coming again is totally eclipsed,
so that each must find, to his amazement and delight, that as he
passes over Jordan, Adam too is just about to pass over his "Jordan"
to be received by the Lord, and so is Noah, and Abraham, and
David, Isaiah, the beloved Luke, Paul, Augustine, Luther, Calvin,
Wycliffe, Spurgeon and you and I!14 

From the point of view of the living in the time-space world, this
in-gathering must always be seen as sequential.15 How otherwise can
we talk about it? But it is nevertheless experienced as a single
glorious moment when the dying pass into the presence of the Lord
with joy. None will precede by reason of historical accident or prior
birth; and none will be late. None will have longer to wait than
others for none have any waiting at all.

It is only when seen from this side of the grave within the
framework of time that we can speak of some preceding others into
the Lord's presence. Seen from the other side of Jordan, such
precedence is meaningless, since where there is no time, there can be
no precedence. Thus for those who have passed over, being "present
with the Lord" is an already-event. Nevertheless, as seen by those
who have not yet passed over Jordan, "no man has yet ascended into
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16. Peter, in his sermon on the day of Pentecost, noted that "David is not yet ascended into the
heavens" (Acts 2:34) and Jesus in his conversation with Nicodemus said, "No man has
ascended up to heaven, but he that came down from heaven, even the Son of man who is in
heaven" (John 3:13).

heaven."16 Historically, the departed are not there yet because we are
not there yet. But in the  experience of the departed who are there, we
are there, too.

Examples of the eclipse of time
To eclipse time is to cancel out all intervals. To cancel out all

intervals, whether the interval be long (as might be supposed for
Abel already six thousand years in the grave) or short (as for the
saint who was buried yesterday) is simply to bring the terminal event
of the Lord's return to the same instant for all. Thus, when Adam died,
he passed at once in his experience into the Lord's presence, and
may have been surprised (speaking "foolishly") to find Noah and
Abraham and Daniel and you and me all joining him at the same
instant so that we rise to meet the Lord together. Sleeping and waiting
are only terms that accommodate our bondage to time. Adam's last
day, 5000 years ago, was and is, in his experience, the Last Day, the
great day of the Lord's return. 

There are other such telescoping of events in Scripture. Did not
the Lord say, "Before Abraham was, I am" (John 8:58)? Consider
what this means. Let us call the time before Abraham "A,"
Abraham's time "B," and the moment when the Lord spoke these
words "C." About two thousand years elapsed between Abraham
and the Lord's incarnation, yet the Lord placed "C" before "A" and
made all three situations coincident by using the present tense of
Himself: "I am." We might have expected Him to say, "Before
Abraham, I was." But this is not what He said.

On another occasion, the disciples were stormbound on the Sea
of Galilee and in immediate fear of being shipwrecked. Suddenly,
they saw the Lord coming towards them, calmly walking across the
tumultuous waves. Naturally they were terrified: it must have
seemed to them a portent of the end of their lives, an end for which
they were not yet prepared. But the Lord Jesus at once calmed their
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fears saying, "It is I: be not afraid" (John 6:20). We then have an
interesting observation: "They willingly received Him into the ship;
and immediately the ship was at the land whither they went." When
we see the Lord coming, we are in fact already "home," at the land
whither we go. Once again, it is not a question of suddenly
accelerated time or shortening of distance. It is not a question of time
going more quickly, it is a matter of total eclipse: not of experiencing
a contracted interval, but of arriving at a point that has no extension.

We have already noted an example of the telescoping of space
and time when we read in Luke 4:5 that during the period of
temptation in the wilderness the devil showed to the Lord "all the
kingdoms of the world in a moment (Greek: a point, stigma) of time."

The dying thief's "today" was nothing less than "the day" of the
Lord's returning to receive us all. That very day, before he was to see
another sunset, he was caught up with the rest of us to meet the
Lord in the air and was indeed that day and forever with the Lord.
It is to be so for us all: "absent from the body, present with the Lord."
There was—and is—no delay.

Admittedly, it is difficult to conceive of a timeless sleep. But
when we exercise our time-bound minds upon the subject, we are
almost forced in this situation to use the analogy of sleep since the
appearance of the body of the deceased so obviously invites such a
simile. Certainly Scripture uses the concept of sleep, though perhaps
as an accommodation to our restricted imaginative capacity. Yet
when the child of God departs this life, although he may be said to
have fallen asleep, it seems that in truth he does not experience
falling asleep at all.(See Appendix V for Martin Luther’s insight)

As the Lord Himself assured us, "He that lives and believes shall
never die" (John 11:26) which, in the present context, translates into
"He that lives and believes shall never sleep." Not to "taste of death"
(John 8:52) can only mean not to fall asleep either. In other words, in
departing, we journey at once without loss of consciousness into the
presence of the Lord exactly as Paul also assured us, despite the
appearance to the contrary as the mourners look upon our
apparently sleeping body.
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I may be accused of excessive literalism, but as I read what
Scripture tells us, I assume that not to taste death means just that: not
to taste of death at all. I believe that the abolishing of death and the
recovery of immortality, so far as experience is concerned, means the
abolishment of death, though obviously not yet so far as appearance
goes in this world of time.

I also believe that the necessity of the resurrection of the body, in
order to allow for the conscious expression of the spirit and thus the
real existence of the whole human person, is clearly indicated by the
resurrection of the body of Jesus Christ in his manhood. He
evidently could not continue as to his manhood without embodiment.
This is entirely in harmony with the assurance of bodily resurrection
which forms such a prominent part of Paul's theology and of the
promises of all the other New Testament writers as well.

Putting it all together, we have to suppose that the dying saint
does indeed pass at once out of time into eternity, out of this world
into the next, out of the company of earthly companions into the
glorious company of the Lord and his saints, instantly. This
translation occupies no time whatever, not even the fraction of a
second, since there is no room for even that fraction of a second's
delay in a timeless world.

Events portrayed diagrammatically
In conclusion, I want to make one more attempt to work out my

thesis, as I see it, in the historical setting of biblical events from the
day of Adam's creation until the day of the Lord's return. And I want
to do it with a series of diagrams, each of which builds upon the
previous one, thus hopefully making their meaning fairly easy to
grasp. 

I am making only two basically simple assumptions as to the
historical framework, neither of which need to be considered as
anything more than a reference point for the sake only of concrete
discussion. The two assumptions are that Adam was created
somewhere around 4000 B.C., and that the Lord will return in the
not too distant future, let us say 2020 A.D. The actual dates are quite
unimportant in themselves as far as the diagrams are concerned. But
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for many readers it may help to be rather specific in order to make
the picture fit within the framework of biblical history as commonly
understood, allowing very loosely for what is prophesied about the
future.

Adam's creation date can be altered to suit the reader's
preference and it will make absolutely no difference to the diagrams
if all the dates are adjusted accordingly. And as to the date of the
Lord's return, it must be understood as entirely provisional—it is,
after all, totally hidden from us at the moment. All we know for
certain is that it is a future certainty!

So, looking first at Figure 8.
Here we have a span of history B.C. and A.D., with Adam's date

of creation at one end and the Lord's return at the other. The First
Adam was placed on the earth to have dominion over it and he
failed miserably. The Second Adam will come to the earth to have
dominion over it, and will succeed magnificently. These two points
in time are therefore highly significant—and antithetical.

If Adam was created 4004 B.C., as many chronologists in the past
have concluded, and if he lived 930 years as the Bible says, he died

Figure 8: Time line from creation week to a possible date for the end
of the world. Adam was created (large upward arrow), lived on

earth (dotted line) and died (large downward arrow).
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somewhere about 3074 B.C. It depends on the length of the biblical
year, whether it was 360 days long or 365 days long. I have indicated
this presumptive data on the diagram. At the other end of the scale
I have shown the Lord's return to earth as being in 2020 A.D. The
arrow at this point indicates his descent from heaven. This is not to
be taken as a prediction, it is adopted completely arbitrarily in order
to be specific for the reasons stated above. I am not pretending to be
a prophet. All that is assumed with confidence is that we are to enter
his presence at the time of his coming again. The figure is therefore
straight forward enough and quite easily comprehended.

When Adam steps into ‘Jordan,’ all the centuries between his
death and the Lord’s return are eclipsed, and at the time of this
death he passes at once to the year 2020 and the Lord’s Second
Coming. This is displayed graphically in Figure 9.

So we add names as the centuries go by and as the saints come
one by one to cross Jordan. Arriving there, each finds Jordan has
dried up. Each also finds all other saints touching its bank at the
same moment; and each passes directly over into the presence of the

Figure 9: Same as figure 8 with addition of a dotted line for eclipsed
time.
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17. This was 'foreseen' by Enoch, "the seventh from Adam", who saw "the Lord coming with
ten thousands of his saints" (Jude 14). Even John seems to hint at this when he says, "We know
that, when he shall appear, we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is" (1 John 3:2). In
other words, we shall not see Him until He appears, i.e., until He comes again. Or, to put it
differently again, when we see Him it will be at his coming again. Thus our leaving this life

returning Lord, all making the journey together at the same
moment17 as seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Same as figure 9 with names of saints who died during
different historical times.
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"this day" will prove for us to be the time of his coming again, as it will for all his saints. Thus
we shall, like Enoch, see Him coming with all his saints when we go at once to be with Him.
18. See “Time and Eternity: Creation and the Theory of Relativity”, in Time and Eternity, vol. 6 in
The Doorway Papers Series, Grand Rapids, Zondervan, 1977, pp.11-49.

Here, then, is a possible solution that I believe accommodates all
the crucial passages which are otherwise difficult to reconcile. These
"irreconcilables" would now seem to disappear as the whole picture
which emerges displays a beautiful concordance with itself. And the
problem of a kind of half-identity in a supposed interim is resolved,
since there is no interval in which such a half-identity would ever be
experienced. Where there is no time, there can be no interval.

Such a resolution preserves intact what has always seemed to me
the most wonderful prospect for the departing saint, namely,
immediate passage into the presence of the Lord and immediate
participation, with all other saints from Adam to the end of the age,
in the Lord's return to the earth in glory.

For the living who remain behind as each saint makes this
journey, death is still an enemy because it separates us from the
departed loved ones. But for those who step into Jordan, death is
neither a separation from loved ones nor an interim of waiting: only
immediate glorification. Nor is there any discontinuity of con-
sciousness or of the sense of personal identity since we are never
without a body.

Thus, in the evening of life when the time finally arrives for us
to depart to be with the Lord, the shadow of death is turned into the
morning of a new day.18Every man is equidistant from that great
Day. No one arrives embarrassingly early, or late, and every one will
be perfectly clothed for the occasion. It will be the most wonderful
union imaginable.

This fusion of present and future is reflected in the Lord's words:
"The hour is coming and now is when the dead shall hear the voice
of the son of God: and they that hear shall live" (John 5:25). Seen
from this side of Jordan, the hour is coming is a future thing, whereas
and now is is a present reality in the experience of all the saints who
arrive at the Crossing, whether past, present or future. The is coming
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19. The Lord's words could, of course, refer in this case to the effect of his earthly ministry on
his audience at that moment. But his words in John 5:28-29 ("Marvel not at this: for the hour
is coming, in which all that are in the graves shall hear his voice, and shall come forth; they that
have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they that have done evil, unto the
resurrection of damnation") seem to make this unlikely, for the reference here is clearly to
physical resurrection.

belongs to time: the now is belongs to eternity.19 
I want to reaffirm my belief that those who object to the idea of

soul-sleeping are right in doing so. The sleeping and awakening of
the soul are appropriate descriptive terms only from the point of
view of those who still live within the time-frame of this world. The
saints who depart to be with the Lord do not experience sleep. Where
Jordan is rolled back and no longer flows, where  death has been
abolished, where there is no dying, there can be no sleeping either
and no loss of consciousness. There is no river to cross. I am
emphasizing this because I should like to make my thesis quite clear.
Even if it should prove to be incorrect when examined by others
without my bias, it seems important that it should at least be
understood.

In the prospect of death, the saint anticipates it with mixed
feelings like anyone else, just as the children of Israel faced a Jordan
river in flood with apprehension. It is only when the moment arrives
to touch the flood waters that these waters are seen to have been cut
off from above so that the river as such no longer exists. We thus
walk over dryshod into glory without dipping our feet in the waters
themselves, regardless of what clinical appearances there may be to
the contrary.

In the experience itself, death is not a descent followed by a
resurrection but an immediate graduation. As Jesus said,
"Whosoever lives and believes shall never die" (John 11:26). Only to
those who remain locked in time does it seem a descent, and for
them the promise of rising again is therefore very necessary. The
eclipse of time for the departing believer obliterates any pause that
might be anticipated between departing and arriving.

The transition is a single smooth journey out of time into
eternity, from a lower order of consciousness into a higher one, from
a dying world into an incorruptible one that passes not away. But
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above all, from a Presence that is mediated, into a Presence that is
immediate. And so shall we ever be with the Lord. Alleluia! 
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1. 2 Corinthians 5:17: "If any man be in Christ Jesus, he is a new creature: old things are passed
away: behold all things are become new." 
2. Galatians 2:20: "I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ lives in
me: and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by the faithfulness of the Son of God, who
loved me, and gave himself for me."

PERSONAL POSTSCRIPT

Let me close with an expression of personal faith. Paul tells us
that "Christ in us is the hope of glory" (Colossians 1:27). I am
convinced this is true, almost inconceivable though it is. I cannot
examine my own soul without despairing of the state of it. Though
I have known and walked with the Lord for almost fifty years, I do
not yet see, except upon very rare occasions and then only in a very
tentative way, that I am a better person than I was when I first
became by his grace a member of the blameless family of God. Yet
those few brief moments of clearer vision assure me that there is
indeed a seed of new life that is bearing everlasting fruit in my heart
as the Lord Jesus Christ, my Saviour, finds ways and means to re-
form (one could almost say re-incarnate) Himself in me as a new
creation.1 For this is the source of my new life.2 This, and this alone,
is my hope of glory: Christ in me. It is the assurance of Paul and it is
the hope of every child of God.

When I find myself in his wonderful presence, it will not be as a
miserable wretch, apologizing before God for my ragged soul that
would seem scarcely worth the price of its purchase. No, it will be a
glorious new me! It will be a perfected spirit (with all that belongs to
the old sinful self buried and done with forever) reunited with a
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3. Philippians 3:21: "[the Lord Jesus Christ] shall change our vile body, that it may be fashioned
like unto his glorious body, according to the working whereby he is able even to subdue all
things unto himself."
4. "To him who overcomes will I give to eat of the hidden manna and will give him a white
stone, and in the stone a "new name written, which no man knows except he who receives it."

resurrected body made like unto his "glorious body"3 to form in
some wholly satisfying way a new, yet identifiable, Arthur C.
Custance. But because that name represents the old person and not
the new, that name, like the old person it represents, will no longer
be used or even remembered. I shall have a new name.4 This is the
promise of eternity...a glorious new nature worthy to behold the
Lord in his glory and to form a part of his royal court.

Meanwhile, I do not look for the Lord's return and the glory that
shall be revealed as an event coming long after I depart from this
scene. I look for it the very moment I am called home to be with
Him. And I have every confidence of joining Him with all his saints
who have gone before me and with all who shall have come after
me. This is my expectation: and this will be my fulfilment.

What a day of rejoicing that will be!
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Appendix I

Some Particularly Problematic Passages

Section  A    1 Peter 3:18-20:   "The spirits in prison..."

For Christ died for your sins once for all, the righteous for the
unrighteous, to bring you to God. He was put to death in the
body but made alive by the spirit, through whom also he went
and preached to the spirits in prison who disobeyed long ago
when God waited patiently in the days of Noah while the ark was
being built. [NIV]

Section B Ephesians 4:8-10: "He led captivity captive..."

Therefore he said, when he ascended up on high, he led
captivity captive, and gave gifts unto men. (Now that he
ascended, what is it but that he also descended first into the
lower parts of the earth? He that descended is the same also that
ascended up far above the heavens, that he might fill all things).

In connection with these two passages a number of other verses of
Scripture are relevant to the discussion. These have been set forth below,
not in their biblical order but in the order of reference in the text. The
phrases which are specially important in the present context have been
emphasized.

The passages important to Section A are as follows:
Genesis 6:1-4
And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of
the earth, and daughters were born unto them, that the sons of
God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took
wives of all which they chose. . . .
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There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that,
when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and
they bare children of them, the same became mighty men which
were of old, men of renown.

Jude 6
And the angels which kept not their first estate, but left their
own habitation, he has reserved in everlasting chains under
darkness unto the judgment of the great day.

2 Peter 2:4,5
God spared not the angels that sinned but cast them down to
hell [Tartarus so the Greek, not Hades or Gehenna] and delivered
them into chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment.

Revelation 20:2,7,8,13,14
And he laid hold on the dragon, that old serpent which is the
Devil and Satan, and bound him a thousand years... And when
the thousand years are expired, Satan shall be loosed out of his
prison and shall go out to deceive the nations. . .and death and
hell gave up the dead which were in them...  and were cast into
the lake of fire.

1 Peter 3:19,20 (already quoted as lead text, but here given a
possible alternative rendering: see comment in text below)
By which [spirit] Enoch also went and made an announcement
unto the spirits in prison: which were sometime disobedient
when once the long-suffering of God waited in the days of Noah
while the ark was preparing...

The passages important to Section B are as follows:

Matthew 27:51-53
And behold the veil of the temple was rent in twain from the top
to the bottom; and the earth did quake and the rocks rent; and
the graves were opened: and many bodies of the saints which
slept arose, and came out of the graves after the resurrection, and
went into the holy city, and appeared unto many.

Philippians 2:10
...that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in
heaven, and things in earth, and things under the earth...
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Matthew 12:29
How can one enter into a strong man's house, and spoil his
goods, except he first bind the strong man? And then he will
spoil his house.

Matthew 16:18
And I say also unto you, That you are Peter and upon this rock
will I build my church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it.

Revelation 1:18
I am he who lives and was dead; and behold I am alive for
evermore. Amen; and have the keys of hell and death.

SECTION A

PREAMBLE:

It is exceedingly difficult to disentangle the complex web of traditional
lore that has been woven around these passages from the very earliest days
of the Christian Church. This lore has significantly coloured our
understanding of what happens to the dead while they await resurrection.
And this colouring can be observed in both the Roman Catholic and
Protestant branches of the Church. In spite of a very considerable literature,
the meaning of these passages is still far from clear.

"SPIRITS IN PRISON" (1 Peter 3:18-20).
In the Book of Enoch (Chap. XII. 4; XV. 6-9,12) we have a supposed report

of Enoch, the seventh from Adam, in which he describes how he was sent
to pronounce judgment upon the Fallen Angels (the Nephilim, from the
Hebrew word Napal, to fall) who had cohabited with the daughters of men
in Noah's day (Genesis 6:1-4) and were removed from the earth and bound
in chains in a subterranean region called Tartarus (2 Peter 2:4). They were
spirit beings, he says, and consequently not subject to physical death as man
is and could not, therefore, be put out of action by death. They were
accordingly removed by divine intervention; and it seems reasonable to
suppose that it was the Lord Himself who undertook to see that it was
done.

These angels appear to have been appointed originally as overseers or
"Watchmen” (so they are called in the apocryphal literature) over human
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1. Angels: a not unlikely appointment in view of Hebrews 1:4 ("Being made so much better
than the angels, as he [Christ] has by inheritance obtained a more excellent name than they")
where the (elect?) angels are described as being sent to become ministering spirits to those who
shall be heirs of salvation, i.e., the elect among men.
2. 2 Corinthians 6:14: "Do not be unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what
fellowship has righteousness with unrighteousness? And what communion has light with
darkness?"

affairs,1 a duty which led to the unnatural temptation to become sexually
involved with the daughters of men. Enoch XII. 4 records this circumstance:

Enoch, thou scribe of righteousness, go, declare to the Watchers
of the heavens who have left the high heaven, the holy eternal
place, and have defiled themselves with women and have done
as the children of earth do, and have taken unto themselves
wives.

Further details are given in Enoch XV. 6-9 and 12, which is now ad-
dressed to the angels.

But you were formerly spiritual, living the eternal life, and
immortal for all generations of the world. And therefore I have
not appointed wives for you; for as for the spiritual ones of the
heavens, in heaven is their dwelling. And now, the giants who
are produced from the spirit and flesh, shall be called evil spirits
upon the earth, and on the earth shall be their dwelling.

Evil spirits have proceeded from their bodies; because they are
born from men, and from the holy Watchers is their begetting and
primal origin; they shall be evil spirits on earth, and evil spirits
shall they be called... And these spirits shall rise up against the
children of men and against the women, because they have
proceeded from them.

There is nothing in all this that actually conflicts with anything in
Scripture. Genesis 6:1-4 seems to be the Old Testament background of the
event, and Jude 6 a New Testament reflection. The Jews themselves
originally understood the phrase in Genesis 6:2 "the sons of God" as angels.
It is only later that these sons of God came to be interpreted as saints who
forsook the call of separation and formed the kind of unholy alliance that
Paul forbids in 2 Corinthians,2 though not overtly with any reference to
Genesis 6:2. Philo of Alexandria (c. B.C. 20–42 A.D.) appears to have been
one of the first to suggest that the sons of God were 'virtuous' men and that
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3. Philo, Judaeus: Questions and Anwers on Genesis, translated by Ralph Marcus, London,
Heineman, 1961, Supplement, Book I, section 92.
4. Ginzberg, Louis, The Legends of the Jews, Philadelphia, Jewish Publications Society of
America, 1954, vol.1, p.124, 125, 148.
5. Leviticus 16:8: "And Aaron shall cast lots upon the two goats: one lot for the Lord, and the
other for the scapegoat ." The transliteration of the Hebrew word for "scapegoat" into English
is rendered "Azazel".

the daughters of men were 'wicked and corrupted' women.3 Philo was a
wealthy Jewish philosopher and somewhat of a free-thinker, but his views
probably reflect contemporary Jewish thought in many ways.

In his work The Legends of the Jews, Louis Ginzberg4 has summary
statements of Enoch VI - VIII:

The depravity of mankind which began to show itself in the
time of Enosh [biblical Enos, the third from Adam?], had
increased monstrously in the time of his grandson Jared by
reason of the fallen angels. When the angels saw the beautiful
and attractive daughters of men they lusted after them and said,
"We will choose wives for ourselves only from among the
daughters of men and beget children with them."

Under the leadership of twenty captains they defiled
themselves with the daughters of men unto whom they taught
charms [magic?]... The issue from these mixed marriages was a
race of giants three hundred ells [an ell in Old English equaled
four feet three inches!] tall, who consumed the possessions of
men...  Then the earth complained about the impious evil  doers.
But the fallen angels continued to corrupt mankind.

Later, Ginzberg has a further statement as follows:

Chiefly, the fallen angels and their giant posterity caused the
depravity of mankind... Raphael was told to put the fallen angel
Azazel into chains, cast him into a pit of sharp and pointed
stones in the desert called Dudael, and cover him with darkness,
and so he was to remain until the great day of judgment, when
he would be thrown into the fiery pit of hell.

Was Azazel another name for Satan, or perhaps the name of one of
Satan's chief lieutenants, an individual who re-appears in some of the
apocryphal literature of the Christian era? The Old Testament could
conceivably be referring to this same spirit being in connection with the
scapegoat of Leviticus 16:8.5 This verse refers to one of the goats as being
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marked "for Azazel," which could therefore signify "for Satan." The
significance of this marking might then be that whereas the one goat was
to be slain by man, the other was to be slain by Satan who has the power of
death and the destruction of the body (Hebrews 2:14 and 1 Corinthians
5:4,5).6 That Azazel could refer to Satan was first proposed by Origen
(Contra Celium, 6.43) and adopted by a number of modern writers, Keil
among them.7

At any rate, the words of Jude 6 (which form part of inspired Scripture)
seem to show that there is a kernel of truth in these Jewish traditions. Jude
refers to "the angels which kept not their first estate but left their own
appointed housing" whom God has "reserved in everlasting chains under
darkness unto the judgment of the great day." The allusion is unmistakable.
2 Peter 2:4 seems clearly to be a reference to the destiny of these angels who
are reserved in Tartarus, presumably a special form of prison, until that
Day.

Genesis 6:4 also indicates that other angels were similarly tempted to
intrude into the human life-stream after the Flood, and giant offspring again
resulted. These giants were perhaps chiefly limited to Canaan. One by one
they were slain—five of them by David himself, including the well-known
Goliath. They must have terrified their contemporaries, and if the giant
cities of Bashan, of which J. L. Porter wrote so eloquently in 1866,8 are any
indication, they must have grown into a substantial population of wholly
evil beings of extraordinary stature and vigour.

The Book of Jubilees (IV. 15) re-affirms this Jewish belief that it was in the
days of Jared that "the angels of the Lord descended upon the earth, those
that are called Watchmen, in order that they might teach the children of
men to do judgment and right over the earth." In due time these angels
forsook the right path (v.23) and "commenced to mix with the daughters of
the earth so that they were defiled; and Enoch testified against them all." It
was on this account that “God brought the deluge over the whole land of
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Eden" (verse 25).
Then in Jubilees V.1 the recurrence of this invasion is affirmed and it is

noted that the sons they bore became giants.
In another apocryphal work entitled The Testament of the Twelve

Patriarchs, and under the Testament of Reuben (section 5), the same
circumstances are recounted, elaborated slightly by the observation that
"they changed themselves into the shape of men, and appeared to them in
their congress with their husbands, and the women having in their minds
desire towards these who thus appeared to them, gave birth to giants."

This, then, is the pre-Christian reservoir of Jewish lore regarding the
eruption of fallen angelic beings into the stream of human history: and of
what happened to them. They themselves suffered imprisonment in
darkness; and their evil offspring suffered slaughter and disembodiment.
This led to an unending search for re-embodiment by these wandering
beings which the New Testament refers to as evil spirits.

The question is, How much of the New Testament relates to this
episode? Presumably Jude 6 does, and also 2 Peter 2:4. The events of
Revelation 20:2, 7 and 8 certainly indicate that a supernatural spirit being
is capable of "imprisonment." Whether 1 Peter 3:19 and 20 relates to the
same issue is not clear, although these verses certainly refer back to those
who were disobedient in the time of Noah. Are these "disobedient spirits in
prison" men or angels?

It has been suggested by some commentators that we might take 1 Peter
3:19 as a slightly corrupted text which should be read "in which Enoch also
went and preached to the spirits in prison" instead of the present reading
"in which also he went and preached." The passage might then be taken to
indicate that while the spirit of Christ in Noah sought to warn and
evangelize disobedient men, Enoch who had already been translated was
sent to the spirits (the fallen angels) who were in prison, not to evangelize
them but to announce their condemnation. Could this be why he was
translated bodily? His "mission" required that he retain all his faculties for
the task assigned. In verse 19 the word "preached" is a translation of the
Greek word kerusso which means "to announce" or "proclaim," not
necessarily to evangelize. It is a kind of neutral word and can signify good
news or bad news. The Greek word euangelidzo (which means specifically
"to preach the gospel") is not employed here. However, kerusso is often used
as a synonym for the latter, so that one could not prove too much by any
appeal to the terms of the commission. Besides, it involves both an
emendation of the text which is of uncertain validity, as well as employing
a select meaning to a word which is quite capable of an alternative
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rendering. Altogether this interpretation seems somewhat contrived.
Dr. E. W. Bullinger in his Companion Bible9 suggests that the word spirits

here must be interpreted as "angels" since men are not referred to as spirits
even in heaven: he rejects Hebrews 12:2310 as having any relevance. In this
view the spirits in prison are therefore angels, not men. The "visitor" was
Christ.

W. G. T. Shedd, in his Dogmatic Theology, considers that Christ's descent
into the nether region, Hades, has no warrant in Scripture. His view, widely
shared, is that the Hades of Acts 2:31 simply means "the grave."11 The
Apostles' Creed merely committed the Church to a belief that the Lord Jesus
really died and was indeed buried—although some of those who helped to
fashion this creed may well have privately interpreted the word hell (in Acts
2:3112) as something more than just the grave. Shedd observed that
Augustine, Bede, Aquinas, Beza, and most of the Reformed theologians,
have explained 1 Peter 3:18-20 as meaning only that Christ preached to men
who were disobedient in Noah's time, his spirit being in Noah who spoke
in his name in somewhat the same sense as in 1 Peter 1:1113

Charles Hodge, in his Systematic Theology, favours Shedd's
interpretation by observing that it is not appropriate to present the Gospel
to those who have departed this life for it is a way of salvation only to the
living. He assumed that the words "in prison" merely signify "in the
grave."14

We therefore seem to have only four passages which specifically bear
upon the events of Genesis 6:1-4, namely, 1 Peter 3:19, 20; 2 Peter 2:4; Jude
6, and Revelation 20:7 and 8. In a sense it is not necessary for us to know
such things at all, except that the effects of this angelic intrusion have left
a tragic impress upon human history, for these evil demons are still Satan's
most active agents in the world today and are still bent upon our hurt and
on hindering God's purposes.
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The subject is relevant to the thesis of this volume, however, since the
manifest consciousness of these fallen and imprisoned spirits might seem
to indicate that disembodied man also has consciousness. But that such
angelic beings should have consciousness without embodiment is not
surprising in view of the fact that angels were created this way. They are by
constitution conscious without bodies. These four passages of Scripture
therefore do not seriously challenge the thesis of this volume.

SECTION B

PREAMBLE:

To the extent that all the dead have seemed to be in Satan's possession,
liberating the bodies of those who belong to the Lord is tantamount in the
symbolic sense to releasing them from Satan's prison. This could be the
general sense of Ephesians 4:8-10; Matthew 12:29 and 16:18, and Revelation
1:18. It is easy to see how such an event could be re-cast in the form of a
drama in which the dead are represented as crying out for release, the
Messiah is represented as forcibly breaking down the door of the prison,
and Satan is represented as being vanquished in his own house. The
apocryphal literature, both pre-Christian and Christian, deals with these
events. Of particular importance is The Gospel of Nicodemus. Let us examine
this literature briefly and a number of other traditions that seem to bear
upon the matter, and then attempt to sort out the sequence of events in the
six passages referred to above as important to this Section.

"LED CAPTIVITY CAPTIVE" (Eph. 4:8-10).
The idea that the grave is not so much a resting place for the body as a

prison from which the dead are to be rescued by the living, is very ancient
indeed. It was generally cast in the form of a rescue of a particular loved
one by some single individual, rather than the rescue of all the dead by
some great world redeemer. It goes back to the earliest times of written and
oral record and is found in similar form in many areas of the Old World.
The most ancient record that we have at present of such a theme comes
from the Sumerians.
     In this account the heroic Queen of heaven, Inanna by name, descends
to the Nether World to rescue her beloved husband (?) named Dumuzi. She
adorns herself impressively with jewelry since her sister happens to be
Queen of this Nether World and is also her bitter enemy. Her sister's name
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is Ereshkigal. It appears that the idea of adornment is to display her own
wealth and power. She gives instructions to her attendant, a male figure
named Ninshubur, that if she does not return after three days he is to set up
a hue and cry in heaven and to appeal particularly to the god Enlil not to let
her be put to death. Failing this, he is to try and get help from the moon
god, Nanna; and if this mission also fails, he is to go to the "god of wisdom"
whom she believes will surely come to her rescue.

Inanna arrives at the seven gates and is admitted, but at each gate she
is robbed of some of her jewelry. Finally, stark-naked, she is brought
kneeling before Ereshkigal, her evil sister. She is condemned by the Nether
World court, somehow put to death, and then hung from a stake.

Three days and three nights pass. On the fourth day her attendant,
Ninshubur, proceeds upon his mission of rescue. His mission is a failure.

He then fashions two sexless creatures, kurgarru and kalaturri, entrusts
them with "the food of life" and "water of life," and instructs them to
proceed to the Nether World and sprinkle the corpse of Inanna. This they
do, and Inanna revives. When she leaves the Nether World, the dead hasten
to go with her. Thereafter surrounded by this ghostly throng, she wanders
from city to city in Sumer. What happens in the end is not known since
unfortunately some of the tablets are missing.15

This story, pieced together from some thirteen fragments, is dated
approximately 2000 B.C., but it is assumed that the story is considerably
older.

Why her beloved husband needed rescuing from the nether regions is
not known since the tablets containing the opening of the story are probably
missing also. But it is rather remarkable in that it reflects faintly a kind of
prophetic forecast of the death of the Lord by crucifixion, his burial for
three days and three nights, and, even more strongly, the resurrection with
Him of a certain number of the dead who then visit a city (Jerusalem). It
might also be noted that Inanna is slain before she is hung, a circumstance
which is reflected in the wording of Acts 5:30.16 The resuscitation of Inanna
was accomplished by the food (bread?) and water of life.

The next account in chronological order tells of the descent of the
Queen of heaven (now under the name of Ishtar) into the Nether World.17

It is believed this is essentially the same story, though it is by no means
merely a translation from Sumerian into Babylonian. It has not yet been
established how much later it is, but probably several centuries.
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The plot is basically similar, and the casting very little different. The
heroine has the same status, but her reasons for visiting the Nether World
are not specifically stated. There are a few new details. Instead of a main
gate, there is now a door with a bolt, a bolt in place for so long that it is
covered with dust. She arrives at the door, much adorned like her
predecessor, and demands entrance. When refused, she threatens to "smash
the door" and "shatter the bolt." She explains her purpose: "I will raise up
the dead... so that the dead will outnumber the living." The doorkeeper asks
her to stop her violence, saying, "I will go to announce your name to Queen
Ereshkigal." It then turns out that Ishtar is sister to Ereshkigal, as her
predecessor had also been.

She is allowed in and, like her predecessor, is gradually stripped of all
her jewellery until she is quite naked. A similar fate awaits her. But it
appears that she is rescued by being sprinkled with the water of life, and
this rescue seems to have been helped in some way by the fact that during
her absence the world above had been rendered infertile to a dangerous
point. As she passes back through each of the seven gates, she recovers one
by one all her pieces of jewellery and her clothing. Towards the end of the
tablet, it turns out that what she really went to do was to rescue her lover
Tammuz, who had recently died. She succeeds in her mission and Tammuz
is revived. Having previously promised that if Tammuz is recovered from
the dead, all the rest of the dead would also rise, we presume that they do;
unfortunately the remainder of the tablet is missing.

Various forms of this story are known over a wide area, being reflected
in the Greek legends of Dionysus who rescues Semele, and Hercules who
rescues Alcestis. The tragic story of Orpheus and Euridice is in the same
genre, though in this instance the ending is very sad. Orpheus is promised
success provided that he does not look back to see if his love is following
him until he is back in the world above. At the last moment when he is
about to step out of the Nether World, he cannot resist the temptation to
assure himself that she is still following: and looking back, he loses Euridice
for ever. In India a similar legend appears involving Buddha who is himself
the liberator. This is told in his biography, Lalita Vistara. It is, however,
considered by some authorities on Indian literature that this legend is a
borrowed embellishment from poorly remembered early missionary
teaching regarding events connected with the resurrection of Christ.

Such a story as this may have been passed from one travelling
storyteller to another or it may merely reflect a very common human
situation in which two lovers are separated by the death of one, whom the
other is then determined to bring back to life or perish in the attempt. But
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it is curious how many suggestive parallelisms there are with the
circumstances surrounding the Lord's death and resurrection, as though the
Lord in Old Testament times had revealed (very early in human history)
some truths regarding the plan of salvation, details which have not been
preserved in Scripture itself.

It seems likely that the substance of some of these stories were known
to the early Church Fathers, for many of them seem to have interpreted
certain passages of Scripture in their light, and considered the doctrine of
the Lord's descent into Hades to rescue the Old Testament saints as an
important aspect of his saving work. It was not, however, formally written
into the Church's statement of Faith until the Fourth Synod of Sirmium in
359 A.D. Such passages as Ephesians 4:9-10 and 1 Peter 4:6 were believed
to be best accounted for on such a supposition. That the Lord's soul was not
left in hell (Acts 2:27)18 was thought to be evidence of just such a successful
"rescue mission to bring up the dead from their prison."

In the earlier centuries of the Christian era, a number of apocryphal
writings appeared which, while they were not considered to be canonical,
seem to have greatly influenced the thinking of the more imaginative
writers of the Church. One of these apocryphal books is the so-called Gospel
of Nicodemus. It claims to represent the events of the trial, crucifixion, and
resurrection of Christ as Nicodemus saw it. It also purports to tell us some
of the things which accompanied the rising from the dead of many of the
saints which slept, as recorded in Matthew 27:51-53.

Chapter XII of the Gospel of Nicodemus relates the experience of two
individuals named Charinus and Lenthius who are said to have been raised
from their graves at this time. Matthew 27:51 and 52 records that "the veil
of the temple was rent in twain from top to bottom; and the earth did
quake; and the rocks rent; and the graves were opened." We are then told
that "many bodies of the saints that slept arose," but according to verse 53
they did not actually come out of the graves until after the resurrection of
the Lord. Perhaps we are to understand that the earthquake which occurred
when the Lord died resulted in the opening up of many graves but that
those who were buried therein did not actually come forth until three days
later when the Lord Himself had risen.

According to Nicodemus, among those who arose and visited Jerusalem
were these two brothers, allegedly the sons of Simeon who had blessed
Jesus in the Temple (as recorded in Luke 2:25-35). The brothers told the
story (in chap. XII. 15 f.) of how they had died and descended into Hades,
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and felt their experience was so important that they insisted on being
provided with paper to write it all down. Chapter XIII is their account. It is
an interesting record.

All the Old Testament saints were in this prison "under the earth"
(Philippians 2:10), including such worthies as Adam, Seth, David, Isaiah,
their father Simeon, a little man named John the Baptist, and even Lazarus
briefly (whom, Satan complained, was taken away from him by
force—chap. XV.18).

Shortly after finding themselves in this dismal underworld, the two
brothers notice that suddenly the dark prison seems to be growing lighter,
and as everyone wonders at it, Adam "the father of all mankind" says: "That
light is the everlasting Light who has promised to translate us to everlasting
life." This causes great excitement and Satan, becoming anxious, determines
to secure the doors more strongly. As the light increases, the saints cry out,
"Lift up thy gates, 0 ye princes; and be ye lifted up, O everlasting gates, and
the King of Glory shall come in" (Psalm 24:7). Satan then demands, "Who
is this King of Glory?" (Psalm 24:8). And David at once replies, "The Lord
strong and mighty, the Lord mighty in battle." Isaiah then adds his own
prophetic exultation: "Your dead men shall live, together with my dead
body shall they arise. Awake and sing, you that dwell in the dust: for your
dew is as the dew of herbs, and the earth shall cast out her dead" (Isaiah
26:19). Meanwhile, very appropriately, David quotes Psalm 107:13-16:
"Then they cried unto the Lord in their trouble, and He saved them out of
their distresses. He brought them out of darkness and the shadow of death,
and broke their bands in sunder. Oh, that men would praise the Lord for his
goodness, and for his wonderful works to the children of men! For he has
broken the gates of brass and cut the bars of iron in sunder."

The appearance of passages such as these quoted in this context would
seem so appropriate to a reader who was predisposed to such a
reconstruction of the events as to greatly strengthen the impression that the
Gospel of Nicodemus, though not itself canonical, was nevertheless essentially
true. Much credence seems to have been placed in it by the common people.

Meanwhile, the Lord suddenly appears in the form of a man, "visiting
them that sit in darkness and in the shadow of death" (Luke 1:79). The saints
in exultation cry out: "This is the Lord who was once slain upon the cross"
(XVII.5). Then the King of Glory, trampling upon death, seizes the prince
of hell, deprives him of all his power, and takes Adam and all the other
saints with Him to glory (XVII.13).

This part of the story seems to be an elaboration of Matthew 12:29 in
which the strong man is first bound and then his goods are "spoiled." To
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this may perhaps be added Matthew 16:18 with a slight shift in emphasis:
"the gates of hell shall not prevail against him." We therefore have an
imaginative interpretation of Revelation 1:18, "I am he who lives and was
dead; and behold I am alive for ever more. Amen; and have the keys of hell
and death."

Now it is certain that Scripture owes nothing to such imaginative
reconstructions, but biblical passages like these might very well form the
basis of apocryphal creations in the first place. Once the reconstruction had
become current (and no doubt the Gospel of Nicodemus was only one version
of it), the early Church Fathers sometimes appealed to what was probably
a very widely accepted belief regarding the fate and rescue of the dead.
Their appeal to this common tradition, intended only to reinforce the
validity and acceptableness of their own teaching, in due time made
Scripture seem increasingly to support just such a vivid picture of the
interim period between the death and resurrection of the Old Testament
saints. In time it became the widely accepted orthodox interpretation. It was
naturally extended subsequently to cover all who had died in the present
age as well, all who are awaiting the resurrection which is to accompany the
Lord's return. The Roman Catholic Church made it a very practical
doctrine, one which turned out to be to their benefit economically.

It is easy to see how death could be considered, by even the most
conservative of commentators in the early Church, a form of imprisonment;
and how, in view of the fact that Satan was given the power of death over
men (Hebrews 2:14 and 1 Corinthians 5:4, 519), the Lord's victory over Satan
might be viewed as a sundering of the bars of the prison which kept them
in darkness. Ephesians 4:8-10 could logically be taken to describe just such
a victory achieved by the Lord in his death and burial in the grave, this
descent into the grave then being referred to as a descent into a place called
hell or the nether world, which was peopled by saint and sinner alike. The
resurrection in which a number of saints clearly took part as a kind of
firstfruits of the harvest sheaf would be taken as the harbinger of a much
larger resurrection which is later to mark his personal return to the world
of the living. Figurative interpretations of sober factual statements of
Scripture have on many occasions been embroidered in similar ways—to
the detriment of the truth. Whatever is the correct explanation of these
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difficult passages, it does not seem that it is really to be sought in these
pagan myths and apocryphal accounts.

If this is how these stories found their way into Christian tradition, if
this is how it has come about that an interim period has been crystallized
to such an extent as to become part and parcel of the evangelical faith, it
may be time to rethink the whole issue through again. There may, in fact,
be no grounds whatever for the common supposition that there is a period
of suspense in a kind of half-fulfilled state of bliss which seems to be chiefly
occupied in waiting for the resurrection of the body.

Certainly, conservative evangelicals have entirely eliminated from the
more ancient reconstruction the absurd details which left the departing
saints in a very uncomfortable situation, and certainly the whole concept of
purgatory is seen as quite contrary to the doctrine of salvation by grace
through faith alone. Nevertheless there remain certain almost insoluble
problems so long as we hold to the idea of a conscious period of waiting in
an "unclothed" state for the resurrection of the body.

I believe all the verses which have been referred to in Section B have to
be re-examined—in so far as they really do apply to man and not to evil
spirits or fallen angels. Some different way of interpreting them is needed
which does not fall into the error of confusing what is said of the Lord's
ministry of making men spiritually "alive from the dead" with some kind
of physical visitation to an underworld. Men are dead, even while they live,
and even more dead than ever once they have been buried "under the
earth": yet both kinds of dead men will rise to his praise. In the final
analysis, it is not the body itself which is the prison of the spirit, but death
which imprisons the body, and which thus effectively "captures" the person.
And this captivity applies so long as the "person" is in a state of
disembodied unconsciousness.

If my thesis is correct, it is of no importance to the saints who were left
behind that only a few were raised when the Lord Jesus arose from the
dead. In our time-frame there appears to have been a selective separation,
but in the experience of the dead themselves no such selective separation
or special privilege need exist. All the Old Testament saints, both those who
came out of their graves when Christ arose as well as those who were left
behind, and we who are still alive—as well as those who have died in the
Lord since that time—are all raised together with our glorified bodies to
meet the Lord as He returns at the same instant. From our point of view
there seem to have been a few privileged ones, but from their point of view
they need not be aware of having anticipated anyone else. "Anticipation" is
a word-trap, in a time-less world.
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until the Son of man be risen again from the dead." 

Appendix II

Moses and Elijah

The circumstances surrounding the appearance of Moses and Elijah on
the Mount of Transfiguration (Matthew 16:28–17:9)1 are exceptional. They
are exceptional for two reasons.

First, because Moses and Elijah uniquely represented the Law and the
Prophets in the Jewish mind, and here they stand together as two crucial
witnesses under the Old Covenant. What they bore witness to was the
perfection of the Lord's manhood. He had been tempted by Satan; He had
been abused, persecuted, provoked and maligned by his fellow men,
disappointed in his friends, and misunderstood by his family. He had
suffered the insults of the world and its thanklessness; yet He had never
failed to respond to human need in love and gentleness, nor to human
wickedness with anything but perfectly righteous anger. He had, in short,
displayed all the potential glory of true manhood, without spot or blemish
even in the eyes of his worst enemies—not one of whom in the end could
find any fault in Him whatever. He had been made perfect by the things
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10:5: "For Moses describes the righteousness which is of the law, that the man who does those
things shall live by them.". Galatians 3:10-12: "For as many as are of the works of the law are
under the curse: for it is written, Cursed is every one who continues not do to all things which
are written in the book of the law. But that no man is justified by the law in the sight of God,
it is evident: for, The just shall live by faith. The law is not of faith, but, The man who does
them shall live in them." Luke 10:25-28: "A certain lawyer stood up, and tempted him [Jesus],
saying, Master what shall I do to inherit eternal life? He [Jesus] said to him, What is written in
the law? How do you read it? He, answering, said, You shall love the Lord your God with all
your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your strength, and with all your mind, and
your neighbour as yourself. And [Jesus] said to him, You have answered right: this do, and you
shall live."
4. Luke 9:30-31: "[on the Mount of Transfiguration] there talked with him [Jesus] two men who
were Moses and Elijah: who appeared in glory and spoke of his decease which he should
accomplish at Jerusalem." 
5. Matthew 18:16: "...in the mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be established."
6. Matthew 17:5: "While he [Peter] yet spoke, behold, a bright cloud overshadowed them: and
behold, a voice out of the cloud, which said, This is my beloved Son in whom I am well
pleased; hear him." 

which He endured [suffered] (Hebrews 5:8 2) and as He stood glorified in
the presence of two witnesses, God had declared Him wholly pleasing in
his own sight.

It was to this perfection of his manhood that Moses and Elijah now bore
witness as He came to the threshold of entering into glory from the Mount
of Transfiguration. He had kept the whole Law in letter and in spirit and
thus had every right to pass into heaven without experiencing death.

The Scriptures constantly affirm that any man who perfectly fulfills the
Law shall indeed be worthy of eternal life (Leviticus 18:5; Ezekiel 20:11,13;
Romans 10:5; Galatians 3:12; and Luke 10:283). Divine satisfaction can be
entirely satisfied via this route. Only this One Man had ever fulfilled the
whole Law and was therefore "worthy." Moses and Elijah seem to have
been called upon to bear witness to the fact of this worthiness and its
significance in the light of the death he was to embrace entirely of his own
free will (Luke 9:30-31).4

Since the Law requires a minimum of two witnesses (Matthew 18:165),
both Moses and Elijah were needed, and they were ideally appropriate. But
in order to doubly certify these two witnesses, a third witness added his
testimony—the Father in heaven (Matthew 17:56) Three witnesses, the
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7. Mark 9:9, 10: "As they came down the mountain [of Transfiguration] he charged them that
they should tell no man what things they had seen, till the Son of man was risen from the dead.
And they kept that saying with themselves, questioning one with another what the rising from
the dead should mean."
8. 2 Kings 2:11: "And it came to pass, as they [Elisha and Elijah] went on, and talked, that,
behold, there appeared a chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and parted them both asunder; and
Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven."
9. Deuteronomy 34:6: "And he [the Lord] buried him [Moses] in a valley in the land of Moab,
over against Beth-peor: but no man knows of his sepulchre unto this day." 

maximum that the Law could require, thus testified to the perfection of him
who was worthy to become the sacrificial Lamb. He was declared wholly
innocent that he might become altogether guilty—on our behalf, and not on
his own.

However, in order that a record on earth might later be made of this
threefold testimony in heaven, three favoured disciples were present as
witnesses at the time of this critical certification. It was only after this
validation of Himself that the Lord came back down from the Mount of
glory and "set his face to go up to Jerusalem" (Luke 9:51), at the same time
seeking to impress upon the disciples the significance of what going up to
Jerusalem would mean for Himself and for them (Mark 9:9,107).

But how did Moses and Elijah thus appear in person before the
resurrection? If the resurrection of the body is essential to a true
reconstitution of the person and if that bodily resurrection is yet future,
how did they appear so identifiably themselves at this time?

This is the second special aspect of their appearance at this time, and it
hinges upon the fact that both had experienced a unique end. We know that
Elijah was translated, carried up to heaven bodily so that he was never
buried in the earth (2 Kings 2:118). It is apparent, therefore, that the means
for his reappearance as a whole person were still available. His body was
somehow preserved—presumably for this very purpose.

What about Moses? The circumstances surrounding his death were also
exceptional. We are told in Deuteronomy 34:6 that Moses died and was
buried: but in this unique instance he was buried by God, not by man.9 And
we learn from Jude 9 that the archangel, Michael, was specifically appointed
to protect this body. Indeed, Michael may have actually been appointed to
the task of interment. It is apparent that Satan, perceiving that this specially
treated body had some important significance in the purposes of God,
attempted to seize it, perhaps in the hope of destroying it or even in the
hope of using it for embodiment himself; just as he later was to use Judas
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10. Luke 22:3: "Then entered Satan into Judas surnamed Iscariot, being of the number of the
twelve." John 13: 26, 27: "[at the Last Supper] when he [Jesus] had dipped the sop, he gave it
to Judas Iscariot, the son of Simon. And after the sop, Satan entered into him. Then said Jesus
to him, That which you do, do quickly."
11. Luke 22:31, 32: "The Lord said, Simon, Simon, behold, Satan has desired to have you, that
he may sift you as wheat: but I have prayed for you, that your faith fails not."

(Luke 22:3; John 13:27 10) after failing to acquire Peter (Luke 22:31,32 11). Jude
9 12 tells us that Satan and Michael contended over the body and the
contention was so strong that Michael had to call upon the Lord for
assistance. Clearly the body of Moses, like the body of Elijah, was needed
for very particular reasons, and both bodies became the subject of special
treatment—and perhaps of special interest also to Satan.

It does seem that the circumstances behind the presence in person of
Moses and Elijah on the Mount of Transfiguration were indeed of particular
significance. We cannot, therefore, draw from this scene any firm
conclusion regarding the position or state of the departed saints under
ordinary circumstances. We have here a unique event that demanded
exceptional steps to be taken which are clearly made the occasion for certain
statements (especially Deuteronomy 34:6 and Jude 9, previously cited) that
underscore its extra-ordinary nature.
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1. Hebrews 9:27: "...it is appointed unto men once to die...” 
2. Revelation 11:8-9: "And their dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great city, which
spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified. And they of the
people and kindreds and tongues and nations shall see their dead bodies three and a half days,
and shall not suffer their dead bodies to be put in graves." 
3. James 5:17, 18: "Elijah was a man subject to like passions as we are, and he prayed earnestly
that it might not rain: and it rained not on the earth by the space of three years and six months.
And he prayed again, and the heaven gave rain, and the earth brought forth her fruit."

Appendix III

Elijah and Enoch

Elijah and Enoch: these are the only two men who were translated so
that they did not pass through death. Yet we are given to understand from
Hebrews 9:271 that death is "appointed" for human beings. Are they to
escape this appointment?

It may be that we have the answer to this question in Revelation 11:8-9.2

Here we find two very special witnesses. They are singled out by the Lord
as "my two witnesses" (verse 3). We do not know where they come from,
but for three and a half years they bear their testimony against Anti-Christ,
while living under the special protection of God. They are given
extraordinary powers over earth and air and water, powers which were in
one respect not unlike the powers exercised by Elijah (see James 5:17,183).
When they have completed their testimony, God allows them to be
martyred. We are then given some remarkable details about what happens
to them after they are slain. Revelation11:8 and 9 tells us that: 

Their dead bodies shall lie in the streets of the great city, which
spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was
crucified. And they of the people and kindreds and tongues and
nations [i.e., of this truly cosmopolitan city] shall see their dead
bodies three days and a half and shall not suffer their dead
bodies to be put in graves.
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4. Zechariah 14:4: "And his [the Lord's] feet shall stand in that day upon the mount of Olives,
which is before Jerusalem on the east... "
5. 1 Corinthians 15:51, 52: "Behold, I show you a mystery; we shall not all sleep, but we shall
all be changed. In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall
sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed." 

The three and a half days satisfies the legal requirement for the
certification of death according to Jewish law. And then in verse 11 and 12
we read:

After three days and a half, the spirit of life from God entered
them and they stood upon their feet; and great fear fell upon
them that saw them. And they [the two witnesses] heard a great
voice from heaven saying unto them, “Come up hither.” And
they ascended into the heaven in a cloud; and their enemies
beheld them [as they went up].

Thus, if they are indeed Elijah and Enoch, these two special witnesses,
having now fulfilled their appointment with death, rise up to join the saints
who have already become part of the Lord's entourage and are awaiting his
descent upon the Mount of Olives as predicted by Zechariah.4 The words
"Come up hither" seem to signify a special form of home-taking.

In the meantime, until that day comes for them to bear their witness
and be martyred, perhaps they "sleep" until the time when they are re-
united with their original (?) bodies and introduced again into the world to
give their joint testimony.

Certainly it does not seem that we have yet any clear understanding of
what the circumstances will be for these two uniquely translated saints —
if, indeed, they are Elijah and Enoch. Moreover, the general "appointment
to die" is not entirely universal (as Paul seems to clearly signify in 1
Corinthians 15:51 f.)5 since at the time of the Lord's return many who are
still alive will apparently pass directly into glory without experiencing
death at all.
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Appendix IV

The Calling Up Of Samuel

1 Samuel 28:5-19:

“When Saul saw the armies of the Philistines, he was afraid,
and his heart greatly trembled. And when Saul enquired of the
Lord, the Lord answered him not, neither by dreams, nor by
Urim, nor by the prophets. Then Saul said to his servants, Seek
out for me a woman who has a familiar spirit, that I may go to
her, and enquire of her. And his servants said to him, Behold,
there is a woman who has a familiar spirit at Endor (verses 5-7).

“So Saul disguised himself, and put on other raiment, and he
went, and two men with him, and they came to the woman by
night: and he said, I pray you, divine unto me by the familiar
spirit, and bring up to me him whom I shall name to you. And
the woman said unto him, Behold, you know what Saul [the
king] has done, how he has cut off those who have familiar
spirits, and the wizards, out of the land: why, therefore do you
lay a snare for my life, to cause me to die? And Saul sware to her
by the Lord, saying, As the Lord lives, there shall no punishment
happen to you for this thing (verses 8-10). 

“Then the woman said, Whom shall I bring up to you? And he
said, Bring up Samuel. And when the woman saw Samuel, she
cried with a loud voice: and the woman said to Saul, Why have
you deceived me? For you are Saul! And the king said to her, Do
not be afraid. What did you see? (Verses11-13a.)

“She said, I saw gods ascending out of the earth. And he said
to her, What form is he? And she said, An old man is coming up;
and he is covered with a mantle. And Saul perceived that it was
Samuel, and he stooped with his face to the ground, and bowed
himself (verses13b-14).

Samuel said to Saul, Why have you disquieted me, bringing me
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1. Psalm 82:6: "I have said, You are gods; and all of you are children of the most High." John
10:34, 35: "Jesus answered them, saying, Is it not written in your law, I said, You are gods? If
he called them gods, to whom the word of God came... "
2. Jameison, R., A. R. Faussett, and D. Brown, Commentary on the Whole Bible, Grand Rapids,
Zondervan, revised edition by Herbert Lockyer, 1961, at 1 Samuel 28.

up? Saul answered, I am very distressed: for the Philistines make
war against me, and God has departed from me, and doesn't
answer me any more, neither by prophets nor by dreams:
therefore I have called you, that you may make known to me
what I should do.

“Then Samuel said, Why then do you ask of me, seeing the
Lord has departed from you, and is become your enemy? (For
the Lord has done to him, as he had said by me): for the Lord has
rent the kingdom out of your hand, and given it to your
neighbour, even to David. Because you obeyed not the voice of
the Lord, nor executed his fierce wrath upon Amalek, therefore
the Lord has done this thing unto you this day. Moreover, the
Lord will also deliver Israel with you into the hand of the
Philistines, and to-morrow you and your sons will be with me:
the Lord also shall deliver the army of Israel into the hand of the
Philistines." (Verses 16-19). 

This event has proved a most difficult one for commentators. Saul is
introduced as a man completely out of fellowship with the Lord who thus
no longer responds to his prayers even when he presents his entreaties
through approved channels. He consequently decides to seek supernatural
access to the mind of God by another means. He is informed by his servants
of the existence of a medium inhabiting a placed named Endor, some fifty
miles due north of Jerusalem but not far from his then encampment.

The commentators give divergent views as to what happened. Matthew
Henry suggests that it really was Samuel who was called up from the dead.
With this, some apocryphal literature (Ecclesiasticus 46:20) seems to agree.

Others have said that Satan posed as Samuel. They base this on the use
of the word gods (in verse 13), a word far more frequently rendered in the
singular though it is almost always written as a plural form. Sometimes it
merely signifies a very important person, such as a judge or one "to whom
the word of the Lord has come" in a special way (see Psalm 82:6 and John
10:35 1).

Jameison, Fausset, and Brown2 take an opposite view, namely, that it
was not really Samuel who was brought up from the dead. They base this
on three considerations. (1) The woman was practicing an art absolutely
forbidden by God, and God would not, therefore, resort to such a method
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3. Rotherham (The Emphasized Bible) makes this read as a past tense. The NEB has neatly
avoided the problem, thus tacitly acknowledging it: "Like an old man coming up, wrapped in
a cloak". So also The Modern Language Bible (Berkeley).   The LXX at 1 Kings 28:14 (which in the
King James Version is 1 Samuel 28:14) almost implies a figure "dressed up" in a cloak ( which
is a perfect passive participle of , a Classical Greek form meaning just this.) 
4. For more on predictions, see the author's, "Some Striking Fulfilments of Prophecy"  Part III
in Hidden Things of God's Revelation, vol. 7 in The Doorway Papers Series, Grand Rapids,
Zondervan, 1977, p.107ff. 

of communication with Saul. (2) If God refused to answer Saul personally
through the proper channels, it seems highly improbable that his intention
to remain silent would be circumvented by improper means; and (3) the fact
that she appears to have been the only one to have actually seen the
apparition could very well have been a subterfuge to secure her own safety
by claiming that she was indeed speaking to Samuel—even if she was, in
fact, deceiving Saul.

Many suggest that it was a satanically inspired spiritual being of some
sort posing as Samuel and speaking with Samuel's voice. Such a situation
is reported even in modern times where loved ones are supposedly both
seen and heard. In this instance, Saul did not actually see Samuel at all.
Indeed, this is almost implied by the fact that he asked the woman to
describe Samuel (verse 13), as though he sought confirmation of identity.
He speaks to the medium in the past tense as though the vision had already
vanished: "What did you see?" It is true that verse 14 reads, "What form is
he of?", but the verb is not supplied in the original and should possibly be
was rather than is in order to agree with verse 13. So also in verse 14, the
witch would have said, "an old man, coming up, and he was covered with
a mantle" (the verb in italics once again being supplied by the reader).3

The content of Samuel's message to Saul (verse 15) might seem to
present a problem. Jameison suggests that "the vagueness of the
information imparted" somewhat reduces the difficulty since "much of it
could have been reached by natural conjecture as to the probable result of
the approaching conflict." Many who profess to be mediums or oracles have
shown remarkable foresight in making their predictions. Such was the case
with Ursula Shipton in the early fifteenth century, and somewhat later
Merlin Ambrosius, and a little later still, Thomas Gray (author of "Elegy
Written in a Country Churchyard") who wrote a "prophetic" poem which
appeared under the title Luna Habitabilis in 1737.4 The witch of Endor may
quite possibly have been both well informed and highly intelligent: and she
must have been well aware that she was in a dangerous position. Not only
was necromancy forbidden on pain of death (Exodus 22:18; Leviticus 19:31
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5. Exodus 22:18.: "You shall not allow a witch to live". Leviticus 19:31: "Regard not them that
have familiar spirits, neither seek after wizards, to be defiled by them: I am the Lord your
God." Leviticus 20:27: "A man also or a woman that has a familiar spirit, or that is a wizard,
shall surely be put to death: they shall stone them with stones: their  blood shall be upon them."
Deuteronomy 18:10-12: "There shall not be found among you any one that makes his son or his
daughter to pass through the fire, or that uses divination, or an observer of times, or an
enchanter, or a witch, or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a
necromancer. For all these things are an abomination unto the Lord."
6. 1 Samuel 28:3, 9, 10: "Now Samuel was dead, and all Israel had lamented him, and buried
him in Ramah, even his own city. And Saul had put away those that had familiar spirits, and
the wizards, out of the land... The woman said, You now what Saul has done, how he has cut
off all those that have familiar spirits, and the wizards, out of the land: why, then, do you lay
a snare for my life, to cause me to die? And Saul sware to her by the Lord, saying, As the Lord
lives, there shall no punishment happen to you for this thing." 
7. Bullinger, E. W., The Companion Bible, Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press, no date (c.1913),
Part II, at 1 Samuel 28:12, p. 405.
8. Lange, John Peter, Commentary on the Holy Scriptures, translated, enlarged and edited by C.
H. Toy and J. A. Broadus, Grand Rapids, Zondervan 1960 (1877), vol. 3 (Samuel and Kings),
pp.331-337. 

and 20:27; Deuteronomy 18:10-115), but King Saul himself had expressly
forbidden it (1 Samuel 28, verses 3, 9 and 106). 

Jameison concluded by noting that many eminent commentators
believed Samuel was indeed sent personally to rebuke the king. On the
other hand, Bullinger, commenting upon the words "the woman saw
Samuel," observed that this could have been nothing more than "the
materialization of a deceiving spirit impersonating Samuel as is done by
mediums today."7

I have not been able to resolve the problem in my own mind. Lange's
Commentary has a very full discussion of the several points of view held on
this passage.8 Certainly there is room for considerable divergence of
opinion.
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1. Althaus, Paul, The Theology of Martin Luther, Philadelphia, PA., Fortress Press, 1966 (3rd
printing, 1975), translated by Robert C. Schultz, p.412-417. For permission to quote at length,
I am most grateful to the publishers.

Appendix V
(See Chapter 13, page 232)

Martin Luther’s Views on The Lord’s return and Resurrection

In his book, The Theology of Martin Luther,1 Paul Althaus quotes
extensively from Luther, using apt phrases interjected appropriately into his
own commentary. For simplicity and clarity, I am simply reproducing the
comments of Althaus, placing them between quotation marks, while setting
in a bolder typeface the actual words of Luther himself in the hope of
particularly drawing the reader's attention to their compatibility with my
thesis. All these excerpts from Althaus' book will be found to occur between
pages 412 and 417 inclusive. In what follows, I have indicated deletions
from the Althaus text by the use of a succession of dots. 

Noting Luther's comments on "whoever believes in me will never die" (John
11:26), Althaus wrote:

This is what a man must hold to when he dies. In this he finds
a place to rest in peace; for he is then held and preserved in the
bosom of Christ to the Last Day. This deep insight demonstrates
the significance of Luther's reformation for eschatology. The
traditional doctrines said much about the various places where
the souls of the dead were. Topographical maps of the
intermediate state (Zwischenzustand) were available…

The hope of the early Church centred on the resurrection on the
Last Day…This resurrection happens to the total man and not
only to the body. Paul speaks of the resurrection not of 'the body'
but of 'the dead.'

Together with this hope for the resurrection on the Last Day,
we find still another thought in Paul. Dying leads immediately
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to full participation with Christ and life with Him (2 Corinthians
5:6 ff; Philippians 1:23). The apostle apparently felt that there was
no contradiction between these two thoughts. In this letter to the
Philippians, he first says that he expects to be immediately united
with Christ, and later says that Christians expect to receive a new
bodily existence, and therewith life out of death, from the Lord
when He comes again. Paul makes no attempt to reconcile these
two thoughts. 

The Church's doctrine of eschatology, however, attempted to
put these two expectations of hope into a temporal relationship to each
other [my emphasis]. This is done through the concept of an
'intermediate state' between the death of the individual and the
Last Day when he will receive a new bodily existence.

Althaus then explains how the New Testament idea of resurrection
which affects the whole man gave way to the Greek concept of the
immortality of the soul [the spirit]. The Last Day, as a consequence, lost
much of its significance, since departed souls have already received all that
is decisively important long before this. Eschatological interests were no
longer strongly directed to the Day of Christ's coming again.

But the difference between this and the hope of the New Testament is, of course,
very great indeed. So that, against this background, as Althaus points out, we
are better able to measure the real significance of Luther's Reformation in
relation to eschatology. 

Althaus observes:

Luther generally understands the condition between death and
the resurrection as a deep and dreamless sleep without
consciousness and feeling. When the dead are awakened on the
Last Day, they will — like a man who awakes in the morning —
know neither where they were nor how long they have rested.
For just as a man who falls asleep and sleeps soundly until
morning does not know what has happened to him when he
wakes up, so we shall suddenly rise on the Last Day; and we
shall know neither what death has been like nor how we have
come through it. Luther therefore says nothing about souls
without their bodies enjoying true life and blessedness before the
resurrection.

Again, Althaus quotes from Luther verbatim: "We are to sleep until He
comes and knocks on the grave and says, 'Dr. Martin, get up'. Then I will
arise in a moment and will be eternally happy with Him." Althaus then
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2. Althaus has a footnote here in which he remarks: "Note that Luther thinks of time as being
set aside not only subjectively for those who sleep, but also objectively in God's eternity".

comments on this by saying that Luther can, as the Apostle Paul does, stress
the fact that Christ and eternal life await us immediately beyond death
[emphasis mine]. Holding these two views side by side created no problems
for Luther. For he recognized that our earthly concepts and measurements
of time are no longer valid on the other side of death.
     Althaus quotes Luther once again:

Here you must put time out of your mind and know that in
that world there is neither time nor a measurement of time, but
everything is one eternal moment….2 

Since there is no measuring of time in God's sight, a thousand
years before Him must be as though they were only a day; for
this reason the first man Adam is just as close to Him as the last
man who will be born before the Last Day… 

Althaus comments on this statement, explaining that (in Luther's view)
for those who have died, the Last Day comes very soon after their death --
even immediately when they die. As Luther himself put it: "Each of us has
his own Last Day when he dies."

Pursuing Luther's argument, Althaus observes that we therefore arrive
at the end of the world and the Last Day at the very moment of our death.
Yet it comes no sooner to the departed than to all generations after us, until
the temporal end of the world.  Quoting Luther once again, “In that life a
thousand years before God will not even be one day. And when we are
resurrected, it will seem to Adam and the patriarchs just as though they
were living half an hour ago. There is no time there… The patriarchs will
not reach the Last Day before we do."

Althaus concludes: 

This understanding of the Last Day as something which is always
near and even present when we die is the unity in which these two
lines of expectation, which we found previously in Paul, flow
together without excluding each other" [emphasis mine].
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